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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the semantics of particular combinations of spatial pre-
positional phrases (PPs) and motion verbs and its effect on or reflexes in the syntactic
structure of the VP. The lexical semantics of Ps and Vs in isolation will be viewed
as the main building blocks out of which motion events are made up. These lexical
building blocks can then combine with one another and with further elements in the
VP by means of common semantic composition rules such as functional application
or event identification. The resulting structure can be subject to syntactic operations,
in particular movement, which have potential repercussions on the interpretation of
the event.

The overall proposal, to be outlined at the end of chapter 3 and empirically sup-
ported and refined in subsequent chapters, is guided by the main idea that there is a
division of labour between spatial PPs and verbal predicates in structuring a motion
event and contributing to its overall aspectual makeup. This means that the internal
semantics/syntax and the external semantics/syntax of a spatial PP need to be kept
apart and examined separately in order to get a precise picture as to where particular
semantic effects stem from. The theoretical assumptions about PPs and motion events
will therefore be spread over the two chapters 2 and 3, respectively.

In general, I assume that the possibility of referring to particular event types, such
as states, activities, accomplishments and achievements, as well as the property of
telicity, which intuitively has to do with whether or not an event has an inherent bound
or end-point (these notions will be made more precise in chapter 3), are universal.
However, there can be semantic, syntactic, and/or morphological restrictions on the
possibility of deriving particular event types, e.g. by adding resultatives to (lexical)
activities to (semantically and/or syntactically) derive accomplishments, as well as in
the marking or encoding of telicity. For example, languages like English can derive
accomplishments by adding a secondary non-verbal (in this case adjectival) predicate
to a verb (1-a), which otherwise refers to an activity, whereas languages like Italian do
not have this option (1-b).

1
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(1) Availability of resultatives, English vs. Italian (Folli and Ramchand, 2005)
a. Gianni broke the vase open.
b. *Gianni

Gianni
a
has

rotto
broken

il
the

vaso
vase

aperto.
open

The secondary predicate in English is interpreted as a result state which the internal
argument DP of the verb ends up in at the end of the process denoted by the verb, and
the overall event described by such a sentence is commonly assumed to be telic.

A central issue of this thesis is the role spatial PPs play in event structure and un-
der which circumstances they can be interpreted as secondary resultative predicates
similar to resultative adjectives such as the one in (1-a). I will explore such condi-
tions within the languages English, Dutch, German, Russian and Czech, but I will
also address variation across different languages by adding data from some Romance
languages such as those in (1-b) in later chapters. In the following, I will give a short
outlook on the content of the chapters to come and how they relate to the general idea
underlying this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides background assumptions about the internal syntax and seman-
tics of spatial PPs. A semantic and syntactic distinction will be made between locative
and directional Ps, and among the directional Ps a semantic distinction between goals,
sources and routes. In this chapter, I will furthermore argue on ground of semantic,
syntactic and morphological considerations that not just adpositions but also verbal
prefixes and particles as well as cases with a spatial meaning belong to the category P.

Chapter 3 proposes that in order to account for the semantic effects of the com-
bination of a PP with a verb of motion or (change of) location, some model of event
decomposition has to be combined with the notion of a generalised path, whose incre-
mental structure is mapped onto the structure of the event. Events will be argued to be
decomposable into subevents like states and activities (processes) and combinations
of these. This leads to a division of events into simple ones (states and activities) and
complex ones that make reference to a transition by relying on a BECOME component
in their structure (achievements and accomplishments). With the complex types it is
possible to access subevents such as result states and this will turn out to be crucial
for the analysis of the particular data. It will furthermore be argued that verbs are
lexically specified for the event structure they can license, and that event structures
can be augmented and operated on when a verb is combined with different elements
and embedded in the overall semantic and syntactic context. Two hypotheses will be
introduced in this chapter, which will play a central role in subsequent chapters:

(2) The Incrementality Hypothesis: Accomplishment structures rely on incre-
mental structures.

(3) The Bounded PP Hypothesis: PPs that make reference to an upper bound of
a BECOME event have to be integrated as complements to the verb.

The first of these hypotheses aims at reconciling event structure approaches with those
that propose to account for properties of events in terms of generalised paths, whereas
the second hypothesis will mainly be empirically motivated and has to do with the
observation that certain PPs that refer to something like a bounded path (a path with
defined end-points) behave like complements to the verb rather than like VP adjuncts.

An important argument that has been put forward in favour of event structure ap-
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proaches is that they allow to deal with certain ambiguities of adverbial modifiers in
terms of structural (scope) instead of lexical ambiguity. In particular, adverbs like
quickly, rudely, clumsily, again, almost and even temporal for-adverbials can have
more than one reading, depending on the verbal predicate they combine with and this
has been accounted for in terms of event or predicate decomposition (e.g. Dowty,
1979; Pustejovsky, 1991; von Stechow, 1996; Eckardt, 1998; Ernst, 1998; Rapp and
von Stechow, 1999; Kratzer, 2004a; Beck, 2005, among others). For illustration, I
will focus on the ambiguity of again. Again can be ambiguous between a restitutive
reading, which involves the repetition of a result state, and a repetitive reading, under
which the whole event is repeated (4).

(4) Ambiguity of again (examples from von Stechow, 1996)
Clyde cleans his boots again ...
a. ... and Clyde has cleaned his boots before. repetitive
b. ... and his boots were clean before. restitutive

Pustejovsky (1991), for example, argues that the restitutive reading is only possible
with complex events, in which again modifies the transition from a process to a state
(hence, the result state of an accomplishment or achievement). The repetitive reading
arises if again modifies simple states or processes or the process part of a complex
event (an accomplishment). Thus, with accomplishments, again can have two diffe-
rent scopes, either over the result state alone, or over the process and the result state
together, and this accounts for the ambiguity with data of the kind in (4).

In chapter 4, I will argue that a similar kind of scope ambiguity is also found with
locative PPs. Under particular circumstances to be made precise in that chapter, an
ambiguity with locative PPs headed by in, on and other locative Ps can arise between
a locative and a directional reading (see also Gehrke, 2007b,c) (5).

(5) Sharon jumped in the lake.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Sharon jumped while being in the lake (i.e. the jumping took place in the
lake).

b. paraphrase of the directional reading:
Sharon jumped and (as a result) she ended up in the lake.

To my knowledge, there is no test that directly discriminates directional from locative
PPs in the sense that there are contexts that only allow directional but not locative
PPs. This could be viewed as an indication that PPs headed by e.g. in, on, under
or behind are ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading. In chapter 4,
however, I will argue that there are no lexically ambiguous Ps: Ps are either locative
or directional and can only license the particular structure associated with places or
paths, respectively. This will lead to the hypothesis in (6).

(6) The Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis: The spatial Ps in, on, under, and
behind are locative only. Any ambiguity between a directional and a locative
reading is structural and not lexical.

To explain data of the kind in (5), I will propose an event structure account under
which the particular PPs are unambiguously locative but have different attachment
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sites. In particular, I will argue that under the directional reading the locative PP
modifies the result state of a complex event (the upper bound of an incremental path,
which is a BECOME event), whereas under the locative reading, the attachment site is
higher and the PP modifies the whole event. Particular verbs will be argued to license a
complex event structure, in which locative PPs can modify the result state and specify
the final location of the event. This is captured by the hypothesis in (7).

(7) The Derived Goal Hypothesis: Goal readings with locative PPs can be de-
rived if the PPs specify the final location of an accomplishment by (semanti-
cally) modifying a BECOME event.

Syntactic tests will be provided to show that the locative PP is more deeply embedded
under the directional reading than under the locative reading.

Additional data reveal that under certain circumstances some kind of directional
reading is possible with locative PPs even if a verb does not license a complex event
structure by itself. Given that we still want to maintain that the PPs are locative only,
such directional meanings must be analysed as structurally derived, and I will address
the precise conditions under which this is possible. One case at hand, for example, is
accusative case marking inside German (and some other Indo-European) PPs, and I
will explore the hypothesis in (8).

(8) The Accusative Case Hypothesis: Accusative case inside German PPs is a
structural case, licensed under the same conditions as accusative case on direct
objects.

Chapter 5 turns to verbal prefixes in the Slavic languages Russian and Czech, which
are treated as belonging to the category P as argued for in detail in chapter 2. It will
be shown that prefixes in these languages can be divided into two groups. Internal
prefixes specify the upper bound of a (generalised) incremental path, which is a ne-
cessary ingredient of a BECOME event and thus of an accomplishment or achievement
structure. External prefixes, on the other hand, are VP modifiers that do not change the
event structure they apply to. A direct parallel will be drawn to the Germanic data dis-
cussed in chapter 4, in which locative PPs can specify final locations (related to some
result state VP-internally) or modify the entire event VP-externally. In this chapter, I
will also discuss data containing prefixes and prepositional phrases and I will provide
an account that integrates both into the overall structure of a motion event. In particu-
lar, I will argue that Slavic spatial prefixes on motion verbs derive from prepositions
and can be treated as state morphemes denoting the result state of a complex telic
event. The general proposal will be taken up again in chapter 7.

Chapter 6 discusses the typological difference between verb-framed and satellite-
framed languages (Talmy, 1985, and subsequent works). Verb-framed languages are
characterised as having a large set of verbs that conflate motion and path. The manner
of motion with these verbs is expressed separately, e.g. by a subordinate clause, or
not expressed at all (9-a,b). In addition, manner of motion verbs in these languages
cannot combine with path expressions (9-c).
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(9) Verb-framed languages, e.g. Spanish
a. La

the
botella
bottle

entró
MOVED-in

a
to

la
the

cueva
cave

(flotando).
(floating)

The bottle floated into the cave.
b. La

the
botella
bottle

salió
MOVED-out

de
of

la
the

cueva
cave

(flotando).
(floating)

The bottle floated out of the cave.
c. *La

the
botella
bottle

flotó
floated

a
to

la
the

cueva.
cave

Satellite-framed languages, on the other hand, such as English, can combine man-
ner of motion verbs with path expressions and have a number of non-verbal ways of
expressing paths, usually by means of adpositions and particles.

It has been shown that the (im)possibility of combining a path expression with
a manner of motion verb correlates with the (un)availability of secondary resulta-
tive predication, as exemplified in (1) (Fong, 1997; Snyder, 2001; Beck and Sny-
der, 2001a,b; Beck, 2005; Mateu, 2002; Folli, 2002; Folli and Ramchand, 2005; Zu-
bizarreta and Oh, 2007). In chapter 6, I will propose an account for this correlation
by analysing the combination of directional PPs with manner of motion verbs along
the lines of resultative accomplishment creation. The Bounded PP Hypothesis (3)
introduced in chapter 4 and Snyder’s (1995, and subsequent work) Compounding Pa-
rameter (10) will be combined to account for the fact that manner of motion verbs in
verb-framed languages do not allow PPs that make reference to a bounded path.

(10) The Compounding Parameter (Snyder, 2005)
Languages differ parametrically in the availability of a semantic composition
rule (‘Rule C’) that is required both to interpret novel compounds and to
‘build’ complex-event descriptions (e.g. accomplishments) out of simple-
event predicates.

According to the Bounded PP Hypothesis, PPs that make reference to a bounded path
have to be integrated VP-internally as complements to the verb and function as secon-
dary resultative predicates. This, however, is not possible in languages with a nega-
tive setting for the Compounding Parameter, which are the verb-framed languages in
Talmy’s typology.

Chapter 7 addresses the fact that languages show a conceptual bias for goals over
sources (and other spatial expressions). This bias has led some researchers (Filip,
2003; Nam, 2004) to argue for an aspectual or event structural difference between
goals and sources in the sense that only goals but not sources derive telic predicates
or accomplishment structures. I will claim instead that there is no reason to make
such a categorical distinction between goals and sources. Instead, I will argue that all
sorts of Ps (not just goals) can function as resultatives and thus be embedded in a telic
accomplishment structure, and furthermore that there are also cases where particular
goals do not derive telic predicates. The hypothesis to be explored in this chapter is
given in (11).
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(11) The Goal/Source Hypothesis: The conceptual goal bias is extra-linguistic in
nature (i.e. it does not result in strict syntactic and/or semantic rules distin-
guishing between goals and sources).

For example, the ambiguity facts with again, outlined above, will be used as a test
to see whether the motion event under description involves a transition (is an accom-
plishment) or not (is an activity) (12).

(12) a. Anna drove towards New York again. repetitive
Anna drove along the canal again. repetitive

b. Anna drove to New York again. ambiguous
Anna drove away again. ambiguous

c. Anna drove away from New York again. ambiguous / repetitive

In this context, another case of modification of result states will play a role. I will
argue that the monotonicity properties of result states, which are associated with fi-
nal locations in motion events, can account for certain modification possibilities with
otherwise telic predicates. In particular, I will address Czech data discussed by Filip
(2003), in which source prefixes can combine with measurement expressions, which
are ungrammatical on verbs with goal prefixes (13).

(13) Goal-source asymmetry with measure expressions ((24) in Filip, 2003, 77)
a. Od-skočilp

FROM-jumped
metr
metre.ACC

od
from

okna.
window.GEN

‘He jumped a metre away from the window.’
b. ??Při-skočilp

TO-jumped
metr
metre.ACC

k
to

oknu.
window.DAT

(intended meaning: ‘He jumped a metre to the window.’)

Following Tenny (1994) and Krifka (1998) in assuming that events can be delimited
only once, Filip proposes an account that relies on only goal-oriented motion events
being telic, whereas source modifiers are argued to derive atelic predicates. Instead, I
will show that the particular predicates pass diagnostics for telicity and that an alter-
native account of the Czech modification facts is called for (see also Gehrke, 2005, to
appear). The general proposal will maintain the idea that the event structure in cases
like (13) is still complex and associated with accomplishments no matter whether goal
or source prefixes are involved.

Further support for the view that there is no event structural difference between
goals and sources is provided from Germanic semantic and syntactic data, in addition
to those in (12) (see also Gehrke, 2007a). To make a link with chapter 6, I will show
that goals and sources should not a priori be represented differently also in a verb-
framed language like Italian, where both behave alike in various respects.

Finally, chapter 8 provides a concluding summary.



CHAPTER 2

The structure of PPs

2.1 Introduction

The topic of this dissertation is the semantic and syntactic role played by adpositional
elements (Ps) with a spatial meaning in the structure of motion events. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide an overview of the basic ingredients needed for an understanding
of the issues addressed in subsequent chapters. To enable a compositional analysis
of motion events, this chapter addresses issues concerning the internal syntax and
semantics of Ps, which serve as one building block of such events. I will define some
basic notions and provide background knowledge for what is to come in subsequent
chapters, in which particular issues will be discussed in more detail and made more
precise. Given that this thesis addresses motion events, I will mainly be concerned
with P elements expressing a spatial meaning.

Jackendoff (1973, and subsequent work) addresses the conceptual structure of spa-
tial PPs. In Jackendoff (1983), he argues that PPs can be decomposed into the onto-
logical categories PLACE or PATH, and functions such as TO, FROM, VIA or IN, ON,
UP (1).

(1) a. in the room: [Place IN ([Thing ROOM])]
b. into the room: [Path TO ([Place IN ([Thing ROOM])])]
c. through the cheese: [Path VIA ([Place IN ([Thing CHEESE])])]

For example, with into the room, a Place function IN takes a Thing as its argument, the
reference object, to return a Place. The Place in turn is the internal argument of the
Path function TO that returns a Path. In a similar vein, Talmy (1975, and subsequent
work) makes use of the concepts Figure and Ground to describe the arguments of
prepositions, where the Figure is an entity which is moved, or is conceptually poten-
tially movable, with respect to a specific Ground (2).

7
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(2) Figure and Ground relations
a. John hung the paintingFig on the wallGr.
b. The childrenFig travelled to schoolGr.

These core semantic notions are widely used in research on adpositions and through-
out this thesis I will employ the labels Figure and Ground. Other terms for Figure
and Ground/reference object are trajector and landmark, respectively, which are es-
pecially common in the cognitive linguistic approaches of Lakoff (1987); Langacker
(1987) and related works.

Breaking down the conceptual structure of prepositional phrases into a locative
(Place) part and a directional (Path) part has had a profound influence on linguistic
treatments of spatial expressions and this distinction is shared in one way or another
by most accounts of the syntax and semantics of spatial PPs. Throughout this thesis,
spatial prepositions that are associated with Place functions are referred to as locative
prepositions (e.g. on, under, between). Those that are associated with Path functions
are labelled directional prepositions (e.g. from, to, along). For instance, locative but
not directional PPs can appear with stative verbs like be, stay, remain (3).

(3) a. The box stayed in / on / under / behind the table.
b. *The box stayed to / into / onto / from / out of / through the table.

Locative Ps in opposition to directional Ps will be a main topic of chapter 4.
Directional prepositions undergo a further division into route, source and goal

prepositions, following Jackendoff’s (1983) terminology. Routes (4-a) describe a tra-
jectory but not an (initial or final) end-point of the path. In contrast, sources (4-b) and
goals (4-c) specify where the path starts and ends, respectively.

(4) a. route: across, over, through, past, via, along
b. source: away from, out of, off, from
c. goal: to, into, onto, towards

The distinction between goals and other directional and spatial meanings will be
picked up again in chapters 4 anad 7.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 provides an overview of main
approaches to the semantics of spatial P elements. Section 2.3 addresses the internal
syntactic structure of (spatial) PPs. Section 2.4 characterises the category P, i.e. it
addresses the elements which are assumed to belong to this category and its limits.
It will be argued that adpositions, prefixes, particles and spatial cases all belong to
the category P and can be described with the same (internal) syntax and semantics.
Finally, section 2.5 concludes and lists remaining issues which primarily have to do
with the external semantics and syntax of PPs. These issues will be addressed in detail
in chapter 3, which presents the main ideas underlying this thesis as to how to integrate
P elements semantically and syntactically into the structure of a motion event.

2.2 P semantics
The general purpose of a locative PP is to describe the location of a particular entity,
the Figure, which can be an object or an event, with respect to another entity, the
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Ground, or more precisely with respect to the location of another entity. A directional
PP, in turn, usually describes a potential change of location of the Figure with respect
to (the location of) the Ground. In line with Jackendoff’s work and the syntactic
literature on PPs, it is generally assumed that directional PPs are in some way related
to locative PPs, e.g. there is some mechanism to derive directional PPs from locative
ones or relate them to one another in a systematic way. Hence, any treatment of the
semantics of directional PPs needs to rely on a particular account of the semantics of
locative PPs. I will therefore first address particular approaches to the semantics of
locative PPs and then turn to directional PPs.1

2.2.1 Locative PPs
This subsection discusses representatives of two main approaches to the semantics of
locative PPs. The first is in terms of regions (Creary et al., 1985, 1989; Wunderlich,
1991; Herweg and Wunderlich, 1991; Nam, 1995; Kracht, 2008, among others), and
the second in terms of vectors (O’Keefe, 1996; Zwarts, 1997; Zwarts and Winter,
2000; Zwarts, 2005b).

Regions

A representative of an analysis of locative PPs in terms of regions is Wunderlich
(1991) (and similarly Herweg and Wunderlich, 1991). To derive the location of the
entity (the Ground, represented as v), with respect to which another entity (the Figure,
represented as u) is located, Wunderlich (1991) defines a function p, the EIGENPLACE
FUNCTION, which yields for each object or event the place it occupies, its eigenplace,
which is some region. He furthermore assumes that there is a family of functions,
which yield for each object or event a set of surrounding or neighbouring regions. For
example, the function INT[v] yields a set of regions that are internal to v. Based on
this, we can define the in location between Figure and Ground as in (5).

(5) <u,v> ! " in " iff p[u] # INT[v]

To describe such regions, English, for example, usually uses the preposition in. Other
such functions are EXT[v] for regions external to v (outside) or PROX[v] for regions in
the proximity of v (near, at). These regions can further be decomposed into subregions
according to particular spatial axes in relation to v. For example, Wunderlich discusses
the vertical axis ±VERT, which is relevant for prepositions such as under (6).

(6) <u,v> ! " under " iff p[u] # EXT[v, -VERT ]

The relevant region in (6) is the region below v which is properly included in EXT[v],
the region external to v. Locative prepositions that involve additional vertical axes in
their meaning such as under, behind are also known as projective prepositions. The
difference between projective and non-projective prepositions such as in or on will
come up again in chapter 4.

Wunderlich (1991) assumes that directional PPs refer to paths which are extended
regions that unify the places of an object at different times, in case events are involved.

1Section 2.2 is partially based on Asbury et al. (2008).
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However, he notes that there are uses of directional PPs independent of time. In the
same spirit, Bierwisch (1988) argues for an analysis of paths not based on time but
assumes instead that a path is a specifically structured place or location, i.e. nested
locations. I will come back to the notion of path in section 2.2.2.

Kracht (2008) takes the metric three-dimensional Euclidean space as the basic ge-
ometrical structure to provide a complete, bottom-up picture of how spatial meanings
are being built up. Building on insights from the syntactic literature on PPs (see also
section 2.3), he posits the following structure for all spatial PPs (7).

(7) [Pdir [Pstat [PAxPart [Ploc DP ]]]]

He argues that this structure is established by morphological decomposition and fills
it with semantic detail in the course of the paper. He assumes that different objects are
associated with the different structures as outlined in the following.

Locative PPs like in the box or on the table are argued to denote sets of regions, so-
called neighbourhoods, which are functions from regions to truth values. The meaning
of PPstat, which represents the inner layers of a spatial PP, is treated as a function from
time points to functions from space points to the unit interval. The time dependency
monitors the position of the Figure relative to the Ground. Directionality in the outer
layer of the spatial PP specifies change of the Figure with respect to the Ground.

Ploc is the location function (loc’) that is applied to an object (denoted by the DP)
and a time point (to be supplied), yielding a region. This region is compressed to
a point (the gravitational centre), which serves as the origin of the coordinate frame.
The space thus becomes structured as a vector space (the tangent space to the manifold
at the origin), since spatial points can be given as vectors. A particular approach to the
semantics of PPs in terms of vectors will be addressed in the following section.

PAxPart is adapted from Svenonius (2008) and is related to the vertical axis that
Wunderlich uses to capture the semantics of under in (14) and other projective Ps.
Kracht assumes this element to establish a coordinate frame, which returns the three
unit vectors. After this step, the (tangent) space is fully coordinated and the space is
isomorphic to the three-dimensional Euclidean Space. A triple <x1, x2, x3> codes the
vector x = x1p1 + x2p2 + x3p3. Pstat picks out a direction, which can be established
according to several criteria. It yields a goodness of fit function, a function from the
three-dimensional Euclidean Space to truth values [0,1], determining for each coor-
dinate triple how well it fits. This can be translated into a goodness of fit for space
points. Finally, Pdir describes a change of goodness of fit through time (see section
2.2.2 for more details).

Kracht leaves it open whether all of these projections are present at all times. A
reason for thinking that not all have to be present are, for example, non-projective Ps
like in or on, which do not seem to need a PAxPart, or route Ps like along or around, that
do not seem to have a decomposition into an inner, static part and an outer, directional
part. The static meaning of along, for example, is the same as near, but the movement
type is not defined using a generalised phase quantifier, to be defined below. The
movement is then described in different terms where the directional part describes a
certain kind of path in the vicinity of the landmark (see section 2.2.2 for more details).
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Vectors

Zwarts (1997); Zwarts and Winter (2000) argue that a vector space semantics ap-
proach to PPs opens up a way of looking at algebraic properties of spatial PPs that
are familiar from and relevant to inferences in other semantic domains, most notably
quantified expressions. In particular, they discuss properties in the prepositional do-
main such as point monotonicity, vector monotonicity, or preposition conservativity.
For illustration, I will discuss the notion of vector monotonicity in the prepositional
domain.

One of the reasons for Zwarts (1997) and Zwarts and Winter (2000) to use vectors
in their semantic analysis of locative PPs is that this allows a straightforward treat-
ment of modification in the prepositional domain. The denotation of a locative PP
is represented as a set of vectors, which are directed line segments between points in
space. For example, behind the house is associated with the set of vectors that go from
the house to points behind it. The modified PP 5 metres behind the house, then, is a
simple composition, namely the intersection of two sets of vectors, those that are five
metres long and those that are behind the house.

Zwarts and Winter (2000) note that measure phrase modification is available only
with a subset of the locative prepositions. Whereas locative PPs headed by behind
or outside can be modified by measure phrases, locative PPs headed by between or
in(side) cannot (8).

(8) a. two metres behind the car
two kilometres outside the village

b. *two metres between the houses
*two metres in / inside the house

They show that for a locative preposition to be modifiable by a measure phrase it has
to be both upward and downward vector monotone (9).

(9) Modification Condition (informally after Zwarts and Winter, 2000)
A set of located vectors satisfies the modification condition iff it is upward and
downward vector monotone and non-empty.

For complete definitions of notions like vector monotonicity the reader is referred to
the works cited.2 What is useful to note here is that the intuition behind this condition
is that of truth preservation when the located object gets further from / closer to the
reference object.

Zwarts and Winter (2000) show that all simple locative Ps in natural language are
downward monotone. Thus, to determine whether a locative PP can be modified by a
measure phrase or not, it is enough to concentrate on upward monotonicity. English
examples of upward monotone locative prepositions and of prepositions that are not
upward monotone are given in (10).

(10) VMON$: in front of, behind; above, over, below, under; beside; outside
not VMON$: near, on, at; inside, in; between

For example, behind the house is upward monotone: when a vector that points to x is

2I will return to a more formal treatment of modification in the prepositional domain in chapter 7.
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in the denotation of behind the house, i.e. a vector that leads from the house to some
point x behind it, then also any lengthening of this vector is in the same denotation
since the particular point would merely be further away from the house but still behind
it. This does not hold for inside, though, because lengthening of vectors that go inside
could eventually end up going outside again. Hence, inside is not upward monotone
and does not meet the Modification Condition.3

Let me now turn to semantic accounts of directional PPs.

2.2.2 Directional PPs
This section discusses representatives of three ways to analyse the semantics of di-
rectional PPs, namely in terms of atemporal paths in space (Bierwisch, 1988; Verkuyl
and Zwarts, 1992; Nam, 1995; Zwarts, 2005b, among others), phase quantifiers that
are independent of time and space (Fong, 1997, 2001), or as combinations of paths
and phase quantification (Wunderlich, 1991; Herweg and Wunderlich, 1991; Kracht,
2002, 2008).

Paths

Following Jackendoff (1983), Bierwisch (1988) notes that paths are related to places
in a systematic way, namely that each path has a part which has the property of a place.
This can generally be illustrated by an example like the goal path into the house, one of
the ending-points of which (the final location) has the same properties as the locative
PP in the house. Herweg and Wunderlich (1991) characterise a path as a sequence
of places through which an entity moves during an interval of time. Similarly, Nam
(1995) argues that directional PPs are interpreted as denoting paths or orientations,
which are sequences of regions that intuitively involve a movement of an object. To
represent such movement, Nam introduces a predicate TRAV (for traverse), which is
similar to Jackendoff’s (1983) GO function, which will be introduced in the beginning
of the next chapter.

Both Bierwisch and Nam explicity argue that paths are strictly topological entities
that are independent of time, and also Wunderlich (1991) notes that the interpretation
of path structures in terms of temporal structures is only one possible way to relate
paths to other linear orders. Hence, the particular interpretation of a path as time-
dependent is merely a result of the embedding of a directional PP within a motion
event and is thus due to its external semantics and syntax.

A comparable treatment of directional PPs in terms of paths is found in Verkuyl
and Zwarts (1992), who interpret dimensionality and directionality features from Jack-
endoff’s conceptual structure framework as sets of model-theoretic structures (11),
(12).

(11) Model-theoretic interpretation of [n-DIMENSIONAL]
The dimensionality of an object is the number of spatial orderings that can be
imposed on the material parts of that object.
(Verkuyl and Zwarts, 1992, 496)

3This is a bit of a simplification; see Zwarts and Winter (2000) for some further complications with
non-projective reference objects like two metres in the air, with which in-phrases can be modified.
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(12) Model-theoretic interpretation of [+DIRECTIONAL]
A set is directional if it is linearly ordered in one direction, yielding one
unique beginning point and a potential end point [...] directionality imposes
a certain order on an unordered set [...] the linear order of a spatial path is not
the result of an intrinsic ordering of space, but of something moving through
space and yielding a particular order.
(Verkuyl and Zwarts, 1992, 497f.)

Also Verkuyl and Zwarts argue that a spatial path is atemporal. Reference to time is
available, however. They assume that the movement to a goal, for example, involves
a bounded sequence of moments in time <t1, ..., tn>. The application of Jackendoff’s
GO function to the spatial Path gives a mapping from the atemporal spatial Path into
the temporal Path, creating a new spatio-temporal Path !, which consists of pairs
of points in space and points in time: <(t1, p1) ..., (ti, pi), ...> (see work cited and
Jackendoff 1991, 1996 as well as section 3.5 for more details).

The treatment of directional PPs as paths is further developed in Zwarts (2005b),
who assumes that directional prepositions map the location of the reference object
(the Ground) to a set of sequences of vectors, paths, where each of these sequences
determines a potential change in position of the located object (the Figure). The de-
notation of a directional PP is treated as an algebraically structured set of paths (see
also Zwarts and Winter 2000, with path defined as in (13)).

(13) Definition of path (Zwarts and Winter, 2000, 202)
A path is a function of type iv from the real interval [0,1] ! R (type i) to
vectors (type v).

0 represents the starting point of a path, 1 the ending point of a path, and any points in
between 0 and 1 are intermediate points on the path. These points are linearly ordered
(from 0 to 1). For example, English route PPs are defined as in (14).

(14) Definitions of English route PPs (Zwarts, 2005b, 763)
{ p: there is an interval I % [0,1] that includes neither 0 nor 1 and that consists
of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ...
... AT x } = [[via x]]
... IN x } = [[through x]]
... ON x } = [[across x]]
... ON/ABOVE x } = [[over x]]
... NEAR x } = [[past x]]

Thus, route PPs refer to a path which is located with respect to a particular location
(AT, ON, etc. x), but which does not necessarily include endpoints (0 or 1).

One of the ideas in Zwarts (2005b) is to explore parallels between the prepositional
domain, on the one hand, and the verbal and the nominal domains (as discussed by
e.g. Bach, 1981, 1986, among others), on the other (see also chapter 3). He argues
that locative prepositions can be compared to states in the verbal domain, whereas
directional prepositions share properties with dynamic events. For example, a property
like boundedness, which is relevant for distinguishing between atelic (unbounded)
and telic (bounded) events in the verbal domain, or between mass (unbounded) and
count (bounded) nouns in the nominal domain, is also at play in the prepositional
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domain. This leads him to make a further subdivision of directional prepositions into
atelic/unbounded ones, telic/bounded ones and those that are bounded or unbounded
in a particular context (15).

(15) Boundedness in the spatial domain (Zwarts, 2005b, 742)
a. BOUNDED, TELIC: to, into, onto, from, out of, off, away from, past, via
b. UNBOUNDED, ATELIC: towards, along
c. (UN)BOUNDED, (A)TELIC: across, around, down, over, through, up

Zwarts argues that the distinguishing property between telic and atelic reference in the
prepositional domain is cumulativity. Cumulativity in the verbal and nominal domain
is exemplified in (16).

(16) drink water (cumulative) vs. drink a glass of water (non-cumulative)

A noun phrase like water has cumulative reference: if one adds water to water the
result is still water. On the other hand, if one adds a glass of water to a glass of water,
the result is not in the same denotation of ‘a glass of water’ anymore, rather the result
is two glasses of water. Thus, a glass of water does not have cumulative reference.
Similary, an event of drinking water is cumulative, whereas an event of drinking a
glass of water is not.

A PP, then, is bounded (telic) iff it does not have cumulative reference, which is
defined in the following way (with p and q as variables over paths) (17).

(17) A set of paths X is cumulative iff (Zwarts, 2005b, 751)
(i) there are p and q ! X such that p+q exists and
(ii) for all p, q ! X, if p+q exists, then p+q ! X.

The crucial operation involved here is concatenation of paths (closure under sums),
which is a partial operation subject to the condition that the second path has to start
where the first path ends. Atelic PPs are closed under sums whereas telic PPs are not.

For example, a to-path is not cumulative because there are no two paths in the
denotation of to that can be concatenated: the final end-point (1) of a to-path is always
just outside the reference object whereas the initial end-point (0) is not. On the same
grounds, goal-paths involving into and onto are not cumulative. Furthermore, the
denotations of the source prepositions out of, from and off do not involve any paths
that can be concatenated, either, since they are defined as the mirror images of the
goals. They are therefore non-cumulative as well. Given that the lexical semantics of
most route PPs in (14) does not make reference to end-points of the path, the particular
PPs are not bounded or unbounded in isolation but only in a particular context. I will
come back to this at the end of chapter 3 as well as in chapter 4.

A full list of Zwarts’ definitions of goal and source PPs is given in (18).
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(18) Definitions of bounded goal and source PPs (Zwarts, 2005b, 761f.)
{ p: there is an interval I % [0,1] including ...

... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[ from x ]]

... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[ off x ]]

... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[ out of x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[ to x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[ onto x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[ into x ]]

The source PPs in (18) have in common that they denote a path with a defined starting
point (0) that overlaps with some location AT / ON / IN x, whereas goal PPs have
in common that they are associated with a path with a defined ending point (1) that
overlaps with some location AT / ON / IN x.

To put things differently, these goal and source prepositions with bounded refer-
ence have in common that they involve a transitional two-stage structure, a negative
and a positive phase. They have exactly one positive phase that overlaps either with
the starting point or the ending point of a path. This is the perspective taken in Fong
(1997), who treats the semantics of PPs in terms of phase quantification, which is out-
lined in the next subsection. However, Fong explicitly argues against using space as
the domain for directional PPs.

Phase quantifiers

Fong (1997, 2001) argues against restricting directional locative predications (DLs)
to spatial movement, since there are cases where they also appear in non-motion con-
texts. First, particular noun phrases in both English and Finnish (as well as in other
languages) can freely be modified by DLs, even though there is nothing in motion
(19).

(19) a bridge out of San Francisco

Second, verbs can demand a DL, even though nothing is moving. In particular, Finnish
DLs appear as complements of aspectual verbs such as begin, end (20-a), verbs that
according to Fong presuppose properties of anterior or posterior phases such as find,
forget (20-b), and more generally, verbs that are inherently Achievements or Accom-
plishments (in the sense of Vendler, 1957, see also chapter 3).

(20) Finnish (Fong, 1997, 46 & 41)
a. Toini

Toini
rupeaa
begins

luke-ma-an.
read-INF-ILL

‘Toini begins (‘into’) reading’
b. Unohdi-n

Forgot-1P
kaku-n
cake-ACC

uuni-in
oven-ILL

kahde-ksi
two-TRA

tunni-ksi.
hours-TRA

‘I forgot the cake in (‘into’) the oven for two hours.’

From data like these Fong concludes that DLs have a semantics that is more abstract
than the path meaning, which she sees as intrinsically bound to (literal or hypothetical)
movement in space. She argues instead that DLs denote ordered structures, which are
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interpretable in domains that are diphasic.4 Mainly concentrating on Finnish and Eng-
lish data, she assumes that English and Finnish differ in that Finnish DLs (expressed
by case suffixes on the noun phrase) can operate on the aspectual (or temporal) struc-
tures of the verb, while English DLs (expressed by prepositions) cannot. This contrast
is obvious is (20), where Finnish uses DLs but English can only use locative PPs. The
lexical semantics of English and Finnish verbs, however, is considered the same.

Fong follows Löbner’s (1989) concept of phase quantifiers, according to which
the truth of propositions is time-dependent and phase quantifiers can be viewed as
functions from the time line to the set of truth values {0, 1}. Given a proposition p’,
an interval I is admissible for p if the truth value changes in I and (the restriction of
p to the interval I) is a nonconstant monotonic function from I to {0, 1}. So I is the
disjoint union of two nonempty intervals J0 and J1 such that J0 is entirely before (or
entirely after) J1, and p is false in J0 and true in J1.

Fong applies this idea to the analysis of DLs, extending the notion of phases and
phase quantification to objects and events. An example for her definition of an admis-
sible interval for locations is given in (21).

(21) into San Francisco (Fong, 1997, 32)
I is an admissible interval in terms of p (LOC-IN(san francisco)) and s iff
a. I = (si, se] for some si < se
b. I begins with a phase of not-p: &s’!I 's!I(s<s’( )p(s))
c. the function p is monotone in the interval I:

for all s, s’!I, if p is defined for s, s’ then if s<s’ then p(s)( p(s’)

This definition characterises an interval as admissible if there is a monotonic phase
change from )p to p and the truth of the particular DL predicate can be evaluated in
the second phase. Example (19), then, is analysed as in (22).

(22) a bridge out of San Francisco (Fong, 1997, 33)
&a(bridge(a)) and
a. I is an interval, which is an ordering of the range of !(a), and contains

one phase change (p < )p) with respect to the location of some part of
the bridge in San Francisco; and

b. &s!I 'y!I(y<s( LOC-IN(y, san francisco)) *
&s’!I 'z!I(s’<z( ¬LOC-IN(y, san francisco))

The spatial trace function !(a) in condition (22-a), which is defined in analogy to
Krifka’s (1998) temporal trace function " (see chapter 3), provides a one-dimensional
ordering of (the locations of relevant parts of) particular objects, in this case the bridge.
This condition assures that there is only one phase change involved. Condition (22-b)
states that the location of one part of the bridge, y, should be in San Francisco if it is
early enough in the ordering, whereas the location of another part of the bridge, z, if
late enough in the ordering, is outside of San Francisco.

It is easy to see, then, that this account can also be applied to cases where the
particular order is not a spatial but a temporal one as in (20) so that the ordering pro-
vided by the temporal instead of the spatial trace function becomes relevant. Since this

4An analysis of the semantics of directional PPs with a reference to phases is also found in Wunderlich
(1991) and Herweg and Wunderlich (1991).
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analysis of DLs has wider applications than merely the spatial domain, it allows for
including non-spatial cases in the analysis, such as the Finnish essive and translative,
which talk about an object having or acquiring a particular property. At the same time,
it is possible to relate the relevant phases to other domains than the temporal one to
account for time-independent uses of DLs. Especially Finnish DLs can be properly
interpreted in the temporal domain even if no spatial extension is involved. Fong ar-
gues that the reason why English DLs do not occur with this same class of verbs is due
to the language restricting DL interpretation to exclusively spatial or spatio-temporal
domains.

Spatiotemporal event modifiers

Kracht (2002) notes that Fong’s definition of phase quantifiers is not flexible enough,
since it matches only goals (into, onto, to) and sources (out of, off of, (away) from). Her
analysis cannot directly be carried over to route expressions such as through, along or
past, though, since these do not necessarily involve transitions from one phase to
another where p would necessarily be true in one and false in the other. He argues that
the notion of path is still necessary, at least to account for these latter cases.

Kracht mainly discusses spatial cases in languages with rich case systems such as
Tsez, Finnish or Hungarian. He assumes that there is no semantic and / or syntactic
distinction between spatial cases in these languages and spatial adpositions in other
languages like English or German. Rather, this distinction is treated as a mere mor-
phological distinction, and Kracht assumes that the semantic structure he proposes for
spatial cases is also applicable to spatial adpositions. I will defend a similar point of
view in section 2.4.

Kracht argues that spatial expressions universally consist of two layers, one for the
configuration and one for the mode. This is more or less what Jackendoff terms Place
and Path, respectively. The configuration describes the way in which several objects
are positioned with respect to each other. Configurations can be brought into corre-
spondence with prepositions which do not indicate a change of location. Examples
are at, in, on, between, in front of etc. The mode, on the other hand, describes the
way in which an object moves with respect to the named configuration. While there
is no plausible bound on the number of configurations that a language distinguishes,
the number of modes seems to be limited. Kracht presents evidence for the static, the
cofinal, the coinitial, the transitory and the approximative mode (23).

(23) Spatial modes (Kracht, 2002)
a. STATIC: the object remains in that configuration during event time, e.g.

in the house, Finnish and Hungarian inessive case
b. COFINAL: the object moves into the configuration during event time,

e.g. into the house, Finnish and Hungarian illative case
c. COINITIAL: the object moves from the configuration during event time,

e.g. out of the house, Finnish and Hungarian elative case
d. TRANSITORY: the object moves in and again out of the configuration,

e.g. through the tunnel
e. APPROXIMATIVE: the object moves approaching a configuration, e.g.

towards the tunnel
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From a semantic and syntactic point of view, Kracht assumes that a locative expression
is structured as in (24), where M is a modaliser (specifying the mode) and L is a
localiser (specifying the configuration).

(24) [M [L DP]]

This is generally in accordance with Jackendoff (1983, and subsequent work) as well
as with the literature on the syntax of PPs (see also section 2.3). Kracht notes that
only two of the directional modes, namely the transitory and the approximative one,
make reference to the path of an object, the others make reference to the place of the
object at some points of the interval, e.g. the starting or the ending point of the path
with sources or goals, respectively.

One idea in Kracht (2002, 2008) is to combine insights from treatments of direc-
tional PPs as paths with Fong’s (1997) analysis in terms of phase quantification. In
contrast to Fong, however, Kracht argues that a directional locative needs a moving
entity, which is something which is by necessity moving in the specified event and
thus time-dependent, including cases of fictive motion as discussed by Talmy (1983)
and others. Events are argued to have ‘a time independent location, which is simply
the union of all locations occupied by the participants during that event at their point
of activity’, and ‘the location of the event can change only indirectly in virtue of its ob-
jects moving’ (Kracht, 2002, 179f.). He sees a major short-coming of previous works
(e.g. Nam, 1995; Zwarts and Winter, 2000) that they treat spatial PPs as atemporal
entities. Kracht views directionals as event modifiers and assumes that spatial cases
with a spatial meaning are systematically organised along two orthogonal lines: one
specifying the location and the other specifying a change with respect to time. Hence,
directional PPs are spatiotemporal event modifiers.

In analogy to Zwarts’ work, Kracht characterises the movement patterns as certain
sets of canonical paths. With the stative mode the path stays inside the location, with
the cofinal mode the path is moving into the location, with the coinitial mode the path
is moving out of the location, and with the approximative mode the path gets closer to
the location (but not necessarily reaching it). Kracht assumes that the particular kind
of motion can be recoded as a change in goodness of fit. The spatial template supplies
real numbers between 0 and 1 (rather than giving the truth values), which depend
directly on distance: the closer an object, the better the fit. This idea of a generalised
phase quantifier is defined in (25).

(25) Generalised phase quantifier (Kracht, 2008)
A generalised phase quantifier is a function from [0,1] to [0,1] (with the do-
main of truth values and the co-domain of unit time intervals)

A path is stative if the goodness of fit remains constant and close to 1 throughout
the event time. Approximative movement is a monotone increasing phase quantifier,
cofinal movement a monotone increasing phase quantifier reaching 1, and coinitial
movement a monotone decreasing phase quantifier starting at 1.

Thus, Kracht’s account can be seen as a synthesis of Zwarts’ vector space semantic
approach to the semantics of locative and directional PPs and Fong’s analysis in terms
of phase quantification.
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2.2.3 Assumptions underlying this thesis
To account for the issues to be addressed in subsequent chapters, I will mainly fol-
low the vector space semantic approach of Zwarts (1997); Zwarts and Winter (2000);
Zwarts (2005b) integrating some ideas from the other literature discussed here. In
particular, the semantics of locative PPs can be straightforwardly captured relying on
vectors. Contra Kracht, I assume that directional PPs are associated with atemporal
paths, which are linear orders in space. This linear order can be mapped onto the
temporal domain when a directional PP is integrated into the sentence, but it can also
simply remain a spatial ordering (as in a bridge out of San Francisco).

Unlike Fong (1997, 2001) I do not think that paths have to involve motion in
time. Rather, I follow Verkuyl and Zwarts (1992); Nam (1995) and Zwarts (2005b)
in stressing that the ordering involved in directionality is not primarily temporal but
only gets a temporal interpretation in the overall context (see also Jackendoff, 1996).
Thus, there is room for contexts where the linear order provided by the directional
PP (the path) is mapped onto a domain other than the temporal one. I assume that
her Finnish examples, which do not involve motion in space at all, can still be seen
as metaphorical motion. Finally, Fong’s (1997) idea of phase quantification, which is
intrinsically related to a transition structure, and in particular the idea of a generalised
phase quantifier in Kracht (2002, 2008), will turn out to be useful. In chapter 3, I will
outline how a transition structure can generally be of relevance for events.

What is important to note is that some kind of linear order or scalar structure is
employed in the analysis of directional PPs in all the approaches discussed here. In
the course of this thesis, I will take the scalar structure (i.e. their linear order) as a
crucial meaning component of these PPs. In the following section, I will outline the
assumptions about the internal syntax of spatial PPs that are minimally necessary for
an understanding of the issues addressed in subsequent chapters.

2.3 P syntax
This section is concerned with PP-internal syntactic structures and spells out the mini-
mal assumptions needed for subsequent chapters. I will try to stay as theory-neutral as
possible since the main aim of this thesis is to explore semantic issues. Issues regard-
ing PP-external syntax, i.e. the way PPs are structurally integrated into their syntactic
environment, are addressed in chapter 3.

The literature on the syntax of PPs usually assumes them to be internally complex
with at least two hierarchically ordered projections to account for locative and di-
rectional readings (van Riemsdijk, 1990; van Riemsdijk and Huybregts, 2001; Koop-
man, 1997; Helmantel, 2002; Broekhuis, 2002; den Dikken, 2003, 2006; Svenonius,
2004b). There is general consensus on the minimal structure in (26) (give or take
functional structure and with varying labels).5

5Following Jackendoff (1983, and subsequent work), I adopt Svenonius’ (2004b) terminology. Authors
such as van Riemsdijk and Huybregts (2001) and Helmantel (2002) use the terms Loc and Dir for Place
and Path, respectively. In principle, I could also simply employ P as a label and work with PP shells, but to
reflect the general hierarchical order of Path and Place, I chose to use these labels.

Furthermore, I do not commit myself to the lexical or functional nature of adpositions (see Asbury et al.,
2008, for discussion of this debate). For the sake of completeness, I will assume that Path and/or Place
heads are projections in, for instance, the extended nominal projection. Depending on whether P is treated
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(26) [PathP [PlaceP [DP ]]]

The structure in (26) mirrors the conceptual structure of prepositional phrases as out-
lined in Jackendoff (1983, and subsequent work), which has formed the starting-point
for many accounts of the semantics of spatial PPs such as the vector space semantic
approach.

Each individual adpositional item has its own core semantics as locative or di-
rectional. On the basis of this, a particular P is merged as either Place or Path. For
example, locative Ps such as under, behind, in, on, at are associated with Place (27).

(27) Locative PP: behind the house

PlaceP

Spec Place+

Place

behind

DP

the house

Simple directional Ps such as to or from, as well as complex directional PPs such as
into, onto, from under, license a PathP which embeds a PlaceP. The Place head is
either empty / silent (with simple directional Ps) or filled with a locative P element
which is part of the complex PP (28).

(28) Directional PP: from behind the house

PathP

Spec Path+

Path

from

PlaceP

Spec Place+

Place

behind

DP

the house

Many authors assume further structure to accommodate degree modifiers and parti-
cular pronouns such as Dutch R-pronouns (e.g. DegP and CPPlace/Path in den Dikken
2003, 2006), axial (nominal) parts such as front in in front of (e.g. AxPartP in Sveno-
nius 2006), case (in a case projection KP) and other elements. Since these are more
or less irrelevant to the points made in this thesis, I will ignore these issues here (see
Asbury et al., 2008, and the literature cited therein for more details).

as a lexical or functional category, the particular projections are situated either in the extended projection
of a lexical P, or in the extended projection of. for instance, a noun.
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For the languages mainly discussed in this thesis it is generally assumed that PPs
are head-initial, i.e. prepositional. This is evident for languages like English, Russian
and Czech, in which adpositions always appear before their complement. In Dutch
(and to a certain extent also in German), however, adpositions can appear in pre- or
postposition, i.e. before or after their nominal complement, as well as in circumpo-
sitions, i.e. one P on both sides of a nominal element (see also section 2.4.1). An
argument in favour of the prepositional order as basic also in Dutch comes from the
fact that all Ps can appear in preposition and those that can appear in postposition
can also appear in preposition. Hence, the Ps that can appear in postposition are a
proper subset of the Ps that appear in preposition. It is therefore quite safe to assume
that the postpositional structure is somehow derived from an underlying prepositional
structure (see, for instance, Helmantel, 2002, for discussion). Similar claims hold for
German, which does not even have simple postpositions but only postpositional Ps in
circumpositional phrases. So the prepositional order will also be taken as basic for
German PPs.

If the base order of PPs in languages like Dutch and German is prepositional, some
movement is needed to derive postpositional and circumpositional orders. Given that
I assume a division of labour between the internal and the external structure of PPs
and since it is not entirely clear whether the movements involved in postpositional and
circumpositional phrases belong to the internal or external PP syntax, I will postpone
the precise syntactic account of such PPs to later chapters, in particular chapter 4.

In the next section, I will characterise P as a category.

2.4 On the category P
When talking about the role of adpositional (P) elements in the description of motion
events, it is necessary - at least from a syntactic point of view - to characterise P as a
category and at the same time outline its limits, even if from a semantic point of view
it might not be relevant whether elements from a different syntactic category express
similar meanings. This issue is not always addressed in detail and if it is there is often
little consensus as to which elements actually belong to the category P.6

Based on similarities in form and meaning, I will argue that the category P ex-
tends beyond adpositions to include prefixes, particles and cases expressing directions
(paths) and locations (places). focusing on data from Germanic and to a lesser ex-
tent Slavic and Finno-Ugric languages (but see chapter 5 for more arguments from
Slavic), it can be argued that the traditional distinctions between these elements, apart
from their mere morphological difference, emerge from their overall integration in the
semantic and syntactic context. This will be done in more detail in subsequent chap-
ters, in particular chapter 5, where I will propose an analysis that integrates prefixes
/ particles (and cases) into the structures found in research on adpositions. The dis-
cussion thus provides further evidence in support of work uniting prefixes / particles
and prepositions (Jackendoff, 1973; Emonds, 1976; van Riemsdijk, 1978; den Dikken,
1995; Zeller, 2001; Matushansky, 2002) and uniting prepositions and cases (Fillmore,
1968; Emonds, 1985).

6Section 2.4 is partially based on joint work with Anna Asbury and Veronika Hegedűs (Asbury et al.,
2007).
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Since the focus of this thesis is primarily on P elements with a spatial meaning, I
will at this point refrain from discussing certain other elements. For example, I will
not address the structural cases nominative and accusative, which are not regarded as
instances of the category P, Germanic inseparabale prefixes such as German ver-, ent-
or other non-spatial items with a distribution overlapping that of the items discussed
here (e.g. Hungarian particles like meg or el).

2.4.1 Uncontroversial instances of P: adpositions
Anyone assuming the existence of a category P will subsume at least adpositions
(prepositions, postpositions, circumpositions) under this category. Clear and uncon-
troversial cases of adpositions with a spatial meaning are, for instance, English in, on,
at, to, through or their Dutch counterparts in, op, aan, naar, door. However, already
within these clear cases, there are differences in meaning and in syntactic combina-
torial possiblities. All of these adpositions can take a nominal (DP) complement, but
whereas PPs involving in, on, at / in, op, aan refer to some location or place of an
object or an event (29), PPs involving to, through / naar, door refer to something like
a path, along which an object moves and the event progresses (30).

(29) Locative PPs, e.g. English and Dutch
a. The book is on the table.
b. She gave me the book in Amsterdam.
c. Het

the
schilderij
painting

hangt
hangs

aan
at

de
the

muur.
wall

‘The painting is hanging on the wall.’

(30) Directional PPs, e.g. English and Dutch
a. We drove through the tunnel.
b. Hij

he
liep
walked

naar
to

de
the

winkel.
store

‘He walked to the store.’

Hence, already within the uncontroversial instances of P we have to distinguish be-
tween locative adpositions, which primarily instantiate place readings, and directio-
nal adpositions, which primarily instantiate path readings that are associated with
direction, motion, change of location and the like. Cross-linguistically, adpositions
with a spatial meaning can be associated with one of these two readings.

There are also different functions that PPs can fulfil in a sentence. Bierwisch
(1988); Herweg and Wunderlich (1991) and others note that spatial expressions can
function as predicates, arguments or adjuncts (31).

(31) Different functions of spatial PPs
a. The bird is on the roof. PREDICATE
b. The book lay on the table. ARGUMENT
c. Mary read a book on the plane. ADJUNCT

Different positions on the syntactic and semantic integration of spatial PPs in their
environment have been defended. For example, Cresswell (1978) assumes that PPs
are generally predicate modifiers, whereas Wunderlich (1991) suggests that PPs are
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always predicates. Creary et al. (1989) argue in line with Jackendoff (1983) that spatial
expressions are always arguments. Keenan and Faltz (1985) assume that a locative PP
is an intersective modifier, and Nam (1995) carries their analysis over to directional
locatives. Chapter 3 will present my own take on this issue. It should nevertheless be
clear that the overall functions can differ, and this can be derived from the way the PP
is integrated into its semantic and syntactic environment rather than from a categorial
distinction between particular Ps.

Furthermore, these elements can differ as to where they appear with respect to their
DP complements. Such differences are apparent both between languages and some-
times also within one particular language. For example, English adpositions only oc-
cur in preposition, i.e. before their DP complement, whereas Hungarian adpositions
only appear in postposition after their DP complement. In Dutch, some adpositions
appear exclusively in preposition (32), whereas others can appear in either pre- or
postposition (33).

(32) Dutch adposition exclusively in preposition
a. Hij

he
liep
walked

naar
to

de
the

winkel.
store

‘He walked to the store.’
b. *Hij

he
liep
walked

de
the

winkel
store

naar.
to

(33) Dutch adpositions in pre- and postposition
a. Hij

he
liep
walked

door
through

het
the

bos.
forest

‘He walked through the forest.’
b. Hij

he
liep
walked

het
the

bos
forest

door.
through

‘He walked through the forest.’
c. Hij

he
liep
walked

in
in

het
the

bos.
forest

‘He walked inside the forest.’
d. Hij

he
liep
walked

het
the

bos
forest

in.
in

‘He walked into the forest.’

(32) shows that the exclusively directional Dutch adposition naar ‘to’ can only appear
in pre- but not in postposition. However, this is not due to its being exclusively direc-
tional, since another Dutch adposition door ‘through’, which is also directional only,
can appear in both pre- or postposition (33-a,b). The positional difference in this case
is associated with a difference in meaning. With door in preposition (33-a), the path
traversed can have various shapes. It can be a path that leads somewhere within the
forest (possibly zigzag), or it can be a path that leads all the way through the forest.
The latter meaning is the only reading available for door in postposition (33-b). An
account for this meaning difference will be provided at the end of chapter 3 and further
developed in chapter 4.

The meaning difference between Dutch in ‘in’ in pre- and postposition is yet diffe-
rent again. In in preposition (33-c) has the locative meaning inside, whereas in post-
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position (33-d), it conveys the directional meaning into. Hence, Dutch prepositions
can have either locative or directional reference, whereas postpositions are always as-
sociated with directional readings. This kind of data will be discussed in more detail
in chapter 4.

Finally, some adpositions can co-occur with other adpositions, and together as a
complex they still only take one DP complement.7

(34) Complex PPs in English and Dutch
a. He walked in-to the store.
b. Hij

he
liep
walked

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

door.
through

‘He walked under the bridge (from one side to the other).’
c. Hij

he
liep
walked

de
the

brug
bridge

onder-door.
under-through

‘He walked under the bridge (from one side to the other).’

In sum, within the class of uncontroversial Ps, adpositions, there can be meaning dif-
ferences (directional vs. locative), functional differences, positional differences with
respect to the complement DP (pre- vs. postposition), and combinations of P elements
sharing the same complement DP, namely complex prepositions (34-a), circumposi-
tions (34-b) consisting of a preposition and a postposition, or complex postpositions
(34-c).8

In the following, I will argue that the category P extends to other elements than
adpositions to include (spatial) cases and verbal particles and prefixes, based on their
striking similarities to adpositions in both form and meaning. It will be shown that also
within these elements, there can be meaning differences (locative vs. directional),
positional difference with respect to the (syntactically and/or semantically) closest
element, appearing before or after it, and co-occurrence of more than one of such
elements.

2.4.2 Adpositions and spatial cases
This thesis will not address spatial morphological cases in detail, but some remarks
on the categorial identity of these with adpositions are necessary here (for more de-
tails and relevant arguments from Hungarian see Asbury et al., 2007). Adpositions
and cases differ at least from a morphological point of view. Whereas adpositions are
morphologically independent items that (in most cases) take a DP as a complement,
appearing before or after it, cases are not morphologically independent but attach to
a DP as suffixes. I will argue that as far as cases with a spatial meaning in languages
like Hungarian or Finnish are concerned, this morphological difference between ad-
positions and cases is the only relevant difference.

7Not all Dutch speakers find the complex postposition in (34-c) grammatical (see den Dikken, 2003,
2006, for discussion).

8More complex combinations in Dutch are discussed in van Riemsdijk (1978); Koopman (1997); Hel-
mantel (2002); Broekhuis (2002); den Dikken (2003, 2006), among others; for similar data from closely
related languages see also van Riemsdijk (1990); Noonan (2005) for German, or Biberauer and Folli (2004)
for Afrikaans. In addition, full PPs can combine and refer to one and the same location or path as in from
Tilburg to Groningen.
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There is ample semantic and morphological evidence that bound morphemes with
spatial interpretations commonly termed ‘case’ in many languages belong to the cat-
egory P (see for English Fillmore 1968; Emonds 1985, for German Vogel and Stein-
bach 1998; Bayer et al. 2001, for Finnish Nikanne 1991; Kracht 2002, for Lezgian van
Riemsdijk and Huybregts 2001, for Hungarian Asbury et al. 2007). This represents
a departure both from traditional approaches to grammar, where a bound morpheme
would be treated as case and a separate word as an adposition, and from mainstream
approaches in the Principles and Parameters tradition and subsequent developments
(Chomsky, 1995), which treat case as an uninterpretable feature and P as a lexical
category.

Several arguments have been brought forward for drawing a categorial distinction
between adpositions and cases. First, adpositions are traditionally regarded as case
assigners in view of the following type of data from German (35).

(35) aus
out

dem
the.DAT

Haus
house

‘out of the house’

If prepositions are case assigners, they cannot be of the same category as cases.
However, in other languages (e.g. English) not all adpositions, at least visibly,

combine with cases on the noun, unless we posit hidden categories or covert features.
Moreover, those adpositions that do combine with a particular case on a noun can be
seen as analogous to combinations of Ps as in (34) and combinations of cases. For
example, there are languages such as Lezgian that employ case suffixes to express the
spatial meanings primarily associated with English prepositions (36) (see also Kracht,
2002, for discussion).

(36) Lezgian spatial case combinations (van Riemsdijk and Huybregts, 2001, 4)
a. sewre-qh-aj

bear-POSTESS-ELAT
‘from behind the bear’

b. sewre-qh-di
bear-POSTESS-DIR
‘to behind the bear’

The Lezgian examples show that also within the spatial case suffixes, there is a distinc-
tion between those that express a locative meaning, namely postessive -qh ‘behind’ in
(36-a,b), and those that express a directional meaning, elative -aj ‘from’ in (36-a) and
directive -di ‘to’ in (36-b).

In (36) the morphological distinction between cases as affixes and adpositions as
full words is fairly clear. Asbury (2005, to appear) and Asbury et al. (2007), however,
show in detail that Hungarian constitutes a challenge to a theory that draws a catego-
rial distinction between cases and adpositions based on their morphological status. In
these works, different properties such as agreement patterns, ordering restrictions or
modification possibilities are examined to see if they can serve as criteria distinguish-
ing between the two allegedly different classes, cases and adpositions. It is shown
that none of the properties is unique to either class so that these classes are in fact not
distinct.
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Hungarian, then, provides evidence against a strict categorial distinction between
case and postpositions on the basis of morphosyntactic characteristics. Even in lan-
guages where the morphosyntactic distinction is clearcut, the clear semantic overlap
can be viewed as evidence in favour of treating them as one category. The differ-
ence between case suffixes and postpositions in Hungarian can be argued to result
from phonological processes after Spell-Out, at PF, with morphological merger be-
tween DP and P after movement.9 The overall semantic composition and the syntactic
structure remain the same for both.

Finally, Hungarian provides a link with the other categories subsumed here under
P. It appears that in Hungarian not only the postpositions (37), but also the cases can
surface as verbal prefixes / particles (38).

(37) Hungarian postposition as particle
a. az

the
üzlet
shop

körül
round

‘round the shop’ POSTPOSITION
b. Körül-néztünk

round-looked
az
the

üzlet-ben.
shop-INESS

‘We looked around the shop.’ PARTICLE

(38) Hungarian case morpheme as particle

János
János

rá-lépett
SUB-stepped

a
the

láb-am-ra.
foot-1SG-SUB

‘János stepped on my foot.’ PARTICLE AND CASE

Since verbal prefixes and particles will play a crucial role in this thesis, they will be
discussed in more detail in the following section.

2.4.3 Adpositions and prefixes / particles
In this section, I will extend the approach unifying spatial cases and adpositions under
one category P to include verbal particles and prefixes. The main difference between
particles and prefixes is a morphological one, similar to the distinction between adpo-
sitions and cases outlined in the beginning of the previous section. Whereas particles
are morphologically independent items that stand in a particular syntactic and seman-
tic relation to a verb, prefixes are morphologically attached to the verb.

The morphological distinction between prefixes and particles is sometimes blurred.
For example, some prefixes in German are separable (39), but are still considered to
be prefixes, whereas particles in some cases appear to behave like prefixes but are still
considered to be particles, e.g. in Dutch (40).

(39) German separable prefix
a. Sie

she
wollte
wanted

einen
a

Antrag
petition

einreichen.
in-hand

‘She wanted to file a petition.’

9This is further supported by the fact that Hungarian spatial case suffixes developed diachronically from
postpositions (Veronika Hegedűs, p.c.).
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b. Sie
she

reichte
handed

einen
a

Antrag
petition

ein.
in

‘She filed a petition.’

(40) Dutch particle
a. Zij

she
wilde
wanted

een
a

aanvraag
petition

indienen.
in-hand

‘She wanted to file a petition.’
b. Zij

she
diende
handed

een
a

aanvraag
petition

in.
in

‘She filed a petition.’

If we compare these examples it is not obvious why the German elements are con-
sidered prefixes whereas the Dutch elements are considered particles. In general, it
is a language-particular issue whether the elements under discussion appear as or are
considered prefixes (e.g. German, Russian, Latin) or particles (e.g. Dutch, English,
Hungarian), whereas the meanings and functions associated with the particular ele-
ments are the same in the various languages.10 I therefore assume that verbal prefixes
and particles constitute the same category.

However, it is a matter of debate whether prefixes / particles and adpositions be-
long to the same category, which is what I want to argue for in this section. Intuitively,
prefixes and particles are closer to the verb, whereas adpositions (as well as spatial
cases) are closer to the noun, and this important difference should not be blurred here.
Nevertheless, both groups share important similarities in form and meaning, which I
take as a starting point for arguing that both kinds of elements belong to the category
P and share the same internal semantics and syntax.

The real difference, then, is the way the particular P elements are integrated in
the overall context, i.e. in the external semantics and syntax. Whereas prefixes and
particles are verbal Ps, i.e. Ps combining with verbs, adpositions and cases are (or at
least start out as) nominal Ps, Ps combining with nouns. What exactly this means for
the semantic and syntactic account of such elements will be addressed in more detail
in chapter 5.

Cross-lingusitically, prefixes / particles and adpositions commonly have similar
forms and interpretations. For example, Dutch in ‘in’ can appear both as prefix /
particle (40), postposition (41-a,b) or preposition (41-c).

(41) a. Zij
she

wilde
wanted

het
the

meer
lake

inzwemmen.
in-swim

‘She wanted to swim into the lake.’
b. Zij

she
zwom
swam

het
the

meer
lake

in.
in

‘She swam into the lake.’
c. Zij

she
zwom
swam

in
in

het
the

meer.
lake

‘She swam inside the lake.’
10It should be noted, however, that there are fewer cases where prefixes in German are separable than

cases where Dutch particles appear as free morphemes. Furthermore, Russian or Latin prefixes are never
separable. Finally, English particles are morphologically more independent and freer in their distribution
than their Dutch counterparts (see, for instance, Neeleman, 2002).
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If we compare the particle in (40) with the postposition in (41-a,b), we see that there
is no difference between them in form or syntatic behaviour in these particular cases.
In chapter 4, I will take this as point of departure for arguing that postpositions and
particles fulfil the same function in structuring events. Furthermore, it can be argued
that both have the same meaning (the same lexical semantics) even if the lexical mea-
ning contribution of a particle (or prefix) is in some cases not entirely compositional.
Nevertheless, it is still detectable.

German also has forms such as auf ‘on’ that have the same meaning as a prefix,
preposition or postposition (42).11

(42) a. Sie
she

wollte
wanted

auf
on

den
the.ACC

Berg
mountain

hin-auf-laufen.
there-on-run

‘She wanted to run up the mountain.’
b. Sie

she
lief
ran

auf
on

den
the.ACC

Berg
mountain

hin-auf.
there-on

‘She ran up the mountain.’

Similar examples are found in other languages with both particles / prefixes and adpo-
sitions.

Matushansky (2002) examines the behaviour of Russian prefixes and prepositions
with respect to particular morpho-phonological rules. She concludes that in addi-
tion to phonological and semantic identity of prefixes and prepositions in most Indo-
European languages, Russian prefixes and prepositions behave alike in being both
post-cyclic (in the sense of Halle and Vergnaud, 1987),12 yet not phrasal, since they
display ‘idiosyncratic sensitivity to the internal structure of the stem they attach to’. In
this way they differ from both other affixes, which are cyclic, and independent words,
which are phrasal.

Matushansky acknowledges differences between prefixes and prepositions. For

11Hinauf in (42-b) can also be treated as a separable prefix. This is supported by the fact that the (rest of
the) PP, i.e. the prepositions and the noun, can be omitted (i).

(i) a. Sie
she

wollte
wanted

hinauflaufen.
there-on-run

‘She wanted to run up.’
b. Sie

she
lief
ran

hinauf.
there-on

‘She ran up.’

However, the deictic element hin cannot be omitted in either case, and it is commonly assumed that it picks
up a nominal element. Both the entire PP (the noun and the circumposition) as well as the verb and the
particular P element can appear as a constituent (ii).

(ii) a. Auf
on

welchen
which

Berg
mountain

hinauf
there-on

ist
is

sie
she

gelaufen?
run?

‘Up which mountain did she run?’
b. Auf

on
welchen
which

Berg
mountain

ist
is

sie
she

hinaufgelaufen?
there-on-run?

‘Up which mountain did she run?’

These facts show again that particles / prefixes are of a hybrid nature by being semantically and syntactically
tied to both nouns and verbs.

12A rule is cyclic if it applies at each stage of morphological computation, wheras post-cyclic rules only
apply once after the derivation is completed.
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example, prefixes can be stacked whereas prepositions cannot. In chapter 5, however,
I will show that the possibility of stacking prefixes in Russian and Czech is rather
limited. Furthermore, examples from English (43-a) and Russian (43-b) show that
there are also limited cases of stacking prepositions.

(43) Stacking prepositions in English and Russian
a. in-to the house
b. iz-pod

out-under
stola
table.GEN

‘from under the table’

She furthermore notes that prefixes together with the stems they attach to can be the
input to further derivations, whereas this is not possible with prepositions. Note, how-
ever, that a similar contrast is described for Dutch particles (which can be the input
for further derivations) vs. resultative adjectives (which cannot) (Neeleman, 1994). I
will come back to this issue below (for Dutch) and in chapter 5 (for Russian).

Finally and most importantly, Matushansky notes that prefixes attach to a verbal
stem and have some aspectual effect, whereas prepositions attach to a DP or a CP,
thereby presumably assigning case where that is possible. In order to account for the
latter point, she assumes that from a lexical categorial point of view both prefixes
and adpositions are P elements, but that their different semantic status can be derived
from the immediate syntactic environment they appear in. She suggests that in cases P
takes a verbal projection as complement, the PP is an Aktionsart projection affecting
the aspectual status of the verbal predicate, whereas in cases P takes a DP or CP
complement it is interpreted as a two-place predicate. However, the semantics of the
P element itself remains the same in both cases. Slavic prefixes will be discussed in
detail in chapter 5, where I will argue that both prefixes and adpositions can be treated
as predicates.

In the following, I will discuss in some detail syntactic data from Dutch to make a
further point for particles and adpositions as belonging to one category P.

Adpositions vs. particles: Dutch

Almost all particles in Dutch are related to spatial prepositions. According to Broekhuis
(2002) there are only three particles in Dutch that are not related to spatial preposi-
tions, namely af ‘off’, mee ‘with’ and na ‘after’. At least for the latter two, there is
still some relation to Dutch prepositions, though. Broekhuis (2002, 32) notes that mee
‘is homophonous with the stranded counterpart of the preposition met’. Second, there
is an adposition achterna with the same meaning as na, which it is probably related
to. Hence, it is quite safe to assume that particles are related to adpositions.

In general, particles do not appear with complements, which has led some people
to propose that particles are intransitive adpositions (see, for instance, Bennis, 1991;
Svenonius, 2004b). Thus, the highest degree of identity between particles and ad-
positions is observable when an adposition does not appear in preposition to a noun.
This is the case either when it appears in postposition or when the adposition does
not take a nominal complement. A comparison between particles and postpositions
will be drawn in chapter 4. Here, I will concentrate on complement-less adpositions,
where the particular adpositions are commonly treated as (optionally) intransitive ad-
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positions (IA) (44-a). (44-b) shows that (clear cases of) particles (PART) do not take
an optional (internal) argument.

(44) Dutch IA vs. PART: internal arguments (Broekhuis, 2002, 30)
a. Jan

Jan
zet
puts

zijn
his

hoed
hat

op
on

(zijn
(his

hoofd).
head).

‘Jan puts his hat on (his head).’ IA
b. Jan

Jan
zet
puts

zijn
his

hoed
hat

af
off

(*zijn
(*his

hoofd).
head).

‘Jan takes his hat off (his head).’ PART
c. Jan

Jan
zet
puts

zijn
his

hoed
hat

(?van
(?of

zijn
his

hoofd)
head)

af.
off

‘Jan takes his hat off (of his head). PART

However, there are not so many clear cases, especially if we see in the English trans-
lation that the transitive use is grammatical (44-b). In Dutch, including some overt
Ground with af is only possible with an additional from-phrase (44-c).

Broekhuis (2002, 31) bases the distinction between intransitive adpositions and
particles on whether or not the particular element ‘has retained its original (spatial)
meaning and can appear in the same environment as a predicative PP, or whether it
has lost it (to a certain extent) and cannot be replaced by a predicative PP (without
affecting the core meaning of the construction)’. At the same time he notes that the
distinction is not clearcut and that the spatial meaning of the adpositions that the par-
ticles are related to is usually still observable.

Van Riemsdijk (1978); Helmantel (2002) and Broekhuis (2002) provide syntactic
tests to distinguish particles from intransitive adpositions in Dutch. Potential differ-
ences involve incorporation and the relative position in verb clusters, topicalisation,
extraposition, and co-occurrences. In essence, the tests show that particles form a
closer tie with the verb, whereas intransitive adpositions are syntactically more inde-
pendent. The following discussion, however, will show that the distinction between
particle and intransitive adposition is not clearcut and that different properties give
different results for different instances subsumed under one or the other group.

Incorporation is directly addressed as such in van Riemsdijk (1978) and Helman-
tel (2002). According to Helmantel, (simplex and complex) intransitive adpositions
and particles differ syntactically only with respect to incorporation and topicalisation.
She notes that the former optionally and the latter obligatorily appear incorporated
into the verb (45).

(45) Dutch IA vs. PART: incorporation (adapted from Helmantel, 2002, 56/58)
a. ... dat

that
Becker
Becker

<achter>
behind

heeft
has

<achter>
behind

gestaan.
stood

‘... that Becker was behind.’ IA
b. ... dat

that
ik
I

Eva
Eva

een
a

schaar
scissor

<*aan>
on

heb
have

<aan>
on

gegeven.
given

‘... that I handed a pair of scissors to Eva.’ PART

(45-b) is construed from Helmantel’s general claim, since she does not provide an ex-
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ample with particles. There seems to be a problem with these data, though. According
to the native speakers I consulted, incorporation in (45-a) is degraded and should be
marked as ??, whereas the non-incorporated particle in (45-b) is marginally acceptable
and should be marked at most with ? but not with *. So the judgements according to
my speakers are as in (46).

(46) Dutch IA vs. PART: incorporation (native speakers’ judgements)
a. ... dat

that
Becker
Becker

<achter>
behind

heeft
has

<??achter>
behind

gestaan.
stood

‘... that Becker was behind.’ IA
b. ... dat

that
ik
I

Eva
Eva

een
a

schaar
scissor

<?aan>
on

heb
have

<aan>
on

gegeven.
given

‘... that I handed a pair of scissors to Eva.’ PART

These judgements are more in line with van Riemsdijk (1978), who argues that Dutch
intransitive adpositions cannot incorporate into the verb whereas particles optionally
incorporate into the verb (47).

(47) Dutch IA vs. PART: incorporation (van Riemsdijk, 1978, 54)
a. ... omdat

because
hij
he

mij
me

op
up

probeert
tries

te
to

bellen.
call

‘... because he tries to call me up.’ UNINCORPORATED PART
b. ... omdat

because
hij
he

mij
me

probeert
tries

op
up

te
to

bellen.
call

‘... because he tries to call me up.’ INCORPORATED PART
c. ... omdat

because
hij
he

tegenwoordig
nowadays

boven
upstairs

schijnt
seems

te
to

wonen.
live

‘... because he seems to live upstairs nowadays.’ UNINCORPORATED IA
d. *... omdat

because
hij
he

tegenwoordig
nowadays

schijnt
seems

boven
upstairs

te
to

wonen.
live

INCORPORATED IA

In this spirit, Broekhuis (2002) notes that in verb clusters intransitive adpositions must
precede the verb cluster in clause-final position whereas particles may intervene be-
tween the verbs (48).

(48) Dutch IA vs. PART: verb clusters (Broekhuis, 2002, 36)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

voor
in-front

lijkt
seems

te
to

staan.
stand

(i) ‘... that Jan seems to be standing in front (of e.g. the house).’ IA
(ii) ‘... that Jan seems to be leading in the game.’ PART

b. ... dat
that

Jan
Jan

lijkt
seems

voor
in-front

te
to

staan.
stand

‘... that Jan seems to be leading in the game.’ ONLY PART READING

This example shows that only the meaning associated with the verb particle combina-
tion voor-staan ‘lead (in a game)’ is available if the element intervenes between the
verbs (48-b), but that both the verb particle meaning and the literal verb adposition
meaning ‘stand in front of something’ are available in (48-a) (see also van Riemsdijk,
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1978, for similar examples).
Hence, according to the data particles optionally incorporate into the verb in verb

clusters whereas intransitive adpositions do not incorporate.

Second, all three references cited discuss topicalisation, which intransitive adpo-
sitions can undergo quite regularly, whereas particles do not topicalise in most cases
(50).

(49) Dutch IA vs. PART: topicalisation (adapted from Helmantel, 2002, 56/58)
a. ACHter

behind
heeft
has

Becker
Becker

nooit
never

gestaan.
stood

‘Becker has never been behind.’ IA
b. *AAN

on
heb
have

ik
I

Eva
Eva

nooit
never

een
a

schaar
scissor

gegeven.
have given

‘I have never handed a pair of scissors to Eva.’ PART

However, the native speakers I consulted found the topicalised intransitive adposition
in (49-a) at least degraded and marked it as ??. Hence, in this case it behaves more or
less like the particle in (49-b). Furthermore, Helmantel (2002) herself brings forward
examples from Bennis (1991) that show that a particle can be topicalised when it bears
contrastive stress (50).

(50) Dutch particle in topicalisation (Bennis, 1991)

OP
up

gaat
goes

de
the

zon
sun

in
in

het
the

oosten.
east

‘The sun rises in the east.’

Thus, the particle behaves just like an intransitive adposition (at least according to
Helmantel). Bennis argues against a clearcut distinction between adpositions and par-
ticles and treats the latter as intransitive Ps, which is in line with the approach this
thesis adheres to.

Since the function of topicalisation is to put contrastive focus on the topicalised
element, particles should only be topicalisable if there is some contrastive element.
So in (50) the sun going up - in the east can contrast with it going down - in the
west and topicalisation is possible. In (49-b), however, no contrast can be thought of
so topicalisation is expected to be bad. Hence, the fact that particles do not undergo
topicalisation as easily as intransitive adpositions is not due to a difference in syntax
but rather to a difference in semantics and whether or not salient alternatives to the
particular P meaning exist. Nevertheless, Broekhuis (2002) notes that even when there
are such alternatives topicalisation is still ‘easier’ with intransitive adpositions than
with particles (51).

(51) Dutch IA vs. PART: topicalisation (Broekhuis, 2002, 37)
a. VOOR

in-front
heb
have

ik
I

een
a

woonkamer
living-room

en
and

ACHTER
behind

een
an

werkkamer.
office

‘The living room is in the front and the office is in the back.’ IA
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b. #VOOR
in-front

staat
stands

Jan
Jan

en
and

ACHTER
behind

staat
stands

Marie.
Marie

‘Jan is leading (in the game) and Marie is not.’ PART

Apparently, the topicalisation in (51-a) is much more acceptable than in (51-b) under
the verb particle reading ‘leading (in the game)’. Under the literal spatial reading
‘standing in front of or behind something’, (51-b) is as acceptable as (51-a) (which
is the reason why the sentence is marked as #). But if one slightly changes (51-b),
topicalisation becomes acceptable again, at least according to my consultants (52).

(52) Dutch IA vs. PART: topicalisation (native speakers’ judgements)

ACHter
behind

staat
stands

hij
he

graag,
gladly,

maar
but

VOOR
in-front

niet
not

zo.
so

(i) ‘He likes standing in the front but not so much standing in the back.’
(literal reading)
(ii) ‘He likes to be behind (in the game or race) but he does not like to be
leading (in the game).’ (verb particle reading)

Here, the translations show that both readings are available.
What the discussion shows so far is that on grounds of the topicalisation facts it is

not possible to draw a clear line between particles and adpositions, since topicalisation
is not always possible with intransitive adpositions, and in some cases it is possible
also with particles, especially if the required discourse conditions are met.13

Let us then turn to extraposition, which has also been treated as PP-over-V move-
ment (see, for instance, Koopman, 1997). Van Riemsdijk (1978) and Broekhuis
(2002) note that extraposition is possible with intransitive adpositions but never with
particles (53), whereas Helmantel (2002) states that it is impossible with either.

(53) Dutch IA vs. PART: extraposition (Broekhuis, 2002, 36f.)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan
<voor>
in-front

staat
stands

<*voor>.
in-front

‘... that Jan is leading (in the game).’ PART
b. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

graag
gladly

<achter
behind

(het
(the

huis)>
house)

speelt
plays

<achter
behind

%(het
(the

huis)>.
house)

‘... that Jan likes to play in the back / behind the house.’ IA
c. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan
<voor
in-front

het
the

huis>
house

staat
stands

<*voor
in-front

het
the

huis>.
house

‘... that Jan is standing in front of the house.’ IA

According to Broekhuis, intransitive adpositions can only be extraposed if they are
‘heavy’ enough (although this is not defined anywhere).14

13Even if we theoretically distinguish topicalisation from contrastive fronting (see, for instance,
Szendrői, 2001, for discussion), it is still not possible to draw a clearcut distinction between intransitive
adpositions and particles.

14The percentage sign in (53-b) is used as such by Broekhuis (2002) himself but it is not explained what
is meant by it. I am assuming it means that some speakers accept extraposition with the full (transitive) PP
whereas others do not.
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At least with respect to these data, extraposition cannot count as a clear criterion
for distinguishing particles from adpositions. First, both achter het huis ‘behind the
house’ in (53-b) and voor het huis in (53-c) involve indisputable instances of P (ad-
positions), but only the former but not the latter can be extraposed for some speakers
(because it is one syllable ‘heavier’?). But since intransitive adpositions as well as
particles are quite generally bound to be relatively ‘light’, it is expected that they both
cannot undergo extraposition. Hence, both disallow extraposition and thus behave the
same.15 I will come back to extraposition data from Dutch in chapters 3 and 7.

Finally, intransitive adpositions can co-occur (54-a), whereas there can only be
one particle per clause (54-b). In addition, particles and intransitive adpositions can
co-occur in a single clause (54-c).

(54) Dutch IA vs. PART: co-occurrence (Broekhuis, 2002, 37)
a. Jan

Jan
speelt
plays

boven
above

graag
gladly

achter.
behind

‘Upstairs, Jan likes to play in the back.’ IA + IA
b. *Jan

Jan
staat
stands

op
up

voor.
in-front

/
/

*Jan
Jan

staat
stands

zowel
both

op
up

als
and

voor.
in-front

(intended meaning: ‘Jan gets up and leads (in the game).’) PART + PART
c. Voor

in-front
heb
have

ik
I

een
a

plant
plant

neer
down

gezet.
put

‘I have put a plant down in the front.’ IA + PART

The restriction of one particle per clause is a clear trait of particles. However, we will
see in subsequent chapters (3, 4 and in particular 7) that in cases where indisputable
adpositions or adpositional phrases fulfil the same functions as particles, the same re-
striction holds for these and only one P(P) can fulfil this function (or if there is more
than one P, the P elements combine into one complex one). Thus, the difference can
be viewed not as a categorial syntactic difference between particles and all adposi-
tions, but rather as one between P elements fulfilling a particular function and other P
elements fulfilling other functions.

If the discussion so far has been confusing, this might not come as a surprise.
There is obviously no agreement in the literature how to make a clear split between
intransitive adpositions and particles, since the alleged tests to distinguish between
these two give different results for different sources, contexts and items subsumed
under one or the other group. Hence, I conclude that it is easier to treat adpositions and
particles as belonging to one category, P, and to derive particular differences between
particular P items in particular contexts case by case.

Broekhuis (2002) notes as a further difference between particles and intransitive
adpositions that the former but not the latter can be part of a complex word which
can serve as the input to further (nominal or adjectival) derivations. Note from be-

15According to my informants contrastive focus on the verb is necessary for it to be able to appear
before the PP. Contrastive focus on a verb like stand in (53-c) is presumably strange and the sentence
improves considerably when the verb is replaced with speelt ‘plays’. However, if constrastive focus is
always involved, it is not even clear that these cases involve extraposition in the first place.
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fore that Matushansky (2002) observes the same difference between Russian prefixes
and prepositions, and I will discuss some such nominalisation with prefixed verbs in
Russian and Czech in chapter 5.

The derivation facts show that a verb and a particle form a compound whose in-
ternal structure is invisible or irrelevant at the point where nouns or adjectives are
derived. Verbs and intransitive adpositions, on the other hand, do not form a com-
pound at this point. So everything boils down to the question where that point is. Are
words formed in the lexicon or in the syntax, or in general in some pre- or postsyntac-
tic component? Depending on the theory and the definition of word this could mean
that verbs and particles are already one word (one verbal complex) formed in the lex-
icon or in a separate pre-syntactic morphological component and then inserted under
one verbal head. Or it could mean that they start out in different syntactic projections
but form a complex at one point of the derivation. Here I do not want to commit to
any position on this issue but see Neeleman (1994); Marantz (1997); Williams (2003),
among others, for discussion and different views on the matter.

Nevertheless, there are reasons against treating verb-particle combinations gener-
ally as one word. Data from Broekhuis (2002), for example, show that the particle can
be separated from the verb (similar data are discussed in Neeleman, 2002). In parti-
cular, he discusses tests to distinguish particle verbs from P+V compounds. First,
in particle verbs, stress falls on the particle (55-a) whereas in P+V compounds it falls
on the verb (55-b).

(55) Dutch particle verb vs. P+V compound: stress (Broekhuis, 2002, 40)
a. DOOR lopen ‘to walk on’ (through + walk)

OVER schrijven ‘to copy’ (over + write) PARTICLE VERB
b. doorLOpen ‘to attend (a school)’ (through + walk)

overZIEN ‘to calculate’ (over +see) P+V COMPOUND

Second, in verb second (V2) environments, the particle but not the P in P+V com-
pounds appears stranded in clause-final position and thus split from the verb (56).

(56) Dutch particle verb vs. P+V compound: V2 (Broekhuis, 2002, 38)
a. Jan

Jan
<*over>schreef
OVERwrote

de
the

antwoorden
answers

<over>.
OVER

‘Jan copied the answers.’ PARTICLE VERB
b. Jan

Jan
<over>zag
OVERsaw

de
the

consequenties
consequences

niet
no

meer
longer

<*over>.
OVER

‘Jan could no longer calculate the consequences.’ P+V COMPOUND

Similarly, in clause-final verb clusters the particle can precede the cluster or appear
adjacent to the main verb, whereas the P+V compound cannot be split by an auxiliary
(57).
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(57) Dutch particle verb vs. P+V compound: verb clusters (Broekhuis, 2002, 39)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

de
the

antwoorden
answers

<over>
OVER

wil
wants

<over>
OVER

schrijven.
write

‘... that Jan wants to copy the answers.’ PARTICLE VERB
b. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

de
the

consequenties
consequences

niet
not
<*over>
OVER

kon
could

<over>zien.
OVERsee

‘.. that Jan could not calculate the consequences.’ P+V COMPOUND

Furthermore, the past / passive participle in Dutch is formed with the prefix ge-. This
prefix intervenes between a particle and the main verb, whereas it is ungrammatical
with P+V compounds (58).

(58) Dutch particle verb vs. P+V compound: participles (Broekhuis, 2002, 39)
a. Jan

Jan
heeft
has

de
the

antwoorden
answers

over
OVER

*(ge)-schreven.
GE-written

‘Jan has copied the answers.’ PARTICLE VERB
b. Jan

Jan
heeft
has

niet
not

alle
all

consequenties
consequences

over-(*ge)-zien.
OVER-(*GE)-seen

‘Jan has not calculated all the consequences.’ P+V COMPOUND

Finally, Broekhuis (2002) notes that topicalisation of particles is marginally possible
when the particle receives contrastive stress (see above), whereas the P in P+V com-
pounds can never be topicalised. Thus, there is clear evidence for treating particles as
a unit separate from the verb.

In sum, syntactic tests show that it is not possible to draw a clearcut distinction
between particles and adpositions in Dutch. Note that even within the group of ad-
positions, intransitive ones differ from full-fledged (‘transitive’) PPs in a number of
ways (see also van Riemsdijk, 1978, for early discussion). In general, there is not one
clear group of particles and one clear group of adpositions but there are numerous in-
termediate cases and the range is rather broad (continuum). Furthermore, particles do
not form complex words with verbs in most cases but behave like independent items,
and in this respect they are no different from adpositions. Given similarities in form
and meaning and the difficulties in drawing a clear distinction, it is preferable to treat
both elements as belonging to one category, the category P.

In the course of this thesis, it will be shown that also postpositions and particles
are not easy to separate. Postpositions sometimes form constituents with their DP
complement (the PP can be dislocated from the verb) or with the verb (the DP can
be dislocated from the P, which in turn incorporates into the verb) whereas particles
usually form a constituent with the verb. In chapter 4, we will see that this difference
boils down to particles already starting out as part of a complex predicate with the
verb whereas postpositions end up forming a complex predicate with the verb after
movement. Nevertheless, both can be treated as Ps that make some reference to lo-
cations and/or (generalised) paths. The same point of view will be taken in chapter 5
where I will compare Russian and Czech prefixes with prepositions.
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Particle as a function rather than a category

Particle, then, can be viewed as a functional description, rather than a categorial one,
similar to the notion of ‘adverb’. Several different categories can fulfil the same func-
tion as particles, often having the effect of making the event resultative, and we can
draw a direct parallel with adjectives in (59).

(59) a. He handed the article in. PARTICLE
b. He hammered the metal flat. ADJECTIVE

The particular kind of semantic impact verbal prefixes and particles can have will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 5. The parallel to be drawn here is that the adjective
flat, in interacting with inner aspect in (59-b), is no less an adjective than when it is
used as a predicate (60-a) or as an attribute, i.e. a prenominal modifier (60-b).

(60) a. The metal was flat.
b. flat metal

It is also a well-known fact that not all adjectives appear in all adjectival positions or
fulfil the same functions. For example, adjectives like local or former can only be
used as a prenominal modifier but not (postnominally) as a predicate or a (resultative
or depictive) secondary predicate (61).

(61) Exclusively attributive adjective
a. the former minister
b. *The minister is former.
c. *The minister was declared / considered former.

There are also adjectives that can only be used as predicates but not as prenominal
modifiers such as Russian rad ‘happy, delighted’ (62) or Dutch beu ‘tired’ (63).

(62) Exclusively predicative adjective in Russian
a. On

he
byl
was

očen’
very

rad
glad

s
with

toboj
you

poznakomit’sja.
get-to-know

‘He was very glad to get to know you.’
b. *On

he
byl
was

očen’
very

radyj
glad

čelovek.
person

(63) Exclusively predicative adjective in Dutch
a. Ik

I
ben
am

het
it

beu.
tired

‘I am tired of it.’
b. *Hij

he
is
is

een
a

(het)
(it)

beue
tired

man.
man

In the same way, one can argue that particles are no less members of the category P
given that they are clearly formally and semantically related and only do not appear
in all possible positions that other Ps can appear in (cf. Baker 2003 for a deeper
discussion and analysis of similarities between the categories A and P).
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2.4.4 Limiting the category P
If the category P is extended to elements beyond adpositions, such as cases and pre-
fixes / particles, the question arises how this category is limited. For example, a dis-
tinction should be drawn between derivational processes which relate semantically
and formally similar words and the types of semantic and formal similarity pointed
out here with respect to the category P. Examples of the former type are English run,
which can be a noun or a verb, and pairs such as high and height. In these instances
there is a clear categorial difference, also resulting in a clear semantic difference, in
spite of the similarities (64).

(64) a. He has run a long way today. (V)
b. He went on a long run today. (N)

The verb run in (64-a) refers to an activity of running, whereas the noun run in (64-b)
describes an event in which someone engages in the activity of running. A word such
as up, however, which I regard as an element of category P, does not undergo such a
change of meaning in the transition from being a preposition (up the hill) to being a
particle (went up). Instead, the difference is the way in which up relates to the rest
of the sentence. In essence, the preposition is associated with a path that a particular
entity, the Figure, traverses, and the particle is associated with a path which specifies
the action described by the verb (and its arguments). With a particle, the Figure that
traverses the path, is the event itself by virtue of an internal argument traversing a
path. Thus the difference is contributed by the other parts of the sentence, not by a
derivational difference in up itself.

Even under the view that roots are inserted without categorial labels and that all
derivational processes (like run V/N, high/height) take place in syntax (cf. Halle and
Marantz, 1993; Marantz, 1997, among others), the relation between particles and ad-
positions can still be viewed as distinct from the difference in (64). The zero deriva-
tion process from run (V) to run (N), for example, would require addition of nominal
structure to form a noun and verbal structure to form a verb. We could assume that
an adposition is formed on insertion with the requisite syntactic structure, and a par-
ticle would be formed by movement of this item within the sentence structure. Thus
the formation of a particle from a preposition is argued not to require additional or
different structure, but rather movement of the P head within the structure already
present. This might rather be compared to the change in function of a direct object
under topicalisation (65).

(65) This booki, I’ve read many times ti.

Particles in languages like Dutch and English will not be discussed in further detail
in this dissertation. However, verbal prefixes in languages like Russian and Czech are
addressed in chapter 5 and it is assumed that essential parts of the analysis proposed
there can also be carried over to particles and prefixes in Germanic languages.

As mentioned in the beginning, there are also elements left out from the discussion,
which have a distribution overlapping with the Ps discussed here. The category P can
be informally characterised as expressing spatial relations and thematic roles. Here I
focused on words and affixes expressing spatial expressions. The same analysis can
be expected to carry over to words and affixes expressing thematic roles, particularly
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in view of the fact that certain elements sharing the distribution of Ps discussed above
can express both spatial meanings and also meanings associated with thematic role.
This is illustrated with Hungarian dative case in (66).

(66) a. Csillá-nak
Csilla-DAT

adtam
gave.1SG

egy
a

könyv-et.
book-ACC

(recipient role)

‘I gave Csilla a book.’
b. Nek-i-mentem

DAT-3SG-went
a
the

fal-nak.
wall-DAT

(path)

‘I bumped into the wall.’

However, this connection remains to be shown in detail in future research.
Whether the proposal could be further extended to other particles and prefixes

with non-spatial meanings (e.g. German ver- and ent-, Hungarian meg-) is debatable.
While these elements do not appear to be related to adjectives, the evidence for relating
them to the category P is also not clear. The type of formal and semantic similarities
used as evidence above does not straightforwardly carry over to this class of prefixes
and particles. However, some Russian and Czech verbal prefixes with a non-spatial
meaning will be addressed in chapter 5, where I will provide an account to unify verbal
prefixes and adpositions under the category P in these languages.

In principle, the current account can be extended to Ps selected by specific verbs
(e.g. believe in, phone up), where the P would normally have a spatial meaning but
does not in specific P-verb combinations, metaphorical extensions from spatial Ps
(e.g. temporal at, up to; general metaphorical use, prices go up), as well as applicative
markers, which can also be used in both spatial and thematic expressions. A full ac-
count should also address Ps such as with, without, as, comitatives, and instrumentals,
which never express spatial meaning. Finally, I want to rule out the possibility of ex-
tending the proposal to nominative and accusative case, assuming that these cases are
structurally licensed. Nevertheless, the licensing of accusative case inside PPs will be
crucial for the discussion of German, Russian and Czech data in chapter 4.

In sum, this section presented semantic and morphological evidence that prefixes /
particles, adpositions and cases belong to one category, P. The proposal contributes to
the delineation of the category P, allowing us to subsume certain elements under this
categorial label but also to rule out a connection with other elements whose distribu-
tion sometimes overlaps with that of P.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter addressed the internal semantics and syntax of spatial PPs in isolation,
which serve as building blocks of motion events in general. The basic notions that
are necessary to understand the structure of motion events and the role (locative and
directional) Ps play in such events will be the topic of chapter 3. I also characterised P
as a category and argued that it extends to include not just adpositions but also spatial
cases and particles / prefixes.

Remaining problems for a unified treatment of particles / prefixes, adpositions and
cases under one category P include the following. First, there is more than one syn-
tactic position a P element can appear in and more than one syntactic and/or semantic
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relation a P element can stand in with other elements in a sentence. However, we saw
in the beginning of section 2.4 that this also holds for uncontroversial instances of P,
since adpositions can appear in both pre- and postposition so we need more than one
syntactic position where Ps are generated and/or moved in any case.

Furthermore, not all the elements subsumed here under P appear or can appear in
the same syntactic positions. In particular, some P elements interact with inner aspect
and contribute an essential role in structuring the event whereas others do not, and this
seems to be quite a general trait of most if not all particles/prefixes but not obviously of
adpositions. It will become evident that there is also a split among the indisputable P
elements, the adpositions, between those that can play a crucial role in event structure
and those that cannot.

In essence, even if we only address adpositions, the indisputable P elements, we
still need to account for basic differences in meaning (locative vs. directional), struc-
tural position (preposition vs. postposition and whether or not a particular P is incor-
porated into the verb) and potential contribution to structuring the event.

In chapter 3, I will provide a structural and semantic analysis of motion events that
can account for the different orders and meanings while still maintaining the claim
of the categorial identity of P. In the course of the thesis, we will see that in order
to integrate more debatable P elements such as prefixes, particles and cases into the
structure of PPs any structural and semantic analysis that is independently needed for
the uncontroversial P elements, adpositions, will suffice. The differences, then, reduce
to morphological ones, that can be accounted for in the spell-out of the different items,
or relegated to the external PP semantics and syntax.



CHAPTER 3

Motion events

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I outlined some basic assumptions about the internal semantics
and syntax of PPs and P as a category. Hence, that chapter provides one building block
as a first step towards a compositional account of the semantics of motion events and
the particular role PPs play in such events. This chapter deals with events and in
particular with conditions on building complex events. In the course of this thesis, we
will see that there is a division of labour between spatial PPs and verbal predicates in
structuring a motion event and contributing to its overall aspectual makeup.

In addition to the conceptual structure of spatial PPs, Jackendoff (1973, and sub-
sequent works) also discusses the relation of such PPs to events. In the verbal and
nominal domain, Jackendoff (1983) addresses the ontological categories events and
states (usually associated with verbs) and things (usually associated with nouns). Par-
ticular functions he deals with are BE, GO, STAY, CAUSE and various thing-functions
such as FLOOR and COUNTRY in (1). Verbs of motion and location, when combined
with spatial PPs, are assumed to be associated with state (1) or event functions (2).

(1) a. The rug lay on the floor.
[S tate BE ([Thing RUG], [Place ON ([Thing FLOOR])])]

b. The path went across the country.
[S tate GOExt ([Thing PATH], [Path VIA ([Place IN ([Thing COUNTRY])])])]

(2) a. The dog entered the room / came into the room.
[Event GO ([Thing DOG], [Path TO ([Place IN ([Thing ROOM])])])]

b. The bird stayed in its nest.
[Event STAY ([Thing BIRD], [Place IN ([Thing NEST])])]

c. Amy put the flowers in(to) the vase.
[Event CAUSE ([Thing AMY], [Event GO ([Thing FLOWERS], [Path TO ([Place IN
([Thing VASE])])])])]

41
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Hence, events can occur with both directional or locative PPs (the latter is the case
with STAY functions), and states can also occur with either Place or Path categories
(the latter is the case with the GOExt function, which does not describe a literal motion
and change over time but an extension or orientation).

The notion event is used in several ways in the literature. In event semantics verbal
predicates denote sets of events. Following Davidson (1967), the argument structure
of a verbal predicate (at least with all non-stative verbs), contains an event argument
e in addition to nominal arguments. This allows the treatment of adverbial modifiers
that apply to the whole situation as modifiers of the event argument (3).

(3) Jones buttered the toast slowly in the bathroom with a knife.
&e[BUTTER(e, jones, toast) * SLOWLY(e) * IN(e, kitchen) * WITH(e, knife)]

This notion of event as well as the notion of subevents associated with event variables
(e1, e2 etc. or e’) which compose one matrix event e in so-called Neo-Davidsonian
approaches (e.g. Parsons, 1990), will also be used in this thesis.

Second, there is the use of event in the dichotomy of event vs. state, which is how
it is used in Jackendoff’s examples above. In this sense, events generally describe sit-
uations involving dynamicity, i.e. some duration or (change along a) process in time.
States, on the other hand, lack change. Distinguishing between events and states is a
common practice in discourse theories such as Kamp and Reyle’s (1993) Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT) or Lascarides and Asher’s (1993) Segmented Discourse
Representation Theory (SDRT). Such theories take events and states as primitive no-
tions at the sentence level and define discourse relations that can be established be-
tween them. Viewing events and states as primitives at the sentence level is certainly a
useful strategy to pin down and define relations that are relevant at the discourse level.

Furthermore, the term event is used in a more limited sense where dynamic situa-
tion types can be further broken down into (unbounded, atelic) processes and (boun-
ded, telic) events (Bach, 1981; Verkuyl, 1972, 1993). Other notions used in the litera-
ture for event and process are accomplishment/achievement and activity, respectively
(Vendler, 1957). These notions will be characterised in detail in subsequent sections.

Throughout this thesis, I will use the cover term event types and Vendler’s termi-
nology states, activties, accomplishments and achievements for particular types. To
avoid confusion, I will refrain from using event as a cover term for accomplishments
and achievements or in the sense of the above-mentioned discourse theories unless I
explicitly discuss approaches that use these notions. One of the reasons for not using
the event-state dichotomy, for instance, is that, especially in discourse theories, it is
not clear how events and states are compositionally built up at the sentence level.

The literature acknowledges several levels in a sentence that can contribute to the
interpretation of a situation described by a sentence as bounded or unbounded (events
and states in discourse theories). These levels include the lexical aspect or Aktions-
art of a verb, the inner or predicational aspect of the verb phrase (VP), grammatical
(perfective and imperfective) aspect at the IP level (or AspP under a more articulate
syntax), which is the level of outer aspect, as well as the contribution of particular
adverbs with a temporal and/or aspectual meaning or of particular tenses that also
express aspectual meanings (such as the distinction between the simple past tenses
imparfait and passé simple in French or imperfect and aorist in Ancient Greek and
Bulgarian).
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One proposal to account for different levels in building up events and states at
the discourse level is de Swart (1998). De Swart follows Verkuyl (1972, 1993) in
distinguishing between events, processes and states at the VP level (the level of predi-
cational aspect), which is dependent on whether the verb is dynamic or static and com-
bines with an internal argument whose quantity is specified or not. This is discussed in
more detail in section 3.5. The combination of such VPs with particular adverbs and
tenses (she discusses the French imparfait and passé simple) either maintains the re-
spective interpretation of state, process or event, or turns the particular event type into
another event type (state, process or event) at the sentence level.1 Hence, de Swart’s
(1998) theory is a one-component approach to aspect, because both levels of inner
and outer aspect are assumed to have similar enough semantic properties so that their
semantics can essentially be captured relying on the same notions and concepts.

This thesis, however, follows a two-component approach to aspect (see also Mehlig
1981, 1996; Declerck 1979; Depraetere 1995; Smith 1991/97 and others) that distin-
guishes between two different aspectual levels. Inner (lexical and/or predicational)
aspect is associated with event types described by a particular verb-argument con-
stellation and the event structure associated with this constellation at the VP level.
The property of (a)telicity, which intuitively has to do with inherent end-points of an
event (to be made more precise in the sections to come), pertains to this level only.
Outer (grammatical) aspect, on the other hand, comprises the opposition between
imperfective and perfective aspect, which intuitively is responsible for a temporal
(un)boundedness reading at the sentence level. I assume that outer aspect operates
on all event types by focusing on particular subparts of a given type.

The primary goal of this thesis is to work out the compositional semantics and
syntax of motion events and PPs with a spatial meaning at the VP level. Therefore,
this chapter will mainly concentrate on approaches to inner aspect and telicity and
especially their applicability to motion events. Issues that are relevant at higher levels
in a sentence will only be of secondary interest in subsequent chapters (in particu-
lar in chapter 5), and the relevant assumptions and notions will be discussed where
necessary.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 characterises Vendler’s event
types. Section 3.3 outlines Dowty’s (1979) idea of decomposing Vendler’s event
types into atomic predicates and combinations of these. Section 3.4 addresses ways
in which Dowty’s decomposition idea has been rephrased in event semantic terms,
where events can be decomposed into particular subevents. Section 3.5 discusses
different approaches to telicity, which is one of the criteria distinguishing between
particular event types. Section 3.6 deals with different proposals of how to integrate
PPs into event structure and outlines the assumptions underlying this thesis about mo-
tion events and the role PPs can play in such events. Finally, section 3.7 outlines the
general proposal underlying this thesis that will be defended in following chapters.

1To be more precise, de Swart argues that French imparfait and passé simple are aspectually sensitive
tenses, in the sense that the former requires a homogeneous eventuality, i.e. a state or a process, as its input,
whereas the latter requires an event. If the input is not of the right type, covert coercion operators coerce
the eventuality into the appropriate type to match the input requirements of the particular tense. The precise
meaning effect of such a type shift brought about by coercion is argued to depend on the overall context.
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3.2 Event types
Vendler (1957) distinguishes between four different ‘terms’ in English, which can be
associated with ‘verbs in their dominant use’ (4).

(4) a. STATES [STA]:know the answer, stand in the corner
b. ACTIVITIES [ACT]: run, eat, eat apples, eat soup
c. ACCOMPLISHMENTS [ACC]: run a mile, eat an apple
d. ACHIEVEMENTS [ACH]: reach the summit

Accomplishments and achievements have in common that they are not homogeneous
but have a ‘set terminal point’. States and activities, on the other hand, are atelic be-
cause they are homogeneous and have no ‘set terminal point’. Whether or not an event
type has a ‘set terminal point’ is generally associated with telicity. Accomplishments
and achievements are telic whereas states and activities are atelic. Formal accounts
and definitions of telicity will be discussed in section 3.5.

The distinction between telic and atelic event types or predicates is reflected in the
compatibility with particular temporal adverbials: only telic events, i.e. those with a
‘set terminal point’, are compatible with in-adverbials which measure the time within
which the ‘set terminal point’ has been reached. However, they are incompatible with
for-adverbials that measure the time the event holds (5-a). Atelic events behave the
opposite way (5-b).

(5) Compatibility with for- and in-adverbials: telic acc/ach vs. atelic sta/act
a. She ate an apple *for an hour / in an hour. TELIC

She reached the summit *for an hour / in an hour.
b. She ate apples / soup for an hour / * in an hour. ATELIC

She ate for an hour / *in an hour.
She stood in the corner for an hour / *in an hour.

A second criterion that Vendler applies to distinguish between these four classes in
English is the (in)ability to appear in the Progressive. Only activities and accomplish-
ments, which describe some process going on in time and thus take some time to
evolve, can appear in the Progressive (6-a). States and achievements, which do not
go on in time but simply exist or happen and can thus be evaluated with respect to
instants, do not naturally appear in the Progressive (6-b).

(6) Compatibility with Progressive: durative act/acc vs. non-durative sta/ach
a. She was eating (apples / soup).

She was eating an apple.
b. ?She was knowing the answer.

?She was reaching the summit.

Bach (1981, 1986); Verkuyl (1993), and others, draw a three-way distinction of ver-
bal predicates into telic events (Vendler’s acc and ach), on the one hand, and atelic
processes (Vendler’s act) and states, on the other. One of the reasons for them not to
make a clear distinction between accomplishments and achievements but rather group
these under the label events, is that the distinction is quite subtle and blurred in a lot of
cases. For example, there are many cases where achievements can actually be used in
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the Progressive. Especially Verkuyl argues that the most crucial difference is the one
between telic event types (events) and atelic ones (states and processes). Nevertheless,
I will continue using Vendler’s four-way distinction.2 The following section is con-
cerned with the decomposition of his event types into atomic predicates or subevents.

3.3 Decomposing predicates
Partly reformulating generative semantic accounts into Montague Grammar, Dowty
(1979) suggests to decompose Vendler’s (1957) event types into particular atomic
predicates and combinations of these. In the following, #i and $i stand for arbitrary
individual terms, %n and &n stand for arbitrary n-place (stative) predicates, and ' and
( are arbitrary formulas, either atomic or complex.

States in Dowty’s system are associated with atomic stative predicates (7).

(7) States (Dowty, 1979, 123)
%n(#1, ..., #n).
e.g. John knows the answer.

Activities involve an additional predicate DO (8).

(8) Activities (Dowty, 1979, 124)
DO(#1, [%n(#1, ..., #n)]).
e.g. John is walking.

The DO predicate is somewhat vaguely defined as in (9).

(9) ![DO(#, '), ' * ' is under the immediate control of the agent (an individual
denoted by #)]. Dowty (1979, 118)

Since it is the least relevant and least detectable predicate among the atomic predicates
that Dowty employs (with the least evidence in favour of its existence), Dowty does
not dwell on it. More important are the atomic predicates CAUSE and BECOME, and
ample linguistic evidence is provided for their existence. Both accomplishments (10)
and achievements (11) involve the predicate BECOME.

(10) Accomplishments (Dowty, 1979, 124)
DO(#1, [%n(#1, ..., #n)])]CAUSE[BECOME &m($1, ..., $n)]]].

e.g. John broke the window.

(11) Achievements (Dowty, 1979, 124)
BECOME[%n(#1, ..., #n)].

e.g. John discovered the solution.

The definition of the predicate BECOME relative to an interval I is given in (12).

(12) [BECOME '] is true at I iff there is an interval J containing the initial bound
of I such that ¬' is true at J and there is an interval K containing the final
bound of I such that ' is true at K. Dowty (1979, 140)

2See. for example, Rothstein (2004) for empirical and theoretical arguments for maintaining a difference
between accomplishments and achievements.
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The definition of the BECOME predicate makes it clear that accomplishments and
achievements are associated with definite change of state predicates. The state de-
noted by %n in (10) and (11) comes into existence, since it is false at interval J and true
at some later interval K.

Accomplishments (10) are the most complex event types in Dowty’s system given
that they involve the combination of all three atomic predicates. In contrast to achieve-
ments, accomplishments entail some subsidiary activity or event which causes the BE-
COME predicate.The predicate CAUSE is defined as in (13), roughly following Lewis
(1973).

(13) a. [' CAUSE (] is true iff
(i) ' is a causal factor for (, and
(ii) for all other '+ such that '+ is also a causal factor for (, some ¬'-
world is as similar or more similar to the actual world than any ¬'+-
world is.

b. ' depends causally on ( iff ', ( and ¬'" ¬( are all true.
c. ' is a causal factor for ( iff there is a series of sentences ', '1, ..., 'n,
((for n " 0) such that each member of the series depends causally on
the previous member. Dowty (1979, 108f.)

Hence, an accomplishment involves an activity (associated with DO) which causes
(CAUSE) the gradual coming about (BECOME) of a particular state. Therefore, an ac-
complishment combines ingredients of an activity and an achievement. The definition
in (13-a) (ii) states that the causation has to be immediate or direct in order for the pre-
dicate CAUSE to be true. The difference between direct and indirect causation, which
is often associated with lexical and syntactic causatives, respectively, plays a crucial
role in the literature (see Shibatani, 1976, for one source of the discussion). Usu-
ally, within one clause (under clause union) there can only be direct but not indirect
causation.

In the following, I will focus on accomplishments in particular, since these are
the most complex types of predicates and most relevant for the issues discussed in
this thesis. Accomplishments can be lexical, i.e. associated with a particular verbal
predicate, but they can also be syntactically created. According to Dowty, all accom-
plishments have the logical structure [' CAUSE (] where ' in most cases contains an
activity predicate and ( is a BECOME sentence.3 The underlying activity (') can be
quite general, which is the case with lexical accomplishments such as kill (14).

(14) John kills Bill. (Dowty, 1979, 91)
[[John does something] CAUSE [BECOME ¬[Bill is alive]]]

However, it can also be quite specific, especially with accomplishments that are syn-
tactically created. Among others, Dowty lists the following ‘syntactic types of accom-
plishments’ (Dowty, 1979, 70).4

3CAUSE is thus treated as a two-place sentential connective, which is a departure from Lewis’ (1973)
original account.

4I will only concentrate on syntactic accomplishments that are derived in a single clause. With such
accomplishments it is always an activity which causes a become term. Dowty also discusses cases where
more predicates are combined with one another relying on CAUSE and become, but this is not possible in
the same clause anymore.
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(15) Different types of accomplishments (Dowty, 1979, 69ff.)
a. Locatives: walk, swim, fly to NP; drive, carry, push NP to NP
b. PP complements: put, place, set NP into NP; put NP to sleep, drive NP

to drink, read oneself to sleep
c. Factitive (Adjective of Result): hammer NP flat, wipe NP clean, wiggle

NP loose
d. Verb particle constructions: take NP out, chase NP away; sit down, dry

out

In the literature, (15-c,d) are generally assumed to involve resultative secondary pre-
dication, where the particular adjective or particle specifies the final state or location
an entity denoted by the internal argument ends up in at the end of a process specified
by the activity. Thus, a result state or location functions as a secondary predicate over
the internal argument DP, in addition to the primary verbal predicate. For example, a
sentence like He sweeps the floor clean is analysed as in (16).

(16) He sweeps the floor clean. (Dowty, 1979, 93)
[[He sweeps the floor] CAUSE [BECOME [the floor is clean]]]

Here, the floor undergoes two predications, first the verbal predication (the floor is
being swept) and the result state predication (the floor is clean). Both predications are
connected by the predicates CAUSE and BECOME, namely the sweeping of the floor
causes the floor to become clean.

Some examples in the second group of PPs in (15-b) (e.g. read oneself to sleep) are
usually also treated as resultative secondary predicates. The status of the PP examples
in (15-a) is more debated. Some treat these cases as accomplishments (e.g. Dowty
himself, but also Rapp and von Stechow 1999, Higginbotham 2000 or Beck 2005)
whereas Rothstein (2004), for example, argues that such cases are bounded activities.
We can conclude from such treatments that the aspectual contribution of the particular
PPs belong to the realm of inner aspect in Dowty’s system but to the realm of outer
aspect in Rothstein’s system, where the PP itself is not associated with an atomic
predicate and/or integrated VP-internally. I will come back to different treatments of
the external semantics (and syntax) of spatial PPs in section 3.6. First, however, I will
discuss how Dowty’s idea of predicate decomposition has been reformulated in event
semantic terms.

3.4 Event structure

Dowty’s (1979) idea of decomposing predicates has been reformulated in event se-
mantic terms, where an event (the macroevent) is viewed as potentially structurally
complex and decomposable into particular subevents. Such subevents, in turn, are as-
sociated with CAUSE, DO or BECOME predications, or related notions such as prepara-
tory phase, initiating state, process, transition, culmination, consequent or result state
and the like (Moens and Steedman, 1988; Parsons, 1990; Pustejovsky, 1991; von Ste-
chow, 1996; Higginbotham, 2000; Kratzer, 2000, 2004a; Rothstein, 2003; Ramchand,
2004, to appear; Beck, 2005, among many others).
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Pustejovsky (1991), for example, argues that events can be of three different types,
namely states (17), processes (18), and transitions (19).5

(17) State (S): a single event, which is evaluated relative to no other event
Examples: be sick, love, know
S

e
(18) Process (P): a sequence of events identifying the same semantic expression

Examples: run, push, drag
P

e1 . . . en

(19) Transition (T): an event identifying a semantic expression, which is evalu-
ated relative to its opposition (with E as a variable for any event type)
Examples: give, open, build, destroy

T

E1 ¬ E2

Similarly, Moens and Steedman (1988) assume an event nucleus of preparatory pro-
cess, culmination, and consequent state. Pustejovsky’s transition type is the one I will
focus on in the following. This type has at least two subevents, namely a state/process
and an opposite state/process with a transition from one to the other. In Vendler’s
(1957) classification, this type subsumes accomplishments and achievements. What
event structure approaches have in common is that they assume an ontology which
contains a transition to capture the semantics of predicates involving some change of
state or location, which is related to Dowty’s (1979) BECOME-operator.

Whether there is a one-to-one mapping of the semantic event structure onto the
syntax leading to a decomposition of the VP into several projections, where each pro-
jection is associated with a particular subevent (see Hale and Keyser, 1993; Harley,
1995; Travis, 2000; Folli, 2002; Arsenijević, 2006; Ramchand, to appear, among
others, for various implementations of related ideas), is a matter of debate.6 Since
this dissertation is primarily concerned with the semantics associated with event de-
composition, I will try to keep the syntactic structures as simple as possible. As far
as the syntax is concerned, I am mainly interested in different ways to create accom-
plishment structures in syntax and the role PPs can play in this, which mainly has to
do with the attachment site of a PP with respect to the verb. For this I will not need a
more complex syntactic structure for events other than the one that will be proposed
towards the end of this chapter. Nevertheless, it should be noted that many claims I
will make throughout this thesis will also be compatible (or at least not incompatible)
with more sophisticated syntactic models for events.

5In (18) we encounter yet another use of the notion event, namely in reference to atomic subparts e1
. . . en of any event or subevent. Where relevant I will keep this notation in the formalisations to come, e.g.
when discussing works by Krifka (1998) and Rothstein (2004). However, when I use the term event in the
main text, I talk about an event as a whole, i.e. as a state, activity, accomplishment or achievement.

6For early discussion related to this debate see Dowty (1979), who argues against the generative se-
mantics approach of McCawley (1968) and others that atomic predicates such as CAUSE and BECOME are
directly represented in syntax.
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To discuss the semantics associated with event structure, I will outline one par-
ticular approach, namely that of Rothstein (2004), which incorporates the notion of
incrementality as a crucial ingredient. Throughout the thesis I will mainly rely on her
model and extend it to the structure of motion events and the role PPs can play in such
events.

3.4.1 A semantics for event structure

Rothstein’s (2004) model of event structure is built on Vendler’s (1957) event types
and Dowty’s (1979) idea of atomic predicates to represent these types. Verbs are
assumed to denote sets of events or a particular event type, where event types are
considered to be lexical aspectual classes. She proposes the following event type
templates (20).

(20) Event templates (Rothstein, 2004, 35)
States )e.P(e)
Activities )e.(DO(P))(e)
Achievements )e.(BECOME(P))(e)
Accomplishments )e.&e1&e2[e=S (e1-e2) * (DO(P))(e1) * Cul(e)=e2]

These classes are seen not as generalisations over verb meanings, but sets of con-
straints on how the grammar makes the individuation of events possible. For exam-
ple, the event structure associated with a given verbal predicate can be augmented
by ‘adding’ a secondary resultative predicate, and this creates a more complex type.
What it means to ‘add’ a secondary predicate will be made precise in later sections of
this chapter.

Again, we see that accomplishments constitute the most complex type which com-
bines an activity with a culmination. The accomplishment template involves what
Rothstein calls ‘S-summing’ (represented by the S superscript) of two subevents e1
and e2, namely a process part (an activity) and a culmination part, into one (macro-
)event e. The activity and the culmination are linked via an incremental process to be
defined below.

In the following, I will concentrate on accomplishments in particular and a refine-
ment of the accomplishment template. According to Rothstein, the different stages
of an accomplishment have an inherent ordering dependent on their internal proper-
ties and not just on the ordering of their run times. The culmination is argued to be
intrinsically related to the property of BECOME events (21).

(21) Culmination (Rothstein, 2004, 106)
The culmination is the final minimal event in an incremental process. It is
the event which is the final part of a BECOME event; the upper bound of the
BECOME event. The argument of the culmination event is the argument of the
BECOME event (i.e. the affected object or theme).

To formally define the notion of culmination (23), Rothstein introduces the notion of
an incremental chain (22), which is a necessary ingredient of a BECOME event.
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(22) Incremental chain (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let e be a BECOME event.
An incremental chain C(e) is a set of parts of e such that:
1. the smallest event in C(e) is the initial bound of e
2. for every e1,e2 in C(e) e1.e2 or e2.e1
3. e ! C(e)

(23) Culmination (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let C(e) be an incremental chain in e.

ub(C(e))={ub(e’): e’ ! C(e)} (the set of upper bounds)
The culmination of e is defined as follows:
Cul(e)de f =ub(e)

BECOME events in accomplishments are argued to be incremental because they have
individuable parts with distinguishable upper bounds each. Furthermore, these parts
are ordered in a natural and inherent way by the incremental chain. By combining
the BECOME event with an activity event via an incremental chain, the BECOME event
imposes an ordered part structure on the activity. Thus the activity and the BECOME
event are related via an incremental relation (24).

(24) Incremental relations (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
Let e1 be an activity, e2 be a BECOME event, and C(e2) be an incremental
chain defined on e2.
INCR(e1,e2,C(e2)) (e1 is incrementally related to e2 with respect to the chain
C(e2)) iff:
there is a contextually available one-one function µ from C(e2) onto PART(e1)
(the set of parts of e1) such that:
for every e ! C(e2): "(e)="(µ(e)).

Following Krifka (1992, 1998), " in (24) is the temporal trace function that maps an
event to its ‘run time’ (see section 3.5). The set of culminations of the parts of e1
is defined as the upper bounds of the event parts of e1 which are the values of the µ
function (25).

(25) Culminations (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
CulC(e2)(e1)=ub({µ(e): e ! C(e2)})

Given these definitions, the accomplishment template can be reformulated as in (26).

(26) Revised accomplishment template (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
)y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2)
* ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=Th(e1)
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

Thus, in an accomplishment, an activity event is associated with an incremental chain,
the culmination of which is the upper bound of the BECOME event. The theme of the
activity is necessarily an argument of the BECOME event. Just like Dowty (1979) and
others, Rothstein assumes that accomplishments can be lexical and thus associated
with particular verbal predicates, or they can be structurally created or derived.
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In line with Dowty (1979), accomplishments and achievements are characterised
as events of definite change from ¬' to ' (achievements) or from ( to ' where (
entails ¬' (accomplishments). Any event of change from # to $ is characterised as
an event whose minimal initial part is the last minimal interval at which # holds and
whose final minimal interval is the first minimal interval at which $ holds. In relation
to the event templates of accomplishments and achievements in (26) and (20), then, '
does not hold during the activity preceeding the culmination of e2.

The next section deals with particular syntactic assumptions about the structure of
events, followed by a section on the semantics associated with syntactically derived
accomplishments. The approaches I have chosen to present in these sections are cer-
tainly not exhaustive, nor are they necessarily representative of the work in this field
in the past decades. They have primarily been chosen to introduce the main issues
I will be concerned with, which have to do with the structure licensed by particular
verb-PP combinations, and because they work with fairly similar semantic tools.

3.4.2 Some syntactic issues concerning event structure
In this section, I will address issues concerning the syntax of obviously syntactically
complex events, which in most cases are accomplishments that are created syntacti-
cally by some non-verbal secondary resultative predication. Among the constructions
that have been analysed in terms of secondary resultative predication are those invol-
ving verbal prefixes (e.g. German, Slavic) or verbal particles in, for instance, English
(27-a), resultative adjectives (27-b), and (more debated) some directional PPs (27-c).

(27) Secondary resultative predicates
a. He took off his hat.
b. She hammered the metal flat.
c. They danced into the house.

Note that not all secondary predicates involve resultativity and derive accomplish-
ments. For example, depictives (28-a) as well as unbounded paths (in the sense of
Zwarts, 2005b, as outlined in chapter 2) (28-b) do not.

(28) Non-resultative secondary predicates
a. She ate the fish raw.
b. He walked towards the store / along the river.

Hence, it is not the case that a more complex syntactic structure necessarily yields
more complex event types. Depictives, in general, are adjuncts, whereas I assume that
accomplishments can only be created by material which is in the complement of a
verb. This thesis will focus on secondary resultative predicates, and in particular, on
the conditions under which a given PP can be integrated into the structure of a motion
event as a secondary resultative predicate.

From a semantic point of view, the main and the secondary predicate together form
a complex predicate, which specifies a single event. Generally, the external argument
of the secondary predicate functions as the internal argument of the verbal predicate,
which is also known as Simpson’s Law (Simpson, 1983). A secondary predicate can
license this argument even if it is not licensed by the verb, which is not possible with
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secondary depictive predicates. There are at least two main approaches to the syntactic
integration of such secondary predicates. Small clause approaches generally focus on
the close tie between an argument of the verb and the secondary predicate, whereas
complex predicate approaches stress the close connection between the two predicates,
i.e. between the verb and the secondary non-verbal predicate (e.g. the particle or the
adjective).

Hoekstra (1988, and subsequent work), for instance, argues that the verb takes a
small clause (SC) complement with all change-of-state or position verbs, also where
no overt secondary predicate is visible. Assuming that the SC complement denotes
the (path towards an) end-state of the (deep) object, he proposes the general structure
in (29).

(29) General structure for SC complements to verbs (Hoekstra, 1999, 80)
V [S C DP ... PRED]

In this structure, the DP in subject position of the SC is combined with some XP (e.g.
AP or PP), which it is the subject of. From a semantic point of view, the denotation
of this XP (AP or PP) is predicated over its subject, so that it is a secondary predicate
in addition to the verbal predicate. Relevant parts of Hoekstra’s proposal will be dis-
cussed in more detail in section 3.6.2. This structure in one form or the other is widely
used in the literature (Stowell, 1981; Chomsky, 1981; Kayne, 1985; den Dikken, 1995;
von Stechow, 1995, 1996; Doetjes, 1997; Beck, 2005).

There are particular semantic accounts which combine SC structures with the de-
composition of events. For instance, Beck (2005) follows von Stechow’s (1995) ana-
lysis of resultatives, which combines the small clause analysis with an event semantic
reformulation of Dowty’s (1979) approach to the decomposition of predicates. Beck
assumes the following structure for secondary resultative predication (30).7

(30) SC proposal for adjectival resultative (Beck, 2005, 6)
Sally hammered the metal flat.

[ [the metal] [1[VP Sally [+V t1 [+V hammered [S C PRO1 flat]]]]]]

SC analyses come in two main versions, depending on the nature of the subject of
the SC. Beck (just like von Stechow) employs a control version, where the subject of
the SC is filled by a PRO which is bound by the object of the VP in (30). Another
version of the SC analysis involves raising of the DP in subject position of the SC
(Spec SC) and its movement to some argument position within the VP. Particular
implementations of a raising SC analysis are found in, for instance, Hoekstra (1988);
den Dikken (1995); Doetjes (1997).

Control versions directly capture the fact that the subject of the secondary predi-
cate is identical to the internal argument of the verbal predicate, since it is the argument
which controls the PRO-subject of the SC. A well discussed problem of the control
analysis is that the internal argument of the verbal predicate often does not play the
same thematic role in secondary resultative predicates, which is illustrated in (31).

7LFs in Beck (2005) are represented in the notation of Heim and Kratzer (1998) with the addition of
an index (1) to the sister of a moved phrase. This indexation is to be interpreted as predicate abstraction,
which involves semantic binding of all variables with that index. The internal argument the metal in (30) is
extraposed because it is assumed that it raises to some agreement projection (AgrO) (see also von Stechow,
1996, for discussion).
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(31) Internal argument in resultatives can fulfil different thematic role
a. She drank a glass of water.
b. She drank her brother under the table.

Without the secondary predicate the internal argument of a verb like drink is generally
some kind of liquid which is comsumed during the process of drinking (31-a). With
the secondary predicate in (31-b), on the other hand, the internal argument her brother
is not consumed, rather it is merely the person that ends up in a location under the table
at the end of the drinking process. What both internal arguments have in common,
however, is that they are affected in some way by the activity denoted by the main
verb.

Raising analyses, in turn, capture the fact that the internal argument is always the
subject of the secondary predicate but not always the object of the verbal predicate,
which can then play a different role in the resultative version. However, such ap-
proaches cannot capture directly that it is not just any random e.g. hammering event
that brings about the state of the metal being flat, at least not when combined with
the SC structure above.8 A particular raising account of resultatives, which does not
employ a SC structure though, is proposed by Kratzer (2004a) and will be outlined in
section 3.4.3. We will see in section 3.6 that a raising approach enables an analysis
of intransitive motion verbs that combine with a directional PP in terms of secondary
resultative predication, where an argument of the PP (the subject of the SC under a SC
account) raises to the subject position of the verb.

There are several problems with SC approaches, the most severe one of which
is the treatment of the phrase associated with the secondary predicate as a separate
clause. This is a problem because it does not behave like a separate clause in a number
of respects. For example, it was noted above that the causation involved in complex
predicates is always direct and that direct causation is a general trait of clause union.
Under the SC approach, also indirect causation should be possible, unless some ad-
ditional assumptions are made. Furthermore, the alleged SCs do not pass standard
constituency tests and do not behave like other constructions which are assumed to in-
volve SCs (e.g. ECM constructions); in contrast, the verb and the secondary predicate
behave like a a constituent (see Neeleman and van de Koot, 2002, for relevant data).9

What is generally portrayed as the competing approach to the SC analysis is
the complex predicate approach (e.g. Williams, 1980; Baker, 1988; Johnson, 1991;
Neeleman, 1994; Ackema, 1995; Zeller, 2001). Under this approach, the verb and
the secondary predicate can form a complex head and jointly predicate over the argu-
ment(s). Also these approaches assume that complex predicate formation takes place
(or at least can take place) in the syntax. The idea that it can take place in the syn-
tax is supported by the fact that secondary predicates can often be modified (e.g. he
hammered the metal completely flat).10

8See also McIntyre (2004); Kratzer (2004a); von Stechow (2007) for a more general discussion of
control vs. raising, even if the first two do not necessarily employ SC structures.

9We will see later and also in chapter 6 that under semantic approaches that combine a SC analysis with
an event structure account it is less straightforward how to restrict secondary resultative predicate formation
to exactly those limited cases, where this is possible.

10A complex predicate approach leaves open the option of having complex predicate formation in a com-
ponent other than syntax, which is not possible under a small clause approach. For example, Neeleman and
Weerman (1993) argue for a kind of parametric variation in this respect in that English verb-particle con-
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For illustration, I will outline the account of Neeleman and van de Koot (2002).
Following Williams (1980), Neeleman and van de Koot argue that external arguments
are generated outside the maximal projection of the predicative head and that predi-
cation is possible in the projection of any head.11 For example, the external argument
of a verb is generated not internally to V but in Spec, vP. The external argument of a
secondary predicate, in turn, is generated in Spec, VP or Spec, vP (the latter is only
possible with depictives). This is illustrated with a depictive secondary predicate in
(32).

(32) Secondary depictives (Neeleman and van de Koot, 2002)
a. [v John [v met-v [V Mary [V tv drunkA ]]]]
b. [v John [v [v met-v [V Mary ]] [V tv drunkA ]]

Depictive secondary predicates are adjuncts that can be adjoined to VP (in which case
their external argument, which they predicate over, is the DP in Spec, VP, which is the
internal argument of the verb) or to vP (in which case their external argument is the
DP in Spec, vP, which is the external argument of the verb).

An example for a resultative secondary predicate is given in (33).

(33) Secondary resultatives (Neeleman and van de Koot, 2002)
[v The cat [v miaows-v [V Frank [v tv awakeA ]]]]

Resultative secondary predicates are argued not to be adjuncts but to form a complex
predicate with the verb, where they together as one predicate select an object. This is
not directly visibile in the structure in (33) (which looks like the depictive in (32-a)),
but it is argued that the two separate predications are amalgated into one predicate,
where the complex predicate inherits properties of both the main verbal and the se-
condary non-verbal predicate along the following lines.

First, both predicates bring in their own argument structure and this argument
structure has to be preserved when the predicates are combined into one complex
predicate. It would go too far to spell out the whole account here, but a few words
should be said. For example, the mapping of the lexical argument structure of a verb
and a secondary predicate (e.g. an adjective like flat) is argued to be mapped on theta
roles (the syntactic arguments) in a particular fashion (only distinct argument roles
can be mapped, and two semantic arguments can be collapsed into one syntactic theta
role). Complex predicate formation, then, involves preserving the semantic argument
structure of both predicates and amalgating them into one syntactic argument structure
by various operations (e.g. argument suppression, theta identification, late mapping
and others).

The whole system works with fairly complex mechanisms and it would go too
far to outline it in detail. Since the concern here is whether PPs can or cannot form
complex predicates with the verb from a semantic point of view, I will try to remain
as agnostic as possible when it comes to the syntax.12 More recent proposals also try

structions are based on complex predicate formation in syntax, whereas Dutch verb-particle constructions
are argued to be formed in a separate morphological component.

11In contrast, SC accounts assume that a small clause has to be present in the structure because the
external argument of the secondary predicate can only be generated in the specifier of this small clause.

12See also Snyder (1995, and subsequent work) for a similar attitude. His account is discussed in chapter
6.
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not to commit to one or the other approach (i.e. small clauses or complex predicates)
but rather build on insights from both (see Ramchand and Svenonius, 2002; McIn-
tyre, 2004, among others). For instance, it is possible to build light verbs or silent
morphemes with a particular event semantic interpretation (associated with CAUSE or
BECOME or the like) into the syntactic structure. The particular semantic definitions
of such elements give the proper interpretation of a single event and direct causation,
but it is still possible to access these elements directly in the syntax.

Particular semantic approaches to syntactically derived accomplishments are dis-
cussed in the next section.

3.4.3 The semantics of syntactically derived accomplishments
From a semantic point of view, combining an activity verb with a secondary predicate
that refers to some kind of state into one event deriving an accomplishment has to be
mediated by something. For example, something extra could be added to the semantic
and/or syntactic structure or a semantic type shift could be involved. In the following,
I will outline three different proposals of how to link activities with secondary predi-
cates into a complex accomplishment event and provide a short assessment of these at
the end of the section. I concentrate on these three accounts because they either will
come back in the discussion of particular topics in subsequent chapters or because I
partially adopt or modify ideas proposed.

Kratzer (2004a)

Under Kratzer’s (2004a) account of resulatives, an argument of the resultative predi-
cate becomes a derived internal argument of the verb through raising. She argues at
length that only verbs that lack an internal argument (either because they are unerga-
tive to start with or because they are used as or have become intransitive, e.g. eat)
can combine with resultative adjectives (as opposed to verbs that are obligatorily tran-
sitive or unaccusative). In (34), for example, the adjective’s argument becomes the
verb’s direct object because the main and the secondary predicate form one complex
predicate.13

(34) Structure of resultatives, e.g. German (Kratzer, 2004a)
a. die

the
Teekanne
teapot

leer
empty

trinken
drink

‘to drink the teapot empty’ [i.e. ‘to drink all the tea in the pot’]

b.

die Teekanne leer
trinken

The argument of the secondary predicate is argued to raise to receive case and the ad-
jective to form a compound with the verb through head movement, as outlined below.

13Note that Kratzer assumes that no additional SC structure is needed to introduce an external argument
of the secondary predicate, which likens her account to a complex predicate approach. Under her account,
only Voice, a verbal projection, can introduce external arguments, whereas adjectives do not have external
arguments. I will not follow Kratzer in this particular point but continue to assume that adjectives and other
secondary predicates have external arguments, which is also shared by most complex predicate approaches.
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Kratzer assumes that semantic composition operations which are generally avai-
lable are functional application, predicate abstraction, and conjunction operations for
predicates such as event identification. Event identification by itself in the case of re-
sultatives is argued not to work because with resultatives two eventualities of different
kinds have to be combined, namely a state and an activity, and a state cannot be an
activity at the same time. As a first proposal, Kratzer assumes that resultatives involve
a shift of the state, denoted by the adjective, into a causative (35).

(35) Resultatives involve a causative shift (Kratzer, 2004a)
P<st> / )es&es [state(s) & event(e) & P(s) & CAUSE(s)(e)]

Furthermore, Kratzer draws attention to a generalisation drawn by Bittner (1999),
according to which resultatives always involve direct causation (36).

(36) Bittner’s Generalisation (Kratzer, 2004a)
If a causal relation is syntactically concealed (only its arguments are overtly
expressed), then it is semantically direct (no intermediate causes).

For example, the resultative in (34) cannot be used in case someone’s emptying the
water in a well caused someone else to have an empty teapot due to the general fact
that without water one cannot boil tea.

To capture the difference between direct causation (37) and intermediate causation
(38) between two events, Kratzer defines the following relations.

(37) Events of causing other events (Kratzer, 2004a)
c is an event of causing other events iff c is the sum of all the members of
some causal chain with maximal element e

(38) Events that cause other events (Kratzer, 2004a)
c is an event that causes other events iff c is the minimal element of some
causal chain with maximal element e

With Lewis (1973), Kratzer assumes that causal chains are linearly ordered. If CAUSE
in resultatives is defined as in (37), there is no relevant intermediate cause that can be
skipped and the interpretation of direct causation in resultatives is ensured. Combining
the adjective in (34) after the causative shift with the main predicate through event
identification results in the representation in (39).

(39) Event identification applied to (34) (Kratzer, 2004a)
)es&ss [action(e) & drink(e) & state(s) & empty(the teapot)(s) & CAUSE(s)(e)]

The definition of CAUSE in terms of direct causation as in (37) solves the problem that
it is not just any random drinking event that causes the state of the teapot being empty.
As Kratzer notes, the activity of drinking here is identified with a ‘completed event
of causing the teapot to be empty’. Hence, ‘if an action of drinking is identical to a
completed action of causing the teapot to be empty, then what was drunk is bound to
be the content of the teapot’ (Kratzer, 2004a, 29).

Kratzer also notes that the causative shift in (35) as it stands adds lexical meaning
and should therefore be considered an illegitimate type shift operation, because opera-
tions adding lexical meaning should be avoided in ‘restrictive systems of composition
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principles’ (Kratzer, 2004a, 32). To solve this problem, she postulates the existence
of an unpronounced causative morpheme in the structure of resultatives (40).

(40) Causative morpheme in resultatives (Kratzer, 2004a)
T([cause]) = )P<st>)es&ss [state(s) & event(e) & P(s) & CAUSE(s)(e)]

The feature [cause] is argued to introduce an event argument but not other arguments.
A complete derivation and semantic analysis of example (34) is given in (41).

(41) Building resultatives (Kratzer, 2004a)

die Teekanne leer
[cause]

trinken

Merge leer STAGE 1
Merge die Teekanne
Interpretation: Combine the translations of die Teekanne and leer:
)s empty(the teapot)(s)

Merge [cause] STAGE 2
Interpretation: Combine the translations of [cause] and its sister node:
)e&s [empty (the teapot)(s) & CAUSE(s)(e)]
Head movement: [cause] attracts leer to satisfy its affixal need

Merge trinken STAGE 3
Interpretation: Combine the translation of trinken and its sister node:
)e&s [empty (the teapot)(s) & drink(e) & CAUSE(e)(e)]

Kratzer postulates that complex predicate formation is required in order to ‘eliminate
an illicit embedding configuration via ‘clause union” (Kratzer, 2004a, 38). This is
assumed to result in overt or covert head movement adjoining leer+[cause] to the
left of trinken. ‘The adjective’s object needs case, and this prevents the verb from
taking a direct object of its own. The adjective’s object becomes the joint object of the
verb-adjective pair. Being unergative, the verb can’t embed the phrase projected by
its adjectival mate. This forces clause union, and a complex predicate is born. Both
parties have to pay a price, though. The verb can’t be transitive or unaccusative. The
adjective must be bare.’ (Kratzer, 2004a, 46)

In sum, Kratzer’s analysis employs a causative morpheme to license a causative
shift and glue a secondary resultative predicate and an activity together into a com-
plex predicate associated with an accomplishment. Raising of an argument DP of the
secondary resultative predicate to an object position of the verb has the effect that this
argument becomes a derived internal argument of the verb.14

14Kratzer does not employ a BECOME predicate in addition, since she assumes that the essential linear
order that is commonly associated with BECOME is already provided given her definition of causal chains.

Another approach, that argues for an additional item in the structure to mediate between the verbal and
the secondary predicate, is Doetjes (1997). She builds an inchoative auxiliary into a SC structure, whose
chararcterisation likens it to a BECOME predicate.
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I will now turn to another proposal, which relies on a semantic principle that adds
a CAUSE BECOME component whenever it encounters a SC structure of the type pos-
tulated for resultatives.

Beck (2005)

Building on von Stechow (1995, 1996), Beck (2005) argues that the combination of a
(resultative) SC with an activity verb like hammer in (30) is interpreted as in (42).

(42) Interpretation of a resultative (Beck, 2005, 8)
[V + hammered [S C PRO1 flat] ](
)x)y)e.hammere(x)(y) & &e’[BECOMEe+ ()e”.flate++ (x1)) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]

The transitive verb hammer looks for an argument of type e but finds instead a propo-
sitional category, namely the small clause. Von Stechow assumes that in this case, a
special principle of interpretation is at play, which Beck calls Principle (R) (43).

(43) Principle (R) (Beck, 2005, 7)
If #=[V*S C$] and $’ is of type <i,t> and *’ is of type <e, ... <e,<i,t>>> (an
n-place predicate), then
#’ = )x1 ... )xn)e.*’e(x1) ... (xn) & &e’ [BECOMEe+ ($’) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]

This principle combines the verb with the small clause by inserting a CAUSE BECOME
component that glues them together and turns the event type denoted by the verb in the
construction into an accomplishment predicate when the result phrase is added. The
resultative is true iff an event of the kind denoted by the verb causes a becoming of
the small clause proposition. With von Stechow (1995, 1996), Beck employs Lewis’
(1973) semantics for CAUSE and Dowty’s (1979) semantics for BECOME, restated in
event semantic terms (44).

(44) Informal event semantics of CAUSE and BECOME (Beck, 2005, 7)
a. [[CAUSE]] (e’)(e) = 1 iff e’ occurred, e occurred and if e hadn’t occurred

then e’ wouldn’t have occurred
b. [[BECOME]] (P)(e) = 1 iff e is the smallest event such that P is not true

of the prestate of e but P is true of the result state of e

The sentence in (30) receives the syntactic and semantic representation in (45).

(45) Representation of (30) (Beck, 2005, 8)
[ [the metal] [1[VP Sally [V + t1 [V + hammered [S C PRO1 flat] ]]]](
)e.hammere(the metal)(y) & &e’[BECOMEe+ ()e”.flate++ (the metal)) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]
Sally’s hammering the metal caused it to become flat.

The same analysis is applied to lexical accomplishments, where the accomplishment
is not created syntactically but associated with the verbal predicate. For example, the
transitive verb open is assumed to be lexically associated with the CAUSE BECOME
component and the adjective open (46-a) and an empty verb with the meaning in (46-b)
to be combined with this adjective.
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(46) Transitive verb open (Beck, 2005, 10)
a. openTV = openAd j + BECOME + CAUSE
b. [0V ]( )p)x)e.&P[Pe(x) & &e’[BECOMEe+ (p) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]

A full example of a lexical accomplishment and the syntactic and semantic analysis
are given in (47).

(47) Example with open (Beck, 2005, 10)
Sally opened the door.
a. [VP Sally [0V [S C openAd j [the door]]]] >

[VP Sally [[0 + openAd j]V [S C t [the door]]]]
b. )e.&P[Pe(Sally) & &e’[BECOMEe+ ()e+.opene+(the door)) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]

Thus, the sentence has the meaning that there was an action of Sally’s which caused
the door to become open.

In sum, Beck employs a SC structure for resultatives (and accomplishment struc-
tures in general) and proposes a particular interpretive principle, Principle (R), that
adds a CAUSE BECOME component to glue an activity (associated with the verb) and
a state (associated with the secondary predicate) into an accomplishment event when-
ever such a SC structure is encountered.

A third account for interpreting resultatives that relies less on a particular syntactic
structure and focuses more on the semantic details and preconditions for resultative
predication to be possible is discussed in the following.

Rothstein (2004)

According to Rothstein (2003, 2004), integrating a secondary resultative predicate has
to do with specifying culminations or properties of culminations. She argues that this
is inherently associated with a measuring process, and that a secondary resultative
predication provides the possibility to measure quantities of an activity. Thus, when a
secondary resultative predicate is combined with an activity, it allows the construction
of a BECOME event which stands in an incremental relation with the activity.

Any secondary predicate, whether depictive (48-a) or resultative (48-b), is as-
sumed to introduce a new event.

(48) Secondary predicates
a. depictive: He drinks his coffee black.
b. resultative: She hammered the metal flat.

The new events in these cases are states associated with the coffee being black (48-a)
and the metal being flat (48-b). Furthermore, a relation has to be defined between
the new event and the event introduced by the main predicate. Rothstein argues that
secondary predication involves a summing operation where two events are treated as
subevents of a single macroevent. This summing operation, however, is not always
possible. A general constraint on the summing operation with secondary predicates
(depictives and resultatives) is that both events share a participant and that the run
time of the first event has to be the same as the run time of the second event. This is
expressed by TPCONNECT (time-participant connectedness) (49).
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(49) Time-participant connectedness (Rothstein, 2004, 71)
TPCONNECT(e1, e2, y) iff:
(i) "(e1) = "(e2) (i.e. the run time of e1 is the same as the run time of e2);
(ii) e1 and e2 share a participant y.

With resultative secondary predication, TPCONNECT has to hold between the culmi-
nation of the first event Cul(e1) (as defined in (23)) and e2. Since the culmination of an
accomplishment predicate is assumed to be determined by what happens to its theme,
this is the participant that has to be shared. The summing operation for resultative
secondary predication is defined in (50).15

(50) Summing operation for resultative predication (Rothstein, 2004, 76)
RSUM [#, $] = )y)e.&e1, &e2 [e = S [e1-e2] * # (e1,y) * $ (e2,y) * TPCON-
NECT (Cul(e1), e2,y)]

Rothstein argues that the resultative rule should not itself ‘add’ a culmination given
that verbs like paint, which is a lexical accomplishment verb under her account, allow
resultative predication (51).

(51) Resultative with lexical accomplishment (Rothstein, 2004, 75)
Mary painted the house red.

This means that a lexical accomplishment can combine with a secondary resultative
predicate, and this predicate does not specify the culmination itself (which is already
lexically supplied), rather it merely ascribes a property to the culmination.

In case a resultative is combined with an activity, the grammar must allow to ‘add’
a culmination to an activity (52).16

(52) Resultative with activity (Rothstein, 2004, 78)
Mary hammered the metal flat.

Rothstein assumes that the resultative predication operation can trigger an aspectual
type-shifting operation which adds a culmination to an activity (53).

(53) Accomplishment shift with resultatives (Rothstein, 2004, 80)
SHIFT()y)e.HAMMER(e) * Ag(e)=x * Th(e)=y)
= )y)e.HAMMER(e) *Ag(e)=x * Th(e)=y * &e’[Cul(e)=e’ *Arg(e’)=Th(e)]

The resultative predication forces the Cul(e) modifier to be added if the matrix event
lacks a culmination. With Rothstein’s reformulation of the accomplishment template
relying on BECOME, this type shift is defined as in (54).

(54) Accomplishment shift with resultatives (Rothstein, 2004, 124)
SHIFT()y)e.ACTIVITY<x>(e) * Ag(e)=x * Th(e)=y)
= )y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2) * ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=y
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

15With depictives, TPCONNECT holds between e1, e2 and one of the arguments of the main predicate.
16In chapter 6, I will show that this is not possible in all languages. In particular, languages that Talmy

(1991, 2000) classifies as verb-framed, such as the Romance languages, do not allow this.
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Adding a culmination to an activity is argued to involve imposing a developmental (in-
cremental) structure on the activity. Since states cannot have a developmental structure
resultative secondary predication is correctly predicted to be impossible with states,
and the verb expressing the main predicate is necessarily at least an activity.17

In sum, Rothstein provides a general theory for secondary predication and how it
is integrated with the main verbal predicate to refer to a single event. She proposes
an event type shift to be involved when an activity verb is combined with a secondary
predicate into an accomplishment. Due to the particular conditions on this kind of
type shift, this theory predicts when such a shift can take place and when it cannot:
the verb’s internal argument has to be an argument of the secondary predicate, and it
has to be possible to impose a developmental structure on the activity associated with
the main verb.

In the following, I will shortly assess these three types of accounts and draw pa-
rallels to my own account to be outlined in section 3.7 and argued for in subsequent
chapters.

Assessment

A main problem with both Kratzer’s (2004a) proposal of a causative morpheme in-
volved in resultatives and Beck’s (2005) Principle (R), which adds a CAUSE BECOME
component to interpret SC structures postulated for resultatives (and accomplishments
in general), is that they do not really spell out conditions under which secondary pre-
dicates can actually be integrated as resultatives and derive accomplishments. They
take the fact that the overall structure is associated with this interpretation more or
less as a given and postulate that therefore there has to be a causative morpheme or a
SC structure.18 However, it is not clear what actually regulates the availability of this
causative morpheme or whether there are any restrictions on Principle (R) to work
other than an underlying SC structure.

The account I will propose in section 3.7 and argue for in upcoming chapters is
more in line with Rothstein’s (2004) account in trying to be more precise about the
semantic preconditions for accomplishment creation in syntax. In particular, I will
suggest that any accomplishment structure relies on a scale that can be interpreted as
an incremental structure and furthermore that this scale has to be part of the lexical
semantics of either the verbal or the secondary (non-verbal) predicate. Only if an

17With achievements, it is argued that predicating a property of the culmination of an achievement is
normally equivalent to depictives since achievements lack a developmental structure (i).

(i) Lack of resultatives with achievements (Rothstein, 2004, 82)
John arrived late.

A resultative reading is, however, possible with achievements that involve lexical causative verbs such as
break since these can be broken down into a causative and a culminating part, where the secondary predicate
can be predicated over the internal argument to give a property that holds during the result state (ii).

(ii) John broke the glass to pieces.

18This is a bit overstated. Kratzer’s proposal makes the prediction that internal argument DPs and resul-
tative predicates are in complementary distribution, whereas Beck addresses constraints on the availability
of Principle (R) in a cross-linguistic perspective. In the course of this thesis, I will show that secondary
resultative predication is even more constrained, also within particular languages.
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incremental structure is supplied lexically, a BECOME event can be built which is an
essential part of accomplishment structures.

The account to be proposed unifies resultatives and particular verb-PP combina-
tions and builds on Rothstein’s account of secondary resultative predication and event
structure in general. However, we will see that some important adjustments have to be
made. In particular, I will assume that it is not necessarily the internal argument of the
verb that is the argument of the secondary predicate as claimed by Rothstein. Instead
and more in line with Kratzer, I will argue that the external argument of the secondary
predicate can become a derived internal argument of the verb when both predicates
are combined into one complex predicate. Under Rothstein’s account, however, un-
less a fake reflexive is added, only transitive verbs, or rather verbs that license an
internal argument, allow secondary resultative predication, since the shared argument
of both predicates starts out as the internal argument of the verb. In Kratzer’s system,
on the other hand, only verbs lacking an internal argument (e.g. unergative verbs or
optionally intranstitive verbs like eat or verbs that are in some way detransitivised)
can combine with secondary resultative predicates, because the internal argument and
the secondary resultative are in complementary distribution, and the shared argument
starts out as an argument of the secondary predicate.

A problem for Kratzer is that there are obligatorily transitive verbs that allow re-
sultatives and where the shared argument plays the same semantic role with or without
the resultative (e.g. hammer the metal flat). A problem that arises under Rothstein’s
approach is that it does not allow to integrate certain verb-PP combinations into the
account, which pattern with resultatives in many respects as will be argued in subse-
quent chapters. I therefore refrain from making such a strong claim about where the
shared argument starts out but rather stick to the observation of Neeleman and van de
Koot (2002) that resultatives can be found with all kinds of verbs and the only thing
these complex predicates share is that the argument structures of both predicates are
merged in a way that the shared argument is the external argument of the secondary
predicate and at the same time behaves like an internal argument of the verb. This will
allow me to integrate particular verb-PP constructions as well.

To be more precise about the notion of incrementality, I will now return to the
issue of telicity and inner aspect in general. After that, I will come back to different
modes of combining PPs with verbs.

3.5 Telicity

Recall from previous sections that one of the properties distinguishing particular event
types from one another is telicity. States and activities are assumed to be atelic,
whereas accomplishments and achievements are telic. Dowty (1979) characterises
activities, accomplishments and achievements as involving change and states as lack-
ing change. Activities specify indefinite change, accomplishments specify definite
complex change, and achievements are associated with a definite singulary change.
The truth conditions of these classes relative to an interval I are given in (55).
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(55) Truth conditions of event types relative to intervals (Dowty, 1979, 166)
a. If # is a stative predicate, then #(x) is true at an interval I just in case
#(x) is true at all moments within I.

b. If # is an activity verb or an accomplishment/achievement verb, then
#(x) is only true at an interval larger than a moment.

c. If # is an accomplishment/achievement verb, then if #(x) is true at I, then
#(x) is false at all subintervals of I.

d. If # is an activity verb, then if #(x) is true at I, then #(x) is true for all
subintervals of I which are larger than a moment.

Put differently, (atelic) states and activities are characterised as being true at subinter-
vals whereas (telic) accomplishments and achievements are not. Defining telicity in
terms of the subinterval property goes back to Bennett and Partee (1972) and is intu-
itively related to the algebraic notions of cumulativity used in approaches like those
of Krifka (1992, 1998) or Zwarts (2006) to be outlined below.

Rothstein (2004) argues that the distinguishing property between telic and atelic
event types is the property of S-cumulativity, which holds if two events of the same
type can be summed to form a singular (singleton) event. S-cumulativity is formally
defined in (56).

(56) X is S-cumulative iff:
&e&e’[X(e) * X(e’) * ¬e.e’ * 'e'e’[X(e) * X(e’) * R(e,e’)( XS (e-e’)]]
(Rothstein, 2004, 9/188)

In words, ‘X is S-cumulative if it is not a singleton predicate, and if for any two
elements x and y in X which stand in the appropriate relation, the singular element
which is formed out of the sum of x and y is also in X’ (Rothstein, 2004, 188). For
example, two activity events of running, if they are temporally adjacent and involve the
same participants, can be viewed as one event of running and so an event of running
is S-cumulative. However, two accomplishment events of e.g. drawing a circle cannot
refer to a single event if they involve the same participants and are temporally adjacent,
since it would rather involve a re-drawing of the same circle (i.e. the circle would be
drawn at least twice).19

The fact that Rothstein characterises achievements and accomplishments as events
of change from # to $ whose minimal initial part is the last minimal interval at which
# holds and whose final minimal interval is the first minimal interval at which $ holds
makes such events not S-cumulative and thus telic. In this context, Rothstein cites
Kamp (1979), who notes that it is ‘impossible for an event of change in P to be suc-
ceeded immediately by another event of same event type, since (assuming sameness of
participants) any event of change involving a change from ¬' to ' must be followed
by a change back from ' to ¬' before another event of the same kind can occur’
(Rothstein, 2004, 188f.).20

19Note that the summing involved here does not involve the summing of (sub)events of different types,
which is a necessary operation for all accomplishments, but the summing of (macro)events of the same
type.

20However, S-cumulativity can still be a property of changes which are not defined as changes from ¬'
to ', but which still pass telicity tests under certain circumstances. Such predicates are, for instance, degree
predicates, which specify changes of degrees on a scale and which will be discussed briefly in this section
as well (see also Dowty, 1979; Hay et al., 1999, for discussion).
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Rothstein (2004) follows Parsons (1990); Landman (2000) and others in assuming
that events are not inherently telic or atelic, but telic or atelic only under particular
descriptions when the event is individuated. (A)telicity is argued to be a property of
the VP depending on the interaction of the meaning of the verb, which is associated
with a particular event type, with other elements in the VP. In particular, she argues
that a change from # to $ determines an atomic function. An event of change from
¬' to ' is a minimal event of change, which is associated with achievements. An
accomplishment is an extended event of change from ( to ', which takes place over
an interval which is long enough to get from ( to ', and which is ‘held together’ by
an incremental chain, as defined in the previous section. Atomic events in Rothstein’s
system are associated with telicity (57).

(57) Telicity principle (Rothstein, 2004, 158)
A VP is telic if it denotes a set of events X which is atomic, or which is a
pluralisation of an atomic set (i.e. if the criterion for individuating an atomic
event in X are fully recoverable).

Recall from section 3.4 that Rothstein defines accomplishments and achievements as
definite changes from ¬' to ' (achievements) or from ( to ' where ( always entails
¬' (accomplishments). She notes that such changes determine an atomic function so
that the events involved are telic by default unless additional factors (such as a mass
or bare plural internal argument) play a role. Furthermore, Rothstein argues that only
if the verb is already specified as being composed of atomic segments (i.e. if it is
a lexical accomplishment), particular properties of the internal argument can induce
telicity. Following Krifka (1998), Rothstein assumes that incremental properties of
lexical accomplishments are derived from the gradual relation between the verb and
its patient or path argument.

I follow Rothstein’s general account of telicity in assuming that particular event
structures are a precondition for a predicate to be telic and furthermore that the incre-
mental structure of accomplishments is a crucial factor. It is therefore necessary to
outline what it means for particular elements in an accomplishment to be incremental,
and the following subsections will make some relevant points. First, however, I will
discuss diagnostics to distinguish between atelic and telic predicates.

3.5.1 Telicity tests

Recall from section 3.2 that one test to distinguish telic from atelic events is the
(in)compatibility with for- and in-adverbials. This was illustrated in (5), repeated
here as (58).

(58) Compatibility with for- and in-adverbials: telic acc/ach vs. atelic sta/act
a. She ate an apple *for an hour / in an hour. TELIC

She reached the summit *for an hour / in an hour.
b. She ate apples / soup for an hour / * in an hour. ATELIC

She ate for an hour / *in an hour.
She stood in the corner for an hour / *in an hour.
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A number of telicity tests have been proposed in the literature but it is not always clear
whether these tests are sensitive to exactly the same phenomenon. For example, the
temporal adverbials in (58) are not just sensitive to the inner aspect of a verbal predi-
cate, i.e. its being atelic or telic, but also to phenomena like the number of subjects,
objects and events involved, which include the issue of distributive and collective rea-
dings, as well as to (im)perfectivity at the level of outer aspect in languages which have
grammatical aspect. Indicative of this problem is that sentences in the Progressive are
only compatible with for-adverbials, no matter whether the input to the Progressive is
an activity (atelic) or an accomplishment (telic) (59).

(59) Progressive sentences are only compatible with for-adverbials
a. She is eating for an hour / *in an hour. ACT
b. She is eating an apple for an hour / *in an hour. ACC

This is not so much a problem for a one-component approach to aspect like, for in-
stance, de Swart’s (1998), under which the Progressive operator could be seen as tur-
ning any (dynamic or durative) event type into a state or an activity (depending on the
particular theory for the Progressive; see, for instance, Bennett and Partee 1972; Vlach
1981; Parsons 1990; Landman 1992, among many others). Under the two-component
approach underlying this thesis, however, (59-a) and (59-b) are not semantically equi-
valent, i.e. they do not both equally describe a state or an activity, rather there is a clear
distinction between imperfective activities (59-a) and imperfective accomplishments
(59-b). I will come back to this particular distinction in chapter 5. Despite the appa-
rent problem with the temporal adverbial test, I will continue using it because I believe
that if one controls for the additional phenomena that can influence the outcome of the
test, it still gives significant results.

In addition to the temporal adverbial test, I will employ another test for telicity,
which has been proposed by Dowty (1979) and which is used quite frequently in the
literature. Dowty notes that only telic predicates invoke what he calls the ‘imperfective
paradox’. This paradox has to do with the fact that an activity in the Progressive
entails the realisation of the activity, whereas an accomplishment in the Progressive
does not entail the realisation of the accomplishment. Thus, the following inferences
go through for atelic but not for telic predicates (60).

(60) Entailment test / imperfective paradox
a. She was eating an apple. ! She ate an apple. TELIC
b. She was eating apples / soup. ( She ate apples / soup. ATELIC

She was eating. ( She ate.

In the following sections, I will outline different proposals to capture the semantic
prerequisites for a predicate to be telic.

3.5.2 Incremental themes
Earlier approaches to capture the mechanisms underlying telicity stress the importance
of the internal argument in determining whether or not a predicate is telic. This in-
ternal argument has also been treated as the incremental theme (Dowty, 1991). The
incremental theme is the argument that undergoes some change along a process spec-
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ified by the verbal predicate, and this change is incremental or gradual in nature. To
exemplify such approaches I will briefly outline the main ingredients of the accounts
of Verkuyl (1972, 1993) and Krifka (1989, 1992). These proposals derive the telicity
of a predicate from the quantificational properties of the entity denoted by the inter-
nal argument DP (Verkuyl) or from a homomorphism relation established between the
part-whole structures of objects and events (Krifka).

Verkuyl (1972, 1993) argues at length that the distinction between telicity (his
terminativity) and atelicity (his durativity) cannot be made at the level of the verb but
only at the level of the verb phrase (VP), where the particular information of the verb
(being dynamic or not) and the internal argument (having a specified quantity or not)
come together. Only if the verb is dynamic (i.e. it has the feature [+ADDTO], which
stands for additivity) and is combined with an internal argument DP with specified
quantity (i.e. it has the feature [+SQA]) the VP is telic. Plus features are argued to
percolate up to the VP node and if all features are plus this leads to a [+T] (terminative
or telic) VP, whereas any negative feature on either verb or internal argument will also
lead to a [-T] (durative or atelic) VP. Verkuyl labels this the Plus Principle, where the
different feature combinations result in a three-way distinction of event types (61).

(61) Verkuyl’s Plus Principle
a. States: whenever the verb is [-ADDTO]

e.g. know the answer
b. Processes: the verb is [+ADDTO] but there is no internal argument or

the internal argument is [-SQA]
e.g. eat, eat apples, eat soup

c. Events: the verb is [+ADDTO] and the internal argument is [+SQA]
e.g. eat an apple, eat a lot of soup

Hence, the only difference that can be made at the level of the verb for Verkuyl is one
between states ([-ADDTO] verbs) and non-states ([+ADDTO] verbs), but no further
division is made in the way it is done in event structure approaches such as Rothstein’s
(2004). In essence, the quantificational properties of the internal argument, the verbal
complement, are crucial for determining whether an event is telic or not, whereas there
is no such distinction at the level of verbs.21

Krifka (1989, 1992) assumes that both events and objects can be characterised by
the same algebraic tools associated with part-whole structures (see also Bach, 1986;
Filip, 1999). He argues that there is a homomorphism from objects to events with
certain thematic relations, namely whenever there is a gradual patient. Intuitively, this
means that the extent of the event is measured by the extent of the object, where the
object must be subject to the event in a gradual or incremental manner. Under this
approach, an event is telic if its gradual patient has quantised reference, but atelic if
the gradual patient has cumulative reference. The notions quantised and cumulative

21Verkuyl (1972, 1993) furthermore shows that the external argument plays a role at the sentence level
in determining whether the sentence is terminative or durative. I will abstract away from the role of the
external argument here.
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are defined in (62).22

(62) Krifka’s (1992) definitions of cumulativity and quantisedness
a. QUANTISEDNESS:

'P[QUA(P), 'x,y [P(x) * P(y)( ¬ y % x ]]
b. CUMULATIVITY:
'P[CUM(P), 'x,y [P(x) * P(y)( P (x - y) ]]

Recall from chapter 2 that cumulativity also plays a role in Zwarts’ (2005b) account
of boundedness in the spatial domain. The examples discussed there to illustrate cu-
mulativity in the verbal and nominal domain are repeated in (63).

(63) drink water (cumulative) vs. drink a glass of water (non-cumulative)

A noun phrase like water has cumulative reference: if one adds water to water the
result is still water. On the other hand, if one adds a glass of water to a glass of water,
the result is not in the same denotation of ‘a glass of water’ anymore, rather the result
is two glasses of water. Thus, a glass of water does not have cumulative but quantised
reference. Similarly, an event of drinking water is cumulative, whereas an event of
drinking a glass of water is quantised.

Krifka (1992) introduces a temporal trace function " from E (the domain of events)
into the extension of T (the domain of times), which maps an event to its temporal
trace (its ‘run time’).23 In sum, Krifka assumes that the properties of DP complements
to particular verbs (basically verbs of creation and consumption, but not other verbs)
affect the interpretation of the event as cumulative or quantised (atelic or telic here).

Although it is generally acknowledged that the properties of the internal argument
(can) play a role in determining whether a predicate is telic or not, there are a num-
ber of problems with both Verkuyl’s and Krifka’s accounts, which have been widely
addressed in the literature (see, for instance, Arsenijević, 2006, for recent extensive
discussion). Here I will only concentrate on the problems that are of immediate rele-
vance to the topic of this dissertation.

First, not all internal arguments that have a quantised reference or whose quantity
is specified (i.e. which have the feature [+SQA]) and that combine with a dynamic
verb give rise to telicity (64).

(64) a. He pushed the cart for an hour / * in an hour.
He was pushing the cart. ( He pushed the cart.

b. The council widened the road for two months. (Hay et al., 1999)
The council was widening the road. ( The council widened the road.

This is not so much a problem for Krifka (1989, 1992) as it is for Verkuyl (1972,
1993), because Krifka assumes that the homomorphism between events and objects
only holds under a particular thematic relation between the verb and its argument,

22I am abstracting away from the notion of strict cumulativity here that Krifka defines as a combination
of cumulativity and the condition that the predicate is a singleton predicate.

23This idea is further elaborated in Krifka (1998) and related to Jackendoff’s (1996) GO function men-
tioned in the beginning of this chapter, or Zwarts’ (2006) SHAPE function, which will be addressed in the
following section.
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namely if this argument is a gradual patient ()Dowty’s incremental theme). However,
this also shows the limitation of Krifka’s account because it only addresses specific
verb-argument combinations, which mainly involve verbs of creation and consump-
tion, but does not include any other cases where telicity plays a role.

As a way to account for cases like (64-a), Verkuyl (1993) assumes that a verb like
push is not simply a [+ADDTO] verb combining with one internal argument like the
cart. Rather, this verb should be decomposed into give pushes to so that the combi-
nation of the [+ADDTO] feature on the verb give with the [-SQA] feature on pushes
results in an atelic VP as a whole. This is not just quite an ad hoc solution to the
problem but, as pointed out by Rothstein (2004), it also cannot be extended to similar
cases like entertain the audience or hammer the metal, where there is no telicity, ei-
ther, despite a dynamic verb and a [+SQA] argument. With entertain there is no noun
that could be an incorporated internal argument in a way that pushes might have been
incorporated into give, since the corresponding noun entertainment is actually derived
from the verb. With hammer, on the other hand, it is not the theme (the internal argu-
ment) that should have been incorporated but rather the instrument.

Furthermore, if push were to be decomposed into the atelic VP give pushes, we
would expect it to be atelic also at higher levels given Verkuyl’s Plus Principle. How-
ever, if we add a directional PP denoting a bounded path to this predicate, it behaves
like a telic predicate (65).

(65) a. Boban pushed the cart to the store *for an hour / in an hour.
b. Boban was pushing the cart to the store.
! Boban pushed the cart to the store.

Examples like (64-b) remain problematic because they involve a quantised / [+SQA]
internal argument and some kind of incremental change, but they do not behave uni-
formly with respect to the tests. Such examples are related to the following one, which
poses a problem for both Verkuyl’s and Krifka’s account. Certain predicates like wipe
the table or polish the vase made up of a dynamic verb and a [+SQA] / quantised
internal argument appear to be both telic and atelic, since they are compatible with
either temporal adverbial (66-a) and since the inference from the Past Progressive to
the Simple Past is valid (66-b).

(66) a. Roberta wiped the table for an hour / in an hour.
b. Roberta was wiping the table. ( Roberta wiped the table.

Such cases would not be expected if all there was to computing the telicity were the
features on the verb and the direct object (the internal argument).

There are also cases in which telicity involves graduality of some sort but it is not
the extent of the theme itself which determines the extent of the event (67).

(67) a. Nino repaired the computer *for an hour / in an hour.
b. Nino was locking the door. ! Nino locked the door.

Such examples pose a problem especially for Krifka’s proposal (see also Rothstein,
2004, for extensive discussion).

Finally, in the realm of motion events, telicity can arise despite of the lack of a
[+SQA] / quantised internal argument and rather seems to be dependent on the bound-
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edness of the path denoted by a directional PP (68).

(68) a. Giorgos walked to the store *for an hour / in an hour.
b. Giorgos was walking to the store. ! Giorgos walked to the store.

The influence of the interpretation of the path as bounded or unbounded on inner
aspect has already been observed in (65). To account also for these and other cases,
the earlier proposals need to be extended. Possible extensions are discussed in the
following.

3.5.3 Generalised paths
Krifka (1998) shows that the homomorphism relation between objects and events
is not restricted to the direct object but there can also be incremental relations be-
tween the event argument and one other (semantic) argument. In particular, paths
can describe movement in various dimensions. Such movements include literal move-
ment along paths, (metaphorical) paths that describe qualitative changes of properties
(changes in a one-dimensional domain), e.g. bake a lobster, heat the water, as well
as resultative adjectives specifying the goal of a (literal or metaphorical) movement
event. In addition, there can be punctual movements that are quantised as in Mary
arrived in London or in transaction verbs like give, buy. Krifka argues that movement
predicates have at least three arguments, namely an object, a path and an event. For
example, walk relates the parts of a path to the parts of an event. The temporal ad-
jacency of movement events is reflected in spatial adjacency of the paths, and vice
versa, and this can be captured with the same homomorphism approach he proposed
in his earlier works for events and gradual patients.

Zwarts (2006) employs what he calls the shape of an event, which is ‘the trajectory
or contour that is associated to that event in space or in a scalar or conceptual domain’
(Zwarts, 2006, 2), represented by means of a path. Recall from chapter 2 that a path
is defined as a continous function from a real interval [0,1] (the indices of a path) to
spatial points (given a particular model of points or regions) where p(0) is the starting
point of the path, p(1) is its ending point, and for every index i between 0 and 1, p(i) is
an intermediate point. Directional modifiers are argued not to be predicates of events
but predicates of paths (following Piñón 1993).

Any motion event is argued to involve at least three dimensions (69).

(69) The three dimensions of motion events (Zwarts, 2006)
a. the path assigned by SHAPE
b. the time interval of the event, TIME(e)
c. the THEME of the event, the entity that moves

A motion event is defined as in (70).

(70) Definition of ‘motion event’ (Zwarts, 2006, 16)
Event e is a motion event, MOTION(e), iff there is a monotone increasing
homomorphism h from TIME(e) to [0,1] such that for every t ! TIME(e),
THEME(e) is located at SHAPE(e)((h(t))).

Zwarts (2006) defines a function SHAPE to relate paths to events. This function maps
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events to their trajectory or contour, represented through a path. It is a partial function
that assigns unique paths only to those events that involve motion or extension in
physical space. The theme of the event occupies subsequent positions of the path at
subsequent stages of the event. Zwarts takes this function as a more restricted version
of the TRACE function in Krifka (1992, 1998), and as the major ingredient of functions
that Jackendoff (1983, 1996) uses to relate PATH concepts to EVENT concepts, like,
for instance, the GO function outlined in the beginning of this chapter.

The addition of a PP restricts the set of events denoted by the verb to exactly those
events that have a shape that can be found in the set of paths denoted by the PP (71).

(71) [[swim across the lake]] = { e ! [[swim]] : SHAPE(e) ! [[across the lake]] }

Related ideas are found in Jackendoff (1996) and Hay et al. (1999), among others.
Jackendoff, for instance, proposes that the dimensional structure of a particular argu-
ment, the time interval and the event that both participate in are related by ‘structure-
preserving binding’ which ensures the ‘measuring-out’ of events and whether or not
these are telic (‘measuring out’ in the sense of Tenny, 1994). Hay et al., in turn,
propose a difference variable as part of the lexical argument structure of particular
verbs such as verbs of creation and consumption, verbs of motion (e.g. He walked
to the store) and verbs of change of state. This difference variable is associated with
a degree of change in a gradable property determined by the verb (e.g. The tailor
lengthened the skirt). They argue that there is a homomorphism from the difference
variable to the event so that the extent of the event is measured by the extent of the
difference, since the difference variable can be (explicitly or contextually) bounded.

3.5.4 Combining event structure and generalised paths
What the generalised path approaches have in common is that they hold some linearly
ordered structure provided by (part of) some complement of the verb responsible for
measuring out the event in an incremental way and thus for determining whether the
event is telic or atelic. This is what I assume as well. In addition, I follow Rothstein
(2004) in viewing the formation of incremental chains as a crucial ingredient of event
types involving BECOME. A main aim of this thesis is to explore the structure of
motion events, in particular the role PPs play in such events, and to make precise the
conditions on building an incremental chain in the realm of motion events and thus an
event type involving BECOME.

Event structure approaches have also been criticised (e.g. Jäger and Blutner, 2000;
Zwarts, 2006). Arguments against event structure primarily question that lexical ac-
complishments and achievements can be directly decomposed. There is less debate
about syntactically created accomplishments, since there it is obvious that the struc-
ture is more complex. Since I will mainly be concerned with accomplishments that
are created syntactically, many of these arguments are not relevant here. Another ar-
gument against event structure comes from Zwarts (2006), who notes that it is not suf-
ficient to simply state that events can be simple or complex, but that the properties of
the incremental path are relevant for capturing particular properties of events. Zwarts
assumes that looking at the properties of generalised incremental paths dispenses with
decomposing events into subevents.

A main task of this thesis is to combine an event structure approach of the type
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proposed by Rothstein (2004) with generalised path approaches like, for instance,
Zwarts’ (2006) event shape account and to show that both are necessary to capture the
syntax and semantics of verb-PP combinations in the realm of motion events. Hence,
I do not reject the idea of events being associated with (literal or metaphorical) move-
ment. Any event can be linked to something like a generalised path, the properties of
which can determine whether or not the event is telic, as outlined above. However,
I believe that this idea is generally compatible with the idea of decomposing events
into subevents. We cannot dispense with event structure altogether, since there are
cases where it will be necessary to make reference to subevents. Such cases will be
discussed throughout this thesis, and an outlook was given in chapter 1.24

Before I outline the general proposal underlying this thesis in section 3.7, I will
discuss different ways of combining verbs with PPs.

3.6 Combining PPs and verbs

This section discusses different accounts of how to combine spatial PPs with verbs
in motion events. I will mainly address directional PPs, since locative PPs will be
the topic of chapter 4. One way is to treat PPs as Davidsonian event modifiers as
in (3). Under the assumption that an event is represented by the VP, the PPs are
VP modifiers that can measure an event and thus make an activity bounded at some
level beyond inner aspect as outlined in the previous section. Such an approach is
taken by, for instance, Rothstein (2004). Alternatively, it has been proposed (e.g. by
Dowty, 1979; Rapp and von Stechow, 1999; Higginbotham, 2000; McIntyre, 2006;
Ramchand, to appear, among others) to build the BECOME predicate or some event
position associated with something likeBECOME directly into the semantics of (at least
some) directional PPs. Under such an approach, the PPs are directly linked to temporal
intervals or subevents and thus to a transitional structure, creating accomplishments
and participating in turning an event telic at the level of inner aspect.

Under my proposal to be outlined in section 3.7, BECOME will not be built directly
into the semantics of directional PPs. However, I will still assume that directional PPs
can turn an activity into an accomplishment in the same way as a resultative or a
particle can. Building on insights from Beck (2005), I will argue that in principle both
ways of combining PPs with verbs are possible, namely as event modifiers (attaching
to the VP as adjuncts) and as secondary resultative predicates (i.e. as complements
to the verb). I will postulate that a condition on combining verbal predicates with
secondary predicates associated with PPs into one complex predicate is that either the
verb or the PP provides an incremental structure (in the sense of Rothstein, 2004),
which enables a BECOME predicate to be built. This hypothesis will be explored and
made more precise in subsequent chapters. Let me first outline the two different ways
PPs can combine with verbs.

24More recently, Arsenijević (2006) proposes an account of the semantics and syntax of events which
can be seen as a synthesis of both kinds of approaches as well. In particular he proposes two sources for an
event to be telic: either due to structural complexity (hence, with accomplishments and achievements in the
system employed here) or due to the quantificational properties of some event participant. The latter point
is fairly little discussed in this dissertation, and I will mainly work with examples with singular count nouns
to explore the event structure associated with particular verb-PP combinations.
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3.6.1 PPs as predicate modifiers
Analysing PPs (locative and directional) as predicate modifiers has been proposed by,
for instance, Cresswell (1978), among many others. Here, I will outline Beck’s (2005)
proposal. For example, a sentence involving a manner of motion verb (an activity) in
combination with a locative PP like Sally walked in the park is analysed on a par with
stative sentences like Sally slept in the park, and the PP is taken to denote a relation
between individuals and events (72).25

(72) PPs as event modifiers (Beck, 2005, 34)
a. Sally slept in the park.
)e.sleepe(S) & ine(the park)(S)

b. Sally walked in the park.
)e.walke(S) & ine(the park)(S)

c. [in the park]( )x)e.ine(the park)(x)

A locative PP in combination with a verb is analysed as combining two expressions of
type <e,<i,t>> in a conjunctive mode. Beck calls this Generalised Predicate Modifi-
cation (73).

(73) Generalised Predicate Modification (Beck, 2005, 34)
If # = [$ *] and *+ is of type <e,<i,t>> and *+ is of type <e,<i,t>>, then #+ =
)x)e.$+(x)(e) & *+(x)(e)

Beck argues that this account extends to directional PPs in combination with verbs
(74).

(74) Directional PPs as event modifiers, e.g. Spanish (Beck, 2005, 35)
a. Pablo

Pablo
camino
walked

hasta
up-to [until]

la
the

cima.
summit

‘Pablo walked up to the summit.
b. )e.walke(Pablo) & toe(the summit)(Pablo)

Building on Cresswell (1978), Beck suggests to analyse to as in (75).

(75) Semantics of to (Beck, 2005, 35)
a. [[to]] (e)(x)(y) = 1 iff at end(e), y is at the final point of a journey p(e)

that ends at x
b. [[end]] is that f: D<i>( D<i> such that for any e: f(e) = the temporal

end point of e
c. p(e) (a path or a journey) is a function that maps times that are part of

the running time of e to a spatial region (the space occupied by the path
at the time).

This leads to the paraphrase in (76) for the Spanish example in (74), where a to-phrase
is combined with a verb as a predicate modifier.

(76) Pablo walked, and by the end of the walk he was at the final point of a journey
that ends at the summit.

25As a departure from the Davidsonian treatment, however, Beck gives the P a subject-argument.
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Beck argues that integrating PPs as predicate modifiers is possible in all languages. In
addition, she argues for a second way to integrate PPs, namely as secondary predicates
to form a complex predicate with the verbal predicate. This is not possible in all
languages, though, and this cross-linguistic variation will be discussed in detail in
chapter 6. Here it suffices to note that languages like English are argued to belong
to the group of languages that have both combinatorial possibilities at their disposal,
whereas Spanish does not. I will follow her main line of reasoning and also assume
that PPs can be event modifiers in all languages, but secondary predicates only in
some. However, we will see that my account of the integration of PPs as secondary
predicates will differ in some details, especially what concerns the conditions that
license complex predicate formation in the first place.

Treating particular PPs on a par with secondary resultative predication, which de-
rives an accomplishment structure in syntax, goes directly against accounts such as
Rothstein’s (2004). Rothstein explicitly distinguishes between PPs as paths (77-a)
and PPs as results (77-b).

(77) Path vs. result PPs (Rothstein, 2004, 136)
a. The Canadians drove to Dam Square.
b. The people of Amsterdam danced the Canadians the Dam Square.

In (77-a), the PP is argued to introduce a bounded path argument which modifies an
activity and imposes telicity (due to its being bounded). However, this is explicitly
stated not to be a case of accomplishment creation, so that we can conclude that teli-
city is derived contextually and not due to the event type involved. In (77-b), on the
other hand, the PP itself is treated as the measure of the incremental process and thus
an accomplishment is derived in the way that is assumed for secondary resultative
predication (see section 3.4.3).

One argument that Rothstein provides in favour of distinguishing path PPs from
result PPs comes from the fact that a result PP must introduce a path with a determined
endpoint and an unbounded path is not acceptable (78-a). With PPs introducing path
arguments that modify the entire event at some higher level, unbounded paths are
acceptable (78-b).

(78) a. ?They danced the Canadians along the streets of Amsterdam.
b. He pushed the cart along the street.

Following Krifka (1998), Rothstein (2004) treats paths as special cases of adjacency
structures. PATH(e) = x is argued to assign to an event a path x such that every part
of x is related to part of e, and the final part of x is related to the final part of e.
LENGTH(PATH)(e) measures e by assigning it the direct measure of the path to which
it is related. With bounded paths, PATH indirectly assigns an atomic measure criterion
for e via the measure of the path to which it is related, and thus the event is telic under
Rothstein’s definition. This is quite similar to Zwarts’ (2005b) treatment of the role of
directional PPs in turning an event into a bounded event and thus deriving telicity.26

26However, Zwarts (especially in Zwarts, 2006) explicity argues against event decomposition in general
so that the issue as to whether or not a directional PP creates a complex event structure does not arise under
his approach.
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One of the main reasons for Rothstein to argue that examples like (77-a) do not
involve resultatives and therefore not that kind of accomplishment shift proposed in
(54) is the following. According to Rothstein, a precondition for this shift is that the
internal argument of the activity predicate is the subject of the resultative secondary
predicate, which is part of the condition expressed by TPCONNECT. Since dance does
not have an internal argument to begin with and no additional internal argument (such
as a fake reflexive) has been added, Rothstein assumes that TPCONNECT cannot hold.
This is different in (77-b) where the manner of motion verb associated with an activity
is combined with an internal argument (the Canadians) so that TPCONNECT can hold,
and the PP is treated as a resultative secondary predicate.

I will show in the following section, building on insights from the literature and
in particular auxiliary selection facts in Dutch, that the external argument of manner
of motion verbs behaves like an internal argument in cases where it combines with a
directional PP27, and that the particular configurations should be treated along the lines
of resultative secondary predication. It will furthermore be shown that PPs behave like
true complements in such cases.

3.6.2 PPs as secondary resultative predicates

Apart from the possibility of a PP adjoining to a VP and modifying an event as a
whole, I propose that a PP can also be a secondary resultative predicate.28 In this case,
the PP is embedded within the VP and behaves like a complement to V.29 Evidence
for this second possiblity of combining PPs with verbs is given in the following.

It is generally known that some languages employ more than one auxiliary to de-
rive perfect tenses, namely HAVE and BE in e.g. Dutch and Italian (see Hoekstra,
1999, among many others). Some verbs in these languages only take one auxiliary
(e.g. unergative verbs such as sleep and transitive verbs such as eat combine with
HAVE, whereas unaccusative verbs like fall combine with BE), whereas other verbs
take either, depending on particular conditions.30 Many motion verbs in these lan-
guages can take either auxiliary. For example, a manner of motion verb like Dutch
wandelen ‘walk’ selects HAVE if the motion is non-directed, which is the case either
if there is no PP (79-a) or if the PP only has a locative meaning (79-b).

(79) Non-directed motion events correlate with HAVE, e.g. Dutch
a. Zij

she
heeft
has

/
/

*is
*is

gewandeld.
walked

‘She walked.’

27This observation extends to locative PPs with a derived directional meaning (see chapter 4).
28The general insight that PPs can essentially function as resultatives is intrinsic to a number of ap-

proaches (Hoekstra, 1999; Neeleman and van de Koot, 2002; Folli, 2002; Beck, 2005; Tungseth, 2006; Ar-
senijević, 2006; Ramchand, to appear, among others), but the implementation of this idea can vary severely
from one framework to the other and I will not attempt an overview here.

29In this thesis, I am only interested in the way PPs relate to events and thus how they combine with
verbs. It should be clear that PPs can also modify other domains, for example there is the possibility of a
PP adjoining to DPs in a pig in a poke.

30Most cases that involve a change in auxiliary selection are treated as argument structure alternations in
Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995).
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b. Zij
she

heeft
has

/
/

*is
*is

in
in

het
the

bos
forest

gewandeld.
walked

‘She walked in(side) the forest.’

However, combining the same verb with a directional PP changes the auxiliary selec-
tion from HAVE to BE (80).

(80) Directed motion events correlate with BE, e.g. Dutch

Zij
she

*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

naar
to

Tilburg
Tilburg

gewandeld.
walked

‘She walked to Tilburg.’

Perlmutter (1978); Burzio (1981); Hoekstra (1984), among others, argue that BE-
selection in languages like Italian and Dutch is the reflex of unaccusativity (Perlmut-
ter’s term) and postulate an underlying structure in which the surface subject originates
in an internal argument position.31 For example, causative/inchoative alternating verbs
like Dutch breken ‘break’ (Italian rompere) take HAVE in the causative version (81-a),
but BE in the inchoative one (81-b).

(81) Auxiliary selection in causative/inchoative alternation, e.g. Dutch
a. Het

the
meisje
girl

heeft
has

het
the

kopje
cup

gebroken.
broken

‘The girl broke the cup.’ CAUSATIVE
b. Het

the
kopje
cup

is
is

gebroken.
broken

‘The cup broke.’ INCHOATIVE

Such pairs of constructions are commonly assumed to be directly related so that there
is only one lexical entry for verbs like break.32 Generally in these constructions, the
argument undergoing the transition (e.g. from being in one piece to being broken) sur-
faces as the object in the causative version but as a subject in the inchoative version.
This argument is therefore treated as the internal argument in both constructions. In
the inchoative version, then, the internal argument raises to the subject position be-
cause in the absence of an external argument the subject position of the sentence has
to be filled with a VP-internal argument. Since the lack of an external argument is the
characterisation of unaccusative structures, the auxiliary BE is selected.

In this context, Hoekstra (1999) also discusses PPs in combination with motion
verbs. He brings forwards evidence for the claim that PPs integrated in a motion
event in a way that enforces BE-selection, hence in an unaccusative configuration, to

31Note that the term ‘unaccusativity’ is defined with respect to a particular syntactic configuration un-
der which an external argument is lacking. It is therefore not restricted to intransitive (single argument)
verbs, although the so-called unaccusative verbs constitute the core cases that show traits of unaccusativity.
Furthermore, additional factors might be responsible for the selection of one or the other auxiliary or for
affecting the semantic definition of what syntactic unaccusativity is (see, for instance, discussions in Hoek-
stra and Mulder, 1990; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995), but at this point I will only concentrate on the
particular syntactic configuration.

32At this point, it is not relevant whether the causative is derived from the inchoative by adding a causer
(e.g. Pesetsky, 1995), or whether the inchoative is derived from the causative by argument suppression or
reduction (e.g. Chierchia, 1989; Reinhart, 2002).
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be made precise below, behave like complements and that they contrast with PPs in
adjunct position. For example, a difference between PPs as adjuncts and PPs as com-
plements can be observed when the PP appears after the verb in subordinate clauses
(which are verb-final in Dutch, an OV language) (82).

(82) Dutch complement PPs cannot appear postverbally (Hoekstra, 1999, 77)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

zijn
his

vriend
friend

(in
(in

Amsterdam)
Amsterdam)

ontmoette
met

(in
(in

Amsterdam).
Amsterdam)

‘... that John met his friends in Amsterdam.’
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

(naar
(to

Groningen)
Groningen)

wandelde
walked

(naar
(to

Groningen).
Groningen)

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’
c. ... dat

that
Jan
John

de
the

plant
plant

in
in

de
the

vensterbank
window sill

zette
put

(*in
(*in

de
the

vensterbank).
window sill)

‘... that John put the plant on the window sill.’
d. ... dat

that
Jan
John

in
in

de
the

tuin
garden

is
is

(*in
(*in

de
the

tuin).
garden)

‘... that John is in the garden.’

The PP in (82-a) is an adjunct that can appear in both pre- and postverbal position. The
PPs in (82-c,d), on the other hand, are complement or rather predicate-internal PPs,
which are ungrammatical in postverbal position. According to Hoekstra, a directional
PP headed by naar in combination with a manner of motion verb can appear in both
pre- and postverbal position (82-b). He claims that the PP in preverbal position (82-b)
is ambiguous between an adjunct and a complement, but in postverbal position it can
only be an adjunct.

A second criterion to distinguish PP adjuncts from PP complements discussed by
Hoekstra is the fact that adjunct PPs receive an independent accentuation (83-a), while
complement-verb constructions (without narrow focus) receive an integrative accent
on the lexical head of the complement (83-b).

(83) Stress placement with PP adjuncts/complements (Hoekstra, 1999, 78)
a. naar

to
GROningen
Groningen

WANdelen
walk

‘to walk to Groningen’ PP ADJUNCT
b. naar

to
GROningen
Groningen

wandelen
walk

‘to walk to Groningen’ PP COMPLEMENT

Hoekstra claims that these facts correlate with a difference in auxiliary selection. With
BE, only the integrative accentuation is possible, which indicates that the PP is a com-
plement. Both auxiliaries are argued to be acceptable in preverbal position, where the
PP is presumably either a complement or an adjunct, but in postverbal position only
the HAVE-auxiliary can be used, because the PP in this position can only be an adjunct.
Hence, the PP is not integrated as a complement and the underlying structure is not an
unaccusative structure. Since Hoekstra does not provide examples with auxiliaries at
this point, I construe my own in (84).
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(84) Spelling out Hoekstra’s (1999) claim about adjunct/complement PPs
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

naar
to

Groningen
Groningen

{is/heeft}
{is/has}

gewandeld
walked

{is/heeft}.
{is/has}

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’ COMPLEMENT/ADJUNCT
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

{*is/heeft}
({*is/has}

gewandeld
walked

{*is/heeft}
({*is/has}

naar Groningen.

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’ ADJUNCT

When I confronted native speakers with these examples, I got slightly different judge-
ments. No one accepted HAVE with the preverbal PP (85-a). Hoekstra’s claims about
postverbal PPs behaving like adjuncts remain more or less the same (85-b).33

(85) Native speakers’ judgements
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

naar
to

Groningen
Groningen

{is/*heeft}
{is/*has}

gewandeld
walked

{is/*heeft}.
{is/*has}

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’ COMPLEMENT
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

{*is/(?)heeft}
({*is/(?)has}

gewandeld
walked

{*is/(?)heeft}
{*is/(?)has}

naar
to

Groningen.
Groningen

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’ ADJUNCT (if at all)

I therefore conclude that the to-phrase in preverbal position is not ambiguous between
a complement and an adjunct, as claimed by Hoekstra, but that this PP in preverbal
position is obligatorily a complement. This claim extends to other directional PPs or
PPs with a directional meaning as those in (86).

(86) PPs with goal and source meanings are complements
a. Jan

John
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

naar
to

het
the

meer
lake

gewandeld.
walked

‘John walked to the lake.’
b. Jan

John
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

uit
out

de
the

kamer
room

gedanst.
danced

‘John danced out of the room.’
c. Jan

John
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

de
the

kamer
room

uit
out

gedanst.
danced

‘John danced out of the room.’
d. Jan

John
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

het
the

meer
lake

in
in

gezwommen.
swum

‘John swam into the lake (e.g. from a river).’

What these sentences have in common is that they refer to a motion event involving
a transition, or alternatively a bounded path (see also chapter 2). The PPs in (86-a,b)
are prepositional goal and source phrases, which involve a transition from not being
at the lake to being at the lake (86-a) or from being in the room to not being in the
room (86-b). The PPs in (86-c,d), in turn, are simple postpositional phrases, and the

33There is considerable speaker variation with respect to the relative placement of auxiliary and par-
ticiple with respect to one another. Some speakers prefer the auxiliary before, others after the participle.
Furthermore, many speakers generally do not like PPs in postverbal position even when the auxiliary HAVE
is chosen (unless the PP is ‘heavy’ enough; see chapters 2 and 7 on this issue), which is indicated by (?).
This issue is thus independent of the question whether the PP is a complement or an adjunct.
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motion events are interpreted as transitions from being in the room to not being in the
room (86-c) or from not being in the lake to being in the lake (86-d). Data like these
are discussed in more detail in chapter 4. What is important here is that PPs headed
by directional prepositions such as naar ‘to’ or uit ‘out’ as well as PPs interpreted
as final locations always correlate with the BE-auxiliary and are thus integrated VP-
internally.34 In section 3.7, I will take this fact as a point of departure for arguing that
some PPs are always integrated into the VP as secondary resultative predicates.

The fact that the combination of a verb with the respective PPs changes the syn-
tactic configuration of an otherwise unergative verb into an unaccusative structure
in Dutch, indicated by BE-selection, supports an account under which the subject of
the verb is not projected as an external argument in these cases but instead in some
VP-internal position. I assume that the overall structure basically extends to other lan-
guages where there are no such reflexes in auxiliary selection such as English (which
only has HAVE-auxiliaries) or German (where auxiliary selection is arguably more tied
to particular lexical items and variable auxiliary selection underlies different conside-
rations).

Here I will roughly follow Neeleman and van de Koot (2002) in assuming that
the only argument with intransitive manner of motion verbs is semantically both the
initiator and the undergoer of the movement. Thus, from a semantic point of view it
has traits of arguments that are generally merged in external and internal argument
positions. If there is no need to have an internal argument, the argument is merged
in external argument position and the structure is unergative (87-a). However, if a
PP is integrated as a resultative secondary predicate and derives an accomplishment
structure, as will be proposed in section 3.7, there has to be an internal argument that
can be both the external argument of the PP (the secondary predicate) and the internal
argument of the verb (the main predicate), which undergoes some change measured
by the BECOME event (87-b).

(87) Shift in auxiliary selection correlates with different syntactic structure
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

wandelt.
walks

dat [Jan [wandelt]]
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

naar
to

Tilburg
Tilburg

wandelt.
walks

dat [[Jan]i [ [ [t]i naar Tilburg] wandelt]]

A similar account is provided by Hoekstra (1999) for the cases where PPs behave
like complements. He proposes a small clause (SC) analysis for the combination of
directional PPs with motion verbs (88).

(88) SC structure for PP complements (Hoekstra, 1999, 78)
dat [[Jan]i [ [S C [t]i naar Groningen] wandelt]]

Since the PP is a complement, Hoekstra assumes that PRO cannot be the subject of
the SC (the PP), rather the subject is a trace (here: a trace of Jan). He furthermore

34The claim that these PPs are integrated VP-internally extends to the combination of such PPs with
transitive verbs (e.g. push the cart into the ditch or (82-c)). Given that there are external arguments in
these cases the auxiliary selection in Dutch will be HAVE, though, and cannot be taken as a test for the
predicate-internal status of the PP.
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argues that Jan is theta-marked by the PP, through the trace, so the surface position of
Jan should not be theta-marked. The interpretation that Jan does the walking (recei-
ving the theta-role of wandelen) is assumed to come about by ‘shadow’-interpretation
(Hoekstra, 1988; Sybesma, 1992), a somewhat dubious term that I will not go into
here.

Hoekstra argues that the SC analysis also applies to resultative adjectives, par-
ticles and affixes, and this was already discussed briefly in section 3.4.2. The general
structure is repeated in (89).

(89) V [S C DP....PRED]

If the verb in this structure does not assign an external argument role, the DP subject
of the SC will be the subject of the clause, as a result of raising to the matrix sub-
ject position. The PRED denotes the state or position of this DP as resulting from
a process the nature of which is denoted by V. The lexical predicate of the SC may
be an AP, a PP, a particle, or an affix. Unaccusative verbs may occur with a small
clause complement which denotes the end-state, or path towards an end-state of the
deep object. The raising of the deep object to subject position (the lack of an external
argument) results in BE-selection. The verb taking this SC-complement denotes the
way in which this result comes about (in the case of unaccusative verbs) or is brought
about (in the case of unergative and transitive verbs).

Note again, that these data do not necessarily call for a SC analysis, since complex
predicate analyses such as the ones proposed by Neeleman (1994) or Ackema (1995)
would also do the job.35 The important facts are that the PPs in these cases are not
mere VP modifiers but behave like complements to the verb and that furthermore the
overall structure of a VP with such PPs changes to an unaccusative structure (if it is
unergative otherwise). Thus, the DP ending up in subject position in these cases cannot
be an external argument but starts out in some VP-internal position. This allows us
to extend Rothstein’s (2004) account of resultatives to these verb-PP combinations in
a straightforward way. Throughout this thesis, auxiliary-selection in languages like
Dutch and the particular syntactic behaviour of certain PPs in general will be taken as
diagnostics to test whether these PPs are generated as complements to V and integrated
into the event structure as secondary resultative predicates.

Let me now turn to some accounts of the syntax/semantics of (particular directio-
nal) PPs that build BECOME directly into the semantics of these PPs, but which will
be rejected shortly thereafter.

3.6.3 BECOME in the semantics of PPs?
Dowty (1979) argues that the logical structure of all directional PPs involving goals
and sources contains a BECOME predicate.36 For example, he proposes the lexical
entries for into and out of with intransitive predicates in (90).

35In addition, it was already noted before that SC accounts in general are quite powerful and we would
expect that any verb can in principle combine with any AP, PP or particle into a structure that is associated
with resultativity. However, this is not the case, and in the course of this thesis I will specify semantic
prerequisites to make accomplishment creation in syntax possible.

36Similar suggestions in event semantic and/or syntactic terms are found in Rapp and von Stechow
(1999); Higginbotham (2000); McIntyre (2006); Ramchand (to appear), among others, and the objections
to Dowty’s proposal extend to these accounts.
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(90) Goal and source Ps (Dowty, 1979, 210)
a. into translates into: )P)P)xP{ŷ [P{x} * BECOME [be-in’(x,y)]]}
b. out of translates into: )P)P)xP{ŷ [P{x} * BECOME [¬be-in’(x,y)]]}

Under this approach, a sentence like John walks to Chicago is semantically repre-
sented as in (91).

(91) John walks to Chicago. Dowty (1979, 211)
walk’(j) * BECOME [be-at’(j, c)]

With transitive predicates, both CAUSE and BECOME are integrated in the lexical entry
of goal and source Ps.37

Dowty furthermore notes that sources imply an unmentioned destination and goals
an unmentioned origin. He suggests to additionally include these in the lexical entries
for goals and sources. This leads to the following entries (with intransitive predicates)
(92).

(92) Goal and source Ps (Dowty, 1979, 214)
a. to translates into: )P)P)xP{ŷ [P{x} * Vz [BECOME [¬be-at’(x,z)] *

BECOME [be-at’(x,y)]]}
b. from translates into: )P)P)xP{ŷ [P{x} * BECOME [¬be-at’(x,y) *

Vz [BECOME [be-at’(x,z)]]]}

For example, a sentence like John walks from Boston to Detroit is represented as in
(93-a), which can be shortened to (93-b) due to logical redundancy.

(93) John walks from Boston to Detroit. (Dowty, 1979, 215)
a. [walk’(j) * BECOME ¬be-at’(j, b) * Vz [BECOME be-at’(j, z)] * Vz

[BECOME ¬be-at’(j, z)] * BECOME be-at’(j, d)]
b. [walk’(j) * BECOME ¬be-at’(j, b) * BECOME be-at’(j, d)]

Alternatively, Dowty suggests that the from-phrase can also be treated as a modifier
of the to-phrase, in which case its lexical entry would not include an unmentioned
destination. For transitive predicates we get (94).

(94) John drives a car from Boston to Detroit. (Dowty, 1979, 216)
a. from translates into: )P)G )R)Q)xP{ŷQ{ẑ [G (R)(P̂P{z})(x)* [R

(P̂P{z})(x) CAUSE BECOME ¬be-at’(z,y)]]}}
b. Vx [car’(x) * [drive’(j, x) CAUSE BECOME ¬be-at’(x, b)] * [drive’(j,

x) CAUSE BECOME be-at’(x, d)]]

The discussion so far shows that there is a lot of redundancy involved, especially if
more than one directional PP specifies one and the same path (as in from Boston to
Detroit). It gets even more redundant when we consider accomplishments where the
BECOME predicate is already part of the verbal predicate such as with verbs like fall
or put, although this is not discussed as such in Dowty (1979). Under this approach,

37Dowty assumes a systematic homophony of directional PPs and separate lexical entries for intransitive
and transitive versions, since he employs construction-specific interpretation rules. Such rules, however,
have often been abandoned in more recent semantic frameworks.
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a sentence like the cup fell from the table into the box would involve four or five
BECOME predicates; one associated with the verbal predicate, two associated with the
goal PP (BECOME NOT IN z and BECOME IN the box) and one or two associated with
the source PP (BECOME NOT AT the table and potentially BECOME AT z). However,
most of these are logically redundant as the whole event intuitively seems to involve
just one BECOME predicate, namely that John’s action with respect to the cup caused
the cup to end up inside the box (and, by the way, it happened to be on the table
before).

Already treating a from-phrase as a modifier of a PP slightly reduces the redun-
dancy of the system and I will follow this suggestion for from. Indicative of the cor-
rectness of this treatment is the fact that from-phrases behave quite differently from
other directional PPs (involving either goals or sources). This is discussed in detail in
chapter 7 but let me already mention some relevant points here. For example, a bare
from-phrase is rather dispreferred (95-a) unless an additional goal-phrase is added
(95-b) or the verbal predicate involved licenses a BECOME predicate (95-c).

(95) Bare from-phrases are dispreferred (see chapter 7)
a.???John walked from Boston.
b. John walked from Boston to Detroit.
c. John jumped from the bridge.

Such restrictions do not hold for other source PPs or goal and route PPs (96).

(96) a. John walked out of the house / away (from the car). SOURCES
b. John walked to the store / into the forest. GOALS
c. John walked through the forest / across the bridge. ROUTES

Hence, from is rather special and can only be a modifier. I will come back to from in
chapter 7.

Apart from the redundancy issue, there are still general problems with making
BECOME an essential part of all directional PPs. Such an account would predict that
it should be possible to combine the particular PPs with stative verbs such as be, stay,
remain to get a reading where some unspecified activity caused an entity to be (or not
to be) at a particular location, where the state that holds at the final location is specified
by the verb. However, such combinations are generally ungrammatical (97).

(97) a. *John was out of the room.
b. *Mary stayed into the house.
c. *John slept to the door.

Dowty argues that the incompatibility of directional PPs with verbs other than motion
verbs involved in such examples is ‘pragmatic/semantic’ in nature rather than invol-
ving straightforward ungrammaticality, which is why he marks examples like (97-c)
with a question mark rather than with a star (Dowty, 1979, 211). However, this does
not seem to be the case, since these sentences should get better in other contexts if
the unacceptability were pragmatic in nature. However, I cannot think of any such
contexts.

Another problem has already been mentioned in the discussion of the semantics
of directional PPs in chapter 2, namely that directional PPs can also be interpreted
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in domains other than the temporal one as in e.g. the road to Utrecht. Otherwise,
integrating something like BECOME into the semantics of directional PPs is quite si-
milar to Fong’s (1997) approach to the semantics of directional PPs in terms of phase
quantification, outlined in the same chapter. What is different, though, is that Dowty’s
BECOME is directly defined in terms of temporal intervals, whereas the phase quan-
tification approach of Fong allows the phases associated with directional PPs to be
interpreted in a domain other than the temporal one.

Finally, not all directional PPs necessarily involve a transition into a result state
(a location). Only goals and sources (apart from towards and possibly from) seem
to do this in all cases, which are treated as bounded / telic PPs in Zwarts (2005b) as
discussed in chapter 2. Unbounded directional PPs, on the other hand, do not, and
those PPs that are grouped as (un)bounded by Zwarts (mostly routes) do not in all
contexts. Thus, to build in BECOME in the lexical entries would miss the point that
certain PPs only have this interpretation in particular contexts. Furthermore, we would
have to give up a unified treatment of directional PPs and assume that some but not
others are associated with the BECOME predicate.

Therefore, I will refrain from building BECOME into the representation of direc-
tional PPs. Instead, I will argue that under particular conditions, to be made precise
in the following, a BECOME event can be construed. With respect to the internal se-
mantics and syntax of locative and directional PPs, I will work with the assumptions
I already outlined in chapter 2. This also means that I assume that directional PPs
are associated with an atemporal path structure. This path structure is incremental by
definition and such incremental path structures can serve as a precondition for the PP
to combine with an activity verb into an accomplishment event in syntax.

The sections up to now clarified general issues that are relevant for the role that
PPs with a spatial meaning play in motion events and characterised the ingredients
necessary for the general proposal to be outlined in the following.

3.7 The general proposal underlying this thesis

The general approach underlying this thesis draws a clear distinction between the
semantics and syntax associated with a particular P (the internal PP syntax), on the
one hand, and the role such a PP can play in contexts when it interacts with verbs and
other items inside and/or outside the VP. The assumptions about the internal syntax
and semantics of Ps have already been outlined in chapter 2. In this section, I am
concerned with two ways of combining PPs with verbs, namely as event modifiers
(VP adjuncts) and as secondary resultative predicates (complements to V).

Building on Rothstein’s (2004) model, I assume that particular verbs identify par-
ticular event types, defined as in section 3.4.1. In addition, more complex event types
can be built if additional items are added VP-internally. In particular, I assume that
under certain conditions an activity can combine with an AP or PP, which are inte-
grated VP-internally so that they are interpreted as secondary resultative predicates
over a shared argument.

A general template of the syntactic configuration I postulate for secondary resul-
tative predications with PPs, which extends to other non-verbal resultative predicates
like APs as discussed in more detail in chapter 6, is given in (98).
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(98) PPs as secondary resultative predicates (V complements)

VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DP1 Pred+

Pred PP

Spec P+

P DP2

I propose that the additional projection PredP between the VP and the PP is needed
to turn a secondary non-verbal predicate like the PP into part of the verbal predicate
so that both predicates together can form a complex predicate.38 DP1 in the specifier
of PredP is the Figure (the external argument) of the PP, i.e. the entity that is located
with respect to the Ground or the reference object (DP2), but at the same time it also
behaves like an internal argument of the verb (the main predicate). With intransitive
verbs in active sentences, DP1 will eventually become the subject of the sentence (as
in John walked to the store) and with (active) transitive verbs, this DP is the object (as
in John pushed the cart to the store).

Given that PredP mediates between the main verbal predicate and the secondary
(non-verbal) resultative predicate to glue them together into one complex predicate,
this configuration is semantically associated with an accomplishment structure. A cru-
cial ingredient of (both lexical as well as syntactically created) accomplishments under
Rothstein’s (2004) account is BECOME and the fact that the two events associated with
the activity and with BECOME are connected by an incremental relation. I therefore
propose that incrementality, some kind of linear order, is the crucial ingredient for the
creation of a BECOME event deriving an accomplishment structure (99).

(99) The Incrementality Hypothesis: Accomplishment structures rely on incre-
mental structures.

The main idea, then, is that PredP needs to be licensed semantically because a BE-
COME event can be built just in case an incremental structure is provided by either
the verbal or the non-verbal predicate (or both). In the course of this dissertation we
will see that by adding such a constraint on accomplishment creation in syntax my
proposal essentially differs from others that merely postulate a particular syntactic
structure for resultatives. Such approaches will be shown to severely overgenerate by
predicting the derivation of accomplishments to be possible in cases it actually is not.

Incrementality can either be part of the verbal meaning when the verb itself identi-
fies an accomplishment event structure, or it can be supplied by another element which
is associated with a scale, since scales have an incremental structure. Thus, there can

38PredP as a concept was introduced by Bowers (1993), from which my proposal deviates somewhat.
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be different ways to license the syntactic configuration in (98) and to create an accom-
plishment structure. An incremental structure can be associated with particular verbs,
for example lexical accomplishment verbs, or with the secondary predicate itself. The
relevant cases involve PPs associated with paths because they are headed by directio-
nal Ps like to, through and others. Chapter 2 defined paths in such a way that they
are always associated with an incremental (scalar) structure because a path is linearly
ordered. Also the semantics of particular adjectives has been captured by relying on
scale structures (e.g. Kennedy, 1999, among others). Thus, directional PPs and scalar
adjectives will generally be able to function as secondary resultative predicates (in
languages that allow non-verbal resultatives).

If incrementality is not part of the verb, e.g. with states and activities, and if it
is also not part of the secondary predicate, which is the case with locative PPs in
isolation as will be argued in chapter 4, an accomplishment relying on the structure in
(98) cannot be built. In this case, the PP can only be integrated as an event modifier,
modifying the location of the entire event, but not as a resultative predicate to specify
the final location of the internal argument. The structural configuration in this case is
given in (100).

(100) PPs as predicate modifiers (VP adjuncts)

VP

PP VP

Spec V+

V (XP)

In case incrementality is neither part of the verb nor of the secondary predicate, but
the verb and the secondary predicate nevertheless combine into a complex predicate,
additional mechanisms have to be at work to glue the two predicates into one. I assume
that some of these mechanisms, which will be discussed in upcoming chapters, include
accusative case marking in German PPs or Ps in postposition in Dutch (chapter 4) as
well as certain verbal particles and prefixes. In chapter 5, for example, I will argue that
certain prefixes in Russian and Czech specify the upper bound of a BECOME event, its
culmination, and thus license or identify an accomplishment or achievement structure.

The data discussion from Dutch in the previous section showed that PPs that make
reference to a bounded path (in the sense of Zwarts, 2005b) and thus specify a bounded
motion event behave like complements and require BE-selection. Based on the data,
I postulate that all PPs that make reference to a transition, i.e. all bounded PPs, have
to be integrated as a complement of the verb and function as a secondary resultative
predicate over an argument shared with the verb (101).

(101) The Bounded PP Hypothesis: PPs that make reference to an upper bound
of a BECOME event have to be integrated as complements to the verb.

Under this constellation, the properties of the PP as bounded, or the structure of the
transition, is mapped onto the structure of the event. I assume that this is a general
property of PPs which put a bound on an event and are part of an accomplishment
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structure, and this property extends to other languages. This hypothesis will be tested
in subsequent chapters, in particular in chapters 4 and 6, but let me already provide
some more evidence from Dutch here.

Recall from chapter 2 that Zwarts (2005b) divides English Ps into three groups
with respect to whether they have bounded, unbounded or (un)bounded reference. I
assume that a similar division of directional PPs also holds in other languages, like
Dutch. Most of the goal and source Ps such as the English equivalents of the Dutch
examples in (86) (naar ‘to’, uit ‘out (of)’, in in postposition ) ‘into’) are bounded.
Assuming that the equivalences have the same semantic value, the fact that a PP refers
to a bounded path, then, directly correlates with the selection of BE in these examples.
The only ‘unbounded’ Ps that Zwarts mentions for English are towards and along.
The (un)bounded Ps, in turn, are mostly route Ps, which refer to bounded paths in
some contexts but to unbounded paths in other contexts.

According to the native speakers I consulted for example (85-b), repeated here as
(102), in cases where naar ‘to’ in postverbal position combines with HAVE, it could
be (but need not be) the case that Jan walked towards Groningen without reaching it.

(102) ... dat
that

Jan
John

{*is/(?)heeft}
({*is/(?)has}

gewandeld
walked

{*is/(?)heeft}
{*is/(?)has}

naar
to

Groningen.
Groningen

‘... that John walked to Groningen.’ )

Thus, Dutch naar can express both meanings of to and towards, and the (potentially)
unbounded reading correlates with HAVE, signalling that the PP is an adjunct.

Let me now turn to route PPs. A PP headed by langs ‘past, along’ can also appear
with both auxiliaries (103).

(103) a. Jan
John

is
is

langs
along

het
the

meer
lake

gelopen.
walked

‘John walked past the lake.’
b. Jan

John
heeft
has

langs
along

het
the

meer
lake

gelopen.
walked

‘John walked along the lake.’

Note that English uses two different prepositions to render the meaning associated
with the Dutch preposition in combination with the different auxiliaries, past in (103-a)
(BE in Dutch) and along in (103-b) (HAVE in Dutch). This directly correlates with
Zwarts’ (2005b) grouping of the former as a bounded and the latter as an unbounded
P in English.

Finally, some route Ps in Dutch can appear in both pre- and postposition, which
was already discussed briefly in chapter 2 using the examples in (104).

(104) Dutch adpositions in pre- and postposition
a. Hij

he
liep
walked

door
through

het
the

bos.
forest

(i) ‘He walked around in the forest.’ unbounded
(ii) ‘He walked all the way through the forest.’ bounded

b. Hij
he

liep
walked

het
the

bos
forest

door.
through

‘He walked all the way through the forest.’ only bounded
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In chapter 2, it was noted that the positional difference in this case is associated with
a difference in meaning. With door in preposition (104-a), the path traversed can have
various shapes. It can be an unbounded path that leads somewhere within the forest
(possibly zigzag), or it can be a bounded path that leads all the way through the forest.
The latter meaning is the only reading available for door in postposition (104-b). This
meaning difference correlates with a difference in auxiliary selection (105).

(105) a. Hij
he

heeft
has

door
through

het
the

bos
forest

gelopen.
walked

‘He walked around in the forest.’
b. Hij

he
is
is

door
through

het
the

bos
forest

gelopen.
walked

‘He walked all the way through the forest.’
c. Hij

he
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

het
the

bos
forest

door
through

gelopen.
walked

‘He walked (all the way) through the forest.’
d. Jan

John
*heeft
*has

/
/

is
is

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

door
through

gezwommen.
swum

‘John swam on a path under the bridge (which led from one side of the
bridge to the other).’

Thus, the unbounded reading correlates with HAVE and the PP is an adjunct, whereas
the bounded reading correlates with the PP as a complement and BE. The latter is
the only option when the P appears in postposition, either in a simple postpositional
phrase (105-c) or in a circumpositional phrase (105-d). In the following chapter, I will
propose an account for Dutch Ps in postposition that directly captures this semantic
difference between prepositional and postpositional routes in Dutch.

The current chapter as well as the previous one provided a list of ingredients that
are viewed necessary for an account of the role P elements can play in motion events
and to understand the issues to be addressed in subsequent chapters. Furthermore, they
outlined semantic and syntactic assumptions about the main building blocks of motion
events, namely spatial PPs and verbal predicates, and the combination of both into one
event. In the chapters to come, I will turn to empirical support for the general proposal
outlined here. The hypotheses proposed so far will be tested, additional ones will be
introduced, and some of the notions and concepts discussed here will be refined.



CHAPTER 4

Putting Path in Place

4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the role of locative PPs in event structure and the conditions un-
der which they can be a constituting part of a directed motion event. I will concentrate
on the locative Ps in, on, under, and behind and their equivalents in Dutch, English,
and German, but will additionally refer to parallel examples in Russian and Czech
where relevant. It will be shown that different elements in a sentence can contribute to
the meaning of a path in a directed motion event. The claim about such a division of
labour across different languages is at the heart of Talmy’s (2000) distinction between
verb-framed and satellite-framed languages, which will be addressed in chapter 6. In
this chapter, I will show that also within particular languages, a division of labour is
found between verbs and prepositions to contribute the meaning of path.

Chapter 2 established the primary distinction in the spatial domain between loca-
tive and directional meanings and noted that this distinction is generally assumed to
manifest itself both in the semantics and the syntax of P(P)s. Locative PPs denote
sets of Places (locations) in semantics, whereas directional PPs denote sets of Paths
made up of Places (Jackendoff, 1983; Zwarts, 1997, 2005b; Zwarts and Winter, 2000;
Kracht, 2002). Syntactically, locative PPs are associated with Place structure, directio-
nal PPs with Path structure which embeds Place structure (van Riemsdijk, 1978, 1990;
van Riemsdijk and Huybregts, 2001; Koopman, 1997; Helmantel, 2002; den Dikken,
2003; Svenonius, 2004b).

To determine whether a P is locative or not, the following test can be employed.
Whereas locative PPs can be complements of stative verbs like stay or remain (1-a),
directional PPs cannot (1-b).

(1) a. The box stayed / remained in / on / under / behind the table.
b. *The box stayed /remained to / into / from / out of / down / through the

table.

This test shows that directional PPs express some kind of trajectory along which an
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entity moves or is moved rather than a location that describes a state ascribed to an
entity, and this meaning is incompatible with stativity.

To my knowledge, there are no general diagnostics in the literature to test whether
a P(P) is directional. This could be due to a widespread (often implicit) assumption
(e.g. Koopman, 1997; van Riemsdijk and Huybregts, 2001; den Dikken, 2003), ac-
cording to which Ps of the type in (1-a) can more or less freely constitute part of a
directed motion event, at least in the languages under discussion such as English and
Dutch. For example, with the PP in (2) there is an ambiguity between a directional
and a locative reading.

(2) She fell in the ditch.
a. locative: She was already in the ditch and then fell.
b. directional: She fell into the ditch.

One possible analysis, then, is that the particular Ps are lexically ambiguous between
a directional and a locative reading and thus able to license both Place and Path struc-
ture. Under this account, both locative and directional meanings should be freely
available independent of the context the PPs appear in, unless there is something that
blocks one or the other reading. Alternatively, the particular PPs can be treated as
locative only, and the meaning of directionality as derived in a particular systematic
fashion. This approach has the advantage that it avoids postulating ambiguity in the
lexicon. The hypothesis to be tested under this account is the one in (3).

(3) The Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis: The spatial Ps in, on, under, and
behind are locative only. Any ambiguity between a directional and a locative
reading is structural and not lexical.

The main task of this chapter is to provide empirical evidence against a lexical ambi-
guity account and in favour of treating the particular PPs as locative only. Semantic
and syntactic conditions will be addressed that have to be met in order to obtain a
directional reading.

The Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis in (3) could be developed into the more
ambitious claim that spatial Ps are never lexically ambiguous between a locative and
a directional reading, but locative or directional only. However, this might be a bit
too far-reaching. For example, some P elements such as Dutch over ‘over, above’ or
French à ‘at, to’ seem to be systematically ambiguous and in such cases it seems im-
possible to derive the directional reading from the locative one, or vice versa. Thus, I
will only make claims about the four prepositions under discussion but remain agnos-
tic about other Ps at this point.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 discusses data with the Ps in, on,
under and behind from English, Dutch and German. The data discussion suggests
that these Ps are not lexically ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading
but that directional meanings with these Ps are structurally derived. Section 4.3 spells
out the implications of the data discussion and outlines the general approach to be
argued for in detail in subsequent sections. Section 4.4 provides an account of PP-
internal mechanisms to derive directional readings. Section 4.5 addresses PP-external
ways to bring about a directional reading with these Ps, which involve PPs combining
with particular verbs. Section 4.6 and 4.7 deal with case in German PPs and Dutch
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postpositions, respectively, which at first sight seem to be PP-internal means to derive
directional readings. I will argue that both should rather count as reflexes of the exter-
nal structure of PPs and the way they are integrated into the VP. Finally, section 4.8
concludes.

4.2 Locative Ps in West Germanic
In the following, I will discuss data from English, Dutch and German involving ad-
positions with the meanings in, on, under, and behind. It will be argued that these
prepositions are locative only, since the meaning of directionality arises only under
particular conditions. For example, directional Ps that refer to goals or routes can be
added to a locative P, or the verb can license a directional reading with locative Ps.
Other means to distinguish between a locative and a directional meaning of the parti-
cular PPs will be discussed, such as case on the DP complement to P in German or Ps
in postposition in Dutch. These means taken together, then, might give the impression
that the particular PPs themselves are actually directional, but I will argue instead that
they are locative only.

We will see that verbs expressing any kind of motion (in a more general sense)
fall into at least two different types cross-linguistically, which will descriptively be
labelled put-verbs and swim-verbs. Verbs of the put-type lend themselves to a direc-
tional reading of locative PPs whereas verbs of the swim-type do not. I will show this
first with English and Dutch in and on and then with English and Dutch under and
behind. After that I will discuss parallel data from German.

4.2.1 English and Dutch in and on
Experimental work and corpus studies by Thomas (2001, 2003) and Nikitina (2008)
show that the English preposition in cannot be understood directionally in all con-
texts. Rather, there is a split between at least two different types of verbs expressing
some kind of motion (in a broader sense) as to whether or not a directional reading is
available. This is exemplified by the sentence in (4), which is ambiguous between a
locative and a directional reading.

(4) Sharon jumped in the lake.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Sharon jumped while being in the lake (i.e. the jumping took place in the
lake).

b. paraphrase of the directional reading:
Sharon jumped and (as a result) she ended up in the lake.

Under the locative reading, Sharon did a jump (or more jumps, e.g. up and down) in
one location, namely inside the lake. Under the directional reading, Sharon jumped
on a path which leads to a place inside the lake. The same kind of ambiguity is found
with the English preposition on (5) (see also Thomas, 2001, 2003, for discussion).1

1I am abstracting away from a third reading of the locative PP in (5), where it is a DP-internal modifier
and specifies the location of the internal argument (the ball) independently of the kicking: kicked [the ball
on the table].
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(5) Anna kicked the ball on the table.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Anna kicked the ball while being on the table (i.e. the kicking took place
on the table).

b. paraphrase of the directional reading:
Anna kicked the ball and (as a result) the ball ended up on the table.

The ambiguity of sentences with in and on between a locative and a directional reading
is not found in all uses of these Ps, though. In particular, only certain verbs such
as kick, non-iterative jump, throw, put, fall, among others, can trigger a directional
reading (4), (5). The particular verbs belong to quite different classes of verbs so it
is hard to see how they fit into one group. The property they all share of licensing
a directional meaning will be discussed in section 4.5.2. For the time being, I will
descriptively refer to this heterogenous group of verbs as put-verbs.

With manner of motion verbs (in the sense of Levin, 1993) like dance, crawl, walk,
swim, among others, henceforth descriptively labelled swim-verbs, in- and on-phrases
only have a locative reading (6), (7).

(6) Shakuntala swam in the lake.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Shakuntala swam while being in the lake (i.e. the swimming took place
in the lake).

b. paraphrase of the unavailable directional reading:
*Shakuntala swam and (as a result) she ended up in the lake.

(7) John danced on the stage.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

John danced while being on the stage (i.e. the dancing took place on the
stage).

b. paraphrase of the unavailable directional reading:
*John danced and (as a result) he ended up on the stage.

(6) can only have the locative reading where Shakuntala swam around in the lake, but
not a directional reading where she, for example, swims from a river into the lake. (7)
is a parallel example with on.

Hence, there is a split of verbs expressing some kind of motion between those with
which the particular PPs are ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading
and those that only allow the locative reading. A similar split between different types
of verbs expressing some kind of motion is found in Dutch (8), (9).2

(8) a. Rick
Rick

sprong
jumped

in
in

het
the

meer.
lake

‘Rick jumped in the lake.’ locative / directional
b. Willemijn

Willemijn
zwom
swam

in
in

het
the

meer.
lake

‘Willemijn swam in the lake.’ locative / *directional

2Tungseth (2006) reports similar findings for Norwegian.
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(9) a. Gert
Gert

Jan
Jan

schopte
kicked

de
the

bal
ball

op
on

de
the

tafel.
table

‘Gert Jan kicked the ball on the table.’ locative / directional
b. Brigit

Brigit
danste
danced

op
on

het
the

podium.
stage

‘Brigit danced on the stage.’ locative / *directional

With put-verbs, Dutch prepositional phrases headed by in ‘in’ and op ‘on’ can refer
to the final location of a directed motion event (under the directional reading) or to a
location where an event takes place (under the locative reading). With swim-verbs, on
the other hand, prepositional in- and op-phrases can only locate the entire event and
thus they are only understood locatively. Note that the directional readings involved
in these cases are always goal readings, not source or route readings (see chapter 2).

There are particular conditions under which English and Dutch swim-verbs can
combine with in and on/op so that both act as constituting parts of a directed motion
event. English has complex prepositions into and onto, where the locative preposi-
tions in and on combine with the directional goal preposition to. Any kind of motion
verb can combine with these complex PPs, so this directional-goal reading is not just
available with put-verbs (10-c) but also with swim-verbs (10-a,b).

(10) English complex PPs
a. Shakuntala swam into the lake.

directional (goal) paraphrase (*locative):
Shakuntala swam and (as a result) she ended up in the lake.

b. John danced onto the stage.
directional (goal) paraphrase (*locative):
John danced and (as a result) he ended up on the stage.

c. Sharon jumped into the lake.
directional (goal) paraphrase (*locative):
Sharon jumped and (as a result) she ended up in the lake.

d. Anna kicked the ball onto the table.
directional (goal) paraphrase (*locative):
Anna kicked the ball and (as a result) the ball ended in the lake.

Such complex PPs refer to paths that end up at the location specified by the particular
in- or on-phrase, but they can never refer to a place. The directional reading thus
derived, again, is a goal reading due to the combination of the locative P with a goal P
into one complex PP, and a locative reading is unavailable.

To refer to a motion in a goal direction, Dutch uses the locative Ps in and op in
postposition (11).3

(11) Dutch postpositions
a. Willemijn

Willemijn
zwom
swam

het
the

meer
lake

in.
in

‘Willemijn swam into the lake.’

3Neither English nor German can use in and on as postpositions. However, German has postpositional
elements that can be added to prepositional in- and on-phrases such as in den Wald hin-ein ‘in the forest
there-in’ or auf das Dach her-auf ‘on the roof there-on’. I will briefly come back to these in section 4.6.
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b. Brigit
Brigit

dansde
danced

het
the

podium
stage

op.
on

‘Brigit danced onto the stage.’

Again the locative meaning associated with the Ps is interpreted as the final location
(the goal location) of a motion, in which some entity ends up. Such postpositional
phrases can generally also occur with put-verbs, although there can be some restric-
tions (12).4

(12) Dutch postpositions with put-verbs
a. Rick

Rick
sprong
swam

het
the

meer
lake

in.
in

‘Rick swam into the lake.’
b. Gert

Gert
Jan
Jan

schopte
kicked

de
the

bal
ball

de
the

tafel
table

op.
on

‘Gert Jan kicked the ball onto the table.’

Hence, the addition of a directional element to in English and a change in the syntactic
structure in Dutch bring about a directional reading with in and on. The English
complex PPs and the Dutch postpositional phrases cannot be understood locatively
but always have a directional-goal reading. Nevertheless, I will argue in section 4.4
that the lexical semantics of in and on/op still remains the same and that these Ps are
locative only.5

4.2.2 English and Dutch under and behind
What we find with in and on in English and Dutch in combination with different
motion verbs in principle extends to other locative Ps like under and behind. The
compatibility of other locative prepositions with directional readings is not extensively
discussed in the literature.6 English under and behind are different from in and on in
that they can be understood directionally also with swim-verbs. A few examples are
found in discussions of cross-linguistic variation in the realm of motion events, which
will be the topic of chapter 6 (13).

(13) Ambiguity of English under (Higginbotham, 2000, among others)
The boat floated under the bridge.

The claim is usually that the directional reading available with Ps like under is a
goal reading, which is due to the fact that differences between particular directional
readings are commonly not addressed in the literature that discusses the ambiguity of
under. Recall from chapter 2 that under a goal reading there is a Path which ends up at
a Place, i.e. a to-path ending up AT, IN, ON, UNDER, BEHIND some reference object
(the ground). Under a route reading, on the other hand, the ending-points of the path

4(12-b) is a bit odd because it implies that the table is higher than the kicker given that with the post-
positional op-phrases there has to be some minimal change in the level. I will come back to this issue in
section 4.4.

5This is not to say that complex Ps including such Ps cannot be directional. For example, into-phrases
contain in but are exclusively directional due to the directional element to.

6An exception in this respect is Tungseth (2006), who addresses Norwegian under.
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itself are not specified but the figure merely traverses a particular location AT, IN, ON,
UNDER, BEHIND the ground. Thus, the Path itself is located with respect to a Place
since it leads VIA some location that can be specified by a PP headed by a locative P.

What is usually overlooked in discussions of sentences like (13), then, is that the
same split among different verbs expressing some kind of motion discussed in the pre-
vious section (swim-verbs vs. put-verbs) is also found with under and behind, and that
the directional readings available with these Ps are of different types in combination
with the two sets of verbs. In particular, a goal reading is only available with put-verbs
but not with swim-verbs. With swim-verbs under and behind either have a locative or
a directional-route reading but not a directional-goal reading (14), (15).

(14) The boat floated under the bridge.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

The boat floated while being under the bridge (i.e. the floating took place
under the bridge).

b. paraphrase of the directional-route reading:
The boat floated from some unspecified point A to some unspecified
point B (which are both not under the bridge) and the route involved a
trajectory located under the bridge.

c. paraphrase of the unavailable directional-goal reading:
*The boat floated from some unspecified point A (which is not under the
bridge) to some point B, which is under the bridge (i.e. the boat ended
up under the bridge by floating).

(15) Jakub swam behind the boat.
a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Jakub swam while being behind the boat (i.e. the swimming took place
behind the boat).

b. paraphrase of the directional-route reading:
Jakub swam from some unspecified point A to some unspecified point B
(which are both not behind the boat) and the route involved a trajectory
located behind the boat.

c. paraphrase of the unavailable directional-goal reading:
*Jakub swam from some unspecified point A (which is not behind the
boat) to some point B, which is behind the boat (i.e. Jakub ended up
behind the boat by swimming).

Crucially, for the speakers I consulted7, the directional reading involved with the
swim-verb float in (14), for example, is not one of the boat floating to a certain point
under the bridge, so not to some goal, but rather floating on a path, stretching from
one side of the bridge towards the other and thus describing the route or the trajectory
of the boat.

A directional-goal reading of English under and behind, in turn, is available with
put-verbs (in addition to the locative reading) (16).

7The speakers I consulted are speakers of British English. There seems to be considerable speaker
variation and American English speakers generally seem to be more willing to accept directional readings
of locative PPs (see also Nikitina, 2008). I will concentrate on the British English speakers’ data and will
not make any claims about American English or other variants.
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(16) a. Nino kicked the ball under the table. locative / directional-goal
b. Giorgos jumped behind the door. locative / directional-goal

Hence, the split between different verbs expressing some kind of motion is also found
with these two prepositions in that it is responsible for different kinds of directional
readings available.

The situation is somewhat different in Dutch. The ambiguity found with English
under and behind in combination with swim-verbs (15) is absent in Dutch: onder
‘under’ and achter ‘behind’ in preposition and in combination with swim-verbs only
have a locative reading (17).

(17) a. Het
the

vliegtuig
plane

vloog
flew

onder
under

de
the

brug.
bridge

‘The plane flew under the bridge.’ locative / *goal / *route
b. Janneke

Janneke
zwom
swam

achter
behind

de
the

boot.
boat

‘Janneke swam behind the boat.’ locative / *goal / *route

Thus, Dutch under and behind are no different from in and on in the sense that a di-
rectional meaning is unavailable with swim-verbs. The examples in (18) demonstrate
that onder ‘under’ and achter ‘behind’ cannot be used in postposition to derive a goal
reading. In this way they differ from in ‘in’ and op ‘on’.8

(18) a. *Het
the

vliegtuig
plane

vloog
flew

de
the

brug
bridge

onder.
under

*goal

b. *Janneke
Janneke

zwom
swam

de
the

boot
boat

achter.
behind

*goal

It is possible to add an additional prepositional element tot ‘until’ to derive something
like a goal reading (19).

(19) Het
the

vliegtuig
plane

vloog
flew

tot
until

onder
under

de
the

brug.
bridge

‘The plane flew up to under the bridge.’

Since such combinations are not very frequent, I will not discuss them in detail here,
but I will come back to them in chapter 6.

To obtain a directional-route reading with onder ‘under’ and achter ‘behind’ in
combination with swim-verbs, Dutch adds a postpositional route element like door
‘through’ or langs ‘along’ (20).

(20) a. Het
the

vliegtuig
plane

vloog
flew

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

door.
through

‘The plane flew via under the bridge.’ *locative / *goal / route
b. Janneke

Janneke
zwom
swam

achter
behind

de
the

boot
boat

langs.
along

‘Janneke swam around behind the boat.’ *locative / *goal / route

8According to Helmantel (2002), the use of onder as a postposition is regionally restricted to Flanders
and southern parts of the Netherlands. The Flemish speaker I consulted could not use it as a postposition at
all and thus behaved like the other Dutch speakers.
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Thus, unlike English, the route reading in Dutch has to be lexically specified with
these Ps.9

A directional-goal reading with onder and achter can arise with put-verbs (21), in
which case the sentence is ambiguous between a locative and a goal reading.

(21) a. Evi
Evi

schopte
kicked

de
the

bal
ball

onder
under

de
the

tafel.
table

‘Evi kicked the ball under the table.’ locative / goal
b. Mirjam

Mirjam
sprong
jumped

achter
behind

de
the

deur.
door

‘Mirjam jumped behind the door.’ locative / goal

A directional-route reading is possible also with put-verbs in case an additional post-
position is added to the PP (22).

(22) a. Evi
Evi

schopte
kicked

de
the

bal
ball

onder
under

de
the

tafel
table

door.
through

‘Evi kicked the ball under the table (on a path which led from one side
of the table underneath it to the other side).’ *locative / *goal / route

b. Mirjam
Mirjam

sprong
jumped

achter
behind

de
the

deur
door

langs.
along

‘Mirjam jumped behind the door (on a path which led behind the door).’
*locative / *goal / route

In sum, there are various ways to obtain a directional reading with locative preposi-
tions in English and Dutch. First, with one set of motion verbs, the put-verbs, locative
PPs can specify the location where a directed motion event ends up. In addition,
Dutch uses (some) locative Ps in postposition to refer to a Path ending up at a Place.
Furthermore, English combines the directional P to with a locative P into a complex
PP creating the same reading. These three cases involve goal readings. Dutch can
also add an additional directional P with a route meaning in postposition to specify
a route reading with locative Ps with the meaning under and behind. Finally, route
readings seem to be freely available with English under and behind in combination
with swim-verbs.10

Thus, there are three strategies to mark or derive goals but only one to mark routes.
A fourth strategy to bring about a directional-goal reading with locative Ps is found
in some Indo-European languages with distinct morphological cases such as Latin,
Ancient Greek, German, and most Slavic languages. To illustrate this strategy, the
following section discusses data from German.

4.2.3 German
In German, locative and directional readings of PPs headed by in ‘in’ and auf ‘on’
are systematically distinguished by morphological case on the DP inside the PP. If the
DP inside the PP bears (morphological) dative case, the whole PP can only refer to a
Place, and this is independent of the verb type (23).

9Recall from chapter 2 that according to the literature some Dutch speakers can also use the full complex
in postposition as in het vliegtuig vloog de brug onderdoor.

10With put-verbs, on the other hand, only a directional-goal reading is possible.
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(23) German in and on with DATIVE DPs: locative only
a. Diana

Diana
schwamm
swam

im
in-the.DAT

See.
lake

‘Diana swam in the lake.’
b. Silke

Silke
sprang
jumped

im
in-the.DAT

See.
lake

‘Silke jumped in(side) the lake.’
c. Sören

Sören
tanzte
danced

auf
on

der
the.DAT

Bühne.
stage

‘Sören danced on the stage.’
d. Maren

Maren
kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

auf
on

dem
the.DAT

Tisch.
table

‘Maren kicked the ball on the table.’

If the DP inside the PP bears (morphological) accusative case, the reading of the whole
PP is a directional-goal one, again independent of the verb type (24).

(24) German in and on with ACCUSATIVE DPs: directional-goal only
a. Diana

Diana
schwamm
swam

in
in

den
the.ACC

See.
lake

‘Diana swam into the lake.’
b. Silke

Silke
sprang
jumped

in
in

den
the.ACC

See.
lake

‘Silke jumped into the lake.’
c. Sören

Sören
tanzte
danced

auf
on

die
the.ACC

Bühne.
stage

‘Sören danced onto the stage.’
d. Maren

Maren
kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

auf
on

den
the.ACC

Tisch.
table

‘Maren kicked the ball onto the table.’

The directional meanings involved in the accusative examples in (24) are goal rea-
dings with the location denoted by the in/on-phrase being the ending-point or the final
location of some movement along a path.

This systematicity in case alternation and the meaning effects associated with it are
found with most other German locative Ps (see section 4.6), also with unter ‘under’
and hinter ‘behind’ (25), (26).

(25) German under and behind with DATIVE DPs: locative only
a. Das

the
Boot
boat

trieb
floated

unter
under

der
the.DAT

Brücke.
bridge

‘The boat floated under the bridge.’
b. Luisa

Luisa
kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

unter
under

dem
the.DAT

Tisch.
bridge

‘Luisa was under the table and kicked the ball.
c. Klaus

Klaus
schwamm
swam

hinter
behind

dem
the.DAT

Boot.
boat

‘Klaus swam behind the boat.’
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d. Christina
Christina

sprang
jumped

hinter
behind

die
the.DAT

Tür.
door

‘Christina jumped behind the door.’

(26) German under and behind with ACCUSATIVE DPs: directional-goal only
a. Das

the
Boot
boat

trieb
floated

unter
under

die
the.ACC

Brücke.
bridge

‘The boat floated (to a location) under the bridge.’
b. Luisa

Luisa
kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

unter
under

den
the.ACC

Tisch.
table

‘Luisa kicked the ball (to a location) under the table.’
c. Klaus

Klaus
schwamm
swam

hinter
behind

das
the.ACC

Boot.
boat

‘Klaus swam (to a location) behind the boat.’
d. Christina

Christina
sprang
jumped

hinter
behind

die
the.ACC

Tür.
door

‘Christina jumped (to a location) behind the door.’

There are also ways to get route readings in German. Similarly to Dutch, a route rea-
ding with unter ‘under’ and hinter ‘behind’ arises if additional postpositional elements
like durch ‘through’, (ent)lang ‘along’, herum ‘around’, among others, are added (27).

(27) German under and behind with DATIVE DPs and route postposition: route
a. Das

the
Boot
boat

trieb
floated

unter
under

der
the.DAT

Brücke
bridge

entlang.
along

‘The boat floated on a path which lead under the bridge.’
b. Luisa

Luisa
kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

unter
under

dem
the.DAT

Tisch
table

durch.
through

‘Luisa kicked the ball on a path which lead under the table.’
c. Klaus

Klaus
schwamm
swam

hinter
behind

dem
the.DAT

Boot
boat

entlang.
along

‘Klaus swam behind the boat.’
d. Christina

Christina
sprang
jumped

hinter
behind

der
the.DAT

Tür
door

herum.
around

‘Christina jumped around behind the door.’

The DP inside such circumpositional phrases bears dative case and the accusative case
is ungrammatical (28).

(28) a. *Das
the

Boot
boat

trieb
floated

unter
under

die
the.ACC

Brücke
bridge

entlang.
along

b. *Luisa
Luisa

kickte
kicked

den
the

Ball
ball

unter
under

den
the.ACC

Tisch
table

durch.
through

c. *Klaus
Klaus

schwamm
swam

hinter
behind

das
the.ACC

Boot
boat

entlang.
along

d. *Christina
Christina

sprang
jumped

hinter
behind

die
the.ACC

Tür
door

herum.
around
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Without the additional postpositions the PP with the DP in dative case in (27) can only
be understood locatively. Following van Riemsdijk (2007), I assume that dative case
in German represents the default case in oblique domains in general, and this includes
the PP domain as well.11 With prepositions that show case alternations, then, we
can treat the instances with dative case as basic, whereas the instances with accusative
case are derived. This means that in examples like (28) German works just like Dutch:
additional postpositions referring to routes have to be added to locative PPs involving
behind and under (in combination with dative case as the default case) to bring about
a directional (route) reading (recall data in (20)).

The examples show that the strategy to distinguish between a locative and a direc-
tional reading by case alternation is entirely independent of the verb class in use. In
this respect German is different from both Dutch and English. Under the assumption
about dative case inside German PPs as default case, however, German is similar to
Dutch and English in another respect. In all three languages, a directional reading
of the Ps in question has to be marked additionally, and in German this is ‘done’ by
accusative case on the DP inside the PP. This fact will be taken as additional support
for the claim that the particular Ps are not lexically ambiguous but locative only, and
any directional reading is derived structurally, also in languages like German. In the
following, I will summarise the findings and spell out implications for an analysis.

4.2.4 Data summary

In order to give an overview of the different kinds of spatial readings we observed
with particular locative Ps in combination with different types of verbs the following
tables summarise the empirical findings for English and Dutch.

in, on + swim under, behind + swim in, on + put under, behind + put
loc

1 1 1 1

route *
1

* *
goal * /

1
+ to * /

1
+ to

1
/
1

+ to
1

/
1

+ to

Table 4.1: Locative Ps in English

in, on + swim under, behind + swim in, on + put under, behind + put
loc

1 1 1 1

route * * /
1

+ add. postp. * * /
1

+ add. postp.
goal * /

1
in postp. * / * in postp.

1
/
1

in postp.
1

/ * in postp.

Table 4.2: Locative Ps in Dutch

11Similarly, Abraham (2001, 2003) argues that dative case is a kind of default case in the PP.
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In English and Dutch, the availability of particular directional readings for loca-
tive prepositions depends on the verb class. Unless used with put-verbs, none of the
English and Dutch locative prepositions can get a directional-goal reading. With swim-
verbs, the Dutch prepositions onder ‘under’, achter ‘behind’, in ‘in’, and op ‘on’ can
only be interpreted locatively and any directional reading needs extra licensing. This is
done either by an additional postpositional route element to mark a route reading with
onder and achter or using in and op in postposition to derive a goal reading. Given
the general regularity and the semantic connections between pre- and postpositional
phrases, I treat the P as a single lexical item in both syntactic configurations. Since
the prepositional order is generally assumed to be the base order for Dutch PPs (see
also chapter 2), the postpositional order must be derived from it. Hence, the goal rea-
ding is also derived with Dutch postpositions. With English in and on in combination
with swim-verbs, the addition of the directional preposition to is needed to express a
directional-goal meaning. English under and behind, on the other hand, seem to be
ambiguous between a route and a locative reading with swim-verbs.

Let me now turn to the findings from German, which are illustrated in the follow-
ing tables.

in, on + swim under, behind + swim in, on + put under, behind + put
loc

1 1 1 1

route * * /
1

+ add. postp. * * /
1

+ add. postp.
goal * * * *

Table 4.3: Locative Ps with dative DPs in German

in, on + swim under, behind + swim in, on + put under, behind + put
loc * * * *
route * * / * + add. postp. * * / * + add. postp.
goal

1 1 1 1

Table 4.4: Locative Ps with accusative DPs in German

German marks the distinction between goal and locative readings of PPs involving
in, on, under and behind by accusative and dative case on the DP inside the PP irre-
spective of the verb type. A route reading with under and behind requires the addition
of a route postposition to a locative PP (with the P complement DP bearing dative
case).

Finally, table 4.5 summarises the main findings for all three languages, highlight-
ing in boldfaced letters those elements that are responsible for directional readings.
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loc route goal
En swim in, on

1
* *

under, behind
1 1

*
En put loc P

1
*

1

En swim, put loc P + to (into, onto etc.) * *
1

Du swim loc P in prep.
1

* *
Du put loc P in prep.

1
*

1

Du swim, put in, on in postp. * *
1

under, behind (prep.) + add. route postp. *
1

*
Ge swim, put loc P + DAT

1
* *

loc P + ACC * *
1

under, behind + DAT + add. route postp. *
1

*

Table 4.5: Locative Ps in West Germanic

In general we see that goals are more prominent and always need extra marking
(either by the verb or by additional Ps or movement), whereas there is only one means
to mark a route reading (the addition of a postpositional route P). Furthermore, the
route reading is not marked at all with English under and behind. Thus, particularly
goal readings are quite systematically derived in these languages. Also in a broader
cross-linguistic perspective, there are different strategies to derive goals for directed
motion events. These are found in the three languages addressed so far as well as in
languages discussed in the literature or to be addressed in section 4.6 and chapter 6.
A (naturally non-exhaustive) list is given in (29).

(29) CROSS-LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES TO DERIVE GOALS

a. combining locative Ps with the goal P to into complex PPs: into, onto,
to under, to behind etc. (English; Italian, Folli 2008, see chapter 6)

b. put-verbs + in, on, under, behind and other locative Ps (Dutch, English;
Norwegian, Tungseth 2006; Afrikaans, Biberauer and Folli 2004; Ita-
lian, Folli 2008; French, Jones 1983; Cummins 1996; Fong and Poulin
1998; see chapter 6)
put-verbs + in front of, between (Russian, see section 4.6)

c. in, op and other Ps in postposition (Dutch; Afrikaans, Biberauer and
Folli 2004)

d. accusative case marking on DP inside PP with locative Ps (German;
Czech, Russian, see section 4.6; Latin, Ancient Greek, other Slavic lan-
guages)

It is striking, then, that there are elaborate strategies to derive or mark a goal reading
but apparently there are less elaborate strategies to derive routes and sources. This
does not mean, however, that there are no ways to derive source readings (e.g. the boat
drifted from under the bridge) or route readings, as the discussion of under, behind
showed. The higher salience of goals in comparison to routes and in particular sources
will be addressed in chapter 7.

I will now turn to the implications of the data discussion and outline the general
approach to the issues raised.
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4.3 Implications and general proposal

The data discussion in the previous section supports the Structural Ambiguity Hypo-
thesis in (3), repeated here in (30).

(30) The Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis: The spatial Ps in, on, under, and
behind are locative only. Any ambiguity between a directional and a locative
reading is structural and not lexical.

First, Dutch in, on, under and behind as well as English in and on can be locative in
all contexts and with all kinds of verbs, but there are restrictions on the availability
of directional readings. This allows the conclusion that these prepositions are not
(lexically) ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading, since otherwise
the directional reading should be available in all contexts.

Furthermore, English under, behind can be locative in all contexts and with all
kinds of verbs, but there are restrictions on the availability of directional-goal readings.
Unlike Dutch, however, English under and behind seem to be ambiguous between a
directional-route and a locative reading, which poses a potential problem that I will
return to in the analysis. Crucially, the directional reading does not involve a goal but
a route reading, the difference between which was introduced in chapter 2 and will be
spelled out in the analysis.

Finally, German in, on, under, behind with dative case are locative only, directio-
nal only either with the accusative case (goal reading) or with the dative case and an
additional route postposition (route reading), and this is independent of the kind of
verb. Following van Riemsdijk (2007) in assuming that dative case in German repre-
sents the default case in oblique domains in general, the instances with dative case can
be seen as basic, whereas the instances with accusative case are derived. I will argue
that accusative case inside German PPs is a structural case which emerges under a
particular structural configuration so that the directional reading is also derived with
the German prepositions under discussion.

Thus, directional readings with the locative Ps under discussion do not arise due
to a lexical ambiguity of these Ps between a locative and a directional reading but
are derived from a locative reading under particular circumstances. This means that a
semantic shift from locative to directional is not freely available but requires additional
licensing.

I will follow my earlier conclusion and assume that particularly goals always need
some extra marking either by some explicit goal element like the directional goal P
to, or by ‘resultative’ verbs that are associated with a complex event structure. In
the latter case, a locative PP can be integrated as a secondary resultative predicate,
which specifies the final location of the internal argument of the verb. Thus, the PP
superficially appears to be integrated as some kind of goal (in the broader sense).

After having outlined the general proposal to account for the issues raised by the
data, I will provide additional syntactic evidence in support of an analysis that ac-
counts for the potential ambiguity of locative PPs between a locative and a directional
reading with put-verbs in terms of a structural rather than a lexical ambiguity.
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4.3.1 The proposal
To account for the potential ambiguity of locative PPs between a locative and a direc-
tional reading, I propose that the semantics of the locative PP is the same (it refers to
a location and licenses a PlaceP) but that the PP can attach to the VP in two different
ways under particular circumstances to be made more precise below. Either the PP
is a VP adjunct, which is interpreted as a predicate modifier referring to the overall
location of the event, or it attaches VP-internally and behaves like a complement. In
the latter case it acts as a secondary resultative predicate and refers to the final location
of the event.

The general template of the syntactic configuration I assume for secondary resul-
tative predications with PPs was discussed in chapter 3 and is repeated in (31).

(31) VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DP1 Pred+

Pred PP

Spec P+

P DP2

In the same chapter, I proposed that the additional projection PredP between the VP
and the PP is needed to turn a secondary non-verbal predicate like the PP into part
of the verbal predicate so that both predicates together can form a complex predicate.
DP1 in the specifier of PredP is the Figure (the external argument) of the PP, i.e. the
entity that is located with respect to the Ground or the reference object (DP2), but at the
same time it also behaves like an internal argument of the verb (the main predicate).
With intransitive verbs in active sentences, DP1 will eventually become the subject of
the sentence (as in John walked to the store) and with (active) transitive verbs, this DP
is the object (as in John pushed the cart to the store).

Given that PredP mediates between the main verbal predicate and the secon-
dary (non-verbal) resultative predicate to glue them together into one complex predi-
cate, this configuration is semantically associated with an accomplishment structure.
In (32), I repeat the structure of accomplishments from Rothstein’s (2004) account,
which was discussed in chapter 3 and which is assumed throughout this thesis.

(32) Accomplishment template (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
)y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2)
* ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=Th(e1)
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

In words, there is an activity event e1 with an agent and a theme and there is an addi-
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tional BECOME event e2, whose argument is identical to the theme of e1. Furthermore,
e1 and e2 are connected by an incremental relation via an incremental chain C(e2)
imposed on the subparts (subevents) of the BECOME event defined as in (33) and (34).

(33) Incremental chain (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let e be a BECOME event.
An incremental chain C(e) is a set of parts of e such that:
1. the smallest event in C(e) is the initial bound of e
2. for every e1,e2 in C(e) e1.e2 or e2.e1
3. e ! C(e)

(34) Incremental relations (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
Let e1 be an activity, e2 be a BECOME event, and C(e2) be an incremental
chain defined on e2.
INCR(e1,e2,C(e2)) (e1 is incrementally related to e2 with respect to the chain
C(e2)) iff:
there is a contextually available one-one function µ from C(e2) onto PART(e1)
(the set of parts of e1) such that:
for every e ! C(e2): "(e)="(µ(e)).

A crucial ingredient of accomplishments is BECOME and the fact that the two events
associated with the activity and with BECOME are connected by an incremental rela-
tion. In this context, chapter 3 postulated the Incrementality Hypothesis according to
which an incremental structure is a necessary condition for an accomplishment struc-
ture to be built. The main idea, then, is that PredP is licensed semantically because a
BECOME event can be built just in case an incremental structure is provided by either
the verbal or the non-verbal predicate (or both).

Thus, there can be different ways to license the syntactic configuration in (31)
and to create an accomplishment structure. An incremental structure can be associ-
ated with particular verbs, for example the put-verbs discussed in this chapter, or with
the secondary predicate itself. The relevant cases in this chapter involve PPs associ-
ated with paths because they are headed by directional Ps like to, through and others.
Chapter 2 defined paths in a way that they are always associated with an incremental
(scalar) structure because a path is linearly ordered.

If incrementality is not part of the verb, as will be argued to be the case with the
swim-verbs, which are merely associated with an activity structure, and if it is also not
part of the secondary predicate, which is the case with locative PPs in isolation, the
structure in (31) cannot be built. In this case, the locative PP can only be integrated as
an event modifier, modifying the location of the entire event, but not as a resultative
predicate to specify the final location of the internal argument.

In cases where incrementality is neither part of the verb nor of the secondary pre-
dicate, but where the verb and the secondary predicate nevertheless combine into a
complex predicate, additional mechanisms have to be at work to glue the two pre-
dicates into one. I assume that some of these mechanisms, which will be discussed
in the following sections, include accusative case marking in German PPs or Ps in
postposition in Dutch.
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More generally, directional readings with locative Ps can be derived PP-internally
or -externally. A full account of the questions raised in this chapter has to address the
following issues. Section 4.4 investigates potential PP-internal means to derive direc-
tional readings with locative Ps. These means include the combination of a locative P
with a directional P into complex prepositional phrases in English as well as circum-
positional phrases in Dutch and German. Such complex PPs will be argued to denote
paths, and since paths are associated with an incremental structure, an accomplish-
ment can be derived by combining any verb of motion with these PPs. In that section,
I will also be concerned with route readings that arise with English under and behind.
In order to maintain the Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis in (34), I will assume that
English under and behind are locative only and not associated with a(n incremental)
path. This implies that the route reading with these Ps in combination with swim-verbs
has to be derived as well.

Section 4.5 deals with linking PPs with verbs and proposes to account for the
difference between put-verbs and swim-verbs in terms of the event structure associated
with such verbs. The hypothesis to be examined is the one in (35).

(35) The Derived Goal Hypothesis: Goal readings with locative PPs can be de-
rived if the PPs specify the final location of an accomplishment by (semanti-
cally) modifying a BECOME event.

I will argue that put-verbs but not swim-verbs license a complex event structure con-
taining a BECOME event and that a locative PP can modify the (upper bound of a)
BECOME event. This has the effect that the location denoted by the PP is perceived as
a goal in the overall structure, since it refers to the final location of a motion event.

Section 4.6 picks up on the issue of accusative case marking in German PPs and
specifies the structural configuration under which accusative case emerges. It will
be argued that even though case occurs on a DP inside the PP, the overall PP-external
structural configuration is responsible for the accusative case marking. The discussion
in that section will show that in other languages that employ case marking inside PPs
to differentiate between a locative and a directional-goal reading, the case that is used
for the goal reading is always accusative, whereas the case in use for the locative
reading varies between different oblique cases available in these languages (dative in
German, prepositional or instrumental in Czech and Russian, ablative in Latin etc.).
On the basis of this fact, I will argue that accusative case inside PPs is a structural
case which emerges under a particular syntactic configuration. Accusative case is
generally analysed as a structural case in other domains, most prominently on the
internal argument of a transitive verb. I will take this as a point of departure for one
further hypothesis, according to which accusative case is a structural case also within
the PP (36).

(36) The Accusative Case Hypothesis: Accusative case inside German PPs is
a structural case, licensed under the same conditions as accusative case on
direct objects.

The account will be shown to be compatible with the idea of treating the directional
meaning of German accusative PPs as structurally derived and not provided by the
lexical P item itself and thus to be consistent with the Structural Ambiguity Hypo-
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thesis in (3). This means that we can analyse the particular Ps in these case-marking
languages as locative only as well.

Following up on the discussion of case in German PPs, section 4.7 will revise
the analysis of Dutch postpositions and postpositional Ps in general (both in Dutch
and German). In particular, I will argue against treating the postpositional order as
a result of some PP-internal movement, which is commonly done in the literature.
Instead, I will propose to account for it in terms of head movement of the P into
Pred in order to license this additional structure and to enable the combination of the
two predicates into one complex predicate. This head movement can be followed by
optional incorporation of P into the verb.

Before moving to the details of the analysis, the following section will provide
syntactic evidence against treating the potential ambiguity with locative Ps as an in-
stance of lexical ambiguity.

4.3.2 Syntactic evidence for structural ambiguity

In the sections to come, I will propose an account according to which a locative PP
can have a derived directional-goal reading if it is integrated as a secondary predicate
to form a complex predicate with the verb. This in turn means that the ambiguity of
locative PPs between a locative and a directional reading is not lexical but structu-
ral. Under the locative reading the PP attaches to the VP (and is a VP-external event
modifier) whereas under the locative reading, it is embedded within the VP (as a com-
plement to the verb).12

If the ambiguity is structural in nature, it should get lost under particular structural
configurations. In this section, I will provide syntactic evidence for the claim that
locative PPs are more deeply embedded within the VP under the directional reading,
thus behaving like complements, than under the locative reading, then behaving like
adjuncts. I will first address evidence from English, discussed in the literature, and
then turn to Dutch.

English

Thomas (2001) shows that some kind of (syntactically) local relation between the verb
and in/on-phrases is essential for a directional interpretation of such PPs. In particular,
this local relation is also necessary with what I have labelled put-verbs. For example,
according to Thomas, a sentence like (37) can have a directional reading for some
speakers.

(37) ?John ran in the house. (? under the directional reading)

This reading is not available anymore when the PP is separated from the verb by inter-
vening adverbial material (38-a), in co-ordination constructions (38-b) or in preposed-
PP constructions (38-c).

12The account to be spelled out in the following sections is along the lines of accounts of the ambiguity of
adverbs like again, almost and others as a structural rather than a lexical ambiguity (Pustejovsky, 1991; von
Stechow, 1996; Rapp and von Stechow, 1999; Beck, 2005, among others), which was outlined in chapter 1.
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(38) Directional reading is lost when PP is separated from V (Thomas, 2001)
a. #John ran at top speed in the house.
b. #He ran out of the barn and in the house.
c. #In the concert hall ran the orchestra.
(#: ungrammatical under the directional reading)

The only elements that can intervene between the verb and an in-phrase under the
directional reading are degree modifiers like straight or a direct object with transitive
verbs.

Furthermore, Thomas (2001) discusses constituency tests showing that into-phrases
clearly behave like independent constituents specifying a path, whereas in-phrases in
directional contexts do not (39).

(39) Directional in-phrase is not an independent constituent (Thomas, 2001)
a. Into / *in which pool did John fall.
b. The pool into / *in which John fell is extremely deep.
c. Into / *in this pool John fell.
(* under the directional reading)

These sentences are grammatical under the locative reading of the in-phrase. Thus,
these phrases by themselves specify a Place whereas the meaning associated with a
path is dependent on the local relation with the verb.

In sum, an ambiguity between a locative and a directional reading with these Eng-
lish Ps is lost when the PP is displaced and separated from the verb. This supports
the claim that the ambiguity is structural rather than lexical in nature, a conclusion
that is also drawn by Thomas (2001, 2003). We can conclude, then, that an English
in-phrase has to be adjacent to the verb in order to be an integral part of a directed
motion event, and this is reminiscent of the adjacency requirement of verbs and direct
objects in English.13 In the following, I will discuss similar evidence from Dutch.

Dutch

Recall from chapter 3 that Dutch motion verbs generally select different auxiliaries
when they refer to a locative (manner of) motion (HAVE) or a directed motion (BE)
(Hoekstra, 1984, 1999). The difference in auxiliary selection was argued to correlate
with a difference in the function of the particular PPs, namely as event modifiers or as
complements to the verb forming a complex predicate with it.

We can use the facts from auxiliary selection as a further indication for the locative
nature of the Ps under discussion. There is a clear contrast as to whether a preposi-

13Tungseth (2006) reports similar findings for Norwegian locative PPs headed by the Norwegian coun-
terparts of in, on and under and also argues for a structural ambiguity account. Some of the arguments she
provides in favour of a structural distinction between the two readings available with these locative PPs and
a subset of motion verbs in Norwegian are the following. Constituency tests with do-so-substitution and
VP-fronting, which strands the PP, show that the directional reading is lost if the particular PP is separated
from the verb. Furthermore, if adverbial material intervenes between the verb and the PP or if the PP is
separated from the verb by PP-reordering, the directional reading gets lost. Finally, the different readings
of the PP (locative or directional) correlate with a difference in stress placement similar to the Dutch stress
data already discussed in chapter 3.
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tional in-phrase is combined with a put-verb or with a swim-verb.14 A directional
reading is available with the put-verb in (40), and both auxiliaries are grammatical.
The auxiliaries in this case disambiguate between the two readings available with the
locative PPs: HAVE correlates with the locative reading (40-a) and BE correlates with
the directional reading (40-b).

(40) Auxiliary selection in Dutch I: put-verbs
a. Rick

Rick
heeft
has

in
in

het
the

meer
lake

gesprongen.
jumped

‘Rick jumped inside the lake.’ locative only
b. Rick

Rick
is
is

in
in

het
the

meer
lake

gesprongen.
jumped

‘Rick jumped into the lake.’ directional-goal only

With a swim-verb, on the other hand, only the HAVE-auxiliary is acceptable (41-a),
whereas the BE-auxiliary in (41-b) is ungrammatical.

(41) Auxiliary selection in Dutch II: swim-verbs
a. Willemijn

Willemijn
heeft
has

in
in

het
the

meer
lake

gezwommen.
swum

‘Willemijn swam in the lake.’ locative only
b. *Willemijn

Willemijn
is
is

in
in

het
the

meer
lake

gezwommen.
swum

(intended meaning: ‘Willemijn swam into the lake.’) *directional

If an in-phrase were lexically ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading,
both auxiliaries should be grammatical, but they are not. This shows that the preposi-
tional in-phrase cannot be understood directionally without additional support. In the
case of (40) the support comes from the verb, which will be argued for in more detail
in later sections.

There is a crucial contrast to the behaviour of purely directional PPs in such con-
texts. A Dutch naar-phrase is unambiguously directional which can be seen from the
fact that it is incompatible with a stative verb (42).

(42) *Marjo
Marjo

blijft
stays

naar
to

het
the

winkel.
shop

With such PPs only the BE- but not the HAVE-auxiliary is grammatical (43), which
was already shown in chapter 3.

(43) Marjo
Marjo

*heeft
has

/
/

is
is

naar
to

het
the

meer
lake

gezwommen.
swum

‘Marjo swam to the lake.’ *locative / directional-goal

The same chapter discussed diagnostics used by Hoekstra (1999) to show that such
directional PPs behave like complements of the verb. Based on these, he argues that
such directional PPs are complements of the verb rather than adjuncts and that they are
integrated as secondary predicates (in a SC structure). In the following, I will replicate

14Other locative Ps discussed earlier in this chapter behave like in.
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some of his tests with the kind of data discussed in section 4.2 and add some more
evidence. Given that an ambiguity arises with prepositional PPs only in combination
with put-verbs but not with swim-verbs15, I will only discuss examples with put-verbs.

First, put-verbs in combination with locative PPs in preverbal position are am-
biguous between a directional and a locative reading, which correlates with the PP
behaving like a complement or an adjunct, respectively (44-a). However, in postver-
bal position, which is only possible with adjunct PPs, only the locative reading is
available (44-b).

(44) Locative PPs in postverbal position lose the directional reading
a. ... dat

that
hij
he

onder
under

de
the

tafel
table

kroop.
crawled

(i) ‘... that he was under the table and crawled.’ locative reading
(ii) ‘... that he crawled to a point under the table.’ directional reading

b. ... dat
that

hij
he

kroop
crawled

onder
under

de
the

tafel.
table

‘... that he was under the table and crawled.’ only locative reading

The different readings correlate with a difference in auxiliary selection (45).

(45) Locative PPs in postverbal position lose the directional reading
a. Hij

he
is
is

onder
under

de
the

tafel
table

gekropen.
crawled

‘He crawled to a point under the table.’ directional reading
b. Hij

he
heeft
has

onder
under

de
the

tafel
table

gekropen.
crawled

‘He was under the table and crawled.’ locative reading
c. ... dat

that
hij
he

*is
*is

/
/

heeft
has

gekropen
crawled

onder
under

de
the

tafel.
table

‘... that he was under the table and crawled.’ only locative reading

Thus, the PP has to stay VP-internally in order to obtain a directional reading. A
similar conclusion can be drawn from the data in (46).

(46) PP has to stay VP-internally under the directional reading
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

in
in

een
a

bak
container

met
with

grote
big

haaien
sharks

sprong.
jumped

‘.. that Jan jumped inside / into a container with big sharks.’
b. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

sprong
jumped

in
in

een
a

bak
container

met
with

grote
big

haaien.
sharks

‘... that Jan jumped inside / *into a container with big sharks.’

Second, Hoekstra (1999) shows that adjunct PPs receive an independent accentuation,
while complement-verb constructions receive an integrative accent on the lexical head
of the complement. In general, with BE, only the integrative accentuation is possible.
With respect to the locative data discussed in this chapter, we can use the prosody

15In section 4.7, I will argue that with swim-verbs, which only provide an activity event structure, a
locative P has to move and incorporate into Pred to license or identify PredP and enable complex predicate
formation and that this results in the postpositional order.
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and accent placement facts to disambiguate between the directional and the locative
reading (47).

(47) Stress placement with locative PPs and put-verbs
a. ...

...
dat
that

Jan
Jan

in
in

de
the

SLOOT
ditch

VALT.
falls

‘... that Jan falls in(side) the ditch.’ locative reading
b. ...

...
dat
that

Jan
Jan

in
in

de
the

SLOOT
ditch

valt.
falls

‘... that Jan falls into the ditch.’ directional reading

Thus, the data from stress placement show that the PP under the locative reading
behaves like an adjunct PP, which is individually accented (47-a), whereas under the
directional reading it behaves like a complement of the verb, since stress is on the
(lexical) head of the complement (47-b).

Further syntactic evidence, which to a great extent is modelled on Tungseth’s
(2006) tests from Norwegian, comes from the following facts. A directional reading
gets lost if adverbial material intervenes between the prepositional phrase and the verb
(48).

(48) Directional reading is lost with intervening adverbial material
a. ... dat

that
hij
he

in
in

het
the

meer
lake

zonder
without

kleding
clothes

sprong.
jumpes

‘... that he jumped inside (*into) the lake without clothes.’
b. ... dat

that
hij
he

de
the

bal
ball

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

zonder
without

moeite
effort

schopte.
kicked

‘... that he kicked the ball (in a location / *to) under the bridge without
any effort.’

Note that an adverbial can also not intervene between a simple postpositional phrase
and the verb (49).16

(49) Adverbial material intervening between verb and postpositional PP

?/*... dat
that

hij
he

het
the

meer
lake

in
in

zonder
without

kleding
clothes

sprong.
jumped

Under the account of postpositions to be proposed in section 4.7, this is expected
because the postpositional order is derived upon movement of the P into the verbal
cluster to derive a complex predicate.

Further data in which material such as other PPs or negation intervene between
the PP and the verb, resulting in a loss of the directional reading, are given in (50).

(50) PP has to stay in a local relation with the verb to obtain a directional reading
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

in
in

een
a

zwembroek
swimpants

in
in

het
the

water
water

sprong.
jumped

‘... that Jan jumped inside / into the pool in a swimsuit.’
16In section 4.7, I will show that adverbial material can intervene between the complement of P and the

P in postposition (see example (109)). This fact will be used to show that a postposition appears closer to
the verb than to its complement in case the verb and the P combine into a complex predicate.
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b. ... dat
that

Jan
Jan

in
in

het
the

water
water

in
in

een
a

zwembroek
swimpants

sprong.
jumped

‘... that Jan jumped inside / *into the water in a swimsuit.’
(ii. pragmatically odd directional reading: ‘... that Jan jumped into a
swimsuit inside the water.’)

c. ... dat
that

Jan
Jan

niet
not

in
in

het
the

water
water

sprong.
jumped

‘... that Jan did not jump inside / into the water.’
d. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

in
in

het
the

water
water

niet
not

sprong.
jumped

‘... that Jan did not jump inside / *into the water.’

(51) shows that simple postpositional phrases underly the same restrictions.

(51) Postpositional phrase has to stay in a local relation with the verb
a. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

op
on

Ameland
Ameland

het
the

bos
forest

in
in

loopt.
runs

‘... that Jan runs / is running into the woods on Ameland.’
b. *... dat

that
Jan
Jan

het
the

bos
forest

in
in

op
on

Ameland
Ameland

loopt.
runs

Finally, only a locative reading is available when the PP is fronted in a V2 context
with declarative intontation (52).17

(52) Directional reading is lost with fronted PP
a. In

in
de
the

sloot
ditch

springt
jumps

de
the

kikker.
frog

‘The frog jumps inside the ditch.’
b. In

in
de
the

vaas
vase

springt
jumps

de
the

kikker
frog

en
and

in
in

de
the

pan
pan

de
the

rat.
rat

‘The frog jumps inside the vase and the rat inside the pan.’

(52-b) circumvents the intonation problem by using a gapping example with PP fron-
ting, and the directional reading is excluded.

I conclude from these data that the potential ambiguity of the PPs under discussion
between a locative and a directional reading is structural in nature, since it gets lost
under particular circumstances. The tests show that the PP is embedded within the
VP under the directional reading, and that the directional reading is lost if the PP is
separated from the verb. These data, then, support the general account to be proposed
in section 4.5. Under this approach, the directional reading is derived from the overall
structure and the fact that the locative PP can specify the final location of a complex
event. Under the locative reading, the PP is an adjunct and attaches to the VP, modi-
fying the event. Under the directional reading, the PP behaves like a complement and
attaches PP-internally as a secondary predicate. The different readings correlate with
a difference in auxiliary selection.

17Under the declarative intontation sentence stress in (52-a) is on KIKker. With a topicalisation intona-
tion, where both SLOOT and KIKker receive stress, the directional reading is available in this sentence.
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Note that also Maienborn (2003) argues for the possibility of different attachment
sites for locative PPs when she distinguishes between event-internal and -external
modifiers in German (53).

(53) Internal vs. external locatives (Maienborn, 2003, 478)

Der
the

Koch
cook

hat
has

das
the

Hähnchen
chicken

in
in

einer
a.DAT

Marihuana-Tunke
marihuana-sauce

zubereitet.
prepared

a. ‘The cook prepared the chicken in a marihuana sauce.’ internal reading
b. ‘The cook prepared the chicken while standing in a marihuana sauce.’

(pragmatically odd) external reading

Under the internal reading, the locative PP modifies some VP-internal element, in this
case the internal argument DP, whereas under the external reading, the PP modifies
the whole event. Similarly, in the data discussed in this chapter, a locative PP can
apply to the event as a whole (VP-externally) or to a particular element within the
VP. However, what is different in the data discussed in this chapter and which will
also become evident from discussions in subsequent chapters is that the PP does not
simply modify a particular VP-internal DP by specifying its location (in which case it
is still an adjunct) but rather it is a secondary predicate over the internal argument DP
and together with the verbal predicate it forms one complex predicate.

Potential residues

An analysis in terms of the PPs under discussion as structurally ambiguous between
a locative and a directional reading stands in contrast to accounts that (explicitly or
implicitly) treat the particular Ps as lexically ambiguous between a locative and a di-
rectional reading (e.g. Rooryck, 1996; Koopman, 1997; van Riemsdijk and Huybregts,
2001; den Dikken, 2003). In such accounts, the fact that the availability of a directio-
nal reading for in and on/op depends on the class of verbs is generally ignored.18

Van Riemsdijk and Huybregts (2001), for example, argue that an English PP con-
taining on is generally ambiguous between a locative and a directional meaning. They
support this claim by the fact that a directional reading is available with such PPs in
PP-with-NP constructions of the type in (54).

(54) On the table with those plates! (van Riemsdijk and Huybregts, 2001, 13)

Dutch behaves similarly and can use in (op) either in preposition or in postposition in
such cases (55).19

(55) a. De
the

gevangenis
prison

in
in

met
with

die
that

crimineel!
criminal

(Helmantel, 2002, 35)

b. In
in

de
the

gevangenis
prison

met
with

die
that

crimineel!
criminal

(Mirjam Rigterink, p.c.)

18In den Dikken (2006), this issue is handled more carefully and the contribution of the verb to the
availability of directional reading of these Ps is acknowledged, although not directly accounted for.

19Apparently, with the preposition one stresses the P and with the postposition one stresses gevangenis.
For a possible semantic difference between such minimal pairs, see Helmantel (2002, 72f.).
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Since such examples do not contain an additional element like a verb or a directional
P to provide the meaning of directionality, van Riemsdijk and Huybregts assume that
the PP itself is ambiguous.

However, if PPs headed by on and the like were lexically ambiguous between a
directional and a locative reading they should display this ambiguity in all contexts and
irrespective of the environment they appear in. The data discussion showed, though,
that these PPs in combination with swim-verbs can only denote Places in both Dutch
and English. Of course, it could be the case that a directional reading might be blocked
in some cases, but I cannot see why a directional reading would be blocked in a context
with a motion verb like swim. Furthermore, it was shown that the directional reading
is also lost when the PP is not in a local enough relation with a verb of the put-type.

Additional corroborating evidence against the lexical ambiguity account comes
from German. In German, the DP inside the PP in PP-with-NP constructions always
bears accusative case (56-a), and dative case is ungrammatical (56-b).

(56) a. Ins
in-the.ACC

Gefängnis
prison

mit
with

dem
the

Verbrecher!
criminal

b. *Im
in-the.DAT

Gefängnis
prison

mit
with

dem
the

Verbrecher!
criminal

Under the account to be proposed in section 4.6, accusative case in German PPs
emerges under a particular structural configuration which enables the integration of
a locative PP as a secondary resultative predicate which forms a complex predicate
with the verb and derives an accomplishment structure. Nevertheless, the PP itself
remains a locative PP. Furthermore, it will be argued that the same kind of structural
configuration enables directional readings in English and Dutch. I take the German
data as indirect evidence that the directional readings involved in the English and
Dutch examples are structurally conditioned as well. Thus, there is a particular predi-
cative relationship between the subject (surfacing in the with-phrase because there is
no other case assigner) and the predicate (the PP).

The precise analysis of PP-with-NP constructions is not the topic of this thesis,
so I will leave it at this and turn to possible PP-internal ways to derive a directional
reading with locative Ps.

4.4 Deriving directionality PP-internally
This section addresses potential PP-internal means to derive a directional reading with
locative Ps. I will discuss English complex prepositions (into, onto), Dutch simple
postpositions and Dutch and German circumpositional phrases. In the end, however,
I will only analyse the complex prepositions and the circumpositional phrases as PP-
internal means to derive directionality. The directional readings involved with these
PPs are either goal or route readings so I will first make some general remarks about
goals and routes in syntax and semantics.

Recall from chapter 2 that the structure of PPs can be internally complex with
at least two hierarchically ordered functional projections to account for locative and
directional readings (57).
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(57) [PathP [PlaceP [DP ]]]

The structure in (57) also mirrors the conceptual structure of prepositional phrases as
outlined in Jackendoff (1983 and subsequent works), and the semantics commonly
attributed to these PPs. For expository reasons, I will use the vector space semantic
approach to prepositions of Zwarts (1997 and subsequent works), but the relevant
points to be made in this chapter could also be argued for by relying on other semantic
accounts such as Fong (1997) or Kracht (2002).

Under Zwarts’ (2005b) semantic account, directional Ps map the reference object
to a set of sequences of vectors, paths, where each of these sequences determines
a potential change in position of the located object. Since this chapter deals with
directional meaning involving goals and routes (as opposed to sources), I will repeat
his definitions of the semantics of most English goal PPs (58) and route PPs (59).

(58) Definitions of English goal PPs (Zwarts, 2005b, 761f.)
{ p: there is an interval I % [0,1] including ...

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[to x]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[into x]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[onto x]]

(59) Definitions of English route PPs (Zwarts, 2005b, 763)
{ p: there is an interval I % [0,1] that includes neither 0 nor 1 and that consists
of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ...
... AT x } = [[via x]]
... IN x } = [[through x]]
... ON x } = [[across x]]
... ON/ABOVE x } = [[over x]]
... NEAR x } = [[past x]]

From these definitions we clearly see that the paths associated with directional PPs
are always related to some location (place), which can be described by a locative
PP (such as AT, ON, IN x, smallcaps in the definitions by me). However, there is a
crucial difference between goal and route PPs. Whereas the paths associated with
goal PPs always includes the ending-point, which is the goal or the final location
that can be lexicalised by a locative PP (AT, ON, IN x), the paths associated with
route PPs do not include any end-points. Rather, the embedded locative PPs only give
information about some general location of the trajectory of the path. This is why
under a homomorphism account, a motion event with a goal PP is telic (the path is
bounded and the motion ends up at the final location), whereas a motion event with a
route PP is not necessarily telic or only telic in particular contexts (see chapter 2 and
Zwarts 2005b).

This special contribution of goal PPs to the interpretation of the event as consisting
of a process along a path which ends up in some final location is also evident in Fong’s
(1997) account in terms of phase quantification. According to this account, goal PPs
involve a two-stage structure, a negative and a positive phase. They have exactly one
positive phase that overlaps with the ending point p(1), which is some kind of final
location such as AT, ON, IN x. I assume that these final locations are syntactically
represented as PlacePs that are embedded under PathPs as in (57).
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4.4.1 Goals in English and Dutch
In English, we see that the final locations in the semantics of the complex preposi-
tional phrases headed by into and onto in (58) are lexically specified by the particular
locative prepositions in and on. Syntactically, an English preposition like to heads a
PathP because a to-phrase denotes a path ending at the location of the reference object,
derived by the location function (Zwarts, 2005b). I assume that the Place head of the
PlaceP embedded under a PathP headed by to can either be filled with a silent AT (with
to-phrases) or with lexically locative Ps like in, on, under, behind etc. The heads in
or on, in turn, move and incorporate into to to form into and onto (60) (cf. Svenonius,
2004b, among others).

(60) English complex prepositional phrase
[PathP [Path+ ini-to [PlaceP [Place+ ti [DP the room ]]]]]

This structure reflects the semantics of the particular PPs as defined in (58) in the
following way. The PlacePs denote a location which is at the end-point of the to-
phrase, which in turn denotes a path that ends at the location denoted by the in-phrase
(in DP).

Given the overlapping distribution and semantic effects, it seems reasonable to
assume that the semantic analysis of these English complex prepositions can be carried
over to Dutch postpositional phrases with in ‘in’ and op ‘on’, which also refer to paths
that end at a location in/on [ DP ]. Since it is generally assumed and not much debated
that the underlying structure of Dutch PPs is prepositional, some movement is needed
to derive the postpositional order.

One way to analyse the syntactic structure, then, which will be rejected though,
is to build in Path structure PP-internally. Thus, we could assume that the general
complex Path structure in Dutch is equivalent to the English one, only the way this
structure is built differs. We could apply Helmantel’s (2002) analysis, for instance,
and propose that with a PP like het meer in ‘(lit.) the lake in’, the DP complement
of a PlaceP headed by in moves to Spec PathP in order to identify or license the Path
structure (61) (see also Koopman, 1997; den Dikken, 2003, for analyses deriving the
directional reading PP-internally).

(61) Dutch simple postpositional phrase: first attempt
[PathP [DP het meer ] j [Path’ ini-" [PlaceP ti t j ]]]

Prior to the movement of the DP, the P itself moves and adjoins to the empty Path head
" in order to extend the movement domain so that the DP can skip the lower Spec.20

Helmantel (2002) argues that the movement of the DP into Spec PathP (DIRP
there) also has a semantic effect in the sense that a DP in Spec PathP is necessarily
interpreted as a one-dimensional path (in the sense of Verkuyl and Zwarts, 1992, which
was outlined in chapter 2). In this context she discusses minimal pairs of the type in
(62).

20Alternatively, one could assume that the Path head is not empty but a silent TO. Note also that further
movements and projections are argued for by Koopman (1997); den Dikken (2003) but since this thesis
is primarily interested in the semantic issues, I will use only the smallest number of syntactic projections
that are necessary for the points addressed here. In general, I will try to keep structures simple and not to
stipulate empty structure and silent elements as far as possible.
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(62) DPs in postpositional phrases as paths (Helmantel, 2002, 73)
a. De

the
man
man

is
is

op
on

de
the

ladder
ladder

geklommen.
climbed

‘The man has climbed onto the ladder.’
b. De

the
man
man

is
is

de
the

ladder
ladder

op
on

geklommen.
climbed

‘The man has climbed up the ladder.’

Helmantel (2002, 73) notes that the prepositional phrase op de ladder denotes a ‘loca-
tion, namely the endpoint of the climbing’, whereas the DP de ladder in the postposi-
tional phrase de ladder op is ‘not a location but rather functions as a path along which
the climbing takes place’. On ground of these data, she claims that any element in
the specifier of a directional phrase has to be interpreted as a one-dimensional entity,
a path, so that elements that cannot be construed as one-dimensional are banned from
this position (63).

(63) DPs in postpositional phrases are paths (Helmantel, 2002, 73)
a. Jan

Jan
stapt
steps

op
on

de
the

kiezelsteen.
pebble

‘Jan steps on the pebble.’
b. #Jan

Jan
stapt
steps

de
the

kiezelsteen
pebble

op
on

The reasoning goes as follows. Unless Jan is a midget, it is odd to construe a pebble
as a path and hence (63-b) with de kiezelsteen ‘the pebble’ in in Spec PathP is out.
Additional support for such an analysis, which is not discussed by Helmantel, could
be that a similar semantic restriction is absent in English and a sentence like John
stepped onto the pebble seems fully acceptable. Path structures are derived differently
in these two languages and the DP does not end up in Spec PathP in English.21

There seems to be something fundamentally wrong with this analysis, though,
since the DP in simple postpositional phrases is in many cases not interpreted as a
one-dimensional path. This is obvious from examples given in (11), repeated here as
(64).

(64) Dutch postpositions
a. Willemijn

Willemijn
zwom
swam

het
the

meer
lake

in.
in

‘Willemijn swam into the lake.’
b. Brigit

Brigit
dansde
danced

het
the

podium
stage

op.
on

‘Brigit danced onto the stage.’

With in, for example, the DP in a postpositional phrase is not interpreted as a path
but refers to the ground (the reference object) of the final location inside DP, which is
some area or container (64-a). Thus it has the same reference as with the prepositional

21Note that with respect to the empirical discussion in section 4.2, we have to assume that Dutch klimmen
‘climb’ in (62) and stappen ‘to step’ in (63) are put-verbs, since the sentences with a locative prepositional
phrase involving op ‘on’ can be interpreted directionally.
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phrase. With op ‘on’ in postposition the DP is interpreted as the path itself only in
cases like (62-b), where the DP lends itself fairly easily to a path-like interpretation.
However, if the DP refers to an area, it is just the ground, including the final location
of the DP (64-b). Nevertheless, the postpositional order is perfectly fine and in fact
necessary to bring about the directional-goal reading.

The translations of the postpositional phrases involving op ‘on’ in (62) and (64)
into English reveal that English uses two different Ps to render this meaning difference,
namely up (if the DP itself is the path) or onto (if the DP is the ground including the
final location). So we might be willing to accept an analysis along Helmantel’s lines,
which relies on empty (or silent) path heads, for cases like (62) but not for other
simple postpositional phrases where the DP is not interpreted as the path. However,
these other cases by far outnumber the cases where the DP is interpreted as the path,
which occur only with op and only in some contexts. In section 4.7, I will propose an
alternative account of postpositional phrases which dispenses with empty or silent Path
heads altogether and instead derives directional readings with Dutch postpositions PP-
externally.

The account that will be proposed in section 4.7 will account for postpositions in
simple postpositional as well as circumpositional phrases but it will not cover cases
like (62-b). I will tentatively assume that these cases are special in that op here is
base-generated in that position, similar to particles. A DP like de ladder ‘the ladder’
in such cases is a proper internal argument of the verb (or the verb-P combination)
from the start so that it is interpreted like a (generalised) path that measures out or
bounds the event (see section 3). The P op in these cases is equivalent to English
up. This is different from op ‘on’ in postpositions which starts out in preposition and
moves into postposition in the same way that other Ps like in move. In this case the
whole complex is similar in meaning to English onto. I will come back to this in
section 4.7.

This split analysis of postpositional op is further motivated by the following facts.
According to my informants the sentence in (63-b), where stappen ‘step’ is combined
with postpositional op remains odd even if Jan is a midget. Recall from example
(12-b), repeated here as (65), that there was a similar oddness with Dutch schoppen
‘kick’ in combination with a postpositional op-phrase.

(65) Oddness of Dutch op in postposition with put-verbs

?Gert
Gert

Jan
Jan

schopte
kicked

de
the

bal
ball

de
the

tafel
table

op.
on

‘Gert Jan kicked the ball onto the table.’

The oddness has to do with the fact that in these contexts with op in postposition, the
climbing, stepping or kicking has to result in a change of levels, i.e. the entity that
moves and undergoes a change of location has to end up in some higher location. In
cases where the entity can end up in a higher location, a verb like stappen ‘step’ is fine
with postpositional op (66).

(66) Hij
he

stapte
stepped

dapper
bravely

de
the

heuvel
hill

op.
on

‘He bravely walked up the hill.’
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In cases where postpositional op requires a change in levels, then, it is translated
into English with up and not with onto. However, in the other cases the movement
does not have to result in a change of levels but really leads ‘onto’ somewhere. This
meaning is possible with postpositional op if the DP-complement of P refers to an
area and the motion involves a clear process. There might be a correlation, then, with
the kinds of verbs used: with put-verbs we get the reading of up but with swim-verbs
we get the reading of onto, since this would be the only way to derive the meaning
of onto (because a prepositional op-phrase cannot be interpreted directionally in these
contexts).

In general, this chapter tries to pin down lexical and compositional semantic as
well as syntactic conditions for a directional reading to obtain. Pragmatic effects may
play a role in addition but they are not addressed here. Nikitina (2008), for instance,
shows on the basis of English corpus data that the availability of a directional reading
with locative Ps is additionally influenced by pragmatics. She discusses several factors
that seem to influence the readings available with in-phrases. For example, there is a
higher rate of directional into with transitions into areas than into containers. This
distinction has to do with whether the PP in question can be seen as a container with
well-defined boundaries (e.g. room, box, water) or as an area lacking such boundaries
(e.g. city, California, space). Nikitina assumes that this is because areas are most
likely to be associated with a salient path rather than with a transition, which supports
her hypothesis that directional in is not compatible with the profiling of the process of
a motion along a path.

I will leave it at this and turn to PP-internal mechanisms to derive routes.

4.4.2 Routes in Dutch and German
Having discussed PP-internal means to derive goals, I will now turn to routes. I will
first discuss Dutch and German circumpositional phrases where a directional route P,
which appears in postposition, is added to a locative prepositional phrase headed by
the language-particular counterparts of under and behind. In line with the literature
and given the minimal assumptions about the syntax of PPs outlined in chapter 2, I
assume that the base order for the Dutch circumpositional phrase onder de brug door
‘(lit.) under the bridge through’, for instance, is as in (67).

(67) Dutch (and German) complex route phrases (base order)
[PathP [Path’ door [PlaceP [Place’ onder [DP de brug ]]]]]

Given the assumption that dative case in German PPs is the default case and does not
add additional meaning or structure (see section 4.6), the German equivalent unter der
Brücke durch ‘under the bridge.DAT trough’ is completely parallel and I assume that
the structure is the same. The interpretation of these phrases is also straightforward
given the semantic assumptions outlined in the beginning of this section and in chapter
2. There is a path whose trajectory is located under the bridge (in Jackendoff’s terms,
the path leads VIA - the route element - under the bridge).

Again, given a prepositional base order of Dutch and German PPs, some move-
ment is needed to derive a circumpositional phrase. One way to derive the postposi-
tional order, to be rejected shortly, is to assume PP-internal movement along the lines
of Koopman (1997); Helmantel (2002); den Dikken (2003) and others. Thus, similar
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to the first try of an analysis for Dutch simple postpositional phrases in (61), we could
assume the following movement (68).

(68) Dutch (and German) circumpositional phrases: first attempt
[PathP [PlaceP onder de brug ] i [Path’ door ti ]]

In this case, the Place P, which is the complement of the route P heading PathP, min-
imally moves into Spec PathP. This movement would be in line with Helmantel’s
(2002) hypothesis that any element in Spec, PathP has to be interpretable as a one-
dimensional entity, a path, since in combination with the route P onder de brug ‘un-
der the bridge’ is clearly seen as a path. However, this still does not solve the issue
why this movement takes place, and I cannot see from the literature that a trigger is
provided for this PP-internal movement. I therefore reject this kind of analysis for cir-
cumpositional phrases on the same grounds that I rejected the PP-internal derivation
of simple postpositional phrases in Dutch. However, the underlying order in (67) is
the order that will be assumed throughout.

In section 4.7, I will come back to the derived word order with circumpositional
and postpositional PPs. I will assume that the circumpositional order is derived PP-
externally in the same way as the postpositional order is derived in simple postposi-
tional phrases. In particular, I will argue that the trigger for this movement is to form
a complex predicate with the verb, thereby deriving an accomplishment structure. I
will now turn to English under and behind.

4.4.3 English under and behind
The data discussion in section 4.2 showed that a directional route reading seems to
be freely available with under and behind in combination with swim-verbs, and this
poses a problem for the hypothesis that the particular Ps are locative only. To solve this
problem, we have to find a systematic way as to how the route reading is derived with
English under and behind. At this point, I do not have a final solution to the problem
but there are at least three possible ways to go, which all face some problems. First,
we could give up the idea that these Ps are not lexically ambigous. Alternatively, we
could posit silent Path heads with a route meaning, or we could try to make a link with
other differences between under and behind, on the one hand, and other locative Ps
like in and on, on the other.

English under and behind as lexically ambiguous

One possible way out is to give up the hypothesis that English under and behind are
locative only and to assume instead that these Ps are lexically ambiguous between a
locative and a directional (route) meaning. However, this solution is not very attractive
because of at least two facts.

First, in the two other Germanic languages discussed in this chapter as well as
in Norwegian (discussed in Tungseth, 2006) and Russian and Czech, the particular
Ps are not lexically ambiguous. For German and Dutch, it was shown that a route
reading always has to be marked by an additional route P. Second, if the particular
PPs were ambiguous between a locative and a route reading in English, we would
expect the route reading to be available also in the context of put-verbs, similarly to
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the availability of route readings with Dutch and German circumpositional phrases
and put-verbs. However, the only directional reading available in this context is a goal
but not a route reading.

Silent Path heads

Alternatively, we could propose the existence in English of a silent Path head with the
abstract meaning VIA, which could be plugged in with prepositional phrases headed
by under and behind to derive a route meaning. Both arguments against a lexical
ambiguity account would be arguments in favour of a silent Path head VIA. Given that
the directional meaning is parallel to the meaning associated with Dutch (and German)
circumpositional phrases of the type in (68), the base order of which was given in (67),
we could assume the structure in (69) as a first approximation.

(69) Route reading with English under-phrases
[PathP VIA [PlaceP under [DP the bridge ]]]

Silent Path heads are also used in Svenonius’s (2004b) analysis of directional readings
involved with English locative PPs in examples like over the palace (70).22

(70) Silent Path heads in English I: VIA (Svenonius, 2004b, 15)
[PathP VIA [PlaceP over [KP K [DP the palace ]]]]

A general problem with silent heads is that it is not clear how their licensing is con-
strained in any system that posits them. For example, the particular Path head involved
with under and behind should only be plugged in in the context of swim-verbs but not
in the context of put-verbs (where only the directional-goal reading is possible).

In the following, I will discuss a particular difference between under and behind,
on the one hand, and other locative Ps like in and on, on the other, which might point
to a third solution to the problem.

Contextual axes in the definitions of projective locative prepositions

It is evident from the data discussion that English under and behind are different from
in and on, since in and on are not able to get a directional reading in isolation. Rather,
this meaning has to be triggered either by a put-verb or by an additional directional

22KP is an additional projection for case, and is headed by, for instance, of in in front of.
Svenonius also argues for the existence of a null variant of to in examples like the boat drifted beyond

the city limits (i).

(i) Silent Path heads in English II: TO (Svenonius, 2004b, 19)
[PathP TO [PlaceP beyond [KP K [DP the city limits ]]]]

Hence, according to Svenonius, (at least) two silent Path heads are available in English, and according to
him these Paths are licensed by ‘verbs expressing some kind of motion’. However, he does not make a
general distinction between the kinds of verbs of motion that actually trigger a directional reading and those
that do not. As shown in section 4.2, not all verbs expressing some kind of motion could be analysed as
licensing silent path heads with a goal meaning, just put-verbs could be (in contrast to swim-verbs). In
section 4.5, however, I will argue that a goal reading arises due to the event structure associated with the
verbal predicate or the complex predicate as a whole and that it does not involve additional PP-internal
structure. In fact, I assume that there simply is no silent head corresponding to TO but that goals always
have to be lexically specified.
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element like to. Under and behind, on the other hand, can be ambiguous between a
locative and a directional reading even with swim-verbs, in which case the directiona-
lity involves a route (but not a goal) reading. So we have to ask the question whether
these two groups of locative Ps also differ in other respects.

Recall from chapter 2 that Wunderlich (1991) defines a function p, the EIGEN-
PLACE FUNCTION, to derive the location of the Ground, represented as v, with respect
to which the Figure, represented as u, is located. He furthermore assumes that there
is a family of functions, which yield for each object or event a set of surrounding or
neighbouring regions, such as the function INT[v], which yields a set of regions that
are internal to v (associated with in), EXT[v] for regions external to v (outside), or
PROX[v] for regions in the proximity of v (near, at).

With some but not other locative PPs, these regions can further be decomposed
into subregions according to particular spatial axes in relation to v, the Ground. For
example, Wunderlich discusses the vertical axis ±VERT, which is relevant for prepo-
sitions such as under (71).

(71) <u,v> ! " under " iff p[u] # EXT[v, -VERT ]

The relevant region in (71) is the region below v which is properly included in EXT[v],
the region external to v. Locative prepositions that involve additional vertical axes in
their meaning such as under and behind are also known as projective prepositions.
Non-projective locative prepositions such as in and on, on the other hand, do not
require such an additional (vertical or horizontal) axis (see also Jackendoff, 1983;
Zwarts and Winter, 2000, for discussion).

A possible hypothesis is that the additional axis element in the definition of pro-
jective modifiers enables directional (route) readings with English under and behind
because the location under the bridge can be seen as an extended location. Somehow,
this extended location reading of a projective PP in English can get a one-dimensional
path reading and the locative PP can function as a trajectory. Non-projective preposi-
tions, on the other hand, need additional structure to license a directional reading.

Contextual axes also play a role in areas other than projective prepositions. Cress-
well (1978), for example, assumes that a point of view can be established by a (hypo-
thetical) journey, ‘which an observer would have to make to be where the action is’
(Cresswell, 1978, 2). He assumes quite generally that there are locative PPs which can
refer to extended regions. Wunderlich (1991), in turn, proposes that directional PPs
refer to paths which are extended regions that unify the places of an object at different
times, in case events are involved. Hence, if some PPs can refer to extended locations,
the step from seeing these extended locations as paths is not so far anymore, as long
as the path is fairly vague and does not involve end-points (i.e. is not associated with
a transitional structure).

To illustrate the idea of an extended region, let me briefly address the difference
between eventive and extent readings of extent verbs and degree achievements as dis-
cussed by Gawron (2005) (72).

(72) Extent and event readings (Gawron, 2005, 1)
a. The fog extended from London toward Paris. AMBIGUOUS
b. Fog gradually covered the city. EVENT READING ONLY
c. Fog covered the city for three hours. EXTENT READING ONLY
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(72-a) is ambiguous between two readings that can be disambiguated in (72-b,c) by
particular adverbials in combination with verbs and PPs rephrasing the meaning un-
derlying the extent verb in (72-a). Under the event reading (72-b), fog literally moves
and grows bigger from London into the Paris direction, progressing in time. Under the
extent reading, fog simultaneously covers the whole area between London and close
to Paris irrespective of time.

To account for this kind of data, Gawron argues for the need of a ‘spatial axis, an
ordered set of collinear points that can serve as an axis of change’ (Gawron, 2005,
5f.). The extent reading does not involve any movement in time, but there is still the
need for some axis to describe change that is ‘independent of time’ as in (73).

(73) The boiling point of water drops 3 degrees Fahrenheit between sea level and
4000 feet. (Gawron, 2005, 6)

This example shows that there is a functional dependency between altitude and boiling
point in the sense that the boiling point falls, as the altitude increases. Change with
respect to time, then, is just a special case of functional change, ‘the existence of
some correlation between two ordered domains’ (Gawron, 2005, 6) (see Fong, 1997,
for further uses of referential axes).

Hence, the existence of contextually provided spatial axes that can function as
an axis of change according to Gawron (2005), is well motivated and could account
for the fact that the English projective locative prepositions under and behind can
have directional readings in addition to their basic locative meanings. An open (or
rather re-opened) issue that arises under this proposal is the following. Why can only
English under and behind but not their Dutch (and for that matter also Norwegian)
counterparts obtain a directional (route) reading?23

I will leave it at this and turn to the issue of how to relate PPs to VPs and the
difference between swim-verbs and put-verbs.

4.5 Combining PPs with verbs
In previous sections, it was established that a locative PP that does not combine with
an additional directional P refers to a place and thus specifies the location of an entity.
This can either be the location of the entire event or of an event participant (e.g. the
internal or external argument), but it can also be the final location of a telic event.

The general idea to be put forward in this section is that the difference between
put-verbs and swim-verbs observed in section 4.2 can be captured in terms of the event
structure licensed by these kinds of verbs.24 I will basically rely on Rothstein’s (2004)

23Joost Zwarts (p.c.) suggests that this is a blocking effect, although it is not necessarily clear what
blocking actually is and I am not attempting a full account here. Whereas in Dutch, there is a division
of labour between the preposition onder ‘under (location)’ and the circumposition onder ... door ‘under
(route)’, English only has one element available, namely under. Since the route reading in Dutch can
thus be overtly expressed, the locative PP without the additional postposition cannot have a route reading.
Similarly, an additional route reading is blocked with in and on also in English, because the particular
meanings can be expressed by the lexical items through and over, across, respectively. Note that a similar
difference is discussed in Zwarts (2003), where English has only one preposition for different meanings of
around whereas Dutch has the two prepositions om and rond.

24This idea is also implicit in some of the more syntactic approaches to the structure of motion events,
such as Folli and Ramchand (2005); Tungseth (2006); Ramchand (to appear).
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event structure account outlined in chapter 3 and apply it to the data discussed here.
For this purpose, let me repeat the templates she proposes for the structure of activities
(74), accomplishments (75) and achievements (76).

(74) Activity template (Rothstein, 2004, 35)
)e.(DO(P))(e)

(75) Accomplishment template (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
)y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2)
* ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=Th(e1)
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

(76) Achievement template (Rothstein, 2004, 35)
)e.(BECOME(P))(e)

Under Rothstein’s (2004) approach, an accomplishment (both lexical as well as syn-
tactically created) relies on an incremental chain that holds together the activity and
the BECOME event. The BECOME event imposes an incremental (developmental)
structure on the activity. In chapter 3, I postulated that incrementality, some kind
of linear order, is the crucial ingredient for the creation of a BECOME event deriving
an accomplishment structure. Incrementality can either be part of the verbal meaning
when the verb itself identifies an accomplishment event structure, or it can be supplied
by another element which is associated with a scale, since scales have an incremental
structure. In the former case, a BECOME event is either already provided by the verb
(with lexical accomplishments) or it is licensed due to the incrementality component
in this verb (in which case the result state or the final location still has to be provided
syntactically in order to build an accomplishment).

I propose that put-verbs have in common that they are either lexical accomplish-
ment / achievement verbs (involving BECOME) or that they are at least associated
with an incremental structure which is crucial for the construction of a BECOME event
with accomplishments. Locative PPs can modify or specify the final location of ac-
complishment events by specifying the upper bound of a BECOME event with both
accomplishments and achievements.

Swim-verbs, on the other hand, are only associated with an activity structure. This
makes the event structure with these verbs fairly simple unless additional elements are
added syntactically which allow the building of more complex event structures. Such
additional elements can be directional PPs, since they are associated with incremental
paths, and this allows the construction of a BECOME event.25 In isolation or in com-
bination with a locative PP, however, an incremental chain cannot be built with these
verbs because neither the verb nor the locative PP supply a linear order, which would
allow the construction of a BECOME event.

Under this proposal, cases where the locative PP is apparently ambiguous between
a locative and a directional reading involve a structural rather than a lexical ambiguity.
Under the directional reading, the PP modifies a BECOME event, whereas under a
locative reading, the PP modifies the whole event. In both cases the PP itself is locative
only and modifies an event (is an event modifier), only the attachment sites differ.

25In fact, according to the Bounded PP Hypothesis postulated in chapter 3, bounded PPs even enforce
the construction of such an event.
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The following sections will spell out the account by providing examples with par-
ticular swim-verbs and put-verbs. I will partially rely on the English verbs as classified
in Levin (1993), assuming that similar lexical distinctions hold in other languages such
as Dutch.

4.5.1 The swim-verbs

The swim-verbs comprise Levin’s (1993) ‘manner of motion’ verbs (77-a), ‘waltz’
verbs (77-b), ‘carry’ verbs (77-c), intransitive uses of ’roll’ verbs, or ‘verbs of motion
using a vehicle’ (77-d).

(77) a. crawl, float, jog, swim, walk, bounce, jump
b. dance, waltz, jive
c. carry, drag, push, pull
d. bike, ski, cruise, drive, fly

These verbs have in common that they do not refer to a specific direction of motion
‘unless they occur with an explicit directional phrase’. I propose that these verbs are
merely associated with an activity event structure but they do not specify an incremen-
tal change or scale. Although any motion is associated with some kind of itinerary or
trajectory, this itinerary with manner of motion verbs does not have a particular direc-
tion towards some location because there can be zigzag-paths or paths all over a place
(e.g. walk around the city all day). Since this is not actually a path in the sense defined
in chapter 2 it is also not necessarily incremental. Thus, no BECOME event can be built
where a locative PP can refer to a final location, which would be the upper bound of
the incremental BECOME event. Instead, a locative PP only modifies the entire event
(78).

(78) Shakuntala swam in the lake.
&e [ swim (e, Shakuntala) * in (e, lake)]

A directional reading of a PP with these verbs is only possible with a directional PP,
which denotes the path along which the motion takes place. Given that such a PP
identifies an incremental (path) structure, an accomplishment structure with BECOME
along the lines of (77) can be built.

4.5.2 The put-verbs

The verbs with which locative PPs can be interpreted directionally are a fairly hete-
rogeneous group, which can be broken down into different subgroups. Due to their
similar behaviour and partial overlap, I will collapse Levin’s (1993) directed motion
verbs and verbs of change into one group, since these do not require a locative PP.
Verbs of putting, in turn, select for a locative PP and are ungrammatical without it.
Finally, semelfactives verbs display a systematic ambiguity between an activity and
an achievement reading.
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Directed motion verbs and verbs of change

Levin’s (1993) verbs of ‘inherently directed motion’ (come, fall, plunge, tumble, go
and for some speakers climb) specify the direction of motion ‘even in the absence of an
overt directional complement’. I propose that these verbs have a lexically built-in path,
which is necessarily incremental. This path has a particular direction towards (or even
away from) some location (due to its being incremental) but the nature of the location
is not made precise by the verb and has to be supplied contextually instead. This is
different with manner of motion verbs, which are not associated with an incremental
path but the nature of the path has to be lexically specified (usually by a directional
PP) in order to be understood as incremental.

Furthermore, there are different types of verbs that express some kind of change.
These are Levin’s (1993) ‘calibratable change of state’ verbs (79-a), ‘throwing’ verbs,
which can refer to a ‘change of location’ (79-b), and transitive uses of some ‘roll’
verbs (79-c), which can refer to a ‘change of position’.

(79) a. climb, fall, jump, plunge
b. kick, hit, shoot
c. bounce, roll, slide, glide

Recall from chapter 3 that Dowty (1979); Rothstein (2004) and others differentiate
between predicates that involve change in general, on the one hand, which is the case
with all dynamic verbs, and predicates which involve definite change, on the other
hand, which are accomplishments and achievements. I assume that Levin’s verbs of
change specify definite changes and are therefore associated with complex events that
either gradually (accomplishments) or instantaneously (achievements) change from
¬' to a final state or location '.

If a locative PP is added to either kind of verb, it can provide the final location and
thus the endpoint of a path which, although lexically given by the verb, is otherwise
unspecified. In this case, the locative PP modifies the upper bound (the culmination) of
a BECOME event and has a derived directional reading (80-a). Alternatively, a locative
PP can modify the entire event e and the locative reading holds (80-b).

(80) I fell on the floor.
a. directional reading
&e,e1,e2 [ e=S (e1-e2) * fall (e1, I) * BECOME (e2, I) * on (e2, floor) *
INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

b. locative reading
&e,e1,e2 [ e=S (e1-e2)* fall (e1, I)* BECOME (e2, I* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2)))
* on (e, floor)]

These verbs can also combine with particular directional PPs such as goal PPs: I fell
onto the floor. If directional PPs are combined with lexical accomplishment verbs,
two incremental structures are provided independently, one by the verb and one by
the PP. These two structures have to coincide in order to be associated with a single
event, and we could capture this in terms of Zwarts’ (2006) event shape function
outlined in chapter 3. This possibly involves redundancy but not necessarily logical
incompatibility, so the structure is still well-formed.
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Verbs of putting

A special case of verbs of change are verbs like put, set, place. Levin (1993) notes
that such verbs ‘refer to putting an entity at some location’, and I assume that this
location is expressed by a locative PP. These are different from the aforementioned
verbs because omitting not just the internal argument DP but also the PP results in
ungrammaticality (81).

(81) a. I put the book on/under/near the table. (Levin, 1993, 112)
b. *I put the books.
c. *I put on the table.

This means that the verb itself selects for an internal argument DP and a locative PP.26

Furthermore, the locative PP alone can never refer to the location of the entire event
since this PP is necessarily the argument of the verb, unless an additional locative PP
is added to fill this argument position (as in e.g. In the living-room, I put the book on
the table). Hence, they only allow the directional reading of a locative PP (82).

(82) I put the book on the table.
&e,e1,e2 [ e=S (e1-e2) * put (e1, I, book) * BECOME (e2, book) * on (e2,
table) * INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

We see that such verbs can combine with directional PPs as well. Nevertheless, the
claim that these verbs select for a PP specifying a location (but not necessarily a direc-
tion) is still valid. The particular PP has to be a locative PP which specifies the final
location (82) or a directional PP which incorporates some final location or which can
be interpreted as a location (83).

(83) a. I put the book onto the table. - to a location on the table
b. I put the table cloth across the table. - The table cloth is extended over

the table.
c. ?I put the book towards the table. - to a location close to the table

To the extent that the examples in (83-b,c) with directional PPs, which do not make
reference to some final location, are grammatical, it is only possible to understand
them in an extended location sense (as discussed in Gawron, 2005, see section 4.4.3),
as opposed to the directed motion sense they convey in motion events. The extended
location, in turn, is interpreted as the final location of the complex event.

I therefore conclude that events described by verbs of putting always refer to a
change of location and that these verbs need to combine with a PP argument that
specifies the final location. This is either a locative PP or a directional PP that has a
locative part in its semantics referring to a final location, or alternatively a directional
PP with a derived interpretation of an extended location.27

The general account is supported by the fact that in languages that regularly dis-
tinguish between a locative and a directional reading of a PP headed by in, on etc.
by means of morphological case on the complement, as in German (84-a) and Czech
(84-b), only the accusative is grammatical with put-verbs.

26Note that these verbs are also different from the previously discussed ones because they do not specify
a particular manner in which the motion takes place.

27See also Cresswell (1978) for derived locative readings with directional PPs.
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(84) a. Ich
I

legte
put

das
the.ACC

Buch
book

auf
on

den
the.ACC

/
/

*dem
*the.DAT

Tisch.
table

‘I put the book on the table.’
b. Naložila

put
jsem
am

knihu
book.ACC

na
on

stol
table.ACC

/
/

*stolě.
*table.PREP

‘I put the book on the table.’

A locative PP with dative case is only possible in addition to the PP with accusative
case, and this is parallel to the English sentence mentioned above (85).

(85) a. Auf
on

der
the.DAT

Hütte
hut

legte
put

ich
I

das
the.ACC

Buch
book

auf
on

den
the.ACC

Tisch.
table

‘At the hut, I put the book on the table.’ SENTENCE ADVERBIAL
b. Ich

I
legte
put

das
the.ACC

Buch
book

{auf
{on

der
the.DAT

Hütte}
hut}

auf
on

den
the.ACC

Tisch
table

{auf
{on

der
the.DAT

Hütte}.
hut}

‘I put the book {on the hut} on the table {on the hut}.’ SENTENCE
ADVERBIAL AND/OR DP MODIFIER

The fact that only accusative case emerges hinges on a syntactic account of the inte-
gration of the PP in the event structure as a true complement, along the lines of the
account to be proposed in section 4.6. In that section, I will argue that accusative case
is the reflex of a subject-predicate relation between the external argument of the PP
which at the same time undergoes the change of location in the complex predicate
formed with the verb.

Semelfactives

Under Levin’s (1993) classification, some verbs appear in more than one class. For ex-
ample, ‘roll’-verbs can be used intransitively, in which case they behave like ‘manner
of motion’ verbs, but some of them can also be used transitively to refer to a change of
position. Furthermore, a verb like fall is grouped under both the directed motion verbs
and the verbs specifying a change of location. Finally, verbs such as jump appear as
either ‘manner of motion’ verbs or as ‘calibratable change of state’ verbs. These latter
verbs have also been labelled semelfactives.

Following Smith (1991/97); Rothstein (2004), among others, I will treat semelfac-
tives as a fifth class of events in addition to the four Vendler types. Rothstein, for
example, shows that semelfactive verbs like jump, wink, kick (the door), flap a wing
are systematically ambiguous between an activity reading, under which they are com-
patible with temporal for-adverbials (86-a), and a single event or achievement reading,
under which they can appear with the modifier at x time (86-b).

(86) Systematic ambiguity of semelfactives (Rothstein, 2004, 184)
a. John jumped for ten minutes. ACT
b. John jumped at ten o’clock. ACH

Recall from chapter 3 that under Rothstein’s (2004) theory of lexical aspect, ‘normal’
activities such as run are cumulative predicates that can be arbitrarily divided into
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minimal events (of running), which are in the denotation of a singular (but not atomic)
set. Semelfactives, on the other hand, are activities, whose minimal events are natural
atomic functions, since an extended jumping event consists of an unbroken series of
single jumps. Two minimal events of running may overlap, but two minimal events
of jumping must not. Rothstein claims that minimal events of semelfactives but not
those of ‘normal’ activities are lexically accessible.

Rothstein discusses a number of cases where semelfactives differ from ‘normal’
activities. For example, whereas a sentence with a semelfactive verb, which is mo-
dified by again and again triggering the semelfactive reading, can always be para-
phrased by the same sentence with a temporal for-adverbial (87-a), this is not possible
for sentences with normal activity verbs (87-b).

(87) Semelfactive vs. activity (Rothstein, 2004, 187)
a. He jumped again and again.
2 He jumped for several minutes.

b. He ran again and again.
# He ran for several minutes.

Furthermore, nominalisations of semelfactives refer to a single minimal event (88-a),
whereas those of normal activities refer to extended activity events (88-b).

(88) Semelfactive vs. activity (Rothstein, 2004, 187)
a. He gave a jump / a kick / a wink.
b. He had a walk / a run / a swim.

In other words, since the minimal event of a semelfactive is lexically accessible, it
behaves like an achievement if this minimal event is accessed. An achievement, in
turn, is associated with an instantaneous transition from ¬' to ', and therefore there
is a final state or location that can be modified by a locative PP (89).

(89) Anna kicked the ball on the table.
a. locative reading / activity
&e [ kick (e, Anna, ball) & on (e, table)]

b. directional reading / achievement
&e [ kick (e, Anna, ball) * BECOME (e, ball) * on (e, table)]

Cross-linguistic evidence in support of analysing semelfactive verbs as systematically
ambiguous comes from Slavic languages like Russian and Czech, and this has already
been noted by Smith (1991/97). Here the semelfactive reading of the particular verbs
is distinguished from the activity or iterative reading by the semelfactive suffix -nu-/-
nou- (e.g. Russ. prygat’ vs. pryg-nu-t’ ‘to jump’).

In sum, the verbs that can combine with locative PPs to describe a directed motion
event are associated with a complex event structure referring to a (gradual or instan-
taneous) change into a final state or location. A locative PP in these contexts specifies
this final location. Manner of motion verbs (in the broad sense), however, only iden-
tify a process event. An (incremental) change can be described by these verbs only if
additional lexical items are added that supply some incremental path. If these verbs
are combined with a locative PP, the PP can only modify the location of the entire
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event but no final location at the end of an incremental path, since there simply is no
incremental path.

In the following section, I will provide additional evidence for the proposal that
without incrementality in the verb a locative PP cannot be interpreted as a final lo-
cation by being integrated into the VP as a secondary resultative predicate. The data
involves PP resultatives, which are generally analysed on a par with adjectival resul-
tatives. The parallels that can be drawn between these resultatives and some of the
verb-PP combinations discussed before will further support a uniform treatment of
both as involving secondary resultative predication.

4.5.3 Evidence from PP resultatives
In section 4.2, we saw that locative PPs cannot combine with manner of motion verbs,
which are associated with an activity event structure, to describe directed motion
events but they can only modify the entire event. Thus, they do not allow the building
of a BECOME event and they cannot be integrated as secondary resultative predicates.
However, they can combine with lexical accomplishment verbs to describe a directed
motion event, where the particular locative PP can modify the final location of the
event.28

More generally, it is not possible to combine a simple activity with a location to
create an accomplishment, but something extra has to be there. Here I argued that the
something extra has to be an incremental structure, associated with some kind of scale,
because an incremental structure is essential for any BECOME event to be built. We
can extend this observation to secondary resultative predication in that it is generally
only possible if either the verbal predicate or the secondary predicate provide a scale
(even in languages which generally allow resultatives, see chapter 6).

Scales are associated with scalar adjectives and such adjectives can combine with
activity verbs to create an accomplishment reading syntactically (e.g. in hammer the
metal flat) (see Kennedy, 1999, among others, for an account of the semantics of
particular adjectives relying on scales). Scales can also be associated with particular
paths specified by directional PPs (e.g. in walk to the station). In both cases the verbs
themselves do not have to provide an element of incrementality but can be simple
activities. Since they combine syntactically with elements that are associated with an
incremental structure (an adjective with a scale or a directional PP with an incremental
path), a BECOME event can be construed when the verbal and the secondary predicate
combine into a complex predicate.

With locative PPs, on the other hand, a scale is absent. They can therefore not
be integrated as secondary resultative predicates and do not allow the building of a
BECOME event with activity verbs, unless additional mechanisms are at work (such as
movement into postposition in Dutch or accusative case marking in German, as dis-
cussed in later sections). Without these additional mechanisms, these locative PPs can
only modify the entire event. Evidence in favour of this account and the parallelism
it draws between motion events and other constructions commonly treated as resulta-
tive comes from the availability of secondary resultative predication with PPs that are
generally assumed to derive resultatives such as (90).

28In chapter 6, we will see that this is the same in other languages such as French and Spanish, which are
often argued to lack secondary resultative (non-verbal) predication altogether.
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(90) English PP resultative with complex directional PP
He drank himself into the hospital.

Common means to express resultativity with PPs in combination with activity verbs
include directional PPs in general and, more specifically, complex directional PPs
headed by to in English (90) or postpositional phrases in Dutch (91).

(91) Locative Ps in postposition in Dutch resultatives (examples from Neeleman
and van de Koot, 2002, 25f.)
a. Karel

Charles
dronk
drank

zich
self

het
the

ziekenhuis
hospital

in.
in

‘Charles drank himself into the hospital.’
b. Jan

John
keek
looked

Marie
Mary

de
the

kamer
room

uit.
out

‘John made Mary leave the room by staring.’
c. Maria

Mary
zong
sang

zich
self

het
the

podium
stage

op.
on

‘Mary sang herself onto the stage.’

In section 4.7, I will propose an analysis for the postpositional order that relies on
complex predicate formation with locative PPs. The movement of the P into postpo-
sition (into Pred) will be argued to be necessary to glue the two predicates together.
However, locative PPs by themselves (i.e. those without to in English or prepositional
in-/on-phrases in Dutch) are practically absent in these contexts, unless the verb itself
already supplies a BECOME event that can be modified by a locative PP. For example,
Folli and Ramchand (2005) provide the following pair (92).

(92) Locative PPs in resultatives (Folli and Ramchand, 2005)
a. *John pounded the metal in pieces.
b. John broke the stick in pieces.

According to this set of data, an English locative PP like in pieces cannot be used
as a secondary resultative predicate with an activity verb (92-a) but with a verb that
provides a BECOME event (92-b) it can.

Searching google to explore whether locative PPs participate in deriving resulta-
tives with activities in Dutch and English, I hardly found any resultatives with locative
PPs. Instead, English directional goal PPs headed by to, into, onto or Dutch locative
Ps in postposition of the type in (90) and (91) are commonly used.29 Thus, PP resulta-
tives underly the same restrictions as the availability of a directional-goal reading with
locative Ps in motion events, and the locative PPs by themselves cannot refer to goals
or results in these cases.

In English, for example, I only found two cases each for three activity verbs laugh,
drink, cry in combination with in (93).

29Note that in German, exclusively accusative case marked DPs with locative Ps or genuinely directional
Ps are found in such constructions. Under the account of accusative case in German PPs to be proposed
in section 4.6, we will see that this is consistent with the claim that secondary resultative predication is
only possible if a scale is provided by either predicate (with directional PPs) or under the right syntactic
configuration to be made more precise in that section.
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(93) Locative PPs and activities in resultatives on English google
a. laugh himself in a coughing fit

laugh himself in two
b. drank himself in a stupor (2x)

drank himself in Majestic
c. cried himself in a corner

cried himself in despair

In addition, I found a few examples in which the locative PPs take part in a more
complex PP where the whole complex refers to a path (94).

(94) Locative PPs in resultatives co-occurring with directional PPs
a. laughed himself in one door and out the next
b. drank himself in and back out of all good ideas

For Dutch, I encountered only five cases in total for three verbs in combination with a
locative prepositional phrase (95).

(95) Locative PPs and activities in resultatives on Dutch google
a. lachte

laughed
zich
self

in
in

tranen
tears

b. dronk
drank

zich
self

in
in

een
a

coma
coma

c. dronk
drank

zich
self

in
in

het
the

hiernamaals
hereafter

d. huilde
cried

zich
self

in
in

rouw
sorrow

e. huilde
cried

zich
self

in
in

slaap
sleep

(6x)

Since the expression in (95-e) was found six times, I assume that this is an idiom.30

Indicative of this is that a bare singular slaap appears as complement of P, although
Dutch does not use bare singulars productively otherwise. I also found three examples
of the Dutch verb-locative PP combination in (96-a).

(96) Incorrect (a) activity-locative PP idiom in Dutch (correct in b.)
a. lachte

laughed
zich
self

in
in

een
a

deuk
bump/dent

(3x)

b. lachte
laughed

zich
self

een
a

deuk
bump/dent

However, this is an incorrect use of an idiom which does not contain an adposition at
all (96-b).

Hence, I conclude that the constraints on the possibility of locative PPs to refer to
final locations in motion events extend to the role locative PPs play in resultatives in
general. Unless an incremental structure is supplied by the verb or by another P ele-
ment, these locative PPs simply cannot refer to goals or results. The facts support my

30See also Dowty (1979) who notes that PP resultatives are often found in idioms.
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account, which draws a direct parallel between directed motion events and resultatives
and which proposes that syntactic accomplishment creation with activities relies on an
incremental structure to be supplied by the secondary predicate.

In the following section, I will turn to the case alternations we observed with
German locative PPs.

4.6 Case in German, Russian, and Czech PPs
In section 4.2, we saw that German makes a distinction between a directional and
a locative reading of PPs headed by the prepositions under discussion depending on
the (morphological) case on the DP inside the PP. Accusative case correlates with
directional readings and dative case with locative readings. One hypothesis could be,
then, that accusative case is always licensed when the PP is directional, dative case
when the PP is locative.

However, this would be too simple since not all PPs with a directional meaning
appear with accusative case. For example, all Ps that unambiguously refer to goals
and sources (zu ‘to’, von ‘from’ and aus ‘out’) only appear with the dative case. I will
follow van Riemsdijk (2007) in assuming that dative case in German represents the
default case in oblique domains, whereas I want to argue that accusative case emerges
under a particular structural configuration. In section 4.6.2, I will provide a formal
account of this idea, after generalising over the data in section 4.6.1. The data from
German will be compared with data from Czech and Russian, where we find case
alternations within PPs in the same environments.31

4.6.1 The data generalisations
To give a general overview of the availability of dative and accusative case with spa-
tial Ps in German, table 4.6 provides revised generalisations on the data discussed in
Zwarts (2005a).32

31We will see that the idea of dative case as the default case in oblique domains does not carry over
to Russian and Czech. This has to do with the fact that these languages have a more complex system
of morphological cases since they preserved more of the inherited Indo-European cases that were lost in
Modern German. The reduction of the case system from Proto-Indo-European to German is described in
more detail in Zwarts (2006) and the literature cited therein.

32These are revised generalisations on the data discussed in Zwarts (2005a) for the following reasons.
Zwarts aims at generalising over prepositions that a) have a spatial meaning and b) govern either dative or
accusative case. Hence, he excludes prepositions that are not spatial, any non-spatial readings of particular
prepositions, prepositions that govern the genitive case and finally (separable) prefixes, where the case is
licensed by the verb rather than the P. Therefore, I removed some items from his list. For example, entgegen
+ DAT ‘against’ is not a spatial preposition but means something like ‘in contrast to’, whereas the spatial
‘against’ is gegen + ACC (see also footnote 33). Whenever entgegen is spatial it is a separable prefix and
DAT is licensed by the verb (or the verb-prefix combination). This is supported, first, by the fact that under
the spatial interpretation it cannot appear in preposition (i).

(i) a. dem
the.DAT

Feind
enemy

entgegen-kommen
against-come

‘to come towards / approach the enemy’
b. *entgegen

against
dem
the.DAT

Feind
enemy

kommen
come

Second, it cannot combine with just any verb (ii-a), and in case it cannot the spatial P gegen is used instead
(ii-b).
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locative + DAT: bei ‘near, at’, gegenüber ‘across’; an ‘at, on’, auf ‘on’,
hinter ‘behind’, in ‘in’, neben ‘next to’, über ‘over, above’,
unter ‘under’, vor ‘in front of’, zwischen ‘between’

locative + ACC: —
directional + DAT: source: aus ‘out’, von ‘from’

genuine goal: nach ‘to’, zu ‘to’
directional + ACC: genuine route: durch ‘through’, um ‘around’

derived route: über ‘over, above’
derived goal: an, auf, hinter, in, neben, unter, vor, zwischen

Table 4.6: Case marking with spatial prepositions in German

With Zwarts, I only discuss spatial prepositions that appear with either dative or
accusative case. German also has prepositions which appear with genitive case, which
are mostly derived from other categories such as nouns and adjectives. However,
many of these prepositions do not express a spatial meaning. Furthermore, genitive
case in German is slowly being replaced by dative case and there are instances where
prepositions can appear with both cases due to this reduction of the case system.

The generalisations we can draw with respect to case marking inside German spa-
tial PPs are the following. Dative case appears with all locative readings (97-a) and all
those prepositions that are unambiguously source (97-b) or goal (97-c).

(97) Dative case with German locative PPs (a), genuine sources (b) & goals (c)
a. Ich

I
wohne
live

in
in

einer
a.DAT

Einzimmerwohnung
one-room-apartment

/
/

neben
next-to

einer
a.DAT

Schule
school

/
/

über
above

einer
a.DAT

Kneipe.
pub

‘I live in a one-room apartment / next to a school / above a pub.’
b. Das

the
Auto
car

fährt
drives

aus
out

der
the.DAT

Garage.
garage

‘The car is driving out of the garage.’

(ii) a. *Er
he

stellte
put

den
the

Stuhl
chair

der
the.DAT

Wand
wall

entgegen.
against

b. Er
he

stellte
put

den
the

Stuhl
chair

gegen
against

die
the.ACC

Wand.
wall

‘He put the chair against the wall.’

For similar reasons, I removed außer + DAT because it conveys the non-spatial meaning ‘except for’ and
not ‘outside’. The spatial meaning of ‘outside’ is rendered by außerhalb, which governs the genitive and
is therefore not included. Finally, I left out entlang(s) because it is most common in postposition, often
added to PPs, and postpositions are not included in this table. Including it would not change anything about
the generalisations, though, since entlang in postposition conveys a non-derived route meaning and the DP
bears accusative case (unless entlang is added to a prepositional phrase to derive a circumpositional route
phrase). Entlang in preposition, which mainly governs the genitive case, is often used to refer to extended
locations but not necessarily to some movement along a path. In addition, it has an archaic or book-style
feel to it, especially with the genitive case, and the dative seems to take over due to the general loss of
genitive in German.

Leaving out these three elements results in my own generalisations in table 4.6.
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c. Ich
I

fahre
drive

mit
with

dem
the

Rad
bike

zur
to-the.DAT

Arbeit.
work

‘I go to work by bike.’

Hence, it appears with prepositions that express their basic meaning and where direc-
tionality is not derived. Accusative case, on the other hand, appears with route prepo-
sitions (98-a) and directional meanings derived with locative prepositions (98-b).

(98) Accusative case with German genuine routes (a), derived goals (b)
a. Ich

I
laufe
run

durch
through

den
the.ACC

Wald.
forest

‘I am running through the forest.’
b. Das

the
Auto
car

fährt
drives

in
in

die
the.ACC

Garage.
garage

‘The car is driving into the garage.’

Almost all the locative prepositions can also appear with accusative case to derive
a directional reading, with the exceptions of bei ‘near, at’ and gegenüber ‘opposite,
across’.33 Almost all the derived meanings involve a goal reading with the sole excep-
tion of über ‘over’, which gets a route interpretation.34

A similar pattern of case marking inside PPs is found in Slavic languages like
Russian and Czech. Table 4.7 deals with Czech spatial prepositions and the cases they
appear with. Given that other oblique cases in Czech are still fully productive, these
are also included in this table.

locative Ps + GEN: u ‘at, near’, při ‘at’
locative Ps + INSTR: projective Ps: za ‘behind’, pod ‘under’, nad ‘above’

mezi ‘between’, před ‘in front of’
locative Ps + PREP: non-projective Ps: v ‘in’, na ‘on’
directional Ps + GEN: genuine source: od ‘from’, z ‘out, s ‘off’

genuine goal: do ‘(in)to (an inanimate object)’
directional Ps + DAT: genuine goal: k ‘to (an animate or inanimate object)’
directional Ps + ACC: route: přes ‘across, over’

derived goal: na ‘on’, za ‘behind’, pod ‘under’,
mezi ‘between’, před ‘in front of’

Table 4.7: Case marking with spatial prepositions in Czech

33Note however that there is a directional-goal P gegen + ACC with the meaning ‘against, towards’, which
could be seen as the directional counterpart of gegenüber. Since it is not clear whether it is a derived or a
genuine goal, then, I did not include it in table 4.6, but see the discussion around example (ii-b) in footnote
32.

34An exception is German über ‘above, over, across’, which does not display the same systematicity that
other locative Ps show with case alternations. With the dative case, it expresses the locative reading ‘above’
(Dutch boven) but unlike with unter ‘under’ and other locative Ps, the accusative case marking with über
does not derive a goal but a route reading ‘across, over’. Furthermore, über with an additional postpositional
route element can be used both with a dative and an accusative DP for many speakers, although the dative
is in general preferred. Note in this context that Dutch over ‘over’ can appear in postposition, in contrast to
onder ‘under’ or achter ‘behind’, and that in this position it also gets a route but not a goal reading. Hence,
the cognates of over are somewhat special in both German and Dutch.
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The generalisations we can draw from this table are a bit more complex than with
the German data due to the fact that Czech has more morphological cases. I will not
go into detail here and will also not provide examples until chapter 5 where Slavic data
are discussed in more detail.35 Here, I only want to draw the attention to the overall
pattern of case marking in languages that employ case marking in spatial PPs, since
the more general pattern in Czech is the same as in German. Oblique cases, in this
case genitive, instrumental, prepositional36 and dative case, appear with locative PPs,
genuine routes and genuine sources, whereas accusative case is found with genuine
routes and derived goals.

The same overall generalisations extend to Russian, even if there are a few mi-
nor differences. For example, the locative prepositions meždu ‘between’ and pered
‘in front of’ only take instrumental case, never accusative case.37 As a consequence,
they can only have a directional reading with what I have been subsuming under the
descriptive label put-verbs (99-a), i.e. verbs that are associated with an accomplish-
ment structure where a locative PP can modify the final location of the event. With
swim-verbs, on the other hand, only the locative reading is available (99-b).

(99) Split within motion verbs in Russian with some locative Ps
a. Nataša

Nataša
položila
put

knigu
book.ACC

meždu
between

stul’jami.
chairs.INSTR

‘Nataša put a/the book between (the) chairs.’
b. #Nataša

Nataša
plyla
swam

meždu
between

lodkami.
boats.INSTR

(# under the directional reading)

‘Nataša swam (in a location) between (the) boats.’ (locative only)

Thus, we see that some split between different kinds of motion verbs similar to the one
observed in Germanic languages like English, Dutch and Norwegian, is also found in
Russian if the PP cannot be marked for directionality by case. This can be taken as
further evidence in favour of the treatment of PP-verb combinations proposed in the
previous section. What concerns the generalisations with respect to alternating case
marking and the emergence of accusative case inside other PPs, on the other hand,
still stays the same.

Even if these Slavic systems are more complex than the German system, the im-
portant parallel is that basic meanings of PPs in all three case-marking languages
come with oblique cases. In German this case is dative, the default case in oblique
domains, whereas in the two Slavic languages, the oblique cases can more or less be
associated with particular spatial meanings. The derived goal meaning, on the other

35Apart from u, při ‘at’, which select the genitive case, all locative prepositions take instrumental or
prepositional case, depending on whether they are projective or non-projective. Whereas genuine goal Ps
take mostly dative case, all source Ps take genitive case. However, the goal preposition do ‘(in)to’ is an
exception to this generalisation since it takes the genitive as well. Accusative case shows up with route and
goal PPs which are derived from locative prepositions that take instrumental or prepositional case. Locative
Ps which do not alternate are v ‘in’ and nad ‘above’, which appear with an oblique case alone and thus
cannot derive a directional reading by case.

36The prepositional case in Slavic languages is sometimes also called locative case. I chose this term
to avoid confusion with the term locative which I reserve for the spatial meaning of places / locations in
contrast to the term directional, which relates to paths.

37Another difference from Czech is that Russian v ‘in’ also alternates between two cases to distinguish
between a locative (+ PREP) and a directional reading (+ ACC).
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hand, appears with accusative case in all three languages. I will take this as a starting
point for the next section where I pursue an account for accusative case inside PPs as
a structural case, along the lines of the Accusative Case Hypothesis in (36).

4.6.2 Accusative case inside PPs is structural
Since accusative case appears whenever some directional reading is derived for oth-
erwise locative PPs, I will now argue that it is a structural rather than a lexical case
under these circumstances. The idea that accusative case in PPs is structural rather
than due to lexical case assignment by the P has more recently been defended in some
accounts that will be discussed briefly in section 4.6.3. First, however, I will outline
my own proposal, which draws direct parallels to accusative case on objects.

In section 4.3, I posited the Accusative Case Hypothesis, repeated here in (100).

(100) The Accusative Case Hypothesis: Accusative case inside German PPs is
a structural case, licensed under the same conditions as accusative case on
direct objects.

If this hypothesis is correct, we should search for an account for accusative case mark-
ing inside German (and also Russian and Czech) PPs by drawing direct parallels to
existing accounts of accusative case marking in the verbal domain. According to a
well-known descriptive generalisation, Burzio’s Generalisation, the following corre-
lation holds: verbs without a specifier position are unable to assign structural case
(101) (see, for instance, the papers in Reuland (ed.), 2000, for discussion).

(101) Burzio’s Generalisation (Burzio, 1986, 178f./184)
a. A verb which lacks an external argument fails to assign accusative case.
b. A verb which fails to assign accusative case fails to ,-mark an external

argument.

According to this generalisation, accusative case emerges iff the verb has an external
argument (which it theta-marks). Hence, if we want to draw a parallel between ac-
cusative case on verbal objects and accusative case on prepositional objects we have
to explore the argument structure of prepositions that act as predicates.

In chapter 2, we saw that Ps express relations between a Figure and a Ground,
where a Figure stands in a particular spatial relation (depending on the P) with respect
to (the location of) the Ground. We could assume, then, that the Figure of a PP can be
treated as the external argument, whereas the Ground is the internal argument, and that
the preposition is the predicate mediating between these two arguments. This parallel
in combination with Burzio’s Generalisation will not work, though, because there are
Figure-Ground relations with all kinds of prepositions, both locative and directional,
but the accusative case does not emerge in many of these cases.

Another approach to accusative case marking is found in Zwart (to appear), who
argues that accusative case on objects marks a dependency relation between a subject
and a predicate rather than one between the predicate and its object (102).

(102) Structural objective (accusative) case is the morphological reflex of a higher
order dependency between the subject and its sister. (Zwart, to appear)
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He notes that the opposition between the structural cases nominative and accusative
in morphology matches the syntactic difference between subjects and objects: objects
are hierarchically subordinated to subjects both in syntax and morphology and also
the predicate as a whole is dependent on the subject. A natural consequence of this
approach is that nominative case is higher or more prominent than accusative case and
might even have the power to override this case (for instance, in passive sentences).

We can generalise Zwart’s idea to accusative case inside German derived direc-
tional PPs in the following way. It was argued in chapter 3 and in the course of this
chapter, that accomplishment structures can be derived syntactically if a secondary
non-verbal predicate forms a complex predicate with the main verbal predicate. The
external argument of the secondary predicate either becomes some kind of derived
internal argument or is the internal argument of the verb when the secondary predi-
cate is integrated into the structure. The idea, then, is that accusative case inside PPs
marks the subject-predicate relationship when a secondary predicate is turned into a
part of the verbal predicate by being embedded under Pred, and both predicates are
integrated into one complex predicate. I propose that accusative case inside German
PPs emerges under the syntactic configuration in (103).

(103) ... dass
that

Jan
John

den
the.ACC

Wagen
cart

in
in

den
the.ACC

Graben
ditch

(hinein)
(there-in)

schob.
pushed

‘... that John pushed the cart into the ditch.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

den Wagen

Pred+

PlaceP

in DP

den Graben

(hinein)

schob

In this case, PredP expresses a hierarchical subject-predicate relation between the DP
the cart and the predicate in the ditch. This results in the secondary predicate to be
marked by accusative case, which appears on the complement of P, the only element
in the predicate that can bear morphological case.38

38Note that under this constellation two DPs can bear structural accusative case (here: den Wagen ‘the
cart’ and den Graben ‘the ditch’) because there are two hierarchical subject-predicate relations.
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Hence, if a PlaceP is directly embedded under Pred, some kind of verbaliser, lexi-
cal case is not assigned but gets overridden by accusative case. Pred selects a comple-
ment and blocks its case assigning properties, it overrules the oblique case appearing
inside such PPs otherwise and instead the entire complement of V is assigned ac-
cusative case. Accusative case, however, only emerges in case a bare PlaceP or a bare
PathP (headed by a route P, since these PPs do not necessarily make reference to some
final location) is embedded under PredP. With genuine goals and sources, on the other
hand, a PathP intervenes between Pred and PlaceP. For example, the constellation with
genuine goal PPs headed by zu ‘to’ is different from the previous one (104).39

(104) ... dass
that

Jan
John

den
the.ACC

Wagen
cart

zum
to-the.DAT

Graben
ditch

(hin)
(there)

schob.
pushed

‘... that John pushed the cart to the ditch.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

den Wagen

Pred+

PathP

zu PlaceP

AT DP

dem Graben

(hin)

schob

Here, the complement of the secondary predicate is not a PlaceP but a PathP which
embeds a PlaceP. In this constelltation, accusative case cannot be assigned to the DP
complement of Place, since this DP is too deeply embedded. Instead, the DP bears
dative case in German, the default case.40 The same holds for genuine source PPs.
Thus, accusative case only emerges with bare PathPs or bare PlacePs in which case
the P involved does not assign any case.

The semantics associated with the structure in (103) is that of an accomplishment

39Some P-determiner combinations in German, such as zu ‘to’ + dem ‘the.DAT’ can be contracted, which
results in zum in (104).

40An alternative would be to treat the Path head as an intervening case assigner. However, I assume
instead that the Path head does not assign case at all.
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event, since PredP mediates between the verbal predicate and the secondary predicate
and glues them together into one complex predicate with a resultative meaning. Thus,
we can postulate the semantic representations in (105) and (106) for the particular
examples discussed in section 4.2.

(105) Diana
Diana

schwamm
swam

in
in

den
the.ACC

See.
lake

‘Diana swam into the lake.’
a. &e,e1,e2 [ e=S (e1-e2) * swim (e1, Diana) * BECOME (e2, Diana) * in

(e2, lake) * INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]
b. Diana came to be in the lake by her swimming.

(106) Luisa
Luisa

kickte
kicked

den
the.ACC

Ball
ball

unter
under

den
the.ACC

Tisch.
table

‘Luisa kicked the ball (to a location) under the table.’
a. &e [ kick (e, Luisa, ball) * BECOME (e, ball) * under (e, table)]
b. The ball came to be under the table by Luisa’s kicking it.

In (105), there is a secondary predicate with the in-relation predicated over the subject
of the secondary predicate, Diana. This predicate forms a complex predicate in syntax
deriving an accomplishment structure, which is signalled by accusative case marking.
Given that German has morphological case marking at its disposal to signal a structure
containing this kind of PredP, this is also possible with swim-verbs. With intransitive
verbs, such as the one in (105), the subject of the secondary predicate raises to the
higher subject position to satisfy EPP.

(106), in turn, is a transitive example where accusative case appears twice and
thus signals two separate subject-predicate relations. It furthermore is an example
containing a semelfactive verb, which by itself provides a BECOME event under its
achievement reading. Accusative case on the DP complement of P still signals that
the PP is embedded as a secondary resultative predicate.41 In both cases we see that
accusative case signals a dependency between the subject of the non-verbal predicate
and this secondary predicate, parallel to the relation between nominative subjects and
verbal predicates containing a DP bearing accusative case (in fact, parallel to any
subject-predicate relation).

A potential objection to this account could be that not all predications involve
accusative case. For example, be a teacher is a predication but a teacher does not bear
accusative case, at least not in languages with morphological case such as German or
Russian, where such DPs usually appear in the nominative case. However, it is not
clear whether these examples have a similar hierarchical structure as the predicates
discussed above. Another objection could be that also a locative PP can be seen as
a predicate that takes the whole event as the Figure (its ‘subject’). Again, this is
different because such cases do not involve secondary predication where the secondary
predicate is combined with the verbal predicate into a complex predicate.

In the following, I will briefly discuss some previous accounts of the emergence
of accusative case inside PPs, which also treat it as a structural case.

41With the dative case, the PP would merely modify the entire event but not necessarily the upper bound
of the scale associated with BECOME.
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4.6.3 Some previous accounts
More recently, there are some accounts of case marking within PPs that treat ac-
cusative case not just as an instance of lexical case assignment. Den Dikken (2003),
for instance, assumes both German accusative and dative to be structural cases as-
signed by the functional heads Path and Place, respectively. He argues that the DP
inside German PPs that involve, for instance, zu ‘to’ bears dative case because the
Place head, which is embedded under the PathP, is the closest to assign case to the
DP. In directional contexts that trigger accusative case, on the other hand, as it is the
case with the route prepositions and all those cases that involve what I have called
derived directional meanings, he argues that there is no PlaceP available and that the
DP complement of the PP is assigned accusative case by the Path head.

Under this account, it is far from clear why a PlaceP would be lacking with some
prepositions but not with others. At least from a semantic point of view, this cannot
be right: in particular the PPs with a derived directional meaning clearly embed some
kind of place since they denote the goal of some path which is a location. Den Dikken
assumes for Dutch simple postpositional phrases that they do not contain Place struc-
ture due to the fact that they are incompatible with R-pronouns, but there is no a priori
reason that this should extend to German PPs with accusative case. Furthermore, I
will revise the account of simple postpositional phrases in Dutch in section 4.7 in a
way that there is only a PlaceP and not a PathP in Dutch. Hence, I will not pursue den
Dikken’s account for case inside German PPs.42

Another proposal in the literature is the Peeling theory of Case (Starke, ongo-
ing work, further developed and applied to Czech in Caha, 2006). According to this
theory, case features are privative and organised in a phrase structure tree where indi-
vidual heads in the case hierarchy are case shells. Caha (2006) assumes the structure
in (107) for Czech.

(107) [ INSTR [ ACC [ DAT [ [ NP ]]]]]

A DP is first merged into the structure bearing an oblique case (here instrumental
case). When the DP raises up in the tree it strands (peels off) one case shell in each
movement step. Applying this idea to case in PPs, Caha assumes that in Czech, the
complement of a locative preposition (heading a PlaceP) starts out with instrumental
case but peels off this case shell to bear accusative case if it moves to Spec, PathP.
Since the word order is still a prepositional one also with these PathPs, Caha (2006)
assumes further movement operations to account for the word order.

The main problem with this proposal is that such a hierarchy is extremely pow-
erful and needs a lot of empirical backing. However, the idea is not fully worked
out by Caha (2006) (let alone Starke himself), since Caha only addresses prepositions
that alternate between instrumental and accusative case marking (the projective ones
discussed in the previous subsection). It is far from clear how this proposal could be

42Den Dikken’s argument for Dutch is that if these phrases do not contain a PlaceP, there is no landing
site for R-pronouns and therefore R-pronouns are ungrammatical. The generalisation about the absence
of R-pronouns with simple postpositional phrases in Dutch, which is used as a premise in den Dikken’s
account, is not accounted for under my proposal. However, since my account is generally not compatible
with den Dikken’s account in this point, it is also not clear why I should assume that R-pronouns always
end up in Spec PlaceP. Since R-pronouns are not the topic of this dissertation, I will leave this issue for
future research.
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extended to the alternation between prepositional and accusative case marking found
with non-projective prepositions in Czech (and Russian). We could speculate that
there is another case layer for PREP outside of INSTR, but then the alternation should
rather be between prepositional and instrumental case. Why would two case layers
be peeled off? We could adjust the approach and propose that instrumental case is
somehow associated with the axial part of projective prepositions and that the projec-
tion associated with such parts43 is absent with non-projective Ps. However, this move
seems incompatible with the whole idea of case peeling in the first place, since this
would imply that the projections hosting prepositional and instrumental case, respec-
tively, would rather be in complementary distribution but not hierarchically related to
one another anymore.

Furthermore, it seems impossible to carry this account over to German, given that
dative case under Caha’s account is structurally higher than accusative. We could
think that the ordering of the case layers is subject to cross-linguistic variation but in
other environments, in which dative appears in Czech and which Caha uses as support
for the Peeling theory, it also appears in German. This would necessitate two different
orderings in German depending on different environments. Thus, I cannot see how
Caha’s account can be made to work for the case alternation I am concerned with,
either.

Finally, van Riemsdijk (2007) argues that dative case in German PPs represents the
default case in oblique domains in general.44 He proposes that the extended structure
of PPs that appear with the accusative case, which refer to goals and routes, contain
a route component, which is responsible for the emergence of accusative case. The
object of this route component, in turn, is argued to act as a measure phrase.45 Given
that genuine goal and source Ps do not assign accusative case, a potential consequence
of this account could be to treat goals and sources as points (of transition) rather than
paths with an internal structure, so that only routes are associated with paths. Van
Riemsdijk shows, for example, that those goal Ps that assign dative case (e.g. zu ‘to’)
are not compatible with measure phrases and argues that these PPs do not contain
a route projection. However, as already noted by Verkuyl and Zwarts (1992) and
Zwarts (2005b), under the view of these P meanings as involving points rather than
paths, goals and their source counterparts would have the same denotation in contexts
where the ending and the starting points are the same (as in e.g. to the house and from
the house), although they clearly denote different paths. Hence, if we treated goals
and sources as mere points we would not include the directionality involved in these
PPs (by an ordered set of indices or the like) and lose this distinction.

Even though van Riemsdijk’s account does not really explain the facts I try to
explain, namely why does accusative case with locative Ps derive a goal reading, it
more directly accounts for the fact that accusative case also appears on all genuine
route prepositions. He also brings forward evidence that measurement is absent with
goal and source PPs which combine with dative case. My proposal does not have
anything to say here.

43Svenonius (2006), for example, argues for a separate projection PAxPart in the extended projection of
(some) Ps, and this was briefly discussed in chapter 2.

44See also Abraham (2001, 2003) for a related idea.
45Note that the function of measurement has been tied to accusative case in other domains as well (e.g.

Kiparsky, 2001; Kratzer, 2004b).
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I will now return to the postpositional Ps in Dutch. The more general picture that
will emerge is the following. Pred mediates between two predications and glues them
into a complex predicate, which is always possible when either the verbal or the secon-
dary predicate are associated with incrementality. If neither is, additional means can
license a structure containing Pred to signal that incrementality can be derived from
the combination of the activity verb with a PP referring to a location. In languages like
German or Russian, accusative case assignment to the secondary predicate signals this
particular constellation. In Dutch, incorporation of the locative P into Pred does the
job, and this incorporation has the semantic effect that incrementality is ‘activated’.

4.7 Dutch postpositions revisited

Having proposed an account of the emergence of accusative case in German PPs in
terms of a reflex of a subject-predicate relationship between the subject and the secon-
dary predicate of a complex predicate mediated by a PredP, we can now return to the
issue of simple postpositional phrases in Dutch. I want to propose that postpositions
in Dutch are the result of complex predicate formation between the verb and the P
element, which takes place under the same conditions under which accusative case in
German emerges. This proposal dispenses with empty path structure altogether and
argues instead that the directional reading is due to complex predicate formation.

To form a complex predicate with the verb, a locative P element incorporates into
Pred, which is part of the verbal cluster (108).

(108) ... dat
that

Jan
John

de
the

kar
cart

de
the

sloot
ditch

in
in

duwde.
pushed

‘... that John pushed the cart into the ditch.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

de kar

Pred+

PlaceP

ti DP

de sloot

"3ini

duwde

The incorporation of a P acting as a secondary resultative predicate into Pred is obli-
gatory in case the verb itself is an activity verb and does not license PredP by itself,
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since it is not associated with an incremental structure. However, the incorporation
is optional with lexical accomplishments and achievements. Incorporation of P into
Pred can be followed by further optional incorporation of Pred into the verb.

The account of the postpositional order in terms of a reflex of complex predicate
formation is supported by the following facts. In Dutch postpositional phrases, the
P element and its complement can be separated by an adverbial like graag ‘gladly’,
in which case the complement to P appears closer to the verb than to the adposition
(109).

(109) ... dat
that

Willemijn
Willemijn

het
the

meer
lake

graag
gladly

in
in

zwom.
swam

‘... that Willemijn liked to swim into the lake.’

In this constellation, a postposition behaves just like resultative adjectives (110-a)
and particles (110-b), which are generally analysed as elements forming a complex
predicate with the verb (either by movement or by base-generation).

(110) Neeleman and Weerman (1993, 436)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

de
the

deur
door

(vaak)
(often)

groen
green

(*vaak)
(*often)

verfde.
painted

‘... that John often painted the door green.’
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

het
the

meisje
girl

(vaak)
(often)

op
up

(*vaak)
(*often)

merkte.
noticed

‘... that John often noticed the girl.’

This account of postpositions can be directly carried over to the postpositional element
in circumpositional phrases (111).

(111) ... dat
that

het
the

vliegtuig
plane

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

door
through

vloog.
flew

‘... that the plane flew (on a path which led) under the bridge.’

VP

PredP

DP

het vliegtuig

Pred+

PathP

ti PlaceP

onder DP

de brug

"-doori

vloog
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It also accounts for the meaning difference associated with particular route Ps in pre-
or postposition that was discussed in chapter 3. There it was shown that the postposi-
tion correlates with a bounded reading (and the BE-auxiliary), whereas the preposition
allows an unbounded reading (and HAVE). The difference is accounted for if we as-
sume that the former is integrated into a complex predicate whereas in the latter case
the PP is a mere event modifier.

Finally, it has been shown by Koopman (1997); den Dikken (2003), among others,
that phrases containing postpositions (both simple postpositional phrases as well as
circumpositional phrases) cannot undergo certain movement and displacement opera-
tions that prepositional phrases can undergo otherwise. Such data will be discussed in
detail in chapter 7. This ban on the movement of circumpositional and postpositional
phrases is straightforwardly account for under the structure proposed in (108), for ex-
ample. Such a displacement would actually involve movement of Pred’ (rather than
some PP) but not of a full phrase, and this is an illicit movement operation. Moving
the full PredP, on the other hand, would drag along the DP in its specifier.

4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, I argued that prepositions with the meaning in, on, under and behind
are locative only and that directional readings with these arise only under certain con-
ditions. For example, an additional directional P can be added to derive a particular
directional reading as in English into or Dutch onder de brug door ‘under the bridge
through’. Furthermore, there are conditions under which a locative PP can be embed-
ded as a secondary predicate forming a complex predicate with the verb. In Dutch,
this happens if the P moves and incorporates into Pred (then appearing in postposi-
tion), and in German, accusative case on the complement of P signals that the external
argument of the secondary predicate, which at the same time is an argument of the
verb (the main predicate), is in a subject-predicate relation in this complex predicate.
Finally, if the verb is associated with an incremental structure, a BECOME event can be
construed and the locative PP can specify or modify the upper bound (the culmination)
of this event.

In a way, then, this chapter presented a variation on the question as to where the
path is expressed in a motion event. This question lies at the heart of the typological
distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages initiated by Talmy
(1985, and subsequent work). To put the Germanic data discussed in this chapter into a
broader typological perspective, chapter 6 addresses this typology. It will also provide
further support in favour of the analysis proposed in this chapter in terms of secondary
predication deriving an accomplishment structure syntactically. First, however, I will
turn to data from some Slavic languages, which integrates verbal prefixes into the
overall account.
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CHAPTER 5

Verbal prefixes in Russian and Czech

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, it was proposed that the category P extends beyond adpositions to in-
clude verbal particles and prefixes. Matushansky (2002), for example, argues for a
single category P for Russian prefixes and prepositions showing that they obey the
same morphonological rules. Nearly all prefixes can be used as or are homophonous
to prepositions, and their meaning is fairly spatially transparent in most cases, only oc-
casionally deviating from the prepositional meaning. Apparent semantic differences
like aspectual prefixes vs. predicational PPs are argued to be direct consequences of
the immediate syntactic context - attachment to VP or DP/CP - rather than due to a
difference between prefixes and prepositions per se.

Given this assumption about the categorial identity of particles / prefixes and ad-
positions, a thesis dealing with the semantics and syntax of Ps and motion events also
needs to contain information about verbal particles and prefixes and show how they in-
teract with other Ps such as adpositions. As a case study this chapter addresses verbal
prefixes in the Slavic languages Russian and Czech, since the Slavic inventory is very
rich and since they interact with verbs and/or prepositions in a fairly systematic fash-
ion. However, I assume that essential parts of the analysis can in principle be carried
over to particles and prefixes in other languages such as German, Dutch and Eng-
lish. Given that verbal particles and prefixes also occur in other than motion events,
this chapter will discuss a broader range of data where the prefixes do not (literally)
express spatial meanings.

Slavic verbal affixes are commonly discussed in the realm of aspect. Recall from
chapter 3 that this thesis adheres to a two-component approach to aspect, following
Declerck (1979); Mehlig (1981, 1996); Smith (1991/97); Depraetere (1995), among
others, in distinguishing between two different aspectual levels. Inner (lexical or pre-
dicational) aspect distinguishes between different event types that can be telic (accom-
plishments and achievements) or atelic (states and processes / activities) by default.
These can be specified lexically (by the verb-argument structure) or syntactically (e.g.

145
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when a verb combines with a secondary resultative predicate).
Outer aspect, on the other hand, is responsible for a temporal (un-)boundedness

reading at sentence (or discourse) level. It operates on all event types by focusing on
particular subparts of an event. Instances of outer aspect are grammatical aspects such
as the Progressive in English, the distinction between imperfect and aorist in Ancient
Greek, Bulgarian, and similar distinctions in French and Spanish. In this chapter, we
see that Slavic languages make a distinction between imperfective and perfective verb
forms at the level of outer aspect.

That a distinction between inner and outer aspect also holds for Slavic languages
has been argued for independently by Mehlig (1981, 1996); Maslov (1984); Padučeva
(1996); Borik (2002), among others. Since the primary goal of this dissertation is
to work out the compositional semantics and syntax of motion events and PPs with
a spatial meaning, it mainly concentrates on the VP level, which I assume to be the
level of inner aspect. A full account of the meaning contribution at higher aspectual
and temporal levels and the overall composition is beyond the capacities of this thesis.
Nevertheless, this chapter has to address certain issues that are relevant for higher
levels in a sentence and these will be given a somewhat more intuitive characterisation.

Slavic languages productively employ verbal prefixes to express aspectual mean-
ings. Despite efforts to capture their function as either markers of telicity (Piñón,
1994a; Borer, 2005, among others) or markers of grammatical perfectivity (van Hout,
2007, among others), it does not seem to be possible to uniformly relegate their mea-
ning contribution to either inner or outer aspect (see also Filip, 2000; Borik, 2002,
for discussion). Rather, Slavic verbal prefixes fall into at least two distinct groups
with respect to their semantic and syntactic behaviour. These different groups have
independently been characterised as internal and external prefixes (Di Sciullo and
Slabakova 2005, for Bulgarian; Gehrke 2003, to appear, for Russian and Czech) or
lexical and superlexical prefixes (Babko-Malaya, 1999; Romanova, 2004; Ramchand,
2004; Svenonius, 2004a, for Russian).1

In the course of this chapter, evidence in support of the distinction between in-
ternal and external prefixes will be provided. It will be argued that internal prefixes
participate in structuring the event by supplying or identifying the upper bound of a
BECOME event (its culmination), which is an essential part of accomplishment and
achievement structures. External prefixes, on the other hand, merely modify already
existing structures but do not add anything to the event structure.

The chapter is organised as follows. After having outlined the general system
of Russian and Czech aspectual verbal affixes in section 5.2, section 5.3 provides
diagnostics for (im)perfectivity and (a)telicity and argues that these are two distinct
notions also in these languages. Section 5.4 shows that prefixes cannot uniformly be
relegated to either aspectual level. Section 5.5 outlines the general proposal which
differentiates between (VP-) internal and external prefixes. It also provides diagnos-
tics to distinguish between the two types of prefixes and furthermore shows that in-
ternally prefixed predicates are telic. Section 5.6 gives background information on
motion verbs and PPs in Russian and Czech and provides a theoretical account of the
co-occurrence of different P elements (prefixes and prepositions) within such events.
Finally, section 5.7 concludes.

1Despite the terminological difference, I understand these approaches to essentially capture the same
distinctions I am interested in, albeit with a more syntactic take on things.
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5.2 Aspect morphology: verbal prefixes and suffixes
Aspectual information on Russian and Czech verbs is generally provided by prefixes
and suffixes. In the following, I will make general descriptive remarks about these
affixes and introduce some traditional notions. Throughout this chapter, I will provide
data from Russian for expository reasons, but Czech works the same unless explicitly
stated otherwise. Particular Czech data will be discussed in detail in chapter 7.

All Slavic languages have an obligatory grammatical verbal category of aspect
with the two members perfective and imperfective. This means that every Slavic verb
form, even a non-finite one, is either perfective or imperfective. Meanings commonly
attributed to these aspects in the literature as well as diagnostics for grammatical
(im)perfectvity will be addressed in section 5.3. Most morphologically simple verbs
are imperfective (1-a), but a few are perfective (1-b).

(1) Simple verbs
a. ipf. spat’ ‘to sleep’

ipf. pisat’ ‘to write’
b. pf. dat’ ‘to give’

Prefixed verbs without additional suffixes, on the other hand, are perfective (2).2

(2) Prefixed verbs
a. pf. po-spat’ ‘to sleep’
b. pf. po-pisat’ ‘to write’
c. pf. na-pisat’ ‘to write (up)’ (lit. on-write)
d. pf. pod-pisat’ ‘to sign’ (lit. under-write)
e. pf. iz-dat’ ‘to edit’ (lit. out-give)

A subclass of the prefixed verbs, as well as perfective simple verbs, can undergo suf-
fixation by the (Russian) suffix -(y)va- (and its counterpart in Czech), the output of
which is always imperfective (3).

(3) Suffixed verbs
a. pf. pod-pisat’ > ipf. pod-pis-yva-t’ ‘to sign’ (lit. under-write)
b. pf. iz-dat’ > ipf. iz-da-va-t’ ‘to edit’ (lit. out-give)
c. pf. dat’ > ipf. da-va-t’ ‘to give’

Despite this suffix, there are also other suffixes as well instances with vowel alterna-
tion, but these means are not productive anymore. The suffixes and vowel alternation
can be treated as imperfectivity markers, and this is fairly uncontroversial in the lite-
rature.3

Finally, there are instances where a prefix can stack on top of another prefix. In
Russian, such stacking prefixes can only apply if the prefixed verb has undergone
imperfectivisation by a suffix (4-a), whereas in Czech, stacking prefixes can combine

2There are only a few exceptions to this, for which it can be argued that the prefixed verbs are morpho-
logically simple from a synchronic point of view (see section 5.4.1).

3Since this dissertation deals with P elements, I am mainly concerned with the prefixes and will therefore
leave aside the suffixes and other means to bring about aspectual meanings as much as possible.
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directly with (a subgroup of the) perfective verbs (4-b).4

(4) Stacking prefixes
a. ipf. vy-da-va-t’ > pf. po-vy-da-va-t’ ‘to hand out, distribute’ RUSSIAN
b. pf. od-stoupit > pf. po-od-stoupit ‘to step aside (a bit)’ CZECH

In the Slavistic tradition (e.g. Vinogradov, 1947/72; Kopečný, 1962), it is assumed
that in the binary opposition between imperfective and perfective aspect (following
Jakobson 1932/71), perfective and imperfective verbs (or verb forms) with the same
lexical meaning form aspectual pairs. There are such pairs where the perfective
partner is derived from an imperfective simple verb by the help of a prefix (5).

(5) Aspectual pairs derived by prefixes from simple imperfectives
a. ipf. pit’ > pf. vy-pit’ ‘to drink’
b. ipf. risovat’ > pf. na-risovat’ ‘to draw’

However, many prefixes derive new lexical items. Such perfective verbs derive an
imperfective counterpart by an imperfectivising suffix (vowel alternation) (6) (see also
(3)).

(6) Aspectual pairs derived by suffixes from (mostly prefixed) perfectives
a. pf. pro-dat’ > ipf. pro-da-va-t’ ‘to sell’ (lit. through-give)
b. pf. ot-kryt’ > ipf. ot-kry-va-t’ ‘to discover, open’ (lit. from-cover)

Under the traditional view, perfective verbs that derive new lexical items from imper-
fective verbs need an imperfective counterpart with the same lexical meaning to form
an aspectual pair for the binary opposition grammatical aspect in Slavic. Such deriva-
tions are called secondary imperfectives (SIs) because most of the perfective partners
are derived from some simple imperfective verb by means of a prefix. However, the
simple imperfective generally differs in lexical meaning from the prefixed-suffixed
imperfective verb, which, in turn, has the same lexical meaning as the prefixed per-
fective counterpart without the suffix. Furthermore, there are also cases where a SI is
derived from a simple perfective such as pf. dat’ > ipf. da-va-t’ ‘to give’ in (3-c). I
will use the term SI as a mere descriptive term for any imperfective verb with a suffix
(vowel alternation) that is morphologically derived from a perfective verb without this
suffix (vowel alternation), and which conveys the same lexical meaning.

Throughout this chapter, I will mainly be concerned with the prefixes, which I
treat as instances of P. There is general consensus that Slavic verbal prefixes con-
tribute some kind of aspectual meaning. However, it is not clear what role the prefixes
play in the distinction between inner and outer aspect and whether their function or
meaning contribution can be relegated to either one of these two aspectual levels. In
the following, I will argue that prefixes do not constitute a uniform phenomenon, asso-
ciated with either telicity or perfectivity. In order to do that, I will first have to outline
some informal notions about aspect in these Slavic languages and provide diagnostics
for (im)perfectivity and (a)telicity.

4Chapter 7 addresses restrictions on the stacking of particular prefixes in Czech.
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5.3 Inner and outer aspect in Russian and Czech

Cross-linguistic studies of grammatical aspect commonly treat it as viewpoint aspect
(e.g. Comrie, 1976; Smith, 1991/97). Accordingly, the imperfective aspect describes
a situation from an internal point of view or perspective and the perfective aspect a
situation from an external point of view, i.e. a situation in its totality. Thus, grammat-
ical aspect is taken to work as a ‘window’ on the described situation (Verkuyl, 2003).
The perfectivity / imperfectivity distinction in Slavic is commonly seen as an instance
of viewpoint aspect. Although this thesis is not providing a compositional account of
outer (grammatical) aspect, it is nevertheless necessary for the further discussion to
understand this notion at some intuitive level.

In the Slavistic tradition, there is a tendency to only define the perfective aspect for
Slavic languages and to derive the meaning of the imperfective from this definition.5
The most influential notions to capture the meaning contribution of the Russian perfec-
tive are boundedness, prominent in the Moscow tradition (e.g. Vinogradov, 1947/72),
and totality, prominent in the Leningrad (St. Petersburg) tradition (e.g. Bondarko and
Bulanin, 1967). The latter is usually used to define the Czech perfective aspect as well
(e.g. Kopečný, 1962). In the Russian Academy Grammar (Švedova, 1980), both no-
tions are included in a more complex definition of the perfective aspect as referring to
a ‘total action, delimited by a bound’, whereas imperfective verbs ‘lack this feature’.6

In addition to (and sometimes also instead of) providing a definition for the per-
fective or imperfective aspect, many Slavicists (especially in the Russian tradition) list
several PARTICULAR MEANINGS that imperfective and perfective verb forms give rise
to in particular contexts (at the ‘syntagmatic level’). These particular meanings are
sometimes assumed to be derived from one INVARIANT MEANING such as bounded-
ness or totality (at the ‘paradigmatic level’). Some of the common meanings associ-
ated with Russian imperfective and perfective aspect are given in (7) and (8) (see also
Maslov, 1984; Glovinskaja, 1989; Padučeva, 1996, among others, for discussion).7

(7) Particular meanings of Russian pf (Zaliznjak and Šmelev, 2000, 19ff.)
a. ‘CONCRETE FACT’: single event that took place in the past or is expected

to take place in the future
Ivan
John

u-exalp

AWAY-drove
za
behind

granicu
border.ACC

i
and

po-stupilp

ON-stepped
v
in

universitet.
university.ACC

‘John went abroad and enrolled in (some) university (started studying).’

5This is so because Slavic and in particular Russian aspect is traditionally treated as a privative or
subordinative (rather than an equipollent) binary opposition (in the structuralist sense of Jakobson, 1932/71,
and subsequent work), where the perfective is the marked and the imperfective the unmarked or non-marked
member. Note, however, that Jakobson’s notion of markedness was based on morphological characteristics
and did not necessarily extend to the semantic difference between the two aspects as a whole.

6More generally, it should be noted that the traditional literature does not necessarily make a distinction
between inner and outer aspect.

7The glosses make distinctions that will become clearer in section 5.5. Internal prefixes are glossed
with the literal meaning of their prepositional counterparts, whereas external prefixes keep their form in the
glosses (e.g. PO, PRO, ZA). I use the abbreviations i in superscript or IPF in the glosses for grammatical
imperfective aspect, and p in superscript or PF in the glosses for grammatical perfective aspect.
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b. ‘VIVID-EXEMPLIFYING’: habitual event presented as single exemplify-
ing event (habituality has to be marked contextually)
U
at

nego
him

takaja
such.NOM

privyčka
habit.NOM

-
-

kak
how

vernetsjap

returns
s
off

raboty,
work.GEN,

srazu
immediately

ot-kroetp

FROM-covers
okno.
window.ACC

‘He has this habit - as soon as he returns from work, he immediately opens
the window.’

c. ‘POTENTIAL’: specifying intellectual or physical ability
On
he

rešitp

solves
ljubuju
random.ACC

zadaču.
task.ACC

‘He can solve any task.’

(8) Particular meanings of Russian ipf (Zaliznjak and Šmelev, 2000, 21-26)
a. ‘ACTUAL PROCESS’: process or state that holds at the point of reference

Kogda
when

ja
I

vo-šelp,
IN-walked,

moja
my

žena
wife

na-kry-va-lai

ON-covered-IPF
na
on

stol.
table.ACC

‘When I entered, my wife was setting the table.’
b. ‘HABITUAL, REPETITITVE’: any kind of repetition of an event (in the

broad sense)
Každyj
every

den’,
day,

pri-xodja
TO-walking

s
off

raboty,
work.GEN,

on
he

ot-kry-va-eti

FROM-covers-IPF
okno.
window

‘Every day when he returns from work, he opens the window.’
c. ‘GENERAL-FACTUAL’: focus is on the fact that some event took place

(but not whether it is in its process, completed or the like)
Zimnij
winter-.ACC

Dvorec
palace.ACC

stroili
built

Rastrelli.
Rastrelli.

‘The Winter Palace [= Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg] was built by
Rastrelli.’

At least (7-a) and (8-a,b) are also common meanings of the Czech perfective and
imperfective aspects, although there are also significant differences between these two
languages when it comes to the actual usage of grammatical aspect (see also Petruxina,
2000; Dickey, 2000; Gehrke, 2002).

More recently, there have been proposals in English to capture the semantics of
grammatical aspect in some Slavic languages. In Dickey’s (2000) cognitive semantics
approach, for example, it is argued that the semantics of grammatical aspect differs
from one Slavic language to the other.8 Dickey identifies the semantics of the Russian
(im)perfective aspect as temporal (in)definiteness. Czech grammatical aspect, on the
other hand, is argued to be sensitive to whether a situation is viewed in its totality
or not. Filip (1999) primarily addresses Czech and Russian data, and defines the
semantic contribution of the aspects in terms of a mereological part-whole relation on
events, relying on insights from Krifka (1992, 1998). Schoorlemmer (1995) and Borik
(2002), on the other hand, define Russian aspect as a viewpoint aspect in terms of a

8This is a fairly understudied topic, since it is often tacitly assumed that grammatical aspect in the
different Slavic languages conveys more or less the same meanings and appear in the same contexts.
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relation between the Reference time and either the Event time (Schoorlemmer) or the
Speech time (Borik) (in the sense of Reichenbach, 1947).

Syntactically, it is often assumed that there is a projection between VP and TP
to host grammatical aspects like the progressive in English or grammatical aspects in
other languages. We can minimally assume the syntactic tree in (9), abstracting away
from bar levels, vP and other projections.

(9) TP

T AspP

Asp VP

V ...

In the following, I will introduce diagnostics to distinguish imperfective from perfec-
tive verbs, as well as atelic from telic predicates.

5.3.1 Diagnostics for (im)perfectivity

To distinguish between imperfective and perfective verbs in Russian and Czech, I will
rely on two criteria. First, only imperfective but not perfective verbs can combine with
phase verbs such as start or stop (see also Filip, 1999; Borik, 2002, for discussion)
(10).9

(10) Diagnostics 1: Perfective verbs are incompatible with phase verbs
a. On

he
načal
began.PF

pisat’
write.IPF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

‘He began writing a / the letter.’
b. *On

he
načal
began.PF

na-pisat’
ON-write.PF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

c. *On
he

načal
began.PF

po-pisat’
PO-write.PF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

d. *On
he

načal
began.PF

dat’
give.PF

ženščine
woman.DAT

knigu.
book.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He began to give a/the woman a/the book.’)

Second, only imperfective but not perfective verbs derive periphrastic future forms
with future forms of the auxiliary byt’ ‘be’ (see also Schoorlemmer, 1995; Filip, 1999,
for discussion) (11).

9Note that this is not the kind of phase verb test that is sometimes employed in the literature to see
whether a predicate is telic or not. That test is built around the fact that only telic predicates are compatible
with finish, whereas (10) involves phase verbs that are also compatible with atelic predicates, such as start
and stop. Hence, this diagnostics is not sensitive to a predicate being (a)telic but really only to the verb’s
being (im)perfective and so it serves its purpose.
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(11) Diagnostics 2: Perfective verbs do not derive periphrastic future forms
a. On

he
budet
will

pisat’
write.IPF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

‘He will write a / the letter.’
b. *On

he
budet
will

na-pisat’
ON-write.PF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

c. *On
he

budet
will

po-pisat’
PO-write.PF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

d. *On
he

budet
will

dat’
give.PF

ženščine
woman.DAT

knigu.
book.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He will give a/the woman a/the book.’)

Further diagnostics are employed in the literature. For example, only imperfective
verbs can form present participles (active and passive) (e.g. Schoorlemmer, 1995;
Borik, 2002). However, there are a number of exceptions to this test (see Schoor-
lemmer, 1995, for discussion). Furthermore, it only works for Russian but not for
Czech. Another claim, which has been put forward particularly for Russian, is that
perfective present tense forms never refer to the ongoing present but always have a
future reference. There are also exceptions here, though, for instance with performa-
tives or the reporter present, and it is also harder to use this fact as a test in general.
I will only rely on the two diagnostics in (10) and (11), which do not face the same
problems as the other tests and which are applicable to both Russian and Czech.

5.3.2 Diagnostics for (a)telicity
This section shows how the two different diagnostics for telicity that were discussed in
chapter 3 for English can be applied in the Slavic languages under discussion. Again,
I assume that event types and the phenomenon of telicity are universal.

Compatibility with temporal adverbials

Recall from chapter 3 that one of the most common tests to show whether a predicate
is telic or not is its compatibility with temporal adverbials (Vendler, 1957; Verkuyl,
1972, among others). Atelic predicates are compatible with for-adverbials but not
with in-adverbials, whereas the opposite holds for telic predicates (12).

(12) a. She ate an apple *for an hour / in an hour. TELIC
b. She ate apples for an hour / *in an hour. ATELIC

This test is also applicable to Slavic languages. In order to use minimal pairs I exclu-
sively rely on examples that contain perfective verbs (13).

(13) Telic predicates
a. On

he
ot-krylp

FROM-covered
okno
window.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He opened the window in / *for two minutes.’
b. On

he
u-bilp

AWAY-hit
svoju
his.ACC

ženu
wife.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He killed his wife in / *for two minutes.’
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c. On
he

dalp

gave
ženščine
woman.DAT

knigu
book.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He gave a/the woman a/the book in / *for two minutes.’

(14) Atelic predicates
a. On

he
pro-spalp

PRO-slept
(*za)
(*in)

dva
two

dnja.
days

‘He slept *in / for two days.’
b. On

he
po-pisalp

PO-wrote
knigi
books

(*za)
(*in)

dva
two

dnja.
days

‘He wrote (the / some) books *in / for two days.’

Filip (2000, 2003) claims that in Slavic languages like Czech and Russian, this diag-
nostics is not sensitive to the (a)telicity of a predicate but rather to grammatical aspect
((im)perfectivity). Accordingly, in-adverbials are claimed to only be compatible with
perfective but not with imperfective verbs, whereas the reverse allegedly holds for for-
adverbials. As the examples above show, however, at least for perfectivity this claim
cannot be true. In both the telic and the atelic cases ((13) and (14), respectively) I used
exclusively perfective verbs.

That the verbs are perfective can be shown by the fact that none of these verbs
pass the diagnostics for imperfectivity provided in (10) and (11). This was already
demonstrated there for the verb used in (13-c) as well as (14-b), and (15) and (16)
indicate the same for the other verbs in (13) and (14).10

(15) a. *On
he

načal
began.PF

otkryt’
FROM-cover.PF

okno.
window.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He began to open a / the window.’)
b. *On

he
načal
began.PF

ubit’
AWAY-hit.PF

svoju
his.ACC

ženu.
wife.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He began to kill his wife.’)
c. *On

he
načal
began.PF

pro-spat’
PRO-sleep.PF

dva
two

dnja.
days

(intended meaning: ‘He began to sleep for two days.’)

(16) a. *On
he

budet
will

otkryt’
FROM-cover.PF

okno.
window.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He will open a / the window.’)
b. *On

he
budet
will

ubit’
AWAY-hit.PF

svoju
his.ACC

ženu.
wife.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He will kill his wife.’)
c. *On

he
budet
will

pro-spat’
PRO-sleep.PF

dva
two

dnja.
days

(intended meaning: ‘He will sleep for two days.’)

Hence, I conclude contra Filip that this test is, in fact, sensitive to the telicity value
of the verbal predicate and distinguishes between telic events (accomplishments and
achievements) and atelic events (states and activities).

10The particular imperfective verbs with the same lexical meaning (i.e. the imperfective members of the
aspectual pair) are acceptable in these contexts.
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With imperfective verbs, there are further complications with this test for (a)telicity,
since the imperfective aspect can express various meanings, which can be compatible
with either adverbial, and since the particular temporal adverbials can also be sensi-
tive to temporal (un)boundedness at a higher level than inner aspect. This problem has
already been addressed in chapter 3 in the context of the English progressive. Again,
I assume that if one controls for other factors in the sentence that can contribute a rea-
ding of (un)boundedness, this test can be used as an indication whether the predicate
itself is telic or not.

Imperfective paradox

A second test for telicity discussed in chapter 3 is the progressivity entailment or
imperfective paradox test (Vendler, 1957; Dowty, 1979; Bach, 1986, among others).
A present tense version of this test is whether or not an English sentence in the present
progressive entails the same sentence in the present perfect. This entailment holds for
atelic but not for telic predicates (17).

(17) Telicity entailment test with the progressive
a. He is sleeping. ( He has slept. ATELIC
b. He is drawing a picture. ! He has drawn a picture. TELIC

Borik (2002) points out that it is quite tricky to apply this test to Slavic languages,
which have neither progressive nor perfect tenses given that the meaning contributions
of the aspects in these languages can be manifold and do not necessarily coincide with
the meaning components attributed to the English progressive and perfect tenses in
various languages. For example, in cases where an ongoing event is described, English
usually uses the progressive, whereas Russian (as well as Czech) uses the imperfective
aspect in the ‘actual process’ meaning (8-a). And even though English perfect tenses
are often best translated into Russian (and Czech) with the perfective (especially if
the focus is on some result state at the point of reference), there are also uses of the
Russian imperfective that are best translated into English with a perfect tense.

To ensure that the sentences in this test express meanings associated with the Eng-
lish progressive and perfect, Borik adds additional contextual restrictions (18).

(18) Progressive test in Borik (2002, p. 18f., (12) and (13))
a. Kogda

when
po-zvonila
called.PF

mama,
mom,

Petja
Peter

iskal
looked-for.IPF

knigu.
book.ACC

( Petja
Peter

uže
already

iskal
looked-for.IPF

(ėtu)
(this.ACC)

knigu.
book.ACC

‘When mom called, Peter was looking for a book.’ ( ‘Peter already
looked for a book.’

b. Kogda
when

po-zvonila
called.PF

mama,
mom,

Petja
Peter

čital
read.IPF

knigu.
book.ACC

! Petja
Peter

uže
already

pro-čital
THROUGH-read.PF

(ėtu)
(this.ACC)

knigu.
book.ACC

‘When mom called, Peter was reading a book.’ ! ‘Peter read a book.’
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A progressive-like interpretation is imposed on the first sentence when it is embedded
under a when-clause. A perfect-like interpretation, on the other hand, is triggered in
the entailed sentence by uže ‘already’.

This is surely a possible way to go and Borik shows that this test is indeed useful in
teasing apart telic from atelic predicates. However, I find it a bit too complicated and
furthermore also problematic, since the examples in (18) are not minimal pairs any-
more. In (18-a) an imperfective verb form is used in the entailed sentence, whereas in
(18-b) the verb in the entailed sentence is perfective. Thus, a possible objection to this
test could be that it might be sensitive to grammatical aspect rather than predicational
aspect.11

I suggest instead to reverse the test. A sentence with a telic predicate describing
a situation in the past entails that the situation does not hold anymore in the present
(19).12

(19) Telicity entailment test
a. Ja

I
na-pisalp

ON-wrote
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

( Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui

write.PRES
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

‘I wrote a/the letter.’ ( ‘I am not writing the (this particular) letter
anymore.’

b. Ja
I

po-pisalp

PO-wrote
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

! Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui

write.PRES
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

‘I wrote (at) a/the letter (for a while).’ ! ‘I am not writing the (this
particular) letter anymore.’

c. Ja
I

po-pisalp.
PO-wrote

! Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui.
write.PRES

‘I wrote (for a while).’ ! ‘I am not writing anymore.’
d. Ja

I
pisali
wrote

pis’moi.
letter.ACC

! Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui

write.PRES
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

‘I wrote (at) a/the letter (for a while).’ ! ‘I am not writing the (this
particular) letter anymore.’

e. Ja
I

pisali.
wrote

! Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui.
write.PRES

‘I wrote / was writing.’ ! ‘I am not writing anymore.’

As indicated by the co-indexing and the translations, it is crucial that in cases where
transitive (or unaccusative) verbs are used for this test the internal argument in the
entailed sentences refer to the same object as in the first sentences (i.e. picks up the
same discourse referent, which is indicated by co-indexing).13

11It can be shown that this is not the case. Since I will not rely on Borik’s test, though, I will leave it at
this.

12The entailment in (19-d) goes through just in case the first sentence has a ‘general-factual’ reading or
related ones not listed in the particular meanings in (8). However, out of context, other meanings of the
imperfective aspect are possible, for instance, the ‘actual-process’ reading, and so the entailment does not
hold in general, and this directly contrasts with (19-a).

The verbs used in both sentences are aspectual pairs or at least verbs with the same lexical meaning.
The ones in the entailed sentences are always imperfective because perfective verb forms cannot refer to a
process going on at the present moment. I could have also used perfective present tense forms and these
would have future time reference.

13Thanks to Boban Arsenijevič (p.c.) for pointing this out. The same holds for Borik’s ‘progressive test’
in (18), which is why she used demonstrative pronouns in the entailed sentences.
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These examples together provide different kinds of minimal pairs. For example,
the first sentences in (19-a) and (19-b) differ minimally in the prefix, but in both cases
the verbs are perfective and combined with a singular DP. Other minimal pairs dif-
fer with respect to the grammatical aspect ((19-a,d) and (19-c,e)) or the presence or
absence of an internal argument ((19-b,c) and (19-d,e)). These minimal pairs can be
taken as a point of departure to show that (im)perfectivity and (a)telicity are distinct
phenomena.

5.3.3 (Im)perfectivity ! (a)telicity

Given that I used different kinds of minimal pairs in the diagnostics for (im)perfectivity
and (a)telicity, it should have become evident that these are two separate phenomena.
This is in line with Borik (2002) who argues at length for keeping both strictly apart.
She tests two conditions that should hold if telicity and perfectivity were the same
phenomenon. These conditions have to do with whether a) perfectivity entails telicity,
and b) telicity entails perfectivity. Borik convincingly shows that neither condition
holds and that perfectivity and telicity are therefore two distinct phenomena.

I will not replicate the whole discussion here, also since I am mainly concerned
with the prefixes and with arguing that they are not uniform markers for neither per-
fectivity nor telicity. Most of the minimal pairs employed in the telicity tests above
((13), (14) and (19)) show that perfective verbs can be part of both telic and atelic
predicates. Similarly, (20-a) shows that a predicate with a prefixed perfective verb
nevertheless can behave like an atelic one according to one of the tests. This contrasts
with (20-b), where an imperfective verb is used but the predicate behaves like a telic
one.14

(20) (A)telicity is not the same as (im)perfectivity
a. On

he
po-pisal
PO-wrote.PF

dva
two

časa
hours

/
/

*za
in

dva
two

časa.
hours

‘He wrote (was writing) for two hours / *in two hours.’
b. On

he
pere-pis-yva-l
re-wrote.IPF

celuju
whole.ACC

stat’ju
article.ACC

(*)dva
two

časa
hours

/
/

za
in

dva
two

časa.
hours

‘He re-wrote the whole article (i.e. by changing it) (*)for two hours / in
two hours.’

As these examples show, there are perfective verbs that are only compatible with for-
but not with in-adverbials (signalling atelicity), and there are imperfective verbs which
(in certain contexts) are compatible with in- and not with for-adverbials (signalling te-
licity). Hence, (a)telicity cannot be the same as (im)perfectivity. This claim is further
supported in the following section, where I will zoom in on prefixes and the aspectual
meanings associated with them.

14This is in particular the case when the imperfective aspect expresses a meaning other than the ‘actual-
process’ (recall (8)).
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5.4 Do prefixes mark perfectivity or telicity?

In this section, I will show that a prefix is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition
for either perfectivity or telicity. I will discuss two hypotheses, namely whether pre-
fixes are uniform markers of either a) perfectivity or b) telicity, and I will reject both.
This will support the general claim that telicity and perfectivity are distinct notions
as also argued for by Borik (2002). To provide a general account of the aspectual
contribution of prefixes, section 5.5 divides them into two groups based on different
properties.

5.4.1 Prefixes do not uniformly mark perfectivity
Some examples discussed in the beginning of this chapter clearly show that by adding
a prefix to an imperfective verb it can become perfective. Furthermore, there are
pairs of verbs that convey the same lexical meaning and combine with similar kinds
of arguments but only differ in the presence or absence of a prefix. With the prefix
the verb is perfective, without the prefix the verb is imperfective, and any meaning
difference with these verbs between the two sentences can be derived from a meaning
difference associated with grammatical aspect (21).

(21) a. Ona
she

pelai

sang
pes’nju.
song.ACC

‘She sang (was singing) a/the song.’
b. Ona

she
za-pelap

ZA-sang
pes’nju.
song.ACC

‘She sang (started to sing) a/the song.’

Therefore, the first hypothesis to be tested is whether Slavic prefixes uniformly mark
perfectivity and whether this is their sole function. Such a claim is found in, for in-
stance, van Hout (2007). However, empirical facts suggest that the perfectivisation
should rather be viewed as a by-product. First of all, there are many more pairs of
simple and prefixed verbs that actually do differ in lexical meaning, unlike the exam-
ples in (21). One such example is given in (22).

(22) Prefixes add lexical meaning
a. On

he
bili
hit.PST

svoego
his.REF

psa.
dog

‘He hit his (own) dog.’
b. On

he
u-bilp

AWAY-hit.PST
svoego
his.REF

psa.
dog

‘He killed his (own) dog.’

Whereas the simple verb has the lexical meaning ‘hit’, the prefixed verb conveys the
meaning ‘kill’. Even if it is possible to kill a dog by hitting it, the sentence in (22-b)
does not have to involve any hitting, but the dog could also have been killed, for in-
stance, because his owner accidentally ran over it in his car. In addition, the two verbs
differ in their grammatical aspect, but since this is not the only difference between the
two verb forms, it is not possible to argue that all that prefixes do is to mark perfecti-
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vity. This is further supported by the fact that prefixes can add lexical meaning (23-a)
to already perfective verbs (23-b).

(23) Prefixes add lexical meaning
a. Oni

they
iz-dalip

OUT-gave
knigu.
book.ACC

‘They published a/the book.’
b. Vrač

doctor
dalp

gave
det’jam
children.DAT

lekarstvo.
medicine.ACC

‘The doctor gave (the) medicine to (the) children.’

Thus, there are perfective simple verbs that do not contain a prefix such as Russian dat’
‘to give’ in (23-b) (another example is pf. kupit’ ‘to buy’). More generally, there are
prefixes that can be added to already perfective verbs, and the verbs remain perfective,
and there are perfective verbs that do not contain any prefixes but are nevertheless
perfective. That they are can be seen from the fact that they pass the diagnostics
for grammatical perfectivity introduced in the previous section, which was shown in
(10-d) and (11-d). The SIs derived from perfective simple verbs, on the other hand,
behave like imperfective verbs according to the diagnostics and thus provide a minimal
pair (24).

(24) SIs derived from simple pf verbs pass diagnostics for imperfectivity
a. On

he
načal
began.PF

da-va-t’
give.IPF

ženščine
woman.DAT

knigu.
book.ACC

‘He began to give a/the woman a/the book.’
b. On

he
budet
will

da-va-t’
give.IPF

ženščine
woman.DAT

knigu.
book.ACC

‘He will give a/the woman a/the book.’

There are verbs that contain prefixes but that are still imperfective, namely SIs derived
from prefixed perfective verbs. Again, these SIs pass tests for imperfectivity (25).

(25) SIs derived from prefixed pf verbs pass diagnostics for imperfectivity
a. On

he
načal
began.PF

pod-pis-yva-t’
UNDER.writeIPF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

‘He began to sign a/the letter.’
b. On

he
budet
will

pod-pis-yva-t’
UNDER.writeIPF

pis’mo.
letter.ACC

‘He will sign a/the letter.’

Under the assumption that there are just two grammatical aspects in Russian and other
Slavic languages, namely imperfective and perfective aspect, an imperfectivity marker
like the suffix in SIs should be incompatible with a prefix, if it were a marker of per-
fectivity. Alternatively, we could assume that there are more grammatical aspects and
various layers of grammatical aspect (both semantically and syntactically). In that
case the prefix could still be a marker of perfectivity residing in some lower aspectual
projection, whereas the suffix would mark imperfectivity in a higher aspectual pro-
jection. However, we then should detect a considerable difference in the meanings
expressed by the lower and the higher aspectual projection, but many if not most SIs,
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whether they are derived from simple or prefixed perfective verbs, can usually express
the full range of particular meanings associated with the imperfective aspect. I will
come back to the issue of multiple aspectual projections in section 5.5.5.15

Furthermore, there is a small group of prefixed verbs that are imperfective without
having undergone any further suffixation to derive imperfectivity. Some such exam-
ples from Russian are given in (26).

(26) Prefixed imperfective verbs without additional suffixes
a. nad-zirat’ ‘to super-vise’ (lit. ‘above-watch’; cf. German über-wachen)
b. protivo-stojat’ ‘to re-sist’ (lit. ‘against-stand’; cf. German wider-stehen)
c. vy-gljadet’ ‘to look like’ (lit. ‘out-see’; cf. German aus-sehen)
d. so-čuvstvovat’ ‘to sym-pathise’ (lit. ‘with-feel’; cf. German mit-fühlen)

These prefixes, however, are not productive and there are only a few verbs that display
this behaviour. Hence, for any theory trying to relegate the function of prefixes to
either aspectual level, these data might not pose a serious problem, since one could
argue that (at least from a synchronic point of view) such verbs are treated as simple
verbs and the prefix is understood as part of the root. Nevertheless, at least for some
of these verbs unprefixed simple verbs are still in use such as stojat’ ‘stand’, gljadet’
‘watch, see’ or suščestvovat’ ‘feel’. It is not clear whether synchronically, these are
perceived as prefixed/unprefixed members of a pair.

Finally, we saw from the stacking data in (4) that there are verbs that contain
more than one prefix. Again, under the common assumption that there are just two
grammatical aspects, such stacking of prefixes is quite unexpected under an approach
that takes prefixes to be uniform markers of perfectivity. Under this approach the
question arises what the second prefix should be there for. Furthermore, in the Czech
example (4-b), the second prefix applies to an already perfective verb (po- + pf. od-
stoupil), which shows that at least Czech po- simply cannot be a perfectiviser. This
particular prefix in Czech will be addressed again in chapter 7.

In sum, there are perfective verbs that do not contain a prefix, and there are im-
perfective verbs that contain a prefix. Furthermore, prefixes can add lexical meaning
and can therefore not (uniformly) be treated as mere markers of perfectivity, under
the commonly held assumption that grammatical aspect does not add lexical meaning.
Hence, I conclude that Slavic prefixes cannot be taken as uniform perfectivity markers.

5.4.2 Prefixes do not uniformly mark telicity
Then we can ask whether the prefixes uniformly mark telicity. Filip (1999), for exam-
ple, argues that Slavic prefixes turn any event type into an accomplishment / achieve-
ment, or in her terms into an ‘event’ (in the sense of Bach, 1981, 1986), which is
telic (quantised) by definition (see also Piñón, 1994a, for a similar claim). Similarly,
Arsenijević (2004, 2006) claims primarily on ground of Serbo-Croatian data that all
Slavic prefixes are resultative, which is telic in his framework.16

15Note that this is not a problem for the one-component approach to aspect, since under this approach
it is generally possible to perfectivise/telicise and imperfectivise/atelicise more than once, which could be
compared to a light-switch that can be turned on and off several times.

16This particular aspect of Arsenijević’s work, however, is not necessarily comparable to my take on the
issue since his understanding of inner and outer aspect differs somewhat from mine. For example, his tools
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It is easy to see from data already discussed in (13), (14) and (19), that according
to the tests some predicates containing prefixes behave like telic ones, whereas other
such predicates behave like atelic ones. The relevant examples are repeated in (27)
and (28), and an additional one is added in (28-c).

(27) Telic predicates with prefixes
a. On

he
ot-krylp

FROM-covered
okno
window.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He opened the window in / *for two minutes.’
b. On

he
u-bilp

AWAY-hit
svoju
his.ACC

ženu
wife.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He killed his wife in / *for two minutes.’
c. Ja

I
na-pisalp

ON-wrote
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

( Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pišui

write.PRES
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

‘I wrote a/the letter.’ ( ‘I am not writing the (this particular) letter
anymore.’

(28) Atelic predicates with prefixes
a. On

he
pro-spalp

PRO-slept
(*za)
(*in)

dva
two

dnja.
days

‘He slept *in / for two days.’
b. On

he
po-pisalp

PO-wrote
knigi
books

(*za)
(*in)

dva
two

dnja.
days

‘He wrote (the / some) books *in / for two days.’
c. Ja

I
za-pelp

ZA-sang
pesnjui.
song.ACC

! Ja
I

(uže)
(anymore)

ne
not

pojui

sing.PRES
pesnjui.
song.ACC

‘I sang (started to sing) a/the song.’ ! ‘I am not singing the (this parti-
cular) song anymore.’

This behaviour with respect to the telicity tests cannot be interpreted as an effect of
the difference between imperfective and perfective aspect, since all verb forms used
in the particular data are perfective according to the tests: they are all incompatible
with phase verbs and periphrastic future forms (29) (see (10), (11), (15) and (16) for
the verbs not mentioned in (29)).

(29) Prefixed verbs that do not pass diagnostics for imperfectivity
a. *On

he
načal
began.PF

na-pisat’
ON-write.PF

knigu
book.ACC

/
/

pro-spat’
PRO-sleep.PF

/
/

za-pet’
ZA-sing

pesnju.
song.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He began to write a book / sleep (for a long time) /
sing a song.’)

b. *On
he

budet
will

pisat’
ON-write.PF

knigu
book.ACC

/
/

pro-spat’
PRO-sleep.PF

/
/

za-pet’
ZA-sing

pesnju.
song.ACC

(intended meaning: ‘He will write a book / sleep (for a long time) / sing
a song.’)

Finally, the stacking data in (4) is also an argument against treating prefixes as uniform
markers of telicity. It is generally assumed that an event can have only one result and

for capturing the semantics of (a)telicity and (im)perfectivity are the same, which likens his approach to a
one-component theory.
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be delimited or bounded only once, and that telic events are naturally delimited. I will
come back to this condition in chapter 7.

In sum, even though there are telic predicates with prefixed verbs, there are also
prefixed verbs that behave like atelic predicates with respect to telicity tests. Hence,
I conclude that prefixes are not uniform markers for telicity. Even though prefixes
turn out to be neither perfectivity nor telicity markers, they still play a crucial role
in conveying aspectual meanings in general. To shed light on these functions and
meaning contributions, the following section draws a distinction between internal and
external prefixes. An account will be proposed for the different aspectual meaning
contributions, which will capture particular properties distinguishing between the two
types of prefixes.

5.5 Internal and external prefixes

Di Sciullo and Slabakova (2005) claim that a configurational difference between inter-
nal (directional and locational) and external (iterative and inversive) prefixes in Italian
and French (Di Sciullo, 1997) is also found in Bulgarian and other Slavic languages.
According to this distinction, which is drawn on the basis of the properties in (30), in-
ternal prefixes specify the endpoint of an event (i.e. signal telicity), whereas external
prefixes express meanings similar to adverbial manner modification.

(30) Bulgarian internal and external prefixes (Di Sciullo and Slabakova, 2005)
a. An external prefix must precede an internal one, the reverse order is

ungrammatical.
b. Internal prefixes can affect the argument structure whereas external pre-

fixes never do.
c. External prefixes do not alter the aspectual class of the verb they attach

to, while internal prefixes do so, since they signal telicity.
d. Only internal prefixes impose a specific reading on internal argument

DPs.17

e. Only external prefixes can be iterated and co-occur.

They argue that internal prefixes attach VP-internally, since this is the locus of inner
aspect and argument structure, whereas external prefixes modify the VP but do not
affect the argument structure or the internal aspect of the verbal projection. Essen-
tially the same distinction under the terminology of lexical and superlexical prefixes
has independently been made for Russian (Babko-Malaya, 1999; Romanova, 2004;
Ramchand, 2004; Svenonius, 2004a), and also the more traditional literature some-
times makes comparable distinctions between ‘derivational’ and ‘modifying’ prefixes
(e.g. Petruxina, 2000).

In this section, I will show that the distinction between internal and external pre-
fixes is also found in Russian and Czech. As a first rough characterisation, internally

17Note in this context that Filip (1999, and subsequent work) shows that (some) Slavic prefixes induce
strong specific readings in incremental theme arguments, which generally lack articles in most Slavic lan-
guages.
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prefixed verbs are lexically distinct from their non-prefixed counterparts and the par-
ticular prefixes often contribute some idiosyncratic meaning. External prefixes, on
the other hand, modify the event as a whole and their meaning effect is predictable
and compositional. For example, the imperfective verb pisat’ ‘to write’ can have the
perfective counterparts in (31), among others.

(31) Perfective counterparts of (Russian) ipf. pisat’ ‘to write’
a. pf. pod-pisat’ ‘to sign’ (lit.: under-write) INTERNAL
b. pf. po-pisat’ ‘to write (for a while)’ EXTERNALS

pf. za-pisat’ ‘to (begin to) write’

As indicated by the translations, the internal prefix pod- in (31-a), the literary meaning
of which is ‘under’, adds lexical meaning and in a way alters the original meaning of
the verb. Thus, the meaning contribution of internal prefixes is not always compo-
sitional. However, morphologically they are still prefixes and I will argue that it is
possible to analyse their overall contribution in a uniform way.

The Russian external prefixes in (31-b), on the other hand, merely modify the mea-
ning of the simple verb. The prefix po-, for example, conveys the temporal meaning
of (roughly) ‘for a (short) while’, whereas za- has an ingressive meaning and sig-
nals the temporal onset of an otherwise temporally unbounded event. A description
of the most common external prefixes in section 5.5.4 will reveal certain differences
between Russian and Czech that suggest that Czech external prefixes behave like ad-
verbial modifiers just like Bulgarian and Romance ones, whereas Russian external
prefixes can be argued to mark perfectivity.

Further distinguishing properties will be addressed after having outlined my own
account of internal and external prefixes, which is similar in spirit to Di Sciullo and
Slabakova’s (2005) proposal. However, it explicitly focuses on the role of prefixes in
event structure and thus integrates the Slavic languages under discussion into the over-
all theme of this thesis. I will argue that one group of verbal prefixes is internal to the
VP and participates in structuring the event, whereas the other group is external to it
and rather fulfils certain adverbial-like functions. We will see that the internal prefixes
can be taken as resultativity markers which combine with the verb into a complex pre-
dicate and necessarily derive accomplishments or achievements. Such predicates are
perfective by default, and imperfectivity has to be marked by an imperfective suffix.
(At least the Russian) external prefixes, on the other hand, can be argued to be mark-
ers for perfectivity on imperfective verbs that are imperfective either because atelic
predicates are imperfective by default, or because they contain an explicit marker for
imperfectivity (see also Bohnemeyer and Swift, 2004, for the notion of default aspect).

5.5.1 The proposal
In this section, I will outline the general proposal for the distinction between internal
and external prefixes in Russian and Czech. Evidence in support of this analysis will
be provided in section 5.5.2. The account will allow me to draw direct parallels to the
account proposed for the Germanic data in chapter 4. In that chapter, it was argued that
locative PPs in English, Dutch and German can either modify a BECOME event and
refer to a final location of an accomplishment or achievement, or they can act as event
modifiers, modifying the entire VP without affecting the event structure. Similarly,
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verbal prefixes in Russian and Czech can either participate in structuring the event by
signalling a BECOME event (the internal prefixes) or they can modify an event VP-
externally (the external prefixes).

In the course of this chapter, I will primarily be interested in the internal prefixes
and I will provide an account of the role they play in event structure. I will not have
too much to say about the external prefixes, for which I will simply follow a proposal
from the literature, namely Ramchand’s (2004).

The internal prefixes

I propose that Russian and Czech internal prefixes are resultativity markers that form
a complex predicate with the verb they attach to. This means that an event described
by a verb that is prefixed by an internal prefix necessarily contains a BECOME event
and is therefore an accomplishment or achievement. Recall from chapter 3 that under
Rothstein’s (2004) approach to event structure, BECOME events, which are incremen-
tal structures, have culminations (32).

(32) Culmination (Rothstein, 2004, 106)
The culmination is the final minimal event in an incremental process. It is
the event which is the final part of a BECOME event; the upper bound of the
BECOME event. The argument of the culmination event is the argument of the
BECOME event (i.e. the affected object or theme).

To formally define the notion of culmination (34), Rothstein introduces the notion of
an incremental chain (33), which is a necessary ingredient of a BECOME event.

(33) Incremental chain (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let e be a BECOME event.
An incremental chain C(e) is a set of parts of e such that:
1. the smallest event in C(e) is the initial bound of e
2. for every e1,e2 in C(e) e1.e2 or e2.e1
3. e ! C(e)

(34) Culmination (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let C(e) be an incremental chain in e.
ub(C(e))={ub(e’): e’ ! C(e)} (the set of upper bounds)
The culmination of e is defined as follows:
Cul(e)de f =ub(e)

I propose that the internal prefixes directly mark the culmination of a BECOME event
and are therefore to be treated as upper bounds of incremental chains. Since BECOME
events are essential parts of accomplishment and achievement structures and since I
proposed in earlier chapters that especially syntactically created accomplishment rely
on a PredP in their structure, I assume that internal prefixes head PredP (35).
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(35) Russian and Czech internal prefixes

VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DPint Pred+

Pred

INTERNAL PREFIX

(XP)

Given that prefixes are bound morphemes and since they form a complex predicate
with the verb, they ultimately attach to the verb morphologically.18

The external prefixes

Unlike internal prefixes, Russian and Czech external prefixes do not play a prominent
role in structuring an event. Instead, they merely modify an event externally. In the
course of this chapter, in particular in section 5.5.4, it will be shown that Russian and
Czech differ with respect to the behaviour of external prefixes, which suggests that the
precise account for external prefixes, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation,
should ultimately differ for both languages. In particular, Czech external prefixes
express meanings associated with certain kinds of adverbial modification, whereas
Russian external prefixes act as markers of perfectivity at the level of outer aspect.

I will follow Ramchand’s (2004) account for Russian external (her superlexical)
prefixes, under which they are base-generated in Spec, AspP and assert a definite time
point (36).

(36) Russian external prefixes (Ramchand, 2004)

AspP

Spec

EXTERNAL PREFIX

Asp+

Asp vP

v ...

18A potential objection to this syntactic analysis is that many if not most of the internal prefixes contribute
a lexical meaning and that therefore the composition of such a prefix and a verb is lexical and should not be
represented by syntactic structure. Nevertheless, I will continue representing them in the syntactic structure
because it is not clear for all internal prefixes that the composition is really purely lexical and also because
this structure highlights the parallels with accomplishment creation in other languages which do not rely on
prefixation as we have seen in some of the Germanic data discussed in previous chapters.
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According to Ramchand, an external prefix in Russian signals that the assertion time,
which roughly corresponds to Reichenbach’s (1947) Reference time, is a definite time
moment within the event, which she identifies as the core semantics of the Russian
perfective aspect.19 Czech external prefixes, on the other hand, will be treated on a
par with other adverbial modifiers attaching as VP adjuncts.

The general account of the difference between internal and external prefixes in
Russian and Czech is supported by several properties distinguishing between these,
which will be outlined in the following section.

5.5.2 Evidence

In the following, I will provide criteria to distinguish internal from external prefixes.20

I will, again, concentrate on Russian data and only occasionally provide Czech exam-
ples. The Czech cognates behave similarly in many respects in the sense that it is also
possible to draw a distinction between internal and external prefixes. Meaning effects
of particular external prefixes in Russian and Czech will be discussed in section 5.5.4.

Table 5.1 summarises the properties that distinguish internal from external prefixes
in Russian and Czech.

internal prefixes external prefixes
Argument structure effects possible

1
*

SIs
1

*
Event nominals and participles

1
*

Infinitival subjects
1

*
Stacking *

1

Table 5.1: Russian and Czech internal vs. external prefixes

In the following, each of these properties will be discussed individually and it will
be shown how the proposed analysis accounts for them.

Argument structure effects

First, the application of an internal prefix can alter the argument structure of the verb,
i.e. add or delete an argument, change the thematic role or license different case
requirements (37).

(37) Argument structure effects with internal prefixes
a. dat’p

give
komu
who.DAT

čto
what.ACC

‘to give something to someone’
b. iz-dat’p

OUT-give
(*komu)
(*who.DAT)

čto
what.ACC

‘to publish something (*to someone)’

19Recall from section 5.3 that Dickey (2000) also identifies the semantics of grammatical aspect in Rus-
sian as temporal (in)definiteness.

20This section is partially based on Gehrke (2003, to appear).
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The morphologically simple Russian verb dat’ ‘to give’ in (37-a) is ditransitive and
requires a direct object (the theme) in the accusative case and an indirect object (the
recipient) in the dative case. The internally prefixed iz-dat’ ‘to publish’ in (37-b), on
the other hand, is transitive and only requires a direct object in the accusative case. An
indirect object in the dative case is ungrammatical.

With external prefixes, there are no such argument structure effects (38).

(38) No argument structure effects with external prefixes
sidet’i (gde) ‘to sit (where)’ >
a. po-sidet’p

PO-sit.INF
{*čto, *kogo}
{*what, *who}.ACC

/
/
{*čemu, *komu}
{*what, *who}.DAT

(gde)
(where)

b. pro-sidet’p

PRO-sit.INF
{*čto, *kogo}
{*what, *who}.ACC

/
/
{*čemu, *komu}
{*what, *who}.DAT

(gde)
(where)

In (38), the externally prefixed derivations of sidet’ ‘to sit’ remain intransitive and just
like the (imperfective) base verb only combine with locatives. Adding an argument
DP in either accusative or dative case leads to ungrammaticality.

A similar point is made in (39).

(39) pisat’i (pis’mo) ‘to write (a letter)’ >
a. na-pisat’p

ON-write
*(pis’mo)
*(letter.ACC)

‘to write (up) *(a letter)’ INTERNAL
b. po-pisat’p

PO-write
(pis’mo)
(letter.ACC)

‘to write (a letter)’ EXTERNAL

Here, the externally prefixed verb in (39-b) patterns with the simple imperfective in
that the internal argument is optional. With the internally prefixed verb, however
(39-a), the internal argument becomes obligatory and leaving it out is ungrammati-
cal.21

Thus, internal prefixes can contribute idiosyncratic meaning (e.g. in (37-b)) and
affect the argument structure of the verb they apply to. The proposed analysis accounts
for these facts as follows. Internal prefixes are argued to participate in structuring the
event by specifying the culmination, i.e. the upper bound of a BECOME event, and
forming a complex predicate with the verb they apply to, thereby necessarily deriving
an accomplishment or achievement. At this level, they can add a lexical or idosyncratic
meaning and also affect the argument structure of the verb they apply to. The external
prefixes, on the other hand, are base-generated outside the VP. Therefore, they cannot
affect the argument structure or add an idiosyncratic meaning. Rather, they contribute
a uniform semantics, and their meaning contribution is compositional. I will come
back to the meaning contributions of some external prefixes in section 5.5.4.

21If the argument is given in the immediately preceding context and thus salient in some way, it can be
omitted (see also M!ynarczyk, 2004). This is different with the external prefixes, however, with which the
internal argument can in principle be omitted independent in any context.
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Secondary imperfectivisation

A second diagnostics to distinguish between internal and external prefixes is the possi-
bility of a prefixed perfective verb to derive SIs by means of an imperfectivising suffix
(40).

(40) Internally prefixed verbs undergo secondary imperfectivisation
a. pf. iz-dat’ ‘to publish’ (lit. OUT-give) > ipf. iz-da-va-t’
b. pf. pod-pisat’ ‘to sign’ (lit. UNDER-write) > ipf. pod-pis-yva-t’

(41) Externally prefixed verbs resist secondary imperfectivisation
a. pf. pro-sidet’ ‘to sit’ (+ PRO) > ipf. *pro-siž-iva-t’
b. pf. za-pisat’ ‘to write’ (+ ZA) > ipf. *za-pis-yva-t’

(40) illustrates that internally prefixed verbs regularly derive SIs, whereas (41) shows
that externally prefixed verbs do not.22

In my analysis, I follow Ramchand’s (2004) account, under which the SI suffix
is base-generated in Aspo to signal that the assertion time (Reichenbach’s Reference
Time) falls within the process portion of the event. Ramchand assumes there to be
a lexical requirement on the imperfectivising suffix to take a VP (vP) with internal
subevental complexity as its complement. Given that internal prefixes license a BE-
COME event, leading to subevental complexity of the event described, this requirement
is met and the particular verbs regularly derive SIs.23

Event nominals and participles

A productive way to derive nouns from verbs in Slavic is by suffixing the verb stem
with the reflexes of Common Slavic -n!je and -t!je (see also Dickey, 2000). Only
internally prefixed verbs derive such event nominals, but externally prefixed verbs do
not.24 For example, the Russian internally prefixed perfective na-pisat’ derives a noun
with the meaning ‘writing’, whereas there are no such derivations of the externally
prefixed counterparts with po- or za- (with the ingressive meaning) (42).

(42) Complex event nominals
a. na-pisat’p ‘to ON-write’ > na-pisanie INTERNAL
b. po-pisat’p ‘to PO-write’ > *po-pisanie EXTERNALS

za-pisat’p ‘to ZA-write’ > *za-pisanie

A similar behaviour is observed with participle formations of Slavic verbs. For in-
stance, the Russian internally prefixed verb na-pisat’ ‘to write’ can derive the partici-
ples in (43).

22There is an internally prefixed za-pisat’ ‘to register’ (lit. IN-write) which derives secondary imper-
fectives and also passes other tests for internal prefixhood. Hence, it is important to note that particular
instances of prefix senses are internal or external (see also Di Sciullo and Slabakova, 2005, on this point).

23Furthermore, if Russian external prefixes are base-generated in Spec, AspP and supply a definite as-
sertion time, as argued for by Ramchand, they are incompatible with the imperfective suffix because of the
conflicting aspectual values. This is different in Czech, though, since Czech external prefixes do not mark
grammatical aspect.

24Evidence for the absence of nominal derivations with so-called Aktionsart prefixes, which behave like
external prefixes under my account (see also section 5.5.4), and a theoretical account of this that is compa-
tible with the account proposed here can be found in Schoorlemmer (1995).
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(43) Participles of internally prefixed verb
a. na-pisa-všij (past active participle)
b. na-pisa-nnyj (past passive participle)

(44) No participles of externally prefixed verb
a. *popisavšij, *zapisavšij
b. *popisannyj, *zapisannyj

(44), on the other hand, shows that similar derivations from externally prefixed verbs
such as po-pisat’ ‘to write (for a while)’ or za-pisat’ ‘to (begin to) write’ are ungram-
matical.25

Dickey (2000) shows that there are crucial differences among Slavic languages
in the possibility of deriving event nominals from verbs. Russian derives such nouns
usually only from one member of the aspectual pair. In a few cases, both aspec-
tual partners derive event nominals but then there is also a lexical distinction between
the particular nouns. For example, the Russian aspectual pair otkryt’ / otkryvat’ ‘to
open, discover’ has the nominal counterparts otkrytie with the meaning ‘discovery’
and otkryvanie with the meaning ‘opening, discovering’ (cf. Dickey, 2000, 249). Ac-
cording to Dickey, there are only very few nominal pairs in Russian that maintain the
same kind of (grammatical) aspectual distinction as found with the particular verbal
pair without making a lexical distinction. Two examples are (pro)čtenie ‘(through-)
reading’ and (s)formirovanie ‘formation’.

Czech, on the other hand, regularly derives event nominals from both partners of
an aspectual pair. Dickey found regular pairs with every verb pair that is traditionally
considered to be an aspectual pair, such as provaděnı́ / provádánı́ ‘implementation’,
srovnávánı́ / srovnánı́ ‘comparison’, kaženı́ / skaženı́ ‘spoiling’, among many others.
Since he does not make a distinction between internal and external prefixes, as is done
in this thesis, he only addresses perfective verbs in general. Therefore, it is not clear
from his data whether externally prefixed verbs are capable of deriving complex event
nominals or not, but there are no such derivations in the entire bulk of his data. On a
Czech version of google (www.zoohoo.cz) I could also not find any such derivations
(45-c) but only the ones in (45-a) without prefixes and (45-b) with internal prefixes.

(45) Examples of Czech event nominals on www.zoohoo.cz
a. čı́sti > čtenı́ ‘to read’

ležati > ležánı́ ‘to lie’
dátp > dánı́ ‘to give’

b. pře-čı́stp > pře-čtenı́ ‘to THROUGH-read’
pro-datp > pro-dánı́ ‘to sell (lit. THROUGH-give)’

c. po-čı́stp > *po-čtenı́ ‘to PO-read’
pro-čı́stp > *pro-čtenı́ ‘to PRO-read’
po-ležatp > *po-ležánı́ ‘to PO-lie’
pro-ležatp > *pro-ležánı́ ‘to PRO-lie’

25The full paradigm of participles in Russian is never available for all imperfectives or all perfectives. For
example, Russian present participles can only be derived from imperfective verbs (Czech is not restricted in
this way). Nevertheless, there are some participles of internally prefixed verbs but never any of externally
prefixed ones so the point argued for here is still valid.
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Thus, I conclude that externally prefixed verbs in both Russian and Czech do not
derive event nominals whereas internally prefixed ones do.

The proposal outlined in the beginning of this section accounts for these facts as
follows. It is generally assumed that the derivation of event nominals and participles
contains (at least) a VP. Since internal prefixes are embedded within the VP in the
same way as secondary resultative predicates and form one complex predicate with
the main verbal one, they naturally participate in such derivations.

Externally prefixed verbs, on the other hand, cannot derive event nominals because
external prefixes are generated outside the VP (vP). Schoorlemmer (1995) shows for
Russian that such complex event nominals only take bare VPs (vPs) as their input, but
crucially not AspP or other projections. Supporting evidence comes from the incom-
patibility of event nominals with manner adverbs or accusative time expressions and
the fact that there are no aspectual pairs among Russian event nominals. Within the
same line of reasoning, we can assume that AspP is not part of Russian participles,
either. For instance, there are no aspectual pairs for each type of participle. Hence,
if Russian external prefixes are base-generated in Spec, AspP as argued for by Ram-
chand (2004), and if furthermore event nominals and participles do not contain AspP
as (partially) argued for by Schoorlemmer (1995), it follows straightforwardly that
externally prefixed verbs cannot derive such forms.

This is different in Czech, though, since we find regular aspectual pairs among
Czech event nominals and participles. Given that Czech external prefixes do not mark
perfectivity but act as adverbial modifiers, the absence of externally prefixed nominals
and participles deserves a different explanation. At this point, I can only speculate that
such derivations include AspP in Czech but not more and in particular that adverbial
material adjoined to the VP does not participate in such derivations. This excludes
external prefixes from being a part of event nominals and participles.

Infinitival subjects

Fourth, only internally prefixed verbs can occur as infinitival subjects (46).

(46) Only internally prefixed verbs can be infinitival subjects
a. S-pet’

OFF-singing.PF
pesnju
song.ACC

nam
us.DAT

davalo
gave

udovol’stvie.
pleasure

‘We had fun singing a/the song (from beginning to end).’ INTERNAL
b. *Za-pet’

ZA-singing.PF
pesnju
song.ACC

nam
us.DAT

davalo
gave

udovol’stvie.
pleasure

(intended meaning: ‘We had fun singing a/the song / bursting out in a
song.’) EXTERNAL

Infinitives of externally prefixed verbs exist but only embedded under some other ver-
bal form like the modal in (47).

(47) Externally prefixed infinitves cannot appear independently

My
we

dolžny
must

po-govorit’
PO-speak.PF

s
with

nim.
him

‘We must have a talk with him.’
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Under my account, infinitival subjects of internally prefixed verbs should exist quite
naturally for similar reasons that there are event nominals and participles. External
prefixation, on the other hand, has to be licensed higher in the structure and cannot
take place in the lexicon. This restriction can be captured by an approach that takes
external prefixes as grammatical aspect markers in the functional domain of the clause
for Russian or as VP-external adverbial-like modifiers for Czech.

Stacking of prefixes

Finally, only external but not internal prefixes can stack on top of other prefixes (48).
(49).

(48) Russian vy-dat’ OUT-give’
a. (> ipf. vy-da-va-t’ >) pf. po-vy-da-va-t’
b. *vy-po-da-va-t’
c. *vy-iz-da-va-t’ / *iz-vy-da-va-t’ (iz-dat’ ‘edit’ (lit. out-give))

(49) Czech od-stoupit ‘FROM-step’
a. po-od-stoupit
b. *od-po-stoupit
c. *od-u-stoupit / *u-od-stoupit (u-stoupit ‘yield’ (lit. away-step))

(48-a) and (49-a) show that the external prefix po- can stack on top of internal ones
like Russian vy- ‘out’ or Czech od- ‘from’. The reverse order is ungrammatical (48-b),
(49-b). Czech po- in this case acts as a measure phrase modifier meaning ‘a bit’,
whereas Russian po- conveys a distributive meaning (e.g. a librarian handing out
several books over a particular period of time). (48-c) and (49-c) additionally illustrate
that two internal prefixes cannot stack on top of each other, no matter which order is
chosen. Hence, as a rule, there can only be one internal prefix on a verb.

Under my account, internal prefixes cannot stack on other internal prefixes because
there can only be one resultative secondary predication per event, otherwise we would
be dealing with a separate event. External prefixes, on the other hand, should be able to
stack because there is no reason a priori to assume that an aspectual (perfective) prefix
in Russian or an adverbial modifier in Czech should be incompatible with resultativity
per se.26 Furthermore, the order in which an external prefix stacks on top of an internal
one and not vice versa is also predicted, since external prefixes attach to the full VP,
whereas internal prefixes attach within the VP.

In sum, internal prefixes always derive accomplishments or achievements, since
they lexicalise an event’s culmination, which is the upper bound of a BECOME event.
Given the assumptions about telicity outlined in chapter 3, the particular predicates
should behave like telic ones, unless additional means are added to mark unbound-
edness. In the next section, I will show that predicates containing internal prefixes
uniformly behave like telic ones. Indicative of this claim are the facts in (48) and (49),
which show that there can only be one internal prefix on a verb.27 This is compatible

26However, there might be some co-occurrence restrictions derived from other sources. One of these
restrictions in Czech will be addressed in detail in chapter 7.

27Recall that the same observation has also been made for Bulgarian by Di Sciullo and Slabakova (2005).
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with Tenny’s (1994) observation that an event may only have one measuring-out and
be delimited only once.

5.5.3 Internal prefixes induce telicity
In this section, I will show that predicates containing internal prefixes pass the di-
agnostics for telicity proposed in section 5.3.2. This fact furthermore corroborates
my analysis under which internal prefixes always derive accomplishments or achieve-
ments. The particular predicates should behave like telic ones, unless additional means
are added to mark unboundedness.

Predicates containing internal prefixes (if not further modified by the imperfec-
tivising suffix) are only compatible with in-adverbials (50).

(50) Internally prefixed predicates are telic
a. On

he
ot-krylp

FROM-covered
okno
window.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He opened the window in / *for two minutes.’
b. Ja

I
na-pisalp

ON-wrote
pis’mo
letter.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘I wrote a/the letter in / *for two minutes.’

In contrast, some external prefixes are only compatible with for-adverbials (51).

(51) Externally prefixed predicates are not (necessarily) telic
a. On

he
po-spalp

PO-slept
(*za)
(*in)

dve
two

minuty.
minutes

‘He slept *in / for two hours.’
b. On

he
pro-sidelp

PRO-sat
v
in

tjurme
prison.PREP

(*za)
(*in)

dvacat’
twenty

let.
years

‘He was in prison *in / for twenty years () He spent twenty years in
prison).’

The second test I proposed in section 5.3.2 was to check whether a sentence with a
telic predicate describing a situation in the past entails that the situation does not hold
anymore in the present. This is true for all internally prefixed predicates (52) but does
not hold if the predicate is externally prefixed (53).

(52) Telicity entailment test: internal prefixes
a. On

he
ot-krylp

FROM-covered
oknoi.
window.ACC

( On
he

ne
not

o-tkry-va-eti
FROM-covers.IPF

oknoi.
window

‘He opened a/the window.’ / ‘He does not open (this particular) window.’
b. Ja

I
na-pisalp

ON-wrote
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

( Ja
I

ne
not

pišui

write
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

(53) Telicity entailment test: external prefixes
a. Ja

I
po-pisalp

PO-wrote
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

! Ja
I

ne
not

pišui

write
pis’moi.
letter.ACC

b. Ja
I

za-pelp

ZA-sang
pesnjui.
song.ACC

! Ja
I

ne
not

pojui

sing.PRES
pesnjui.
song.ACC
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I therefore conclude that internally prefixed predicates are necessarily telic whereas
this does not hold for externally prefixed predicates.

Filip (2000) notes that Russian and Czech prefixes do not behave uniformly with
respect to some telicity tests. In particular, pro- ‘for a longer while’, which is classified
here as an external prefix, behaves just like po-, another external prefix, and both are
only compatible with for-adverbials. The external prefix za-, on the other hand, which
supplies a temporal initial bound to an otherwise unbounded predicate (see section
5.5.4), displays reverse behaviour and is only compatible with in-adverbials. In this
case, though, the temporal adverbial specifies the time before the event starts and does
not measure the run time of the event itself. The entailment test, on the other hand,
also works with za- (52-c).

In general, this is not a problem for my proposal, since I assume that only internal
prefixes are directly related to telicity as a result of their being resultatives. External
prefixes, on the other hand, are orthogonal to the (a)telicity distinction and fulfil other
functions. This is in line with Ramchand (2004), who assumes that in-adverbials are
ungrammatical if no lexically specified temporal transition points are present. There-
fore, internally prefixed verbs are always compatible with in-adverbials because they
regularly specify the transition,28 which is interpreted temporally at a later point in the
derivation. Ramchand furthermore notes, that ‘in the absence of a result, the telicity
tests are influenced by other factors.’ Hence, external prefixes, which apply to events
without a BECOME event (in Ramchand’s terms, without a result state), may have se-
lectional restrictions with respect to telicity but never change the telicity status of the
predicate they apply to. Thus, they do not have to behave uniformly with respect to
telicity tests.

In sum, predicates containing internal prefixes behave like telic ones according to
the proposed tests for telicity, namely the (in)compatibility with in- or for-adverbials
and an entailment test. Internal prefixes can thus be treated as telicity markers. Ex-
ternal prefixes, on the other hand, do not behave uniformly with respect to the telicity
tests. The next section describes some of the most common external prefixes.

5.5.4 External prefixes
This section addresses some of the most common external prefixes at a descriptive
level so that readers not that familiar with Slavic languages get some idea of what
kind of external prefixes there are. There are a number of prefixes that behave like
external ones according to the diagnostics proposed in previous sections but it would
go too far to discuss each and every one at this point. Most of the traditionally labelled
Aktionsart prefixes (see, for example, Isačenko, 1962, for extensive lists of such pre-
fixes in Russian) fall under the category ‘external prefix’.29 I will therefore use the
traditional Aktionsart labels in the description of these prefixes. More discussion on
particular prefixes, which I label external, is found in Nübler (1992); Petruxina (2000);
Filip (2003); Součková (2004); Romanova (2004), among others.

28A transition is from ¬' to ' with achievements or from ( to ' with accomplishments, where ( entails
¬' (see chapter 3).

29Note that the Slavistic understanding of the term Aktionsart differs from the ‘Western’ one. In the
Slavistic tradition, it refers to the different aspectual meaning contributions of particular prefixes, which
should rather be located at the level of outer aspect, whereas in the ‘Western’ tradition it is used as a cover
term for the lexical aspect of verbs.
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Corpus data (Gehrke, 2002)30 show that in narrative discourse, Russian expresses
particular discourse functions by grammtical aspect and that external prefixes are of-
ten used with atelic predicates to mark them for temporal boundedness. In the same
context, Czech external prefixes are used less often and do not act as temporal deli-
miters but fulfil other adverbial-like functions.31 This indicates that external prefixes
in these two languages are quite different. I will therefore discuss them separately,
starting with three particular prefixes that are frequently used in Russian.

Russian external prefixes

A very productive external prefix in Russian is DELIMITATIVE po- supplying the extra
information ‘a bit’ (54).

(54) Delimitative external prefix po-
a. On po-sidelp. ‘He sat / was sitting (for a while).’
b. On po-ležalp. ‘He lay / was lying (for a while).’
c. On po-čitalp (knigu). ‘He read / was reading (the / a book) (for a while).’
d. On po-elp. ‘He ate / was eating (for a while).’

Russian po- in this example functions as a temporal delimiter, comparable to for-
adverbials. However, the translation with a for-adverbial is actually too strong since
the meaning of po- is generally quite weak and close to empty. Thus, po- is a measure-
ment expression, which in Russian is exclusively interpreted in the temporal domain.

Another common external prefix in Russian is PERDURATIVE pro-, which is ge-
nerally described as referring to an unexpectedly long duration of a situation (see,
for example, Isačenko, 1962). This duration has to be lexically specified or at least
indicated, as in (55) 20 let, dolgo etc.

(55) Perdurative external prefix pro-
a. On pro-sidelp v tjurme 20 let. ‘He sat in prison for 20 years.’
b. On dolgo tam pro-ležalp. ‘He lay there for a long time.’
c. Ona pro-spalap dva dnja. ‘She slept for two days.’
d. Oni pro-govorilip časy. ‘They talked for hours.’

Finally, Russian INGRESSIVE za- supplies the event with a(n arbitrary) starting point
(56).32

(56) Ingressive external prefix za-
a. On za-pelp (pesnju). ‘He started to sing (a / the song). / He burst out in

a song.’
b. Ona za-govorilap: ... ‘She started to say / said: ...’

30In Gehrke (2002), I compared the usage of verbal affixes in Russian and Czech in several 20th century
novels and short stories from Russian and Czech and their particular translations.

31Similarly, secondary imperfectives, instances of grammatical aspect, are used less often in Czech nar-
rative discourse than in Russian.

32Similar to examples with po-, the most natural translation of verbs containing the ingressive za- should
be a plain verb, in these cases he sang a song and She said: ....
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These prefixes intuitively have in common that they provide arbitrary temporal end-
points (either to the left on the time axis or to both sides) to an otherwise unbounded
event description. Thus, they all mark temporal boundedness as argued for in Gehrke
(2002). Ramchand (2004) gives the following semantic definitions of two particular
Russian external prefixes (57).

(57) Semantics of some Russian external prefixes (Ramchand, 2004)
a. [[za-]] = )P)t [ P(t) & t occurs at the onset of the temporal trace ]
b. [[po-]] = )P)t [ P(t) & t is a specific moment a short way into the tem-

poral trace ]

The fact that Russian external prefixes provide temporal bounds supports an analysis
which treats them as instances of perfectivity markers. This also makes sense in light
of proposals to capture the semantics of the perfective aspect in Russian in terms of
temporal definiteness (Dickey, 2000; Ramchand, 2004), or in terms of boundedness
of the reference time (Schoorlemmer, 1995; Borik, 2002). In Russian, these prefixes
always derive perfective verbs from imperfective ones and are generally incompatible
with perfective verbs. They furthermore cannot derive secondary imperfectives.

Czech external prefixes

Czech po-, which will be addressed in more detail in chapter 7, also behaves like a
measurement expression. Unlike its Russian counterpart, however, it is not necessarily
interpreted in the temporal domain, but, in fact, most often measures some spatial
distance.33 Thus, it can also apply to temporally bounded situations as in po-o-točilap

křeslo ‘she turned the chair a bit’; po-klek-lp ‘he kneeled a bit’ or in (58-a).

(58) Czech external prefix po- (from Milan Kundera, Žert [The Joke])
a. Pak

then
holička
hairdresser

po-od-stoupila
PO-FROM-stepped.PF

[...]

‘Then the hairdresser stepped aside a little.’ CZECH
b. Potom

then
parikmaxerša
hairdresser

oto-šla
FROM-went.PF

čut’
bit

[...]

RUSSIAN TRANSLATION

This spatial meaning cannot be marked by Russian po- and the translation of the Czech
original in (58-b) uses the additional adverb čut’ ‘a bit’. Note that the particular Czech
verbs without the po- (e.g. otočila, klekl, odstoupila) are already perfective, just like
their Russian counterparts.

Thus, the crucial difference between the Russian and Czech measurement prefix
po- is that Czech po- is primarily interpreted in the spatial domain (as shown in the
corpus data discussed in Gehrke, 2002), whereas Russian po- is exclusively interpreted
in the temporal domain. The fact that Russian po- is incompatible with perfective verb
forms and only applies to imperfective verbs supports the analysis of Russian external
prefixes as perfectivisers. Czech po-, on the other hand, supplies the additional adver-
bial meaning of ‘a bit’, which is compatible with perfectivity, as I will show in detail
in chapter 7.

33In Gehrke (2002), I only found one instance where it was interpreted temporarily.
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The Czech cognate of Russian perdurative pro- (roughly meaning something like
‘for a long time’) is not very common. On top of that, it often derives secondary
imperfectives which could indicate that this prefix should rather be treated as an in-
ternal one in Czech. Note also that it arguably changes the argument structure since
the use of an accusative DP indicating the time that is V-ed becomes obligatory in
Czech. In Russian, on the other hand, already an adverbial like dolgo ‘for a long time’
is sufficient for licensing perdurative pro-. Ingressive za- does not exist in Czech,
since ingressivity in this language is regularly contextually induced. For discussion
of differences among Slavic languages with respect to the expression of ingressivity
Ivančev (see 1959/60); Petruxina (see 2000); Dickey (see 2000); Gehrke (see 2002).

In general, in cases where Russian external prefixes primarily provide a temporal
interpretation and arguably mark grammatical aspect, Czech will not use external pre-
fixes at all. Czech external prefixes in turn can have a quantificational effect as can
be seen in the discussions of particular Czech prefixes in Petruxina (2000); Součková
(2004), for example. Another example with yet a different meaning contribution is
discussed in Filip (2003) (59).

(59) The (here external) Czech prefix u- (Filip, 2003, 72)
a. řek-nou-t

say-SEMELFACTIVE
> u-řek-nou-t

U-say-SEMELFACTIVE
se
REF

‘to say (once)’ / ‘to say unintentionally, inadvertently, by mistake (once);
to misspeak (once)’

b. zved-nou-tP

lift-SEMELFACTIVE
> u-zved-nou-tP

U-lift-SEMELFACTIVE
‘to lift (once)’ / ‘to be able to lift (once)’

c. nésti
carry

> u-néstp

U-carry
‘to carry’ / ‘to be able to carry’

According to Filip (2003, 72), u- in (59-a) ‘only adds the manner component of ap-
proximately “unintentionally”, “inadvertently”, “by mistake” to the perfective verb’,
but it does not add a telos or a temporal bound. In (59-b,c), the meaning contribution
of u- is yet another one, it ‘contributes the component of root modality to the verb’
(Filip, 2003, 72). In this function, it can apply to both perfective and imperfective
verbs, and the output behaves like a perfective verb according to Filip (they are in-
compatible with phase verbs and the future tense auxiliary). Given that this prefix
clearly has other functions than to add a result, it naturally falls under the external
group.

Thus, although we find the same properties that distinguish between Czech internal
and external prefixes as in Russian, there are reasons to assume that Czech external
prefixes do not mark perfectivity. In particular, we have seen in (58) that a Czech
external prefix can stack on top of an internal one even if the particular verb has not
undergone secondary imperfectivisation. A scheme for this example is given in (60).

(60) Scope of prefixes with respect to one another
po-od-stoupit ‘away-step a bit’
[ external- [ internal- [V] ]p f ]p f
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Given that the verb, which the second prefix applies to, is already perfective, this prefix
most likely does not mark perfectivity. It rather functions as an adverbial modifier, in
this case as a spatial measurement expression. I therefore assume that Czech external
prefixes, unlike the Russian ones, are not base-generated in Spec, AspP and do not
function as perfectivity markers. Given that this chapter and the remainder of this
thesis is more concerned with internal prefixes, I will not provide a precise account
for Czech external prefixes (the semantics of some Czech prefixes which are grouped
with the external ones here is addressed in Filip, 2000, 2003; Součková, 2004).

5.5.5 Is there more than one AspP?
At first sight there seems to be counter-evidence to the claim that a Russian external
prefix like po- is a perfectivity marker, since there are examples with po- (an alleged
perfectivity markers) attaching to a secondary imperfective (with the suffix marking
imperfectivity) (61) (= (4-a)).

(61) ipf. vy-da-va-t’ > pf. po-vy-da-va-t’ ‘to hand out, distribute’ RUSSIAN

With the syntax provided in Ramchand’s (2004) account, we might run into problems
at this point. Since there is only one AspP available, Aspo would be occupied by the
imperfective suffix, signalling that the assertion time is indefinite, whereas Spec, Asp
would contain the external prefix providing a definite assertion time. Since these are
conflicting aspectual values, such a construction should be ungrammatical. However,
in (60) the application of both a prefix and a suffix to the same verb is possible. In fact,
the application of the Russian external prefix po- here even relies on the existence of
an imperfective verb form and the application to the perfective prefixed verb without
the additional imperfectivising suffix is ungrammatical (62).34

(62) pf. vy-dat’ ‘to hand out, distribute’ *> pf. *po-vy-dat’ RUSSIAN

There is a way out of this apparent dilemma, though, and Ramchand herself hints at
it in a footnote. In general, the Russian external prefixes that stack take pluralities of
events as their input and such examples commonly contain plural or mass nouns. This
is clearly evident in (61), where po- has a distributive reading. Isačenko (1962) and
others treat this po- separately from the delimitative po-, labelling it the distributive
Aktionsart.35 Therefore, it could very well be that this prefix is the head of yet another
aspectual projection (e.g. DistP) higher up in the structure, which takes an unspecified
plurality of events as its input. This po-, which enforces a distributive reading, would
then sit in this higher projection, and the head of the lower AspP would be occupied
by the imperfectivising suffix.

What is not explicitly mentioned in Ramchand (2004), but what should follow
straightforwardly, is that Russian external prefixes are semantically compatible only
with events with an indefinite assertion time. There are at least two ways for an event
to have an indefinite assertion time. Either the input is a homogeneous event which
does not contain a BECOME event and thus does not refer to a transition, i.e. a state or

34This is different in Czech, though, see also chapter 7.
35Instead one could argue that the same prefix po- attaches at two different positions in the tree. The

semantic contribution of po- would then be the same in both cases and can roughly described as ‘a bit’ (see
also Součková, 2004, for an approach to Czech po- along these lines).
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an activity. Without an external prefix, such vPs/VPs will be imperfective (examples
were given in (1-a)). A second type of input can be SIs, since the imperfectivising
suffix asserts that the assertion time falls within the process portion of the event. Ac-
cording to Ramchand, this is an arbitrary time moment within the process event, so
that the assertion time itself is indefinite.

In any case, it should be noted that the only possibility of prefix and suffix co-
occurring on the same verb is the one in (63-a), but not the one in (63-b).

(63) [ [internal- [V] ]p f -SI ]ip f

a. > [ external- [ [ internal- [V] ]p f -SI ]ip f ]p f

b. > *[ [ external- [ internal- [V] ]p f ]p f -SI ]ip f

In other words, the imperfectivising suffix can never outscope an external prefix but
only an internal prefix, thereby deriving an imperfective verb.36 Since nothing in this
thesis hinges on the precise syntactic implementation of grammatical aspect but rather
focuses on the internal prefixes, I will leave this for future research.

In the following, I will focus on particular instances of internal prefixes, which
relates them to incremental structures in a more obvious way. First, I will address
internal prefixes in the realm of incremental verbs, where the internal argument of
the verb can be seen as providing an incremental path (in the broad sense) the event
progresses on (this notion of generalised paths has been discussed in detail in chapter
3). After that, section 5.6 will move to motion verbs and the interaction of internal
prefixes and spatial prepositions.

5.5.6 ‘Empty’ prefixes
There is a group of prefixes, the so-called ‘empty’ prefixes, which at first sight are
hard to classify as internal or external ones. Common examples are given in (64).

(64) ‘Empty’ prefixes, e.g. Russian
a. na-pisat’ ‘ON-write’
b. pro-čitat’ ‘THROUGH-read’37

c. vy-pit’ ‘OUT-drink’
d. s”-est’ ‘OFF-eat’

The particular prefixes are traditionally assumed to be ‘empty’, since they do not seem
to alter the simple verb’s base meaning; instead they are considered to only change
the verb’s aspect from imperfective to perfective and to derive a perfective partner
in the aspectual pair (e.g. Bondarko, 1971; Maslov, 1984; M!ynarczyk, 2004, among
others). This would be an indication to treat these prefixes as external ones, since
external prefixes were argued not to convey lexical meaning and (at least in Russian)
to function as perfectivity markers.

On the other hand, it could be argued that ‘empty’ prefixes still express particular
meanings in isolation, but that they contribute a redundant meaning when they com-

36For a treatment of the syntactic role of Russian external prefixes, see also Romanova (2004) and Sveno-
nius (2004b).

37Note that the pro- here is an instance of an ‘empty’ prefix with the meaning ‘through’ rather than an
instance of the external (perdurative) prefix discussed in previous sections.
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bine with the verb, since they supply information that is already presupposed in the
simple verb. For example, if something is commonly V-ed on(to) something, na ‘on’
is used as in na-pisat’ ‘to write’, na-risovat’ ‘to draw’. If something is V-ed away or
out, s ‘off’ or vy ‘out’ are used as in s”est’ ‘to eat’ or vypit’ ‘to drink’.38 Furthermore,
there is not one such prefix that can be stuck on any of these verbs to derive a per-
fective counterpart, but each verb requires its own ‘empty’ prefix. Thus, there is still
something truly lexical about the prefixes, since there is a lexical tie between them
and the verbs they combine with. This would be an indication to treat these prefixes
as internal ones.

To solve this issue, let us look again at the table that summarises the properties
that distinguish external from internal prefixes, repeated here as table 5.2.

internal prefixes external prefixes
Argument structure effects possible

1
*

SIs
1

*
Event nominals and participles

1
*

Infinitival subjects
1

*
Induce telicity

1
(orthogonal)

Stacking *
1

Table 5.2: Internal vs. external prefixes

Table 5.3 shows how ‘empty’ prefixes fare with respect to these diagnostics.

‘Empty prefixes’
Argument structure effects possible

1

SIs * (usually)
Event nominals and participles

1

Infinitival subjects
1

Induce telicity
1

Stacking *

Table 5.3: ‘Empty’ prefixes and the tests for internal vs. external prefixhood

With respect to most of the diagnostics, ‘empty’ prefixes behave like internal ones.
They show argument structure effects because the internal argument, which is often
optional with the unprefixed verb, becomes obligatory (65-a).

(65) Russian ipf. pisat’ (čto) ‘to write (what)’ >
a. pf. na-pisat’ čto ‘to write what’ EMPTY
b. pf. po-pisat’ (čto) ‘to write (what) (for a while)’ EXTERNALS

pf. za-pisat’ (čto) ‘to (begin to) write (what)’

In this way, they clearly contrast with external prefixes, with which the internal argu-
ment remains optional (65-b).

38Isačenko (1962), for example, rejects the concept of ‘empty’ prefixes altogether. Instead, he labels pre-
fixed verbs such as napisat’ ‘ON-write’ or pročitat’ ‘THROUGH-read’ Aktionsart verbs, as well, expressing
the RESULTATIVE AKTIONSART.
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Second, verbs with ‘empty prefixes’ regularly derive event nominals and partici-
ples (recall (42) and (43)). There are thus deverbal derivations of verbs containing
‘empty’ prefixes indicating that they are VP-internal.39 Third, verbs with these prefi-
xes can appear as infinitival subjects, which was shown in (46-a) for the verb pet’ ‘to
sing’ in combination with its ‘empty’ prefix s- ‘off’. Fourth, ‘empty’ prefixes cannot
stack. This is shown for several combinations in (66).

(66) ‘Empty’ prefixes cannot stack
a. *na-za-pis-yva-t’

ON-IN-write.IPF
/
/

*za-na-pis-yva-t’
IN-ON-write.IPF

b. *na-po-pis-yva-t’
ON-PO-write.IPF

c. *s(o)-za-pe-va-t’
OFF-ZA-sing.IPF

d. *vy-na-pi-va-t’sja
OUT-NA-drink.IPF-REF

The examples in (66-a) show that two internal prefixes (see also footnote 22) can-
not stack in either direction. The other examples in (66) show that ‘emtpy’ prefixes
cannot stack on top of external ones.40 The fact that ‘empty’ prefixes cannot stack
is connected to the point that each of these verbs has a different kind of prefix and
also only one of them. This in turn is directly connected to the fact that predicates
containing such prefixes behave like telic predicates, which was shown in (50-b) and
(52-b). (67) provides further examples.41

(67) ‘Empty’ prefixes and telicity tests
a. On

he
pro-čital
THROUGH-read.PF

knigu
book.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

den’.
day

‘He read a / the book (in / *for) a day.’
b. On pro-čital knigu. ( On

he
uže
more

ne
not

čitaet
reads.IPF

knigu.
book.ACC

The only problem for treating these prefixes as internal ones is the fact that verbs with
‘empty’ prefixes resist further imperfectivisation, which would group them with the
external prefixes.42 This could indicate that the internal-external distinction for Slavic

39Recall that Dickey (2000) mentions only very few nominal pairs in Russian that still maintain the same
kind of aspectual distinction as found with the particular verbal pair without making a lexical distinction.
Crucially, these pairs are simple imperfective verbs that derive the perfective aspectual partners by ‘empty’
prefixes such as (pro)čtenie ‘(THROUGH-)reading’.

40The circumfix na-sja ‘ON-REF’ expresses the ACCUMULATIVE Aktionsart, which conveys the meaning
of doing something to a great extent (see also Isačenko, 1962).

41Note that the simple imperfectives without prefixes do not display unequivocal behaviour with respect
to the tests but behave telic in some but atelic in other contexts. The context-dependency for telicity in cases
where resultatitivity is not marked explicitly by internal prefixes with these verbs is similar to the context-
dependency for telicity with secondary imperfectives, which was discussed in previous sections when the
tests were first introduced.

42In contrast to most other verbs combining with ‘empty’ prefixes (and also unlike its Czech counterpart),
the Russian verb (pro-)čitat’ ‘to THROUGH-read’ is one of the very few that can also derive a secondary
imperfective. This secondary imperfective usually conveys a habitual meaning and not a process meaning
(although this is also possible with the right context) and is obligatorily transitive (i).
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prefixes is either not a clear-cut one or that such a two-way distinction is not sufficient.
The fact that verbs with ‘empty’ prefixes do not derive secondary imperfectives leads
Ramchand (2004), for example, to argue that these prefixes are superlexical (here:
external). Nevertheless, I will consider these prefixes internal since they pass all other
tests for internal prefixhood and since furthermore they clearly specify that the event
culminated.

What is so special about verbs with ‘empty’ prefixes, then, that they do not derive
secondary imperfectives? A closer look at the kind of verbs that typically combine
with ‘empty’ prefixes might hint at an answer to this question. Typical verbs that ap-
pear with ‘empty’ prefixes are verbs of creation and consumption like read, write, eat,
among others. Cross-linguistically, these verbs show variable behaviour with respect
to telicity. In addition, most of these verbs have an optional internal argument, and
the predicate can only be telic if the internal argument is present. In the spirit of Filip
(1999), I will call these verbs INCREMENTAL VERBS because they combine with an
(in many cases) optional incremental theme argument (in the sense of Dowty, 1991).
In addition to accomplishments and achievements Filip argues for incremental even-
tualities as a third type of Bach’s (1986) ‘events’ (in contrast to processes and states,
see chapter 3). Filip argues that accomplishments and achievements are quantised
event types, whereas incremental eventualities are not specified for quantisedness (in
the sense of Krifka, 1992); they are only quantised in case they combine with a quan-
tised internal argument, otherwise they are homogeneous. In fact, in many cases the
particular verbs are optionally intransitive.

In (65), we saw that the Slavic counterparts to these verbs are also optionally in-
transitive if the verb is morphologically simple or if it combines with an external pre-
fix. The internal argument becomes obligatory with an ‘empty’ prefix, which indicates
that the prefix is internal and derives an accomplishment event structure. Recall that
under Rothstein’s (2004) account, the argument of the BECOME event of an accom-
plishment is necessarily the internal argument of the activity. In case of an incremental
verb like, for instance, eat, the activity is associated with the process of eating which
culminates at the point where the theme of eat has been consumed. However, if the
internal argument (the theme) is not expressed, a BECOME event cannot be construed.

More recently, ‘empty’ prefixes have been discussed extensively by Filip (1999)
and M!ynarczyk (2004).43 M!ynarczyk is interested in the formation of aspectual pairs
(in Polish) and spells out conditions that have to be met in order for two verbs or verb
forms to be considered as an aspectual pair. Under her approach, ‘empty’ prefixes are
literally empty and merely derive a perfective aspectual partner, since verbs with such
prefixes cannot undergo secondary imperfectivisation (one crucial test in her system).
Filip, on the other hand, is interested in the semantics of prefixes (but not so much
in grammatical aspect or aspectual pairs) and argues that all prefixes are derivational.
Therefore, ‘empty’ prefixes in her account are not literally empty because they are
taken to derive new lexical items.

(i) On
he

pro-čit-yv-al
THROUGH-read-IPF-PST

*(knigu).
*(book.ACC)

43Given that the ‘empty’ prefixes are not a main topic of this thesis, I will not talk about them in detail
but the interested reader is referred to these two sources and references cited therein.
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Neither Filip nor M!ynarczyk make a two-way distinction between internal and
external prefixes and therefore the question whether ‘empty’ prefixes are internal or
external does not arise for them. Under my proposal, internal prefixes are VP-internal
resultatives that play a particular role in structuring the event and deriving an accom-
plishment or achievement. External prefixes, on the other hand, do not play such a role
in event structure but are mere perfectivity markers or adverbial modifiers, attaching
VP-externally.

Under a syntagmatic view of aspectual pairing of the type found in M!ynarczyk44

and given Bohnemeyer and Swift’s (2004) idea about default aspect outlined in the
introduction to section 5.5, treating ‘empty’ prefixes as internal ones is not neces-
sarily incompatible with either Filip’s or M!ynarczyk’s account. These prefixes are
VP-internal and derive an accomplishment and thus fulfil the same function as clearly
derivational prefixes, which have been grouped as internal prefixes here, such as u-
‘(lit.) away’ in u-bit’ ‘kill’ (vs. bit’ ‘hit’). Verbs with ‘empty’ prefixes, as all verbs
with internal prefixes, are perfective by default under the approach of Bohnemeyer
and Swift. At the same time, the meaning contribution of ‘empty’ prefixes is so mini-
mal that verbs with such prefixes function as aspectual partners to a simple imperfec-
tive verb in precisely those contexts where it is associated with an accomplishment.
In other contexts, where the simple imperfective is associated with an activity (e.g.
with eat in its intransitive use or in combination with an internal argument witn non-
quantised reference), the aspectual partner is derived by an external prefix.45

In sum, I conclude that ‘empty’ prefixes on incremental verbs are internal. In
general, I assume that they can directly be compared to English particles with such
verbs, e.g. eat up in the sense that both form complex predicates with the verb. The
next section addresses the interaction of prefixes and spatial PPs in motion events. The
following parallels can be drawn between incremental verbs and motion verbs. We
saw that incremental verbs often only optionally combine with incremental themes,
and this has been analysed in terms of a generalised path associated with the internal
argument as discussed in chapter 3. Motion verbs, in turn, optionally combine with
directional PPs. With both types of verbs, an internal prefix puts a bound on the path
and signals that the event culminated.

5.6 Multiple Ps in motion
This section zooms in on motion events and the interaction of motion verbs, prefixes
and prepositions. Russian and Czech spatial prepositions were already addressed in
chapter 4, where they were divided into locative and particular directional Ps. It was
also shown that Russian and Czech can make a distinction between a locative and a
directional-goal reading with most locative Ps by case within the PP, similar to German
and some other Indo-European languages. This section adds a discussion of Russian
and Czech (internal) prefixes with a spatial meaning and motion verbs.46 After having

44Under a paradigmatic view, verbs or verb forms form an aspectual pair independent of the context they
appear in, whereas under the syntagmatic view there can be different pairs in different contexts.

45We could also say that the internally prefixed verb narrows down the spectrum of the events that can
be associated with the simple verb to precisely those that contain a BECOME event.

46Evidence for the internal prefixhood of these prefixes will be discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
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outlined the general approach to the interaction of verbs, prefixes and prepositions
with a spatial meaning, I will first address the parallels between such prefixes and
prepositions and then discuss motion verbs in these Slavic languages.

5.6.1 The proposal
I propose that internal prefixes that are found in directed motion events with a goal,
source or route orientation specify the upper bound of an incremental path. This path
can further be specified by directional PPs or PPs with a derived directional meaning
(see chapter 4). The general structure is given in (68).

(68) Russian and Czech internal prefixes in motion events

VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DPint Pred+

Pred

INTERNAL PREFIX

PP

Spec P+

P DPGround

Contrary to the general assumption that prefixes on motion verbs are directional and
therefore dynamic in nature (e.g. Filip, 2003), I will propose that many of them should
rather be treated as locative Ps and thus as stative given that they refer to the final
location of a motion event.47

Under this account, events described by motion verbs in combination with internal
prefixes are accomplishments or achievements, where the internal prefix combines
with the verb into a complex predicate with a resultative meaning. This predicts that
the prefixes that can function as internal prefixes should have only those prepositional
counterparts that can or must have bounded reference (in the sense of Zwarts, 2005b).
This is in line with the Bounded PP Hypothesis proposed in chapter 3, according to
which PPs that are necessarily interpreted as bounded have to be integrated into the
VP as complements (secondary resultative predicates).48

47The claim that prefixes on motion verbs are stative is also found in Žaucer (2004) for Slovenian or
Arsenijević (2004) for Serbian. The fact that there are also prefixes in motion events where a path leads
along a route is not a general counterexample to this claim, since route paths can often be seen as extended
locations in some derived sense. Furthermore, route expressions can also refer to states as in, for instance,
I am through with you (see also Cresswell, 1978, for such stative readings derived from directional PPs).

48This is a biconditional, then, since PPs that are necessarily interpreted as bounded function as secondary
resultative predicates and PPs integrated as such are necessarily interpreted as bounded.
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Recall from chapter 2 that Zwarts (2005b) divides English directional PPs into
bounded (telic), unbounded (atelic) and (un)bounded ((a)telic) ones based on whether
or not they have cumulative reference. Let us assume for the time being that the
particular directional prepositional phrases in Slavic can also be divided along these
lines. If my account is correct and the prefixes always mark the upper bound of a
BECOME event (and in this case the final location of a path), the particular events
should always be telic, independent of which PP is used.

In the following, I will show that this prediction is borne out and only Zwarts’
(2005b) telic / bounded Ps have counterparts among the prefixes used in motion con-
texts. I take this as evidence in support of an analysis that considers them internal and
resultative.

5.6.2 Comparing prefixes and prepositions
Zwarts’ (2005b) division of English directional prepositions along the lines of bound-
edness is repeated in (69).

(69) Boundedness in the spatial domain (Zwarts, 2005b)
a. BOUNDED, TELIC: to, into, onto, from, out of, off, away from, past, via
b. UNBOUNDED, ATELIC: towards, along
c. (UN)BOUNDED, (A)TELIC: across, around, down, over, through, up

Here, we see that, except for towards, all goal and source PPs refer to bounded paths,
whereas most route Ps (except for past, via, which are bounded, and along, which is
unbounded) display mixed behaviour. In English, these PPs behave like telic prepo-
sitions in some contexts but like atelic ones in others. For example, walk across the
bridge is compatible with both in- and for-adverbials and the adverbials disambiguate
between a telic and an atelic reading of the preposition.

In the following, I will first address prefixes used with goal- and source-oriented
events and then turn to routes.

Goals and sources

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 contain the Russian and Czech prepositional and prefixal counter-
parts to most of the English goal and source prepositions dealt with in Zwarts (2005b).
Note, that some of the prepositional goal counterparts are locative Ps that have a de-
rived goal reading when their complement DPs bear accusative case.

meaning prepositions verbal prefixes
to do (+GEN), k (+DAT) do-, pri-
towards k (+DAT) —
in / into v (+ACC) / (+PREP) v-
on / onto na (+ACC) / (+PREP) (na-)
(away) from ot (+GEN) ot-, u-
out (of) iz (+GEN) iz-, vy-

Table 5.4: Russian goal and source prepositions and prefixes
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meaning prepositions verbal prefixes
to do (+GEN), k (+DAT) do-, při-
towards k (+DAT), vůči (+DAT) —
into do (+GEN) do-
on / onto na (+ACC) / (+PREP) (na-)
(away) from od (+GEN) od-, u-
out (of) z (+GEN) vy-

Table 5.5: Czech goal and source prepositions and prefixes

An apparent difference between Russian and Czech is that only Czech has a prepo-
sition like towards distinct from to, namely vůči. In addition, Czech does not lexically
distinguish into from to but uses the preposition do in both cases.49

The gaps or mismatches in the preposition-prefix correlation (marked in bold-
faced letters) seemingly pose a problem for the claim underlying this thesis and argued
for in chapter 2, according to which prefixes and prepositions belong to the same cat-
egory P. There are no direct prefixal counterparts to k ‘to(wards)’ and vůči ‘towards’.
On the other hand, there are cases where the prefixes used to refer to goals or sources
do not have prepositional counterparts with the same meaning. These prefixes are, in
fact, often preferred over the direct counterparts to render the particular meanings of
goal and source.

To account for the gaps and mismatches and maintain a unified treatment of prefi-
xes and prepositions under the category P, I will argue that prefixes on Slavic motion
verbs do not necessarily have counterparts in the directional domain. First, the only
prepositions that do not have prefixal counterparts in both languages, k ‘to(wards)’
and vůči ‘towards’, are always directional and refer to some prominent path. The
other prepositions, apart from Russian v (+ACC) ‘into’, and Russian and Czech na
(+ACC) ‘on’, can either appear in both directional and locative contexts or they do not
make such prominent reference to paths but rather to endpoints such as ot ‘from’, iz
‘out’ and do ‘(in)to’. Moreover, na and v convey the locative meanings of ‘on’ and
‘in’, respectively, when they select prepositional case, as the (Russian) examples in
(70) show.50

(70) a. Ona
she

položila
put.PAST

knigu
book.ACC

na
on

stol
table.ACC

/
/

v
in

sumku.
bag.ACC

‘She put the book onto the table / into the bag.’ DIRECTIONAL
b. Kniga

book.NOM
byla
was

na
on

stole
table.PREP

/
/

v
in

sumke.
bag.PREP

‘The book was on the table / in the bag.’ LOCATIVE

49In both Russian and Czech, the prefixal counterpart to the preposition na ‘on’ is only found on the
motion verb Russ. idti / Czech jı́t ‘go’. Najti and najı́t, however, do not convey the meaning of a motion on
foot onto something but have the different lexical meaning of ‘find’. To describe a motion onto something,
other prefixes are used depending on the particular perspective such as Russian so-jti ‘descend’ (lit. down-
go) or Czech vze-stoupit ‘ascend’ (lit. up-step).

50Recall from chapter 4 that this is generally comparable to German in ‘in, auf ‘on’ and other locative
prepositions, which appear with accusative case in the directional meaning but with dative case in the
locative meaning.
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Hence, these prepositions also occur in locative contexts. The only prepositions that
can never appear in a locative context are therefore Russian and Czech k ‘to(wards)’
and Czech vůči ‘towards’, which are exactly those prepositions that do not have pre-
fixal counterparts.

The prepositional counterparts of the additional prefixes that are in some cases
preferred over the direct counterparts to render the particular meanings of goal and
source partially convey different meanings (71).

(71) Prepositional counterparts to additional prefixes
pri (Russian) / při (Czech) (+ PREP) ‘at, by’ pri- / při- ) ‘to’
u (+ GEN) ‘at’ u- ) ‘away’
Old Russian /Czech vy- ‘out’ vy- ) ‘out’

The most common prefixes used for a motion involving arrival or leaving have the
first two prepositional counterparts in (71). As prepositions, these elements convey
the purely locative meaning ‘at’. The prefix vy- ‘out’, on the other hand, is directly re-
lated to an Old Russian (East Slavic) and Old Czech (West Slavic) source preposition,
whereas the Modern Russian preposition iz ‘out’ (Czech z) is the Old Slavonic (South
Slavic) counterpart (Vasmer, 1953). Thus, the data are not a problem for the analysis
of prefixes as instances of the category P.

Let us see, then, how events described by verbs in combination with such prefixes
fare with respect to the diagnostics for telicity. VPs containing verbs with source- or
goal-prefixes behave like telic ones. This is shown for Russian pri- ‘to’ and u- ‘away’
in (72) and (73).

(72) a. On
he

pri-exal
TO-drove.PF

v
in

Moskvu
Moscow.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

den’.
day

‘He arrived in Moscow (in / *for) a day.’
b. On pri-exal v Moskvu. ( On

he
ne
not

pri-ezžaet
TO-drives.IPF

v
in

Moskvu.
Moscow.ACC

(73) a. On
he

u-exal
AWAY-drove.PF

iz
out

Moskvy
Moscow.GEN

*(za)
*(in)

den’.
day

‘He left Moscow (in / *for) a day.’
b. On u-exal iz Moskvy. ( On

he
ne
not

u-ezžaet
AWAY-drives.IPF

iz
out

Moskvy.
MoscowGEN

Czech behaves like Russian in this respect, and the relevant data are discussed in
chapter 7.

In sum, only those prepositions that can refer to a (final) location appear as pre-
fixes. To maintain the strict relation between prepositions and prefixes argued for
throughout this thesis, I conclude that some prefixes are in fact related to locative
prepositions and denote states (final locations of a path). Furthermore, events de-
scribed by verbs with these prefixes behave like telic events. More generally, we see,
then, that locative P elements in Germanic (chapter 4) and Slavic languages can be
used to refer to final locations of accomplishment or achievement events.

Let me now turn to Ps expressing routes.
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Routes

Most of the English route Ps display mixed behaviour when it comes to telicity tests
and often allow both a bounded and an unbounded interpretation of the path they re-
fer to. In chapters 3 and 4, I argued that these two readings correlate with different
attachement sites of the PP. Under the unbounded reading, the PP is a mere event mo-
difier and attaches as a VP-adjunct. Under the bounded reading, the PP is integrated
VP-internally as a secondary resultative predicate, predicated over an internal argu-
ment of the verb and forming a complex predicate with the verb. It was also shown
that this structural differentiation is further supported by facts from auxiliary selection
in Dutch.

If we turn to Russian and Czech prefixes that are used in the particular contexts,
we see that there are no direct prefixal counterparts to prepositions with the route
meanings in (74) (the examples are from Russian but the same holds for Czech).51

(74) Gaps in the prefix-preposition correlation with routes
čerez ‘via’ *čerez-
vokrug ‘around (in a circle)’ *vokrug-
okolo ‘around (in the vicinity of)’ *okolo-
skvoz’ ‘through’ *skvoz’-

The additional verbal prefixes used to express a motion across or through something
are derived from other prepositions (75) (again, the examples are from Russian).

(75) a. On
he

pere-šel
ACROSS-went.PF

(čerez)
(via)

ulicu.
street.ACC

‘He crossed the street.’
b. On

he
pro-šel
THROUGH-went.PF

(čerez)
(via)

dver’.
door.ACC

‘He walked through the door.’

There are the prepositions pered ‘before, in front of’ and pro ‘about’, although both
prefixes are probably related to each other. As prefixes on motion verbs they regularly
convey the meanings of ‘across’ and ‘through’. These prefixes can but do not have to
co-occur with the particular prepositions as can be seen in the examples above. Hence,
verbs prefixed with these prefixes can also take bare DPs bearing the accusative case.

With respect to the diagnostics for telicity, VPs containing the prefixes pere- (76)
and pro- (77) behave like telic ones (again, the examples are from Russian).

(76) a. On
he

pere-šel
ACROSS-went.PF

(čerez)
(via)

ulicu
street.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

minutu.
minute

‘He crossed the street (in / *for) a minute.’
b. On pere-šelp (čerez) ulicu. ( On

he
ne
not

pere-xoditi
ACROSS-goes

(čerez)
(via)

ulicu.
street.ACC

51Note that most of these prepositions are more complex as well: vokrug consists of the preposition v
‘in’ and krug ‘circle’; okolo of the preposition o ‘about’ and kolo ‘(obsol.) wheel’.
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(77) a. On
he

pro-šel
THROUGH-went.PF

(čerez)
(via)

dver’
door.ACC

*(za)
*(in)

minutu.
minute

‘He walked through the door (in / *for) a minute.’
b. On pro-šelp (čerez) dver’. ( On

he
ne
not

pere-xoditi
THROUGH-goes

(čerez)
(via)

dver’.
door.ACC

Thus, whereas the English prepositions with the meaning ‘through’ and ‘across’ can
be part of telic or atelic predicates, which I accounted for in terms of different attach-
ment sites of the PP, the Russian (and Czech) prefixes used in these contexts put a
definite bound on the path and make the event unambiguously telic.

Finally, the only route P that Zwarts groups under the atelic/unbounded ones is
English along. The prepositional counterparts to English ‘along’ are Russian vdol’
and Czech podle ‘along’ (78).

(78) a. Ona
she

šlai

went.DIR
vdol’
along

reku.
river.ACC

‘She was walking / walked along the river.’ RUSSIAN
b. Jděte

go.IMP
pořád
always

podle
along

kolejı́.
rail.GEN

‘Keep walking along the rails.’ CZECH

Again, there are no prefixal counterparts to these prepositions.

In sum, Zwarts’ atelic directional prepositions do not have counterparts among
the Russian and Czech prefixes. The prepositions that are grouped as ambiguous
between a telic and an atelic reading in English either have no counterparts at all or
the prefixal counterparts derive unambiguously telic predicates. So together with the
prefixal counterparts of the telic prepositions, then, Russian and Czech directional
prefixes generally appear in unambiguously telic events. Further evidence for the
resultative nature of spatial prefixes particularly in Czech will be discussed in chapter
7, where I will also show that goal and source prefixes display the behaviour of internal
prefixes.

Motion verbs in Slavic in combination with directional PPs can also appear with-
out prefixes. Such simple motion verbs are briefly addressed in the next section.

5.6.3 Russian and Czech motion verbs
In previous chapters I argued that manner of motion verbs (without directional PPs)
in English and other languages are only associated with an activity event structure
that does not provide information about an incremental path (unlike directed motion
verbs) or a transition into a result state or final location (unlike accomplishment and
achievement verbs). Certain PPs (e.g. to the beach but not towards the beach) in
languages like English can provide a bounded incremental path that is integrated as a
secondary resultative predicate so that an accomplishment structure is created.52

Russian and Czech motion verbs crucially differ in this respect from English ones
in the following way. Russian and Czech simple (i.e. non-prefixed) motion verbs

52In chapter 6, we will see that in other languages like, for instance, most Romance ones, this is not
possible. In that chapter, I will also briefly come back to Slavic languages in order to embed them in a
cross-linguistic perspective.
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constitute a closed class of verbs that come in pairs denoting a directed motion in
a specific implied or lexicalised direction (implying a determinate path), on the one
hand, and a motion with no implicit or explicit direction, on the other.53

Some pairs of such verbs are given in (79).

(79) Simple directed / non-directed motion verbs

idti / xodit’ ‘go, walk’ RUSSIAN
letet’ / letat’ ‘fly’
taščit’ / taskat’ ‘drag’
nesti / nosit’ ‘carry (walking)’

jet / jezdit ‘drive’ CZECH
běžet / běhat ‘run’
vézt / vozit ‘carry (driving)’
vést / vodit ‘lead’

All of these verbs additionally specify a particular manner of motion. The non-
directed simple motion verbs are used to refer to a manner of motion without any
direction, a directed habitual motion (80-a) or an ability (80-b).

(80) Russian / Czech non-directed motion verbs
a. On

he
xoditi
goes.NDIR

v
in

školu.
school.ACC

/
/

Chodı́i
goes.NDIR

do
(in)to

školy.
school.GEN

‘He goes to school (he is a student).’ / ‘He (usually) walks to school.’
b. Pticy

birds
letajuti.
fly.NDIR

/
/

Ptácı́
birds

létajı́i.
fly.NDIR

‘Birds fly.’

For the purposes of this thesis, I am more interested in the directed motion verbs. A
PP referring to a path (a directional PP or a PP with a derived directional meaning)
triggers a verb of directed motion when referring to unique single events, signalled by
the adverb sejčas ‘now’ (81).

(81) Directional PPs trigger directed motion verb, e.g. Russian

On
he

vedeti
leads.DIR

/
/

*voditi
*leads.NDIR

detej
children.ACC

v
in

školu
school.ACC

sejčas.
now

‘Right now, he is bringing the children to school.’

Without such a PP, a directed motion verb is ungrammatical (82).

(82) Directed motion verbs require directional PPs, e.g. Czech

Jede
drives.DIR

autem
car.INSTR

*( do divadla).
(in)to theatre.GEN

‘He is driving to the theatre by car.’

53From a historical point of view, the non-directed motion verb is derived from the directed motion verb
by means of vowel alternation, which can be accompanied by other phonological changes.
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Russian and Czech simple motion verbs (both directed and non-directed) are always
imperfective. They can combine with different prefixes and the output is a perfective
verb. Prefixes that pass tests for internal prefixhood (which were discussed in previous
subsections, and whose internal prefixhood will further be argued for in chapter 7)
only combine with directed motion verbs (83).

(83) Internally prefixed motion verbs

vo-jtip ‘enter (on foot)’ (lit. IN-go) RUSSIAN
vy-jtip ‘exit (on foot)’ (lit. OUT-go)
u-jtip ‘leave (on foot)’ (lit. AWAY-go)

přı́-jetp ‘arrive (driving)’ (lit. TO-drive) CZECH
od-jetp ‘depart (driving)’ (lit. FROM-drive)
do-jetp ‘enter, arrive (driving)’ (lit. (IN)TO-drive)

Whereas the simple directed motion verbs are compatible with PPs referring to paths
of different orientations, prefixes reduce the potential paths to paths with a particu-
lar orientation. It can therefore be argued that they derive new lexical items. These
prefixed motion verbs are not divided into directed and non-directed motion verbs.54

Rather, they show the same aspectual distinction as other prefixed verbs and their
secondary imperfectives (84).

(84) Aspectual pairs with motion verbs

u-jtip > u-xodit’i ‘leave (on foot)’ (lit. AWAY-go) RUSSIAN
pri-exat’p > pri-ezžat’i ‘arrive (driving)’ (lit. TO-drive)

od-jı́tp > od-cházeti ‘to depart (on foot)’ (lit. FROM-go) CZECH
do-néstp > do-nášeti ‘bring (on foot)’ (lit. TO-carry)

It is generally assumed that the secondary imperfective with motion verbs is derived
directly from the prefixed perfective and not from the non-directed motion verb, even
though the result would sometimes look the same (e.g. in the first example in (84-a)).
However, there are numerous cases where the secondary imperfective and the non-
directed motion verb are phonologically distinct, which is the case with the other
examples in (84).55

Non-directed motion verbs can only be prefixed by external prefixes. A Russian
example is given in (85).

(85) Psy
dogs

pro-begalip

PRO.ran.NDIR
celye
whole.ACC

dni.
days.ACC

‘The dogs ran (around / back and forth etc.) for entire days.’

In sum, Russian and Czech motion verbs specify both motion and manner on the verb,
and a subset of them additionally expresses a directional meaning (the directed motion
verbs). With the directed motion verbs, the direction is fairly unspecified and can be

54Given that the prefixes always specify a direction, this would also not be possible.
55If the non-directed motion verb had been prefixed directly we would expect forms like *pri-ezdit’,

*odchodit and *donosit instead, which simply do not exist.
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further specified by PPs. In addition, a prefix can be added to these verb roots to
specify the exact direction and to lexicalise a final location of the motion. Thus, the
prefixes on motion verbs behave like internal prefixes and support the general line of
argumentation in this chapter. In chapter 7, I will return to particular data from Czech
where prefixes and prepositions interact in goal and source motion events and provide
further evidence for the internal and resultative nature of the respective prefixes.

5.7 Conclusion
This chapter divided Russian and Czech verbal prefixes into internal and external pre-
fixes. Internal prefixes were argued to lexicalise an event’s culmination, which is the
upper bound of a BECOME event, and thus to derive accomplishment or achievement
structures. External prefixes, on the other hand, were argued to be generated outside
the VP and to function as adverbial modifiers (in Czech) or as perfectivity markers
(Russian). Their meaning contribution was therefore taken to be orthogonal to the te-
lic / atelic distinction. I showed that Slavic internal prefixes are always resultative and
accounted for this fact by treating them as heads of PredP where the overall structure
is interpreted as a secondary resultative predication. In motion event contexts, PredP
can take PP complements which refer to particular paths or locations.

The PPs that prefixed motion verbs combine with are still directional PPs (headed
by a directional P) or PPs with a derived directional meaning (signalled by accusative
case marking inside the PP, see chapter 4). In this way, we see that the direction or path
of a motion can be simultaneously marked both on the verb (by a directed motion verb
in combination with a prefix) and on another element within the VP, namely the PP. In
the following chapter, which deals with cross-linguistic variation in the description of
motion events and in particular with the question as to which element in the sentence
expresses the path of motion, we will see that this is a crucial observation which has
repercussions for the overall account of the variation.



CHAPTER 6

Verb-framed and satellite-framed languages

6.1 Introduction

According to a general assumption underlying this thesis, it is a property of language
to make reference to transitions by relying on event structures that contain a BECOME
component (accomplishments and achievements). I argued in previous chapters that
accomplishment and achievement structures can be built freely if the verbal predicate
in a given language is lexically associated with such a structure (i.e. with lexical ac-
complishments and achievements), and I assume that this is also a general property
of languages. I postulated that the incremental chain in Rothstein’s (2004) definition
of BECOME is a crucial ingredient of event structures which contain BECOME and
that incrementality is also necessary for glueing a main verbal predicate and a se-
condary non-verbal predicate together into one complex predicate associated with an
accomplishment structure. Previous chapters spelled out restrictions on this complex
predicate formation in various languages.

On the basis of data from languages like English and Dutch, chapters 3 and 4 ar-
gued that incrementality is either provided by the verb or by the secondary predicate
when it is associated with some kind of scalar structure. For example, directional
PPs are associated with incremental path structure and can combine with activity pre-
dicates into a complex predicate to derive an accomplishment in syntax. Locative
PPs, in turn, can modify a BECOME event already given by the verbal predicate (with
accomplishments and achievements) or a BECOME event that is built due to the com-
bination of the locative PP with a verb that is associated with incrementality. In this
constellation locative PPs get a derived goal reading because they are integrated into
the VP as a secondary resultative predicate and refer to the final location of the event.

It was furthermore argued that particular movement operations (locative Ps in post-
position in Dutch, chapter 4), case marking on the complement of a locative P (e.g. in
German, chapter 4) and the insertion of particular verbal Ps (e.g. Russian and Czech
internal prefixes, chapter 5) also license a syntactic structure that is interpreted as an
accomplishment structure. In these cases, a locative PP can again refer to the final
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location of the event.
In this chapter, we will see that the derivation of a complex accomplishment struc-

ture in syntax relying on the integration of secondary resultative predicates that are
non-verbal (both PPs and APs) in combination with an activity verb is not possible in
all languages. For example, Romance languages like Spanish, Italian or French do not
have (productive) adjectival resultatives (1).

(1) No adjectival resultatives in Romance, e.g. Spanish

Martilleó
hammered

el
the

metal
metal

plano.
flat

‘He hammered the flat metal.’ activity reading
(but not: ‘He hammered the metal flat.’) *resultative

The Spanish sentence in (1), in which an activity verb combines with an adjective
reminiscent of the English resultative constructions, can only have a meaning where
the adjective modifies the internal argument DP-internally. The event type in this
case is not shifted like in English, but remains an activity. The meaning where the
internal argument undergoes a change of state by the activity denoted by the verb, on
the other hand, which would be associated with an accomplishment structure where
a resultative secondary predicate would be combined with the verbal predicate into a
complex predicate, is excluded.

In this respect, a parallel has been drawn with a typological distinction first made
by Talmy (1985, and subsequent work) between verb-framed and satellite-framed lan-
guages. In directed motion events, verb-framed languages like Spanish generally ex-
press some meaning associated with a path on the verb, whereas satellite-framed lan-
guages like English have the tendency to express the path by means of a PP (including
particles). For example, verb-framed Spanish cannot combine a manner of motion
verb, which refers to an activity but does not make reference to a path, with a PP to
describe a directed motion with a final location (2).

(2) Verb-framed languages, e.g. Spanish

*La
the

botella
bottle

flotó
floated

a
to

la
the

cueva.
cave

(intended meaning: ‘The bottle floated to the cave.’)

Thus, the same languages that cannot integrate resultative predicates to derive an ac-
complishment event structure also cannot combine particular PPs with activity verbs
to derive an accomplishment. I conclude from this that they cannot combine an ac-
tivity verb with a non-verbal secondary predicate into one complex predicate deriving
an accomplishment structure in syntax. Other languages, like English, can express
paths by means of PPs and at the same time form resultatives of the type in (1). The
facts therefore provide evidence in favour of the overall approach, according to which
the integration of the particular PPs into the event structure as a secondary resultative
predicate is analysed on a par with combinations of activity verbs and other syntactic
categories like APs to derive accomplishments.
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The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 characterises Talmy’s (2000)
typological distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages and dis-
cusses challenges and refinements. In particular, it will be argued that the dichotomy
has to be upheld but that the precise analysis of the difference between these two types
of languages has to be different. Section 6.3 specifies the parameter underlying this
distinction, in particular why verb-framed languages cannot form complex predicates
by means of (non-verbal) secondary predicates, and integrates the general approach
taken in this thesis into the cross-linguisitic perspective. Section 6.4 discusses some
previous proposals and their shortcomings. Finally, section 6.5 concludes.

6.2 Paths in a cross-linguistic perspective

In this section, I will summarise Talmy’s (2000) observations concerning the expres-
sion of motion events across different kinds of languages and address problems his
typology faces.

6.2.1 Talmy’s typology

Talmy (1985, 2000) addresses typological patterns and universal principles underlying
the description of motion events. In particular, he is interested in the question which
semantic elements, such as Motion, Path, Figure, Ground, Manner or Cause, are ex-
pressed by which surface elements, such as verbs, adpositions, subordinate clauses or
satellites. He assumes that motion events have four constituting parts, namely Figure,
Ground, Path and Motion. Recall from chapter 2 that the Figure is an object that
moves or is located with respect to another object, the Ground. Motion is charac-
terised as the presence per se in the event of motion (MOVE) or location (BEL). The
Path is the course followed or site occupied by the Figure with respect to the Ground.
Manner and Cause are viewed as distinct external events that can be configured as
Co-Events to a Motion event. The relation in which such a Co-Event can stand to the
Motion event can be manifold, but the main ones discussed in Talmy (1985) are Man-
ner and Cause (Talmy, 2000, also discusses Precursion, Enablement, Concomitance,
and Subsequence).

If we compare this with other treatments of spatial expressions outlined in chapter
2, Talmy’s notion of Path is a cover term for paths and places. In general, Talmy’s
term Motion is broader than commonly assumed, since it does not only include cases
where something or someone is changing position in space along some trajectory but
also cases where something or someone is just located and nothing is actually moving
(see, for instance, examples in (3-c,d)). I will continue employing the terms motion
and path in the narrower and more established sense, but in this chapter I will use
Motion and Path with capital letters when referring specifically to Talmy’s work.

Talmy (1985, 2000) claims that cross-linguistically, there are three lexicalisation
types for verb roots with respect to the expression of Motion events. The first type,
represented by Indo-European (except for most Romance languages), Chinese, Finno-
Ugric, Ojibwa, Warlpiri, typically conflates Motion and Co-Event on the verb root.
Examples are given from English (3).
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(3) Type 1: Motion + Co-Event conflation (Talmy, 2000, 27f.)
a. The rock slid / rolled / bounced down the hill.
b. I knocked / pounded / hammered the nail into the wall.
c. The lamp stood / lay / leaned on the table.
d. The rope hung across the canyon from two hooks.

A second language type typically conflates Motion and Path on the verb, and a Co-
Event such as Cause or Manner is expressed separately, e.g. by a subordinate clause,
or not expressed at all. Languages and language families that belong to this type in-
clude Romance (except for Latin), Semitic, Polynesian, Nez Perce, Caddo, Japanese,
Korean. The examples in (4) are from Spanish.

(4) Type 2: Motion + Path conflation (Talmy, 2000, 49ff.)
a. La

the
botella
bottle

entró
MOVED-in

a
to

la
the

cueva
cave

(flotando).
(floating)

‘The bottle floated into the cave.’
b. La

the
botella
bottle

salió
MOVED-out

de
of

la
the

cueva
cave

(flotando).
(floating)

‘The bottle floated out of the cave.’
c. Tumbé

I-felled
el
the

árbol
tree

serruchándolo
sawing-it

/
/

a
by

hachazos.
ax-chops

‘I sawed/ chopped the tree down.’

The third type, which conflates Motion and Figure on the verb root, is only represented
by a few languages such as Atsugewi and Navaho. Since this type has not prompted
discussion in the subsequent literature, I will not address it further. Talmy (2000) also
mentions the possibility of split, intermixed or parallel systems, as well as a fourth
possible type, the conflation of Motion and Ground (e.g. English emplane, deplane),
which does not constitute a full system, though. Therefore, these cases will not be
discussed either.

In Talmy (1991, 2000), the perspective is shifted somewhat and the question is
asked as to which surface elements express the Path. This leads to the typological
distinction between satellite-framed and verb-framed languages. Satellites are not of a
particular syntactic category, but stand in a particular grammatical relation to the verb.
They are characterised as ‘immediate constituents of a verb root other than inflections,
auxiliaries, or nominal arguments’ and are assumed to be related to the verb root as
periphery (or modifiers) to a head (sister to the verb). A verb root together with its
satellite, then, forms one constituent, the ‘verb complex’. Since satellite is clearly not
a category in its own right, I will try to avoid this term or use it in a merely descriptive
way when necessary.1

Satellite-framed languages (SFLs) such as English (lexicalisation type 1 in (3))
are characterised as having a large collection of verbs of motion, which additionally
convey Manner or other Co-Event meanings but which do not encode Path. At the
same time, these languages have a large collection of satellites (5).

1Note, however, that at a descriptive level Talmy’s characterisation of ‘satellite’ coincides with the
notion of a secondary resultative predicate that forms a complex predicate with the verb, as used in this
dissertation.
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(5) Satellite-framed languages, e.g. English
a. The bottle floated into / out of / away from / to the cave.
b. The bottle floated down / up / out / away.

Verb-framed languages (VFLs), on the other hand, such as Spanish (lexicalisation
type 2 in (4)), typically express Path (but not Manner) on the verb and have a large
collection of verbs of inherent motion such as entrar ‘enter’ or salir ‘exit’ in (4).
According to Talmy, manner of motion verbs in these languages cannot combine with
PPs denoting Paths (6-a), and other PPs in combination with such verbs merely specify
the location of the entire event but not the Path (6-b).

(6) Verb-framed languages, e.g. Spanish
a. *La

the
botella
bottle

flotó
floated

a
to

la
the

cueva.
cave

(intended meaning: ‘The bottle floated to the cave.’)
b. La

the
botella
bottle

flotó
floated

en
in

la
the

cueva.
cave

‘The bottle floated inside (*into) the cave.’

Talmy’s typological distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages
has generated much research since, from typological work aiming at fine-tuning this
distinction by providing more data and evidence from additional languages (e.g. Jones,
1983; Slobin, 1996, 2004; Song, 1997; Zlatev and Yangklang, 2003; Nikitina, 2008,
among others) to formal semantic or generative syntactic approaches trying to pin
down the decisive factor or parameter underlying this variation (Aske, 1989; Fong,
1997; Folli, 2002; Folli and Ramchand, 2005; Folli, 2008; Beck and Snyder, 2001a,b;
Beck, 2005; Mateu, 2002; Mateu and Rigau, 2002; Stringer, 2002; Beavers, 2003;
Zubizarreta and Oh, 2007).

The following section addresses some general problems with Talmy’s typology.

6.2.2 The problem of mixed types
There are indications that the factors underlying Talmy’s typology are more fine-
grained and that the relevant notions to account for the difference between particular
languages are somewhat different. The problems concern both the data and the analy-
sis, but we will see that the general dichotomy is still valid. A first problem that arises
under Talmy’s notions of Path, Motion and Manner is the problem of mixed types.

English and Dutch (‘satellite-framed’)

In chapter 4, I discussed data from English, Dutch and German and specified con-
ditions under which a locative PP in these languages can be interpreted as the final
location of a directed motion event. It was argued for English and Dutch that one way
to bring about a directional reading with locative PPs is for the verbal predicate to spe-
cify an incremental chain (a scale). A verb was argued to specify such a chain because
the verbal predicate is a lexical accomplishment whose BECOME event is incremental
by definition or a BECOME predicate is built when the verb and the PP combine due to
the incremental structure supplied by the verbal predicate. An incremental structure
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can also be part of the prepositional meaning, which is the case with directional Ps,
and the particular PPs can combine with all motion verbs in these three languages to
derive an accomplishment structure syntactically.

The following comparison to Talmy’s typology can be made. First, let us assume
that the notion of incrementality has its correlate in Talmy’s notion of Path or rather
can be used as an answer to the question where the path is in the description of directed
motion events. If this is so, we see that English, Dutch and German, which according
to Talmy are of the satellite-framed type, express ‘Path’ (incrementality) either on the
verb or by means of a secondary non-verbal predicate (Talmy’s ‘satellite’). Thus, traits
of both types are found within the same languages. Although we know that typologies
allow for exceptions, the generalisations in this case are far too sytematic to count as
mere exceptions. This implies that Talmy’s analysis of the dichotomy relying on his
notions of Motion, Manner and Path is not quite right. In the following, I will show
that Italian, a ‘verb-framed’ language, also systematically displays traits of both types
of languages.

Italian (‘verb-framed’)

Italian, as most other Romance languages, is generally treated as a verb-framed lan-
guages, because combinations of manner of motion verbs with PPs are either ungram-
matical or only possible if the PP refers to a location like in the Spanish examples in
(6). Folli (2008) provides two types of data that could be interpreted as arguments
against a straightforward classification of Italian as a verb-framed language. First, a
split among motion verbs similar to the one observed in English and Dutch in chapter
4 is also found in Italian. Italian has a set of motion verbs that specify some kind of
Manner2 (correre ‘run’, rimbalzare ‘bounce’, saltare ‘jump’, among others), but that
can nevertheless combine with locative PPs to refer to a directed motion event (7).

(7) Manner & Path in Italian motion verb (Folli, 2008)

La
The

palla
ball

è
is

rimbalzata
bounced

sotto
under

il
the

tavolo.
table

‘The ball bounced (to a point) under the table.’

With other manner of motion verbs such as galleggiare ‘float’, camminare ‘walk’ or
danzare ‘dance’, locative PPs can only specify the location of the entire event but not
a Path. Indicative of this fact is that the BE-auxiliary is ungrammatical in such cases
(8).3

(8) Manner without Path in Italian motion verb (Folli, 2008)

*Maria
Maria

è
is

danzata
danced

nella
in.the

stanza.
room

(intended meaning: ‘Maria danced into the room.’)

2In the sense that these verbs do not simply mean ‘move’ but they mean ‘move in a particular way’.
3In line with the overall account of auxiliary selection in Dutch and Italian, the BE-auxiliary selection

in the particular Italian examples indicates that the PP is integrated as a secondary resultative predicate (see
chapters 3 and 4 as well as section 6.3.3).
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Under Talmy’s account of the cross-linguistic variation, the following problem arises.
According to Talmy, Italian is of the verb-framed type where a verb cannot express
Motion and Manner (which verbs like run, bounce arguably do) and simultaneously
Path. Rather, Path is argued to be expressed by verbs of inherent motion that do
not contain a Manner component. However, in the data discussed by Folli, all three
components (Motion, Path, Manner) are expressed by the composition of a verb with
a PP, and apparently it is this composition or the overall syntactic structure that bring
about a Path reading. Cases like these are not straightforwardly accounted for under
Talmy’s typology, because this is neither the verb-framing strategy (the verb without
the PP expresses only Motion and Manner but not Path) nor the satellite-framing stra-
tegy (without the verb there is no Path but only a location because the PP is locative).

This again shows that Talmy’s notion of Path is not the relevant component here
but rather the notion of incrementality. In particular, if incrementality (but not neces-
sarily an accomplishment structure to begin with) is associated with the verb, a loca-
tive PP can be integrated as a secondary resultative predicate into the overall structure,
and the event is an accomplishment. This, however, is possible in both verb- and
satellite-framed languages.

Second, Folli (2008) shows that Italian has complex PPs that are made up of a
locative P and a ‘at, to’.4 Such complex PPs systematically express Path even with
manner of motion verbs that usually cannot bring about a directed motion reading
such as galleggiare ‘to float’ (9).

(9) Italian manner of motion verb + complex vs. simple PP (Folli, 2008)
a. La

the
barca
boat

galleggiò
floated

dentro
inside

alla
to.the

grotta.
cave

‘The boat floated into the cave.’
b. La

the
barca
boat

galleggiò
floated

dentro
inside

la
the

grotta.
cave

‘The boat floated inside (*into) the cave.’

According to Talmy, the strategy of employing complex PPs, made up of a locative P
and some cognate of to, to express a Path is typical for satellite-framed languages like
English, exemplified by the translation in (9-a), but not for verb-framed languages like
Italian.

The data discussed from Italian here together with the English data from chapter 4,
then, could suggest that satellite-framed English is not that different from verb-framed
Italian. Both languages employ complex PPs containing a locative P and a cognate of
to to express something like a Path when the verb itself does not contain a Path com-
ponent.5 In addition, there is a split within the motion verbs in both languages, in
the sense that a subset of motion verbs that express some manner also encode direc-
tionality. Locative PPs can obtain a directional reading only due to the directional
component provided by these verbs. In both cases, the directional reading involved is
a goal reading.

4The Italian preposition a as well as its cognates in other Romance languages is sometimes glossed as
‘at’, sometimes as ‘to’.

5Folli (2008) does not draw this parallel, though, but argues that Italian a is a locative preposition.
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However, it is premature to abandon the typology altogether because one important
difference remains, namely one in the availability of secondary resultative predication
when the verb itself only identifies an activity structure. This will be addressed in the
following.

6.2.3 The restriction involves bounded paths only
A refinement of Talmy’s typology has been made in the literature in that it is not a
directional PP per se that cannot be combined with manner of motion verbs in verb-
framed languages. Rather, only PPs referring to a path that makes reference to an
end-point are excluded (Aske, 1989; Stringer, 2002) (10).

(10) French (Stringer, 2002, 156)
a. La

the
fille
girl

a
has

dansé
danced

le
the

long
long

de
of

la
the

rivière.
river

‘The girl danced along the river.’
b. *La

the
fille
girl

a
has

dansé
danced

à
to

la
the

gare.
station

The kind of directional PPs that cannot combine with manner of motion verbs in verb-
framed languages are the ones that Zwarts (2005b) identifies as bounded (telic) PPs,
denoting non-cumulative sets of paths, as discussed in chapter 2.

Similar examples from French are found in Fong and Poulin (1998) (11), who
do not note the correlation with boundedness, though, but take these examples as a
general challenge for Talmy’s account.

(11) French, (Fong and Poulin, 1998, 32)
a. La

the
poisson
fish

a
has

nagé
swum

vers
towards

la
the

rive.
river bank

‘The fish swam towards the river bank.’
b. La

the
poisson
fish

a
has

nagé
swum

à travers
through

la
the

chute d’eau.
waterfall

‘The fish swam through the waterfall.’

Example (11-a) contains an unbounded goal PP whereas the path in (11-b) is expressed
by a route PP. In English (as well as in Dutch, discussed in chapters 3 and 4), the equi-
valent route PP shows variable behaviour with respect to the telicity tests depending
on the particular context it appears in, which is why Zwarts (2005b) groups such PPs
under the (a)telic / (un)bounded ones. Stringer (2002) shows that PPs which can have
bounded and unbounded readings in English only have an unbounded reading if they
appear with manner of motion verbs in verb-framed languages (12).

(12) Directional PPs with manner of motion verbs in VFLs are necessarily un-
bounded, e.g. Italian (Stringer, 2002, 164)

La
the

ragazza
girl

ballò
danced

giù
down

per
across

la
the

collina
hill

{per
{for

3
3

minuti
minutes

/
/

*in
*in

3
3

minuti}.
minutes}

‘The girl danced down the hill {for 3 minutes / *in 3 minutes}.
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In (12), the girl does not necessarily end up at some location at the bottom of the hill,
she merely dances on a path in a downward direction, and nothing is said about her
final location.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, there is a general correlation between
the ability of combining ‘telic’ (bounded path) PPs with manner of motion verbs and
the availability of secondary resultative predicates. Languages that allow one usually
also allow the other, whereas such resultative constructions are generally unavailable
in languages that have been classified as verb-framed (see Fong, 1997; Beck and Sny-
der, 2001a,b; Folli, 2002; Folli and Ramchand, 2005; Mateu, 2002; Beck, 2005; Zu-
bizarreta and Oh, 2007, for discussion). Folli and Ramchand (2005), for example, note
that resultative constructions with adjectival phrases (AP) are grammatical in English
(13-a) but ungrammatical in Italian (13-b).

(13) VFLs do not have resultatives, e.g. Italian (Folli and Ramchand, 2005, 101)
a. John broke the vase open.
b. *Gianni

Gianni
ha
has

rotto
broken

il
the

vaso
vase

aperto.
open

The data call for a unified account of the integration of PPs and APs into event struc-
ture and support the overall proposal of this thesis, according to which PPs can be inte-
grated as secondary resultative predicates and thus derive an accomplishment structure
under certain conditions.

Thus, the dichotomy between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages has to
be upheld, only the precise analysis differs from Talmy’s. In particular, both types
of languages can build accomplishment structures if the verb is associated with in-
crementality. However, we will see in section 6.3 that complex predicate formation
in syntax combining an activity verb with a non-verbal secondary predicate (under
the condition that it is associated with some scalar structure) into an accomplishment
structure is grammatical and fully productive in satellite-framed languages but not in
verb-framed ones. I will argue that the actual issue is that verb-framed languages can-
not integrate secondary resultatives (APs or PPs) unless the verb itself is incremental
and/or identifies an accomplishment or achievement structure.

6.2.4 The variation is larger
Relying solely on Talmy’s notions of Motion, Manner and Path to capture the cross-
linguistic variation in the realm of motion events would suggest that there are only
two main strategies to express directed motion events, namely the verb-framed one,
where the verb expresses Motion and Path, and the satellite-framed one, where Path
is not expressed by the verb but by some constituent which meets his description of
‘satellites’.6 However, the facts are more diverse as there are numerous strategies to
express a directed motion event, which can often not be subsumed under one or the
other main strategy proposed by Talmy.

For example, the existence of complex goal Ps like English into or the Italian ex-
ample in (9-a) suggests that a source for cross-linguistic variation might also be found
in the inventory and combinatorial possibilities of adpositions available in particular

6Abstracting away from the third marginal type that conflates Motion and Figure on the verb, which was
briefly mentioned in section 6.2.1.
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languages. However, we see that variation here does not necessarily correlate with the
difference between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages in the sense that, for
example, verb-framed languages lack path adpositions like English to that can freely
combine with locative Ps like in and on to derive more complex goal Ps.7 Verb-framed
Italian, in fact, has this possibility (9-a), whereas verb-framed French does not (14).

(14) No complex prepositions with to in French

*La
the

fille
girls

dansait
danced

à
to

dans
in

la
the

chambre
room

/
/

dans
in

à
to

la
the

chambre.
room

(intended meaning: ‘The girl danced into the room.’)

Furthermore, such complex PPs are productively employed in satellite-framed English
but absent in satellite-framed Dutch (15-a) and German (15-b).8

(15) No complex prepositions with to in Dutch and German
a. *naar

to
in
in

het
the

huis
house

(instead: het
the

huis
house

in)
in

(‘into the house’)
b. *zu

to
in
in

dem
the.DAT

Haus
house

(instead: in
in

das
the.ACC

Haus)
house

(‘into the house’)

Nevertheless, Dutch and German can add other path Ps (e.g. Dutch door ‘through’ in
postposition, see chapter 4) to a locative PP and derive some directional meaning.

This brings us back to the (non-exhaustive) list of cross-linguistic strategies to
derive goals that was provided in chapter 4, repeated here in (16).

(16) CROSS-LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES TO DERIVE GOALS

a. combining locative Ps with the goal P to into complex PPs: into, onto,
to under, to behind etc. (English; Italian, Folli 2008)

b. put-verbs + in, on, under, behind and other locative Ps (Dutch, English;
Norwegian, Tungseth 2006; Afrikaans, Biberauer and Folli 2004; Ita-
lian, Folli 2008; French, Jones 1983; Cummins 1996; Fong and Poulin
1998)
put-verbs + in front of, between (Russian)

7The variation can also not be accounted for by assuming that only satellite-framed languages have
directional Ps whereas Ps in verb-framed languages are exclusively locative, as suggested, for instance, by
the proposal of Folli (2002, 2008). In the previous section, we have seen that verb-framed languages have
directional Ps, for instance French vers ‘towards’ or à travers ‘across’ in (11). The main difference is that
the particular PPs do not refer to bounded paths.

8In some cases it is possible to use Dutch naar in combination with a locative PP to refer to a path which
leads to a space located somewhere (i).

(i) naar
to

(een
(a

plek)
spot)

onder
under

de
the

trap
stairs

This is still not possible in German, and also in Dutch it is much less common than the complex English Ps
into and onto.
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c. in, op and other Ps in postposition (Dutch; Afrikaans, Biberauer and
Folli 2004)

d. accusative case marking on DP inside PP with locative Ps (German;
Czech, Russian; Latin, Ancient Greek, other Slavic languages)

In comparison to Talmy’s typological observations, the following conclusions can be
drawn. (16-a) could be seen as a satellite-framing strategy, where Path is associated
with the ‘satellite’ to. (16-b) could be seen as a verb-framing strategy to express Path
if we assume that Path is any kind of incrementality which is associated with put-
verbs. However, there is still the problem that some of these verbs are not neutral
with respect to the Manner of motion so that it is possible to have verbs that express
Manner, Motion and Path (incrementality) at the same time.

The other two strategies in (16-c,d) would be characterised as satellite-framing just
like the strategy in (16-a) if we assumed that the meaning of directionality is brought
about PP-internally. However, in chapter 4, I argued that a path reading in these cases
is only derived due to the special combination of a locative PP, which is not associated
with a Path, with a verb which identifies a simple activity structure and is thus not
associated with a Path, either. Thus, it is not the P itself that expresses Path in (16-c,d)
but rather some syntactic operation (with postpositions) or some morphological reflex
(case marking) that integrate the particular locative PPs into a complex predicate with
the verb and thus derive a directional goal-reading. These strategies do not fit Talmy’s
two-way distinction because it is not clear in the first place which one element in the
sentence expresses the Path.

Judging from the list of different strategies, there are languages that employ both
verb-framing and satellite-framing strategies such as English and Italian. Especially
some split within motion verbs between those that can license a directional reading
with locative Ps and those that cannot is found in many languages of different types
such as English, Dutch, Norwegian (Tungseth, 2006), Italian (Folli, 2008), French
(Fong and Poulin, 1998), and even Russian with the locative prepositions meždu ‘be-
tween’ and pered ‘in front of’ (otherwise Russian primarily uses strategy (16-d), see
chapter 4).

A similar split is also found in Hungarian (Veronika Hegedűs, p.c.). Directional
readings in this language are always marked by a directional case on the noun with
both kinds of verbs. In chapter 2 (and more extensively in Asbury et al., 2007), it was
argued that spatial cases in languages like Hungarian are instances of the category
P and that such spatially marked noun phrases can be treated on a par with (spatial)
PPs in other languages.9 In addition to these directional PPs, Hungarian uses verbal
particles with a directional meaning in motion contexts. A split between different
kinds of motion verbs is observable by the fact that the directional particle is obligatory
with manner of motion verbs (swim-verbs) if there is a directional PP in the clause
(17-a,b), but optional with put-verbs (17-c,d).10

9It is important to note that spatial cases in languages like Hungarian should be treated differently
from accusative case marking with locative PPs in languages like German, Russian or Czech, which was
discussed in chapter 4. There it was argued that accusative case is a structural case that emerges if the
locative PP is integrated as a secondary resultative predicate into the event structure. Spatial cases, on
the other hand, express particular spatial meanings of location or direction independently of the structural
configuration and can be treated on a par with lexical adpositions in other languages, as argued in chapter 2
and Asbury et al. (2007).

10The word order variation in these examples is due to the fact that the preverbal position in Hungarian is
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(17) Split within motion verbs also in Hungarian
a. Mari

Mary
be-táncolt
into-danced

a
the

szobá-ba.
room-into

‘Mary danced into the room.’
b. *Mari

Mary
a
the

szobá-ba
room-into

táncolt.
danced

(intended meaning: ‘Mary danced into the room.’)
c. Mari

Mary
bele-ugrott
into-jumped

a
the

medencé-be.
pool-into

‘Mary jumped into the pool.’
d. Mari

Mary
a
the

medencé-be
pool-into

ugrott.
jumped

‘Mary jumped into the pool.’

This kind of data fits the general approach underlying this thesis as follows. The
particle here can be seen as the glue between a resultative secondary predicate and
the main verbal predicate to form a complex predicate. In cases where incrementality
is not part of the verbal meaning, the particle is obligatory to link the incremental
structure of the directional PP to the activity.11

A similar account has been proposed for the role of Russian and Czech internal
prefixes in chapter 5. In these languages, verbal prefixes co-occur with PPs, and the
PPs are directional in addition or show a reflex of their being integrated into the struc-
ture to refer to the final location of the event (with accusative case on locative PPs),
independently of whether a swim-verb or a put-verb is used.12 In the same chapter
it was shown that Russian and Czech simple (unprefixed) motion verbs fall into two
groups, directed and non-directed ones. In light of Talmy’s typology this means that
the directed motion verbs simultaneously lexicalise Manner, Motion and Path.13 Pre-
fixes on directed motion verbs lexicalise the transition into a result state or a final
location and thus always derive accomplishment structures (18).

(18) Interaction of prefixes, prepositions and motion verbs, e.g. Russian
a. On

he
pri-exal
TO-drove.PF

v
in

Moskvu.
Moscow.ACC

‘He arrived in Moscow.’
b. On

he
u-exal
AWAY-drove.PF

iz
out

Moskvy.
Moscow.GEN

‘He left Moscow.’

always filled (see, for instance, É. Kiss, 2002, for discussion). Often a particle fills this position (as in (17-a)
and (17-c)), but if there is no particle, other VP-internal elements obligatorily move into this position. In
(17-b) and (17-d), for instance, the directional PPs move.

11Since Hungarian is not addressed in this thesis otherwise, I will leave it at this.
12Note that in case the alternation with accusative case is not possible (as with Russian meždu ‘between’

and pered ‘in front of’), even a directed motion verb (as discussed in chapter 5) is impossible in combination
with these PPs to make them refer to a final location. Instead, a put-verb has to be used which quite generally
contains an internal prefix.

13In that sense, they behave like the directed motion verbs in other languages like English and Dutch,
discussed in chapter 4 by supplying some meaning of incrementality. If these verbs are combined with
bounded paths, they have a telic interpretation but if they are combined with an unbounded path they get an
atelic reading.
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c. On
he

pere-šel
ACROSS-went.PF

(čerez)
(via)

ulicu.
street.ACC

‘He crossed the street.’

Under Talmy’s account, Russian and Czech are neither straightforwardly verb-framed
nor straightforwardly satellite-framed. Paths are specified simultaneously on the verb
with simple directed motion verbs or additional prefixes, as well as by directional PPs
or PPs with a derived goal reading (in the sense of chapter 4).

In the following section, I will argue that the focus on the cross-linguistic vari-
ation has to be shifted away from the restriction on paths expressed on the verb or
elsewhere, to the question whether or not an accomplishment structure can be built
relying on the integration of a non-verbal predicate into an activity structure. Given
this shift in the analysis, then, Russian and Czech behave like verb-framed languages.
More specifically, the internal prefixes on Russian and Czech verbs (and possibly also
particles in Hungarian) are essential to glue a secondary resultative predicate to the
verbal predicate in order to derive an accomplishment structure. Thus, there seems
to be some morphological requirement to express resultativity on the verb in these
languages. Indicative of this approach is that these Slavic languages lack adjectival
resultatives of the English type (e.g. hammer the metal flat) but generally have to use
accomplishment/achievement verbs (that are additionally marked for resultativity by
an internal prefix) and/or PPs in such constructions.14

In sum, Talmy’s typology is too coarse-grained to provide a full picture of the
way motion events are expressed across different languages. The main problem is
that if we try to capture the cross-linguistic variation in the realm of motion events
by relying on his notions of Path, Manner and Motion, there are languages that show
mixed behaviour in a rather systematic fashion. For example, there are a number of
genuinely Germanic verbs that simultaneously encode Motion and Path as well as
Manner in some cases, and some such verbs are also found in verb-framed languages
like Italian and French. These verbs, however, cannot be treated as mere exceptions
to the typology.15

We have to refine the notions and shift the focus in the following way. It is not the
case that verb-framed languages cannot combine path expressions and manner of mo-
tion verbs, rather they cannot combine PPs and manner of motion verbs if the PPs are
integrated as secondary resultative predicates and make reference to the final location
of the event. What remains, then, is the fact that secondary resultative predication is
fully grammatical and productive in satellite-framed but not in verb-framed languages,
and that this fact correlates with the (un)acceptibility of bounded paths in combina-
tion with manner of motion verbs. In the following, I will integrate the observations
in the overall account underlying this thesis and then address the possible parameter
underlying the variation.

14In fact, it seems like resultativity is always expressed morphologically by an internal prefix on the verb.
15Note that Talmy also discusses cases where English behaves like a verb-framed language, for instance

in he entered the room. He assumes that English shows verb-framed behaviour with such verbs because
they have Latinate roots. This raises the additional issue, though, of how to account for the existence of two
types of languages within one language.
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6.3 Generalising constraints on complex predicates
In the previous section, I have shown that the cross-linguistic variation in expressing
motion events cannot be captured merely by relying on Talmy’s notions Path, Motion
and Manner and exploring where in a sentence these elements are expressed. Rather,
the relevant issue is whether or not a particular language can combine verbal predicates
that refer to an activity with nonverbal predicates (both adjectival and prepositional)
into one complex predicate to derive an accomplishment structure, where the nonver-
bal predicate makes reference to (the path to) a final location or result state of a shared
argument. This is possible in satellite-framed languages but not (or not productively)
in verb-framed languages.

6.3.1 Integrating the facts in the overall account
In chapter 3, I followed Beck (2005) in postulating two ways of combining PPs with
events, either as event modifiers (as VP adjuncts) or as resultative secondary predicates
(as VP-internal complements). The general structure that I proposed for resultative
secondary predication involving PPs is repeated in (19).

(19) VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DP1 Pred+

Pred PP

Spec P+

P DP2

I proposed that the additional projection PredP between the VP and the PP is needed
to turn a secondary non-verbal predicate like the PP into part of the verbal predicate so
that both predicates together can form a complex predicate. Given that PredP mediates
between the main verbal predicate and the secondary (non-verbal) resultative predicate
to glue them together into one complex predicate, this configuration is semantically
associated with an accomplishment structure.

In chapters 3 and 4, I argued that incrementality is a semantic requirement for
building an accomplishment structure. I proposed that incrementality is either part of
the verbal meaning or part of the meaning of the secondary predicate. In either case
a (resultative) accomplishment structure can be built relying on BECOME in satellite-
framed languages like English and Dutch. Sometimes the verb itself already licenses
the accomplishment structure, and this is possible in both verb- and satellite-framed
languages. However, what is crucial is that verb-framed languages can only build an
accomplishment structure with BECOME if incrementality and/or BECOME is part of
the verbal meaning but not if it is only part of the secondary (non-verbal) predication.
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Thus, there is a constraint on complex predicate formation in verb-framed lan-
guages, which can only form such complex predicates if the verbal predicate brings
with it an incremental structure, and the parameter responsible for this will be spelled
out in the following section. In addition, by shifting the attention to incrementality
as a crucial ingredient of accomplishment structures, my account adds restrictions on
complex predicate formation also in satellite-framed languages, since complex predi-
cates in these are not possible if incrementality is not part of either the verbal or the
non-verbal predicate. Previous accounts usually remain silent on this matter, and I
will come back to this issue in section 6.4.

In chapter 3, I postulated on the basis of data from auxiliary selection in Dutch
that directional PPs with a bounded reference (referring to a transition) are necessarily
integrated as secondary predicates into the event structure. The particular hypothesis
is repeated in (20).

(20) The Bounded PP Hypothesis: PPs that make reference to an upper bound
of a BECOME event have to be integrated as complements to the verb.

By extending the hypothesis to other languages, this necessity can be held responsible
for the ban on bounded / telic directional PPs with manner of motion verbs in verb-
framed languages, since these languages cannot combine manner of motion verbs and
bounded directional PPs as was shown in the data discussion. This correlates directly
with the fact that these languages generally cannot combine non-verbal secondary
(resultative) predicates with an activity predicate into one complex event. Hence, PPs
in these cases can only modify the event (the VP) but never themselves function as
secondary predicates, and the only PPs that can combine with manner of motion verbs
are directional PPs with an unbounded reading (e.g. towards the store) or locative PPs
that refer to the overall location of the event (e.g. swim inside the lake).

The general account and the parallel it draws between APs and PPs is clearly sup-
ported by data from the literature. Whereas AP and PP resultatives are ungrammatical
in verb-framed languages if the verb is merely associated with an activity structure,
Fong (1997), for instance, shows that French change of state verbs allow resultatives,
both adjectival (21) and prepositional (22).

(21) French AP resultatives with change-of-state verbs (Fong, 1997, 81)
a. L’éclairage

the lightning
rend
turns

la
the

chambre
room

lugubre.
gloomy

‘The lightning makes the room look gloomy.’
b. Ce

this
bruit
noise

rend
turns

le
the

chien
dog

fou.
crazy

‘That noise drives the dog crazy.’
c. La

the
sorcière
magician

a
has

changé
changed

le
the

prince
prince

en
in

crapaud.
toad

‘The magician turned the prince into a toad.’
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(22) French PP resultatives with change-of-state verbs (Fong, 1997, 82)
a. Zeus

Zeus
métamporphosa
metamorphosed

Niobé
Niobe

en
in

rocher.
rock

‘Zeus turned Niobe into a rock.’
b. Claude

Claude
a
has

transformé
transformed

le
the

garage
garage

en
in

bureau.’
office

‘Claude converted the garage into an office.’

Similar data with PP resultatives from Italian are found in Folli and Ramchand (2005).
Fong also argues that there are two different classes of motion verbs in Chinese,

which is comparable to the division I have been drawing between swim-verbs and put-
verbs. According to Fong, Chinese manner of motion verbs (my swim-verbs) have to
combine with a verb of inherently directed motion in order to take a goal phrase, and
this fits the common classification of Chinese as a verb-framed language.

Finally, the facts from Russian and Czech discussed in chapter 5 and earlier in
this chapter suggest that these are verb-framed as well. These languages generally
mark accomplishment structures by internal prefixes on the verb, and if the verb is not
associated with an accomplishment structure (or at least incrementality in the case of
non-prefixed directed motion verbs), neither bounded PPs nor adjectival resultatives
are possible.

Further evidence for the correlation between PPs and APs as resultative secondary
predicates comes from language acquisition. Snyder (1995, and subsequent work)
shows that the particular PP-verb combinations and adjectival resultative constructions
are acquired at the same time. This suggests that complex predicate formation depends
on a single, parametric property. In the following, I will outline his proposal for the
parameter underlying the cross-linguistic variation in complex predicate formation.

6.3.2 The Compounding Parameter

Under ‘complex predicates’, Snyder (2001) subsumes structures that are typically
analysed as either complex-predicate or small-clause constructions (see chapter 3 for
discussion). Examples are resultatives (23-a) and verb-particle constructions (23-b) in
English, among others.

(23) Complex predicates
a. paint the house red
b. pick up the book

pick the book up

In both types of constructions a main verb combines with a secondary predicate to
form a new expression that semantically resembles a simple verb. Such constructions
have the following semantic properties. For example, in hammer the metal flat, there
is a simple transitive (24) which describes a pure process or activity. The addition of
attributive flat (24-a) or an adverbial modifier (24-b) does not change the aspectual
properties of the simple transitive. However, integrating the adjective as a resultative
secondary predicate into one complex predicate makes the event resultative (24-c).
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(24) hammer the metal for an hour / *in an hour simple activity
a. hammer the flat metal for an hour / *in an hour attributive
b. hammer the metal until flat ?for an hour / ??in an hour adverbial
c. hammer the metal flat *for an hour / in an hour resultative

Given that languages like the Romance ones systematically lack verb-particle con-
structions and other constructions that are commonly analysed as complex predicates,
Snyder concludes that complex predicates of the English type are semantically ex-
cluded in these languages.

Snyder (2001) shows that the constructions that involve complex predicate for-
mation in syntax are acquired as one group in the languages that allow this kind of
derivation. He proposes the morphological availability of productive root compoun-
ding to be a crucial prerequisite for the availability of complex predicates in syntax.
This is expressed by the Compounding Parameter (25).

(25) Compounding Parameter (Snyder, 2001, 328)
The grammar {disallows4, allows} formation of endocentric compounds dur-
ing the syntactic derivation. [4unmarked value]

This account makes the following predictions. First, the availability of complex pre-
dicates should pattern closely with the availability of productive root compounding in
a particular language. Second, in children acquiring English as a first language, the
age at which complex predicates are first used productively should correspond very
closely to the age at which novel root compounds are first produced.

Snyder shows that both predictions are borne out. First, resultatives are available
cross-linguistically only if nominal compounding is productive.16 Second, it is shown
that English children acquire complex predicates and productive endocentric com-
pounding at approximately the same age. Similar findings are reported for Japanese
first language learners, and there is further support from L2 acquisition (French or
Russian L1 & English L2 / English L1 & Spanish L2). As a diagnostics, Snyder uses
N-N compounding and shows that the age of first clear use of a novel N-N compound
is significantly correlated with particular complex predicates.

For instance, languages with a positive setting for the Compounding Parameter,
such as English, productively employ N-N compounds and can also create novel en-
docentric root compounds (26-a). Language with a negative setting, on the other hand,
such as Spanish, do not (at least not productively) allow such compounds (26-b).17

(26) Endocentric root compounds in English (a) and Spanish (b) (Snyder, 2005)
a. banana box (= box in which bananas are stored)
b. *banana

banana
caja
box

/
/

*caja
box

banana
banana

Snyder shows that the same languages that allow this sort of compounding produc-
tively employ verb-particle constructions and adjectival resultatives. In addition, he

16The relationship is unidirectional, though, since Basque, for instance, has productive N-N compound-
ing but no resultatives. Thus, root compounding is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the availability
of resultatives.

17Languages with a positive setting mentioned in Snyder (2005) are, among others, Khmer, Estonian,
Dutch, Mandarin, Thai; with a negative setting: Egyptian Arabic, Javanese, Spanish, Serbo-Croatian.
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provides evidence from the acquisition of English that these types of complex predi-
cate formation are acquired shortly after endocentric root compounding is acquired.

Evidence he brings forward in support of tying complex predicate formation to
morphological compounding comes from data discussed in the literature from Dutch
(Neeleman, 1994; Neeleman and Weerman, 1993) and Afrikaans (LeRoux, 1988) that
show that complex predicates commonly involve overt morphological compounding.
For instance, the word-order possibilities for resultative and verb-particle combina-
tions in Dutch is relatively restricted (27).

(27) Rigid word order in Dutch complex predicates (Neeleman and Weerman,
1993, 436)
a. ... dat

that
Jan
John

de
the

deur
door

(vaak)
(often)

groen
green

(*vaak)
(*often)

verfde.
painted

‘... that John often painted the door green.’
b. ... dat

that
Jan
John

het
the

meisje
girl

(vaak)
(often)

op
up

(*vaak)
(*often)

merkte.
noticed

‘... that John often noticed the girl.’

This contrasts with the otherwise quite flexible word order in the Mittelfeld in this
language. Both Neeleman (& Weerman) and LeRoux analyse the complex predicates
in these examples as morphological compounds, which have semantic AND morpho-
logical properties of a single, complex word. However, neiter Dutch nor Afrikaans
consistently require overt compounding. Neeleman (1994), for instance, shows that
Dutch V2-movement separates the main verb from the remainder of the predicate, and
this was already discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 4, I drew direct parallels to data
involving Dutch locative Ps in postposition to support an analysis of this word order
as resulting from complex predicate formation in syntax.

In analogy to the Dutch and Afrikaans facts, Snyder assumes that also English
complex predicates necessarily involve a morphological compound at some abstract
level of grammatical representation. Snyder argues that this is a property of morpho-
logy potentially affecting a vast range of open-class morphemes. Therefore, this is a
lexical parameter, which governs principles of word formation but which is not tied
to any single lexical item. Already the parametric variation in productivity / non-
productivity of compounding cannot be tied to one lexical item. It can also not be
restricted to morphology proper, since the connection is clearly semantic in charac-
ter. Rather, the distinctive semantic characteristics that unify the complex-predicate
constructions derive from a mode of semantic composition available only within en-
docentric compounding. Snyder proposes the Complex Predicate Constraint in (28).

(28) Complex Predicate Constraint (Snyder, 2001, 336)
Two syntactically independent expressions can jointly characterise the event-
type of a single event-argument, only if they constitute a single word (endo-
centric compound) at the point of semantic interpretation.

Snyder follows Parsons’ (1990) analysis of accomplishments as involving a develop-
mental subpart and a culmination subpart. In hammer the metal flat, for example, ham-
mer contributes the developmental subpart and flat the culmination subpart, and both
can be merged into an accomplishment structure. Parsons’ accomplishment structure
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is directly comparable to Rothstein’s (2004) account of accomplishments underlying
my account if the developmental subpart is likened to the activity event, with a culmi-
nation in Rothstein’s system defined as the upper bound of a BECOME event.

Snyder argues that the state of affairs associated with this particular complex pre-
dicate in English is possible only if hammers and flat are subparts of an endocentric
compound at the point of semantic interpretation (LF). Yet, these expressions clearly
function independently in the syntax. However, Snyder assumes that the formation
of the relevant endocentric compound must take place during the syntactic derivation.
In languages with a negative setting for the Compounding Parameter, on the other
hand, accomplishment structures are only possible when the verb already has a salient
end-point, according to Snyder.

Extending the parameter to motion events

Snyder (2005) argues that the languages with a positive setting for the Compounding
Parameter in (25) are the same languages that are grouped as satellite-framed lan-
guages by Talmy (1985, and subsequent works), whereas those with a negative setting
coincide with the verb-framed languages. This correlation allows extending the Com-
pounding Parameter to constructions involved in the description of (directed) motion
events. He shows that this is supported by the acquisition facts, since the first com-
binations of manner of motion verbs with PPs referring to paths into one complex
predicate closely correlate with the first uses of novel N-N compounds.18

To cover the correlation between the (un)availability of resultatives and particles,
on the one hand, and ‘path PPs’, on the other, Snyder proposes to generalise the un-
derlying parameter as in (29).

(29) Generalising the Compounding Parameter (Snyder, 2005)
Languages differ parametrically in the availability of a semantic composition
rule (‘Rule C’) that is required both to interpret novel compounds and to
‘build’ complex-event descriptions (e.g. accomplishments) out of simple-
event predicates.

The proposal goes as follows. Verbs normally take a Davidsonian event argument.
Snyder proposes that a path PP introduces its own, separate event argument. Since a
VP is permitted to have only one open event argument, the two event predicates asso-
ciated with V and P need to be combined in some way. Snyder argues that there is only
one form of semantic composition that can combine two separate event-descriptions
into the description of a single, complex event, namely Rule C (30).

18To maintain the connection with Talmy’s typology, Snyder claims that this is true for both ‘resultative’
(e.g. walk to the store) and ‘non-resultative’ path PPs (e.g. slide down the banister). However, from the
data discussion it is not clear that the particular PPs are non-resultative, since the latter PP allows both
readings. I assume that his inclusion of non-resultative paths is due to the fact that he relies on Talmy’s
account in terms of a restriction on Paths in general. Given the discussion and analysis in previous sections
and chapters, this should only hold for bounded directional PPs as well as PPs that have a resultative reading
in this particular context (by referring to a final location and the like). Further research is needed to solve
this issue.
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(30) Rule C (Snyder, 2005)
If a = [b,c], and b’ and c’ both have an open argument position of semantic
type x, then (ignoring any other open argument positions) a’ = c’ OF THIS
KIND ASSOCIATED WITH b’.

Rule C is argued to be able to apply to predicates of events or predicates of individuals.
In the latter case, it provides a general mechanism for the semantic composition of root
compounds. Thus, if Rule C is available, novel root compounds can be freely created
in the syntax and interpreted compositionally. This leads to the following revision of
the Compounding Parameter (31).

(31) The revised Compounding Parameter (Snyder, 2005)
Rule C {is / is not} available at the syntax/semantics interface.

To illustrate Rule C at work in different environments, Snyder (2005) provides the
examples in (32), (33) and (34).

(32) frog man ‘man of the kind associated with frogs’

(33) John is painting [the barn]1 [tV + [PRO1 "BECOME red]]
a. There exists an event of John painting the barn, and this event is of the

kind associated with the barn becoming red.
b. There exists an accomplishment whose development consists of John

painting the barn, and the culmination of this event is the barn becoming
red.

(34) [The bottle]1 floated [PRO1 under the bridge]
a. There exists a (past) event of the bottle floating, and this event is of the

kind associated with the bottle moving to a location under the bridge.
b. There exists an accomplishment whose development consists of a bottle

floating, and the culmination of this event is the bottle moving to a loca-
tion under the bridge.

In sum, Snyder proposes that PPs referring to paths generally introduce an event argu-
ment and this event argument has to be combined with the event argument of the verb
by applying Rule C.

Embedding the parameter under the general proposal

Let us see how we can translate Snyder’s overall account into the approach and termi-
nology underlying this dissertation. Rule C is comparable to the summing operation
of an activity and a BECOME event in Rothstein’s accomplishment template, which
was outlined in chapter 3. Furthermore, letting path PPs introduce their own event
argument could imply that they have BECOME built into their semantics. Some ac-
counts along these lines such as Dowty’s (1979) and McIntyre’s (2006) have briefly
been discussed in chapter 3. There, however, I rejected this idea and suggested that an
incremental structure, which is independent of events, is associated with directional
PPs, following the definition of paths of Zwarts (2005b) given in chapter 2.

Nevertheless, Snyder’s Compounding Parameter can be adopted for the purposes
of this thesis if we add a slight refinement concerning the semantics of PPs. Instead
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of assuming that path-referring PPs introduce an event argument, I will stick to the
idea that paths are generally atemporal and spatial in nature. However, I argued that
non-verbal predicates associated with incrementality, such as path PPs, can derive a
BECOME event with activity verbs that are not associated with BECOME. This hap-
pens when they are embedded as secondary resultative predicates, in which case they
license PredP. A BECOME event that is derived in this way and the event argument of
the activity verb still have to combine into one overall event, though, and this is where
Snyder’s Compounding Parameter comes into play.

Under my account, PredP has to be licensed by an incremental structure provided
either by the verb or by the secondary predicate. If the incremental structure is part
of the verb (e.g. with lexical accomplishments and achievements), there is no need
to insert additional elements in syntax to identify this structure and no extra morpho-
logy needs to be compounded with the verb, either. Quite generally, some kind of
compounding is involved when a PredP combines with VP into a complex predicate.
This compounding necessarily takes place in syntax when the verb does not supply
PredP independently (i.e. with activity verbs). Given the Compounding Parameter,
this kind of compounding in syntax is not possible, at least not productively, in verb-
framed languages. This is why these languages only allow adjectival resultatives or
PPs referring to bounded paths or final locations if the verb itself identifies a lexical
accomplishment or achievement structure.

In the following, facts from auxiliary selection in Italian motion events further
support the overall account underlying the cross-linguistic variation.

6.3.3 Further evidence from auxiliary selection
Recall from chapter 3 that BE-selection in languages like Italian and Dutch is generally
taken to reflect an unaccusative structure, which is characterised as the lack of an
external argument. Due to the general requirement of sentences to have a subject
(syntactically captured by an EPP feature in T or a relevant projection which hosts the
subject in its specifier), some VP-internal argument raises to subject position. In the
same chapter, it was argued for Dutch that in case an intransitive manner of motion
verb combines with a directional PP of the type to the store, the PP behaves like
a complement and is integrated as a secondary resultative predicate. The DP that
surfaces as the subject of the sentence starts out as the external argument of the PP
(the Figure) and only becomes a derived argument of the verb when the verbal and the
secondary predicate are combined into a complex predicate.

In chapter 4, I provided further data from Dutch to spell out conditions under
which locative PPs can refer to the final location of a motion event and thus have
some sort of derived directional-goal reading. In particular, it was argued that this is
possible with one class of motion verbs, the put-verbs, and that the particular locative
PP modifies the upper bound of a BECOME event identified or licensed by the verb. It
was shown that this reading correlates with BE-selection, which was argued to support
the account of these data in terms of the PP being integrated as a secondary resultative
predicate.

In this section, we see that Italian works like Dutch in the particular contexts. In
section 6.2.2, I addressed data discussed by Folli (2008), which show that a subset of
Italian motion verbs can combine with locative PPs to refer to a directed motion event
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(7), repeated here as (35-a), whereas others cannot (8), repeated here as (35-b).

(35) a. La
The

palla
ball

è
is

rimbalzata
bounced

sotto
under

il
the

tavolo.
table

‘The ball bounced (to a point) under the table.’
b. *Maria

Maria
è
is

danzata
danced

nella
in.the

stanza.
room

(intended meaning: ‘Maria danced into the room.’)

A directional reading in (35-a) is triggered with the BE-auxiliary just like in Dutch. In
addition, the participle agrees with the DP in subject position in gender and number.
This agreement is generally taken as further indication that the DP starts out in a VP-
internal argument position and its movement across the verb (e.g. through the Spec of
the past participle projection or the like) triggers agreement in phi features.19 If the
auxiliary HAVE is used instead, only the locative reading is available (36-a). Further-
more, with HAVE the sentence in (35-b) becomes grammatical again and expresses the
meaning that Maria danced inside the room (36-b).

(36) Italian HAVE correlates with locative meaning
a. La

The
palla
ball

ha
has

rimbalzato
bounced

sotto
under

il
the

tavolo.
table

‘The ball bounced underneath the table.’ locative only
b. Maria

Maria
ha
has

danzato
danced

nella
in.the

stanza.
room

‘Maria danced inside the room.’ locative only

With the locative reading and the auxiliary HAVE, the participle does not agree with
the DP in subject position and we can assume that the DP starts out as the external
argument in this constellation.

The fact that BE appears in both languages in the same contexts calls for the same
analysis of the particular cases so that the general account proposed for Dutch in previ-
ous chapters can be extended to Italian.20 The fact that the auxiliary BE is ungrammat-
ical in Italian if the verb does not allow a directional reading (35-b) should be taken
as an indication of the locative nature of the PP and the impossibility of integrating it
as a resultative secondary predicate to derive an accomplishment structure, and this is
parallel to the data from Dutch discussed in chapter 4.

Furthermore, the split between motion verbs that can and those that cannot trigger
a directional (goal) reading with locative PPs in Italian is directly comparable to the
split found in English and Dutch between the (descriptively labelled) put-verbs and
swim-verbs, respectively, discussed in chapter 4. There it was argued that put-verbs
license or identify an event structure containing BECOME, which can be modified by
a locative PP. The locative PP in this case specifies the upper bound of BECOME and
refers to the final location of the event. With swim-verbs, on the other hand, locative
PPs can only modify the event as a whole, because neither the verb nor the PP provide
an incremental structure necessary for an accomplishment event to be built.

19On the issue of participle agreement see, for instance, Belletti (2006) and literature cited therein.
20The fact that Dutch and Italian pattern alike with respect to auxiliary selection is one of the main

arguments for Perlmutter’s (1978) original proposal to correlate BE-selection in both languages with an
unaccusative structure (see also chapter 3).
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Satellite-framed languages, which have a positive setting for the Compounding
Parameter, can combine swim-verbs and directional PPs into a complex predicate in
syntax because directional PPs are associated with incremental path structures, which
licenses an accomplishment structure. In this case, the PP is integrated as a secondary
resultative predicate, which correlates with BE-selection with Dutch intransitive verbs.
This kind of complex predicate formation is not possible in verb-framed languages, on
the other hand, because they have a negative setting for the Compounding Parameter,
following Snyder (2005). In these languages the particular PPs can only combine as
event modifiers, which also predicts that they correlate with HAVE-selection in Italian.

Returning to the data from Italian, then, where complex PPs can combine with
manner of motion verbs that do not allow a directional reading with simple locative
PPs, to refer to a directed motion, we see that this prediction is borne out. What is not
discussed in Folli (2008) in this context (but see Folli and Ramchand, 2005) is the fact
that the cases with complex PPs in Italian still select for the HAVE auxiliary (37).

(37) Complex PPs in Italian

La
the

barca
boat

ha
has

galleggiato
floated

dentro
inside

alla
to.the

grotta.
cave

‘The boat (has) floated into the cave.’

Hence, we are not dealing with an unaccusative structure here but with an unergative
one. The fact that the structure is not unaccusative means that the DP la barca is a
proper external argument and has not raised from the subject-position of the PP. There-
fore, I assume that the PP is an adjunct modifying the event rather than a secondary
predicate, and no accomplishment structure is created.21

Thus, the Italian data are not a challenge to the overall account because the parti-
cular PPs are not integrated as secondary predicates to derive an accomplishment with
a verb that is otherwise only an a activity. Instead, the event structure involved is still
only an activity in this case. Following Beck (2005), I assume that adjunct PPs are
generally possible in these languages, and that the cases where unbounded directional
PPs combine with manner of motion verbs such as the ones in (10) and (11) should
be analysed along these lines. Beck’s account of the cross-linguistic variation will be
discussed in section 6.4.

6.3.4 Isolated cases of resultatives in verb-framed languages
In the literature, we find a few examples in which secondary resultative predicates
apparently combine with activities into one complex predicate deriving accomplish-
ments also in verb-framed languages. However, these are marginal cases and they are
not fully productive in the way they are in satellite-framed languages. Under Sny-
der’s (2001) account, morphological compounds can be created in at least two ways.
There can be deliberate coinages, which is independent of any parameter setting, or
such compounds can be the automatic product of syntactic derivation if a particular
language has a marked value setting.22 Hence, the latter case is dependent on a posi-

21A similar conclusion is drawn by Folli and Ramchand (2005).
22Snyder extends an idea proposed by Baker (1988), according to which certain processes of word-

formation occur by means of the syntactic combination of heads (head-to-head movement). In this case,
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tive setting for the Compounding Parameter, whereas the former can be found also in
languages with a negative setting. Some such instances are discussed here.

For example, Snyder (2001) cites Italian and Spanish data from the literature to
argue that AP resultatives in these languages are possible only if the main verb is
interpreted as ‘focusing on the endpoint’ of the event described. The adjective, then,
serves to make the main verb’s natural endpoint more salient. Apparently, in Spanish
the adjective needs an additional degree modifier like muy ‘very’ (38).

(38) Spanish resultative (Demonte, 1991)

Pedro
Pedro

edificó
built

la
the

casa
house

*(muy)
*(very)

amplia.
wide

‘Pedro built the house very wide.’

Furthermore, Snyder notes that in Italian this is only possible with additional emphatic
doubling of the resultative. Similarly, Folli and Ramchand (2005) briefly discuss Ita-
lian data of the kind in (39).

(39) Italian resultatives (Folli and Ramchand, 2005, 102)
a. Gianni

John
ha
has

martellato
hammered

il
the

metallo
metal

piatto
flat

*(piatto).
flat

‘John hammered the metal flat.’
b. Gianni

John
ha
has

cucito
sewed

la
the

camicia
dress

*(troppo)
too

stretta.
tight

‘John sewed the tess too tight.’
c. Gianni

John
ha
has

sciolto
melted

il
the

cioccolato
chocolate

*(troppo)
too

liquido.
liquid

‘John melted the chocolate too liquid

Folli and Ramchand propose that these more complex forms contain more syntactic
structure, which associates the particular adjectives not just with states but also with
processes leading up to states. They draw direct parallels to the kind of complex
PPs found in Italian of the type in (37). Since the apparent instances of resultatives
discussed here are marginal cases, which do not touch upon the overall account, I will
leave them aside and turn to a brief discussion of some previous accounts.23

6.4 Problems with some previous accounts
In this section, I compare the account proposed in this thesis for the combination of
PPs with motion verbs, which is argued to create an accomplishment structure in syn-
tax in some but not in other cases, and for the cross-linguistic variation in this respect,
with previous accounts with a similar focus and underlying assumptions. Thus, I will

morphology simply imposes well-formedness conditions on heads and applies equally to heads formed
during the syntactic derivation (more productive), and heads formed outside of it (less productive). This
approach to root compounding is further developed in Roeper et al. (2002).

23On a rather speculative note, these examples seem to have in common that the additional elements
render a scale more prominent, which would fit the claim underlying my proposal that incrementality is a
crucial ingredient for event structures containing BECOME.
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not address accounts that only address Talmy’s typology or accounts that already start
out with fairly different assumptions. Instead, I will restrict the discussion to Higgin-
botham’s (2000) and Beck’s (2005) accounts, which make quite similar predictions
with respect to the data when it comes to combining PPs with manner of motion verbs
into complex predicates. I will argue that both proposals fail to account for the fact
that complex predicate formation is subject to particular restrictions also in satellite-
framed languages.

6.4.1 ‘Telic pair formation’ as a semantic parameter

Higginbotham (2000) argues that accomplishments are syntactically represented by
ordered pairs of positions for events. According to him, such an accomplishment
interpretation may also stem from what he calls a telic pair (<E, E’>) associated with
prepositions rather than with the verbal head (40).

(40) Accomplishment P (Higginbotham, 2000)
I flew my spaceship to the morning star.

fly (I, my spaceship, e) & to (the morning star, (e, e’))

For (40), Higginbotham (2000) claims that to is the main predicate which bears an
ordered pair of event positions. The first one of these events is a process which gets
identified with the single event position in the verb fly when the to-phrase is combined
with such a VP.

Higginbotham (2000) provides further examples in which the particular subevents
(E, E’) are not as straightforwardly identifiable but that he nevertheless assumes to
involve telic pair formation (41).

(41) Telic pair formation (Higginbotham, 2000)
a. They arrived at the airport.
b. arrive (x, e), (&p) [at(x,p,e) & (&e’) (e’ is a journey by x & (e,e’) is a

telic pair)]

Arrive is treated as a predicate applying to (instantaneous) events of being at a place,
which constitute the terminus or telos of events of journeying to that place. Abstract-
ing away from the problem that it is not clear from Higginbotham’s account where the
e’ part comes from, what I want to focus on here is the treatment of locative PPs like at
the airport. Higginbotham assumes that this PP does not express a path or a result of
the arrival, but simply identifies the place in question and thus still refers to a location
only. Hence, the complex event structure associated with telic pair formation comes
about through the combination of elements that, in and by themselves, only contain or
refer to a single (sub)event.

Higginbotham proposes the same account for the combination of manner of mo-
tion verbs like float with under-phrases in English, which, according to Higginbotham,
is ambiguous between the two readings in (42-a). Italian, however cannot combine two
subevents into a telic event, and thus only the locative reading in (42-b) is available
under this account.
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(42) Higginbotham’s (2000) account of English vs. Italian under
a. ENGLISH: float under the bridge

directional reading: )y)e)e’(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e’) & telic-pair(e,e’))
locative reading: )y)e(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e))

b. ITALIAN galleggiare
float

sotto
under

il
the

ponte
bridge

locative reading: )y)e(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e))

Higginbotham argues that both the verb and the preposition are unambiguous in both
languages, in the sense that the verb by itself only describes a process and the pre-
position by itself is only associated with a location. This is compatible with the data
discussed in chapter 4, and the analysis proposed there made the same assumptions.

To account for the cross-linguistic variation, Higginbotham proposes a semantic
parameter, according to which the operation of telic pair formation is available in
satellite-framed but not in verb-framed languages (43).

(43) Higginbotham’s (2000) account of verb-framing vs. satellite-framing
TELIC PAIR FORMATION is available in satellite-framed but not in verb-framed
languages

Translated into the terms of the account underlying this thesis, we can assume that
telic pair formation is the same as accomplishment creation in syntax due to complex
predicate formation when a manner of motion verb (or an activity in general) combines
with a locative PP, which is associated with a location but not with a path (or with a
stative expression in general).

This means that unless there are additional constraints (which are not discussed
in Higginbotham, 2000), this operation should be freely available in all contexts in
satellite-framed languages like English, but never available in verb-framed languages.
Therefore, Higginbotham’s account predicts two readings for the English VP in (44),
translated into Higginbotham’s (2000) terms.

(44) ‘Telic pair formation’ makes wrong predictions
swim in the lake
a. )y)e(swim(y,e) & in(y,the lake,e)) locative
b. *)y)e)e’(swim(y,e) & in(y,the lake,e’) & telic-pair(e,e’)) *directional

If telic pair formation were freely available in English, we would expect this VP to be
ambiguous in the same way as (42-a) allegedly is, and so there should be two semantic
representations possible. However, this is not the case, since this sentence only has
the representation (44-a), as was shown in chapter 4. Rather, the English example
in (44) is completely parallel to the Italian example in (42-b). Therefore, ‘telic pair
formation’ in this unrestricted version massively overgenerates.

Furthermore, it is questionable whether the example in (42-a) involves an opera-
tion like ‘telic pair formation’. It was argued in chapter 4 that the directional reading
available in English cases of this type (i.e. with swim-verbs and under) is not a goal
but a route reading. Route readings, in turn, were argued to not necessarily involve
transitions from a process into a state and thus no complex (accomplishment) event
structure. I suggested that the directional reading in English comes about due to re-
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ferential axes in the definition of projective locative prepositions like under, behind,
whereas the absence of similar directional readings with in, on is due to the fact that
these are non-projective prepositions that lack such referential axes. Furthermore, in
Dutch and other ‘satellite-framed’ languages like German and Norwegian, only a loca-
tive reading is available in such cases, so these languages behave like ‘verb-framed’
Italian in (42-b).

The advantage of my account is that it spells out the conditions for something com-
parable to ‘telic pair formation’ to even be possible and thus restricts the combinatorial
possibilities severely. Recall that under Rothstein’s (2004) theory, both achievements
and accomplishments (as well as semelfactives under the single event reading) have
in common that they refer to some definite change, which is the upper bound of an
incremental path with accomplishments. Apart from the possibility that an incremen-
tal path can be supplied by a directional PP (as in dance onto the stage), it can also
be supplied by some verbs, namely the put-verbs. Most put-verbs, in turn, identify an
accomplishment structure, in which case the verb itself should be lexically specified
for two event positions under Higginbotham’s (2000) account. A locative PP, then,
merely modifies the second event (the result state) (45).

(45) put in the box
)y)e)e’(put(y,e,e’) & in(y,the box,e’))

The meaning of directionality here is not associated with the PP itself, which lacks
Path structure entirely, but is rather part of the verbal denotation. Hence, these cases
do not involve ‘telic pair formation’. A second case of put-verbs were the directed
motion verbs, which by themselves do not identify an accomplishment structure but
nevertheless already supply some incremental structure lexically. Due to their being
incremental, they can combine with locative PPs and together build a (resultative) ac-
complishment structure. We could think of this, then, in terms of ‘telic pair formation’,
but this also again shows the limitations of this kind of operation to one particular class
of verbs under very restricted conditions.

To conclude, the difference between ‘verb-framed’ and ‘satellite-framed’ languages
cannot be due to a semantic parameter concerning the (un)availability of ‘telic pair
formation’, since such an operation - if it exists at all - has severe limitations. In the
following section, we will see that Beck’s (2005) account faces a similar problem of
predicting complex predicate formation to be possible in cases where it is not.

6.4.2 Parametrised availability of Principle (R)

Beck (2005) compares motion verbs in combination with directional PPs to resultative
constructions and lexical accomplishments across different languages. Following von
Stechow (1995, and subsequent work), Beck argues that the semantic composition of
a verbal (activity) predicate with a secondary resultative predicate is regulated by what
she calls Principle (R), which has been outlined in chapter 3, repeated here in (46).
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(46) Principle (R) (Beck, 2005, 7)
If #=[V*S C$] and $’ is of type <i,t> and *’ is of type <e, ... <e,<i,t>>> (an
n-place predicate), then
#’ = )x1 ... )xn)e.*’e(x1) ... (xn) & &e’ [BECOMEe+ ($’) & CAUSE(e’)(e)]

This principle adds a CAUSE BECOME component that glues an activity together with
the secondary predicate. The resultative is true iff an event of the kind denoted by
the verb causes a becoming of the small clause proposition. It was already noted in
chapter 3 that this is a very powerful principle, and in this unrestricted form it is quite
comparable to Higginbotham’s (2000) operation of ‘telic pair formation’.

Following up on Beck and Snyder (2001b,a), Beck argues that Principle (R) is
available in some languages, the (+R) languages (SFLs in Talmy’s typology) but not
in (-R) languages (VFLs in Talmy’s typology) and that Principle (R) is part of Sny-
der’s (2001) Compounding Parameter. As pointed out by Snyder (2005), though, the
precise correlation between Principle (R) and compounding is not explained, and also
in Beck (2005) this connection is merely postulated, stating that complex predicate
constructions involve a morphological compound at some level of representation. She
hypothesises that this principle is limited to ‘morphological’ domains within syntax,
to make the tie to compounding.

Let me discuss the data that led Beck to propose this account. First, the ‘goal
PP construction’ (goal PPC) is identified as the combination of an activity verb with a
directional PP. Beck provides the following examples from English (47-a) and Spanish
(47-b).

(47) ‘Goal’ PP constructions in English and Spanish (Beck, 2005, 4)
a. Bilbo walked to the hall (in ten minutes).
b. Bilbo

Bilbo
anduvo
went

hasta
up-to

la
the

caverna
hall

(*en
(*in

diez
ten

minutos).
minutes)

‘Bilbo went (up) to the hall (*in ten minutes).’

Beck refers to Aske (1989) who argues for Spanish that it does not permit ‘telic path
phrases’, in which the PP is a result state predicate. Aske relates this fact to the
absence of resultatives in Spanish. Beck and Snyder (2001a) test the grammaticality
of modifying a goal PPC with a temporal in-adverbial in languages that allow the
plain goal-PPC as a grammatical string (as in the examples in (47)). The criteria in
(48) are used for regarding particular translations into other languages as equivalents
to an English sentence like Suresh walked to the village.

(48) Identification of goal-PP constructions (Beck and Snyder, 2001a)
e.g. Suresh walked to the village.
a. The truth-conditions imply (i)-(iii)

(i) Suresh arrived at the village (he didn’t walk towards the village).
(ii) Suresh was away from the village at some point (he didn’t walk

within).
(iii) The sentence describes an event of walking by Suresh.

b. The surface form is close to ‘V PP’ (no adverbial paraphrases).
c. The verb by itself is an activity predicate (doesn’t mean arrive).
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Beck and Snyder also note that a certain amount of variation is unavoidable, for ex-
ample in the choice of the P, but they do not discuss this fact any further.

It is argued that the findings support the correlation between the (R) parameter
and the acceptibility of goal-PPCs with in-adverbials. From this, Beck and Snyder
conclude that goal-PPCs in (+R) languages, but not in (-R) ones, are complex predi-
cates and denote accomplishments. Additional evidence in support of the correlation
comes from L1 acquisition, since goal PP constructions are acquired shortly after com-
pounding is and children do not master such constructions before they have mastered
compounding.

Beck (2005) discusses further examples which involve the prepositions under, be-
hind, up, across, around. She proposes that there is parametric variation in the seman-
tics of ‘goal PPCs’ in the sense that they express accomplishments in languages that
have resultatives, but non-accomplishment change of state predicates in languages that
do not have resultatives.

Additional evidence that Beck (2005) puts forward in support of her analysis
comes from the combination of goal-PPCs in combination with again across diffe-
rent languages. In particular, Beck explores whether these constructions license the
structural ambiguity of again between a restitutive and a repetitive reading, discussed
in chapter 1. Recall that under an event structure account, this ambiguity arises only
with event structures that contain a BECOME event (accomplishments and achieve-
ments) where (the upper bound or the culmination of) BECOME supplies a second
attachment site of again, which results in the restitutive reading (49).

(49) Potential ambiguity with again and motion events (Beck, 2005, 4)
Bilbo walked to the hall again.
a. Bilbo walked to the hall, and he had done that before. repetitive
b. Bilbo walked to the hall, and he had been there before. restitutive

Beck shows that the (un)availability of the restitutive reading of again correlates with
the (in)compatibility with in-adverbials in a given language. Based on this, she claims
that a language only permits a restitutive reading of again with such a predicate if the
language has resultative constructions. In these languages the PP is assumed to be able
to function as a result state, and this result state is argued to be present in the syntax
and modifiable by again. She furthermore shows that with lexical accomplishments,
a restitutive reading of again is available in both types of languages.

Building on von Stechow (1995) and Beck and Snyder (2001b), Beck provides the
following semantic account for ‘goal PPCs’ in (+R) languages, syntactically repre-
sented in (50).

(50) a. Sally walked to the summit.
b. [ Sally [1[t1 [ walked [PP PRO1 to the summit]]]]]

As a first approximation, the SC with the PP predicate headed by to is proposed to
have the representation in (51).

(51) [PRO1 to the summit]( )e.ate(the summit)(x1)

Given that Principle (R) is assumed to be available in languages like English, combin-
ing an activity (manner of motion) verb with this SC is argued to result in the structure
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and semantics in (52).

(52) a. [walked [PRO1 to the summit]](
)x)e.walke(x) & &e’ [BECOMEe+ ()e+.ate+(the summit)(x1)) &CAUSE(e’)(e)]

b. Sally walked to the summit(
)e.walke(Sally) & &e’ [BECOMEe+ ()e+.ate+(the summit)(Sally)) &CAUSE(e’)(e)]
Sally’s walking caused her to come to be at the summit.

The same analysis is given for the example in (53).

(53) John swam under the bridge.
a. [John [1[ t1 [swam [PRO1 under the bridge]]]]]
b. )e.swime(John) & &e’ [BECOMEe+ ()e+.undere+(the bridge)(John)) &CAUSE(e’)(e)]

John’s swimming caused him to come to be under the bridge.

In contrast to some of the other complex predicate constructions like resultatives and
verb-particle constructions, goal PPCs are argued to be grammatical strings in (-R)
languages. The difference is therefore argued not to be in grammaticality but in inter-
pretation.

Following up on Beck and Snyder (2001a,b), Beck assumes that both resultatives
and goal PPCs in languages that allow both have an underlying small clause structure
where the external argument of the resultative adjective or the PP is PRO, which is
bound by the internal argument of the verb that is combined with the secondary pre-
dicate. This was already outlined in chapter 3, where it was noted that Beck proposes
that such constructions are interpreted relying on Principle (R) (following von Ste-
chow, 1995, and subsequent work). Beck furthermore notes that it is not plausible that
the availability of Principle (R) correlates with a systematic difference in the meanings
of Ps across languages.

Recall from chapter 3 that Beck’s analysis of the semantics of goal PPCs in (-R)
languages goes as follows. Beck follows Cresswell (1974, 1978) in analysing PPs in
general as Davidsonian event modifiers. Thus, a sentence like Sally walked in the park
can be analysed like Sally slept in the park, and the PP is taken to denote a relation
between individuals and events.24 A PP in combination with a verb is analysed as
the conjunction of two expressions of type <e, <i,t>>. Beck calls this Generalised
Predicate Modification (54).

(54) Generalised Predicate Modification (Beck, 2005, 34)
If # = [$ *] and *+ is of type <e,<i,t>> and *+ is of type <e,<i,t>>, then #+ =
)x)e.$+(x)(e) & *+(x)(e)

Examples for PPs as predicate modifiers with state and activity verbs are given in (55).

(55) Locative PPs as predicate modifiers (Beck, 2005, 34)
a. Sally slept in the park.
)e.sleepe(S) & ine(the park)(S)

b. Sally walked in the park.
)e.walke(S) & ine(the park)(S)

24As a departure from the Davidsonian treatment, however, Beck gives the P a subject-argument, since
this is necessary for the restitutive again data.
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A PP like in the park is argued to denote a relation between individuals and events
(56).

(56) Locative PPs as predicate modifiers (Beck, 2005, 34)
[in the park]( )x)e.ine(the park)(x)

Beck argues that this independently attested mechanism is also available for the inter-
pretation of goal-PPCs in (-R) languages (57).

(57) a. Pablo
Pablo

camino
walked

hasta
up-to

la
the

cima.
summit

b. )e.walke(Pablo) & toe(the summit)(Pablo)

From this kind of data, she concludes that to cannot just be at, which was the first ap-
proximation underlying the analysis of the particular small clauses in (+R) languages
in (51). Instead she proposes the analysis in (58), building on Cresswell’s (1978) se-
mantics of Ps like to, which makes use of the concept of a path and derives the notion
of path from progress through time.

(58) a. [[to]] (e)(x)(y) = 1 iff at end(e), y is at the final point of a journey p(e)
that ends at x

b. [[end]] is that f: D<i>( D<i> such that for any e: f(e) = the temporal
end point of e

c. p(e) (a path or a journey) is a function that maps times that are part of
the running time of e to a spatial region (the space occupied by the path
at the time).

This leads to the paraphrase in (59) for the Spanish cases, in which a to-phrase is
combined with a verb as a predicate modifier.

(59) Pablo walked, and by the end of the walk he was at the final point of a journey
that ends at the summit.

Beck argues that the difference between (+R) and (-R) languages, then, is not in the
semantics of the goal PPs but in the ways such PPs are integrated compositionally.

Finally, Beck notes that the proposed analysis allows the predicate modifier way
of combining the goal PP with the V to also be available in (+R) languages. Thus,
there should be two choices of how to integrate PPs in English. In support of this view
she cites data from Grolla (2004), who argues that there is an ambiguity in sentences
with PPs other than to (60).

(60) a. I walked around the fountain for / in ten minutes.
b. I walked upstairs for / in ten minutes.

Both adverbials are acceptable in these sentences, and Beck assume that this is due
to the fact that in English, PPs can be integrated either as SC predicates or as predi-
cate modifiers. Under Dowty’s (1979) analysis, in-adverbials are only possible if the
semantics of the predicate guarantees that there is a unique shortest time interval at
which the predicate is true, and this distinguishes accomplishments from activities.
Similarly, Krifka (1998) defines in an hour in a way that its implicatures can only be
satisfied by predicates of events with a unique shortest running time. Beck hypothe-
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sises that the semantics of goal-PPs in (-R) languages does not guarantee uniqueness;
It is not guaranteed by the semantics that the predicate is not also true of a shorter
subevent. The same is the case with *Sally walked along the beach in an hour. The
presence of BECOME in (+R) languages, in turn, is assumed to suffice to satisfy the
uniqueness requirement.

In sum, under Beck’s analysis a ‘goal PP’ expresses the result state of a complex
predicate in (+R) languages, but a predicate modifier of some kind in (-R) languages.

Assessment of Beck’s account

As outlined in chapter 3, I adopt crucial parts of Beck’s analysis in my account. In
particular, I follow her proposal of distinguishing between two ways of combining
PPs with verbs, namely as mere predicate modifiers (adjoined to the VP) or as secon-
dary resultative predicates (as complements embedded within the VP). However, in
the same chapter, I noted that Principle (R) in its unrestricted form is too powerful,
and it basically suffers the same shortcomings as Higginbotham’s (2000) Telic Pair
Formation already mentioned there.

For example, Beck’s account erroneously predicts that a VP like swim in the lake
should be ambiguous between swim inside the lake and swim into the lake, whereas
only the first, locative reading is available. Furthermore, Dutch has particles and re-
sultatives (so should have a positive setting for Principle (R) or Telic Pair Formation).
Nevertheless, a sentence with a manner of motion verb in combination with an under-
phrase in this language only has the locative reading (61).

(61) Jan
John

heeft/*is
has/*is

onder
under

de
the

brug
bridge

gezwommen.
swum

‘John swam (in a location) under the bridge.’ locative only

Hence, in this case the PP is a predicate modifier and cannot be integrated as a se-
condary resultative predicate, which is indicated by the ban on the BE auxiliary in this
case.25

Furthermore, Beck’s account predicts an ambiguity with to in the sense that it
should be compatible with both in- and for-adverbials. This is so because Beck as-
sumes that ‘goal PPs’ in (+R) languages (in satellite-framed languages) can be inte-
grated either as predicate modifiers or as secondary predicates. However, I argued in
chapter 3 that bounded PPs necessarily have to be integrated into the VP as secondary
predicates, and the fact that only the in-adverbial is acceptable in this context suggests
that this account is on the right track.

Finally, a problem of Beck’s account is her notion of a ‘goal PP’ and the fact that
she assumes a semantic equivalence between the English-type PPs involving to and the
Spanish-type PPs involving something like hasta ‘until’. The only verb-framed lan-

25Beck herself notes that under her analysis of goal PPCs, nothing forces the P to be to rather than at
and the prediction would be that Sally walked at the park should be able to have a directional reading. She
does not consider this a counterexample to her proposal since this is claimed to be a problem only for to,
into, onto, which have direct locative counterparts at, in, on, and that this restriction is specific to English,
whereas Korean supposedly requires a directional marker with all PPs. However, this is quite a crucial
observation because it actually shows that a directional marker is necessary for the goal PP interpretation
to arise in the first place and that such complex predicate formation is much more restricted than suggested
under her account.
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guages that allow ‘goal-PP’ constructions as grammatical strings, according to Beck,
are the ones in (62).

(62) Grammatical ‘goal-PP’ constructions in VFLs (Beck, 2005, 45f.)
a. French: *Jean

Jean
a
has

marché
walked

au
to-the

sommet
summit

en
in

une
one

heure.
hour

b. Hebrew: *Dan
Dan

halax
walked

el
to

ha-kf
the-village

ar
in

tox
an

Saa.
hour

c. Hindi/Urdu: *Veneeta
Veneeta

do
two

ghante
hours

mein
in

summit
summit

ki
towards

taraf chal-ii.
walk-PF

d. Spanish: *Juan
Juan

anduvo
walked

hasta
until

la
the

cima
summit

de
of

la
the

montana
mountain

en
in

una
one

hora.
hour

The fact that they are ungrammatical in combination with in-adverbials is taken as
evidence for the overall account. However, there are reasons to question these data.
First, the literature reports that quite generally manner of motion verbs in combination
with à-phrases in French of the type in (62-a) are ungrammatical even without the in-
adverbial. Furthermore, the P involved in the Hindi/Urdu example in (62-c) is glossed
as towards so that it is not clear that it is equivalent to English to. That Spanish hasta
‘until’ is not will be argued for below. This only leaves Hebrew as supporting Beck’s
analysis.

Hence, I propose contra Beck that, in fact, the Ps are lexically different in these
languages. Whereas to-phrases in English and other satellite-framed languages refer to
a bounded goal path under the definitions of boundedness, goals and paths provided in
chapter 2, the other Ps mentioned in Beck’s examples from satellite-framed languages
do not. For example, a P with the meaning of towards refers to a goal and to a path but
the path is not bounded. Furthermore, a P like until, is not associated with a path as
defined in chapter 2. Instead it primarily puts a temporal bound external to the event,
which can have a derived spatial meaning in some languages.

For example, Dutch tot ‘until’ can combine with a locative PP into a complex PP
(63), and this was already mentioned briefly in chapter 4.

(63) a. Het
the

vliegtuig
plane

vloog
flew

tot
until

onder
under

de
the

brug.
bridge

‘The plane flew up to under the bridge.’ goal?
b. Marieke

Marieke
sprong
jumped

tot
until

achter
behind

het
the

doel.
goal

‘Marieke jumped up to behind the goal.’ goal?

In line wit Beck’s proposal, one could assume that this is a similar kind of complex PP
formation that is found with English into or onto, and the complex PP with tot denotes
an incremental path which ends at the location denoted by the embedded locative PP.
Furthermore, Dutch tot-phrases can have a clearly spatial interpretation (64-a).
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(64) a. Huib
Huib

liep
walked

tot
until

het
the

meer.
lake

‘Huib walked up to the lake.’ goal?
b. *Huib walked until the lake.

This kind of spatial interpretation is also available in other languages such as Spanish
(Aske, 1989; Beck, 2005) or Hebrew (Winter, 2006), but it is unavailable with until in
English (64-b). Instead, English uses a complex PP up to (a semantic analysis of up
to is given in Piñón, 1994b).

However, intuitively there seems to be something wrong with treating until-phrases
as spatial paths in the sense used in this thesis and in other works on spatial PPs. A P
like until does not provide a bound for a path. Rather, until only provides a temporal
bound for the event itself, even in languages in which we presumably get a spatial
reading such as Dutch (see Stringer 2002; Beavers 2003 for similar arguments with
respect to such elements in French and Japanese).

In sum, Ps like until should not be treated as goal Ps expressing a spatial path
under the definitions underlying this thesis and many works on the semantics of spatial
PPs and motion events in general, rather they should be treated as external modifiers
that can put a temporal bound (and possibly derived spatial bound) on an activity.
Thus, the fact that such PPs can be used to put a bound of some sort on an otherwise
unbounded motion event should not be taken as evidence in favour of there being a
goal-PP construction in this language.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter discussed cross-linguistic variation in the expression of motion events.
Building on a typology, first proposed in Talmy (1985), a distinction was drawn be-
tween satellite-framed languages (of the English type) and verb-framed languages (of
the Spanish type). It was argued that both types of languages allow secondary resul-
tative predication involving APs and PPs in case the verb is a lexical accomplishment
or achievement verb. However, when the verb is an activity, only satellite-framed lan-
guages allow complex predicate formation. This is furthermore restricted in the sense
that the predicate associated with the PP or AP has to have an underlying incremental
(scalar) structure, in line with the proposal made in previous chapters.

The data discussion in this chapter supported the overall account underlying this
thesis, according to which some PPs can be integrated into a motion event not just
as event modifiers but under certain circumstances also as secondary resultative pre-
dicates. The ban on such complex predicate formation with activity verbs in verb-
framed languages was linked to Snyder’s (2001) Compounding Parameter, according
to which these languages do not allow endocentric root compounding in syntax. The
connection with the restrictions on complex predicate formation was made by arguing
that two events arguments (one of the activity verb and the other of a BECOME event
licensed by the incremental structure of an AP or PP) have to be combined into one
complex event in syntax. In this context, I addressed acquisition facts from Snyder that
show that root compounding, resultatives and verb-path PP combinations are acquired
at the same time in languages that allow such constructions.

Chapter 3 discussed different approaches to the combination of PPs with verbs.
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These approaches come in at least two forms, namely in terms of event structure as-
sociated with particular verbs or verb-complement combinations (e.g. Pustejovsky,
1991; von Stechow, 1996; Higginbotham, 2000; Ramchand, to appear) or in terms of
a homomorphism between an event and some kind of generalised path (e.g. Jackend-
off, 1996; Krifka, 1998; Hay et al., 1999; Zwarts, 2006). My overall account suggests
that the two approaches should be combined, since there is a need to make reference to
subevents (e.g. to account for the ambiguity of locative PPs as discussed in chapter 4)
as well as to specify conditions on the possibility to derive complex event structures
that have to to with properties internal to paths. Under my account, the incremen-
tal nature of paths is crucial in licensing accomplishment creation in syntax when a
manner of motion verb (an activity verb) is combined with a directional PP into an
accomplishment (in satellite-framed languages). If we were to apply event structure
alone, we would run into risk of predicting accomplishment creation in syntax to be
possible in cases where it is not, like under Higginbotham’s (2000) or Beck’s (2005)
accounts outlined before.

Finally, in the discussion of Beck (2005) I argued against her treatment of until-
phrases in various languages as goal PPs. Instead I defended a view according to
which goals only subsume such Ps that lexically specify a spatial path with a specified
ending-point. Connected to this issue is the fact that Beck subsumes other PPs, which
are route or locative PPs, under the term ‘goal-PPs’. Such a move is problematic for a
number of additional reasons as we will see in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

Goals and sources

7.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 addressed locative Ps in Germanic languages and the circumstances under
which they can be understood directionally. It was argued that the meaning of direc-
tionality always has to be provided by particular elements. For example, it is possible
to add a directional P to a locative P (e.g. English in-to, on-to or Dutch onder de brug
door ‘under the bridge through’) to form complex PPs. These complex PPs refer to a
path which is located with respect to the place denoted by the locative P in a particular
way. Such ways to derive a directional reading are PP-internal.

Furthermore, a directional reading can arise PP-externally, when a locative PP is
embedded in a complex event structure and gets the derived reading of a final location
(the goal) of an event. Different strategies in particular languages were discussed to
embed the locative PP in an event structure as a secondary predicate and thus glue
it to the main (verbal) predicate. For example, chapter 4 dealt with case marking in
German PPs and Dutch postpositions, whereas chapter 5 addressed the interaction of
verbal prefixes with spatial PPs in Russian and Czech, arguing that a subset of the
prefixes (the internal ones) directly derive accomplishment or achievement structures
where spatial PPs can further modify the final location of a motion event. Furthermore,
chapter 6 showed that particular languages, the so-called verb-framed ones, cannot
integrate locative PPs as secondary predicates into an otherwise simple event structure.

In this chapter, I will address particular kinds of directional Ps. Recall from chap-
ter 2 that directional Ps can be divided into sources, goals and routes, following Jack-
endoff (1983). Sources refer to paths with a definite starting-point but no defined
ending-point, goals to paths with an ending-point but without a defined starting-point,
and routes to paths that traverse via some ground or reference object but that have no
defined starting- or ending-point. Thus, with goal-paths, one of the end-points of the
Path (the ending-point) is at a Place, i.e. a to-path with a final location AT, IN, ON, UN-
DER, BEHIND (etc.) the location of the Ground. Source-paths are the mirror images
of goal paths, since the other end-point (the starting-point) is at the particular Place.

227
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Route-paths are different in this respect and show a symmetric behaviour with respect
to potential end-points of the path. Under a route reading the Path itself is located with
respect to a Place, i.e. the path leads VIA some location that can be specified by a PP
headed by a locative P. This chapter concentrates on goals and sources.

Psycholinguistic studies (Lakusta and Landau, 2005; Stefanowitsch and Rohde,
2004) show that there is a bias for goals over sources in the description of motion
events, both among children and adults and across different languages and event types.
Their findings suggest that the goal bias is a conceptual bias which can show some
reflexes in syntax (see section 7.2). Hence, the question arises whether this conceptual
goal bias is extra-linguistic in nature or whether it results in strict syntactic and/or
semantic rules distinguishing between goals and sources.

The latter point of view underlies the proposals of Filip (2003) and Nam (2004,
2005), who argue for an aspectual difference between goals and sources. Whereas goal
PPs such as to the house are standardly assumed to bring about a telic interpretation of
the event, source PPs such as from the house are argued not to affect the telicity value
of the event under this view. In discussing their accounts and the evidence they bring
forward in support, I will show instead that it is impossible to specify strict syntactic
or semantic rules to distinguish between goals and sources. There are both goals and
sources that can act as results and thus induce telicity as well as there are goals and
sources that do not. Hence, whether or not a particular spatial element is interpreted
as a result is independent of its nature as goal, source or even route or location for that
matter. In order to show this, I will primarily discuss data from Czech, English and
Dutch.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 discusses psychological and psy-
cholinguistic papers that show a conceptual goal bias which favours goal expressions
over source expressions. Section 7.3 addresses Filip’s (2003) observation of an asym-
metry between Czech goal and source prefixes, where only the latter but not the for-
mer are compatible with measurement expressions. On grounds of this asymmetry,
she claims that goal prefixes are telic whereas source prefixes are atelic predicates. I
will propose an alternative account, according to which the asymmetry follows from
the semantics of spatial expressions rather than from an aspectual opposition between
these two types of prefixes. Section 7.4 examines the arguments provided by Nam
(2004) in favour of a syntactic and semantic asymmetry between sources and goals.
Discussing data from Dutch and English, I will argue instead that the asymmetries
observed are more fine-grained in that they follow not from the distinction between
goals and sources but rather from differences between locative and directional P ele-
ments as well as prepositions and postpostions / particles, which can be either goal-
or source-referring. Section 7.5 provides evidence from other languages against a
linguistic goal-source asymmetry. Finally, section 7.6 concludes.1

7.2 The Goal Bias
Experimental data by Lakusta and Landau (2005) display a conceptual goal bias across
different English speaking populations (children with Williams Syndrome, ‘normal’

1Sections 7.2 & 7.4 and section 7.3 are partially based on Gehrke (2007a) and Gehrke (to appear),
respectively.
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children and adults) as well as across different event types (manner of motion, change
of possession, change of state, attachment / detachment verbs).2

For example, events of transferring an item from a seller to a buyer are ‘much
more frequently’ described referring to the goal (1-a) rather than to the source (1-b).

(1) Change of possession event
a. The girl sold a muffin to the man.
b. The man bought a muffin from the girl.

This is not a syntactic or semantic constraint, however, but rather a matter of choice.
This is so because both goal and source phrases are optional in these examples (the girl
sold a muffin, the man bought a muffin are both grammatical). Similarly, manner of
motion verbs appear more often with goal PPs than with source PPs. Also these verbs
only optionally combine with directional PPs to describe a directed motion event.

However, there are also cases where the bias seems to influence grammar. For
example, the semantics of a change of state verb (in the sense of Levin, 1993) like the
one in (2) specifies both source and goal paths, but the syntax ‘sometimes (perhaps
often) tends to render the Source Path optional’ (Lakusta and Landau, 2005, 28) (2-a).
Omission of the goal, on the other hand, leads to ungrammaticality (2-b).

(2) The frog turned from green to blue.
a. The frog turned to blue.
b. *The frog turned from green.

Furthermore, a sentence like the frog turned green, where green is not marked as a
goal or a source, can only mean that the frog is green at the end, i.e. he turned from
some other colour to green. It can never mean, however, that the frog started out being
green and then turned from green to some different colour.

Lakusta and Landau (2005) assume that this bias is conceptual and affects lan-
guage acquisition. Support in favour of its being non-linguistic comes from experi-
ments that show that already pre-linguistic children display this bias (Gergely et al.,
1995; Meltzoff, 1995; Woodward, 1998, and other literature cited by Lakusta and Lan-
dau). Furthermore, children have not yet completely learned that events of removal
described by verbs like take, tear, rip require a path expression to get the unambiguous
detach reading and often omit the source PP altogether which results in the incorrect
semantics. Finally, the bias is weaker among normal adults (Lakusta and Landau,
2005, 26). Lakusta and Landau conclude that the bias ‘could serve as a building block
for language learning if it is reflected in a linguistic asymmetry - one which considers
the expression of Goal Paths to be more often obligatory and/or more highly ranked
than Source Paths’ (Lakusta and Landau, 2005, 31).

Stefanowitsch and Rohde’s (2004) corpus study shows that the ‘goal-over-source
principle’ proposed by Ikegami (1987); Verspoor et al. (1999) as a linguistic principle,
is a tendency rather than an absolute rule. ‘Exceptions’ to this principle are too sys-
tematic to be mere exceptions to a grammatical rule. For example, verbs like jump or
escape occur mainly with source PPs. Similarly, there are also a number of verbs like
cruise or stroll that occur mainly with route PPs. Goal PPs simply do not play a role

2There are similar findings for German in Assadollahi et al. (2006) as well as for other languages in the
literature cited by Lakusta and Landau (2005).
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in events described by such verbs. They propose an account in terms of frames evoked
by the lexical semantics of particular verbs. They conclude that ‘the goal bias simply
reflects the prototype case, in which the goal provides most of the information needed
to arrive at a complete conceptualization of a motion event. Where [...] a motion
event can be conceptualized in its entirety without reference to a goal, the goal bias
is considerably weakened or disappears altogether’ (Stefanowitsch and Rohde, 2004,
266).

In sum, the findings in the studies discussed above suggest that the goal bias is a
conceptual bias which can show reflexes in syntax as in (2). Hence, we have to test
the following competing hypotheses.

(3) a. Hypothesis A: The conceptual goal bias is hardwired into the grammar
(i.e. it results in strict syntactic and/or semantic rules distinguishing be-
tween goals and sources).

b. Hypothesis B: The conceptual goal bias is extra-linguistic in nature (i.e.
it does not result in strict syntactic and/or semantic rules distinguishing
between goals and sources).

Given the assumptions underlying and argued for throughout this thesis about the
syntax and semantics associated with PPs and events, it is not expected that the bias
results in linguistic rules that distinguish goals from sources. Hence, I will argue that
hypothesis B is, in fact, the correct one. First, however, I will outline an alternative
account, which is in line with hypothesis A.

7.2.1 Nam’s (2004) account, supporting hypothesis A

Relying on Jackendoff’s (1983) three-way distinction between different kinds of paths,
Nam (2004, 2005) argues for an event structural asymmetry between goals and sour-
ces. Assuming with Pustejovsky (1991) that events can be decomposed into sub-
events (processes, states, and combinations of these), Nam postulates different base-
positions where goal PPs and source PPs are generated. Goal PPs are claimed to
compose a result state specifying the final location of the theme argument. This leads
to Nam’s mapping rule for goals in (4).

(4) Mapping-1: PPs constituting a result state are generated in the lower VP [i.e.
VP2 in a VP shell account, see below].
e.g. John swam to the boat.

The semantic event structure is mapped onto the syntactic VP structure in (5), adopting
relevant parts of Travis’ (2000) VP shell account.

(5) [VP1 DP1 [V1’ V1 [VP2 [V2’ (DP2) V2 PPGoal ]]]]

In Travis’ (2000) model, V2 introduces the theme argument (DP2) as well as the end-
point of the event, whereas V1 corresponds to the causing sub-event and introduces
the external argument (DP1). In comparison to the my account relying on hypothesis
B, then, which will be outlined in detail in the next section, the treatment of goal PPs
is roughly the same in many cases (abstracting away from towards): they attach low
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in the structure and provide the result state of a complex transition event.3

Where both accounts differ, however, is in the treatment of source PPs. My ac-
count in line with hypothesis B does not make an a priori distinction between goal and
source paths with respect to the role they play in event structure merely on grounds of
their orientation in space. Rather, I argue that sources can also be resultatives. Nam,
on the other hand, argues that source PPs do not compose a result state but rather
denote the initial point of the movement and therefore modify the causing sub-event.
They are treated as adjuncts, generated under the higher VP and scoping over V1’ (6),
(7).

(6) Mapping-2: PPs modifying a causing event are generated under the higher VP
[i.e. VP1].
e.g. John swam from the beach (to the boat).

(7) [VP1 DP1 PPS ource [V1’ V1 [VP2 [V2’ (DP2) V2 (PPGoal) ]]]]

As for other types of PPs, Nam assumes that non-directional PPs are always generated
outside the VP. This is a problem, however, given data discussed in chapter 4. He
furthermore does not provide an account for route PPs (symmetric PPs in Nam, 1995).
I can only hypothesise that under his account, route PPs modify some process subevent
(by being adjoined to VP2?) but this is not spelled out anywhere.

Nam’s account, then, would rely on hypothesis A to be correct, since it assumes
goals and sources to differ with respect to their syntactic attachment site and the se-
mantic effect derived from it. Nam’s arguments in favour of this asymmetrical ac-
count of goals and sources in event structure will be discussed in section 7.4. Similar
assumptions about a difference in the aspectual import of goals and sources underly
Filip’s account of particular data from Czech to be addressed in section 7.3. The data
discussion in both sections will reveal that there is no a priori reason for this asymme-
tric treatment, but that my account along the lines of hypothesis B should be preferred.

In the following section, I will briefly characterise the general approach underlying
this thesis, which does not draw a categorical aspectual or event structural distinction
between goals and sources. Rather, it relies on a clear distinction between the lexical
meaning of particular Ps as locations, sources, routes or goals, on the one hand, and
the role particular PPs play in the overall context, in particular whether the PP is
integrated as an event modifier or as a secondary resultative predicate.

7.2.2 My approach, supporting hypothesis B
The general approach to the role PPs play in a motion event underlying this thesis does
not draw an aspectual or event structural distinction between goals and sources in the
way Nam (2004) or Filip (2003) do. Instead, it makes a strict distinction between
the lexical semantics of a particular P, its meaning, and the function a PP can play in
a given context, which will be clarified below. Hence, I assume that hypothesis B,
according to which the conceptual goal bias is extralinguistic in nature, is the correct
one. This means that the bias does not result in strict syntactic and/or semantic rules
distinguishing between goals and sources.

3Given the Bounded PP Hypothesis postulated in chapter 3 and further supported in previous chapters,
most goal PPs are necessarily integrated as secondary resultative predicates.
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Given particular assumptions about the syntax and semantics of directional goal
and source PPs in the literature outlined in chapter 2, it is not clear why there should be
a linguistic asymmetry between goals and sources to begin with. Under the semantic
account of Zwarts (2005b), for example, both goal and source PPs (except for towards-
phrases) describe bounded paths, which is also reflected in his definitions for these PPs
repeated in (8).

(8) { p: there is an interval I % [0,1] including ...
... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[from x]]
... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[off x]]
... 0 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[out of x]]
... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[to x]]
... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[onto x]]
... 1 and consisting of all the i ! [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[into x]]

Zwarts argues that the respective PPs refer to bounded paths since they lack cumulative
reference, and that in the combination of these PPs with a verb, the shape of the path
(as bounded) is mapped onto the shape of the event, which results in the event being
telic. Also under a different approach to the semantics of directional PPs (and spatial
cases) such as Fong’s (1997) account in terms of phase quantification, both goal and
source PPs involve a two-stage structure, a negative and a positive phase, and should
therefore lead to a transition interpretation (similar arguments hold for Kracht, 2002).4

In previous chapters, I proposed that Zwarts’ definition of paths identifies an in-
cremental structure and that in case the path is bounded, the PP has to be integrated
into the VP as a secondary resultative predicate. This derives an accomplishment in
the sense of Rothstein (2004) and there is a transition from ¬' to '. This also means,
though, that both goal and source PPs as well as locative and route PPs (see also chap-
ter 4) can be resultative so that the orientation of the path is not necessarily the decisive
factor.

In addition, there are goal Ps like towards which do not give rise to telicity. This
is not expected under an account which states that goals always derive telic predicates
like Filip’s (2003) or Nam’s (2004). However, it follows naturally under my general
proposal if we follow Zwarts (2005b), who defines towards as the comparative of to.
Hence, towards stands in a similar relation to to as the comparative to the positive
of an adjective. In the adjectival domain, we see that only the positive but not the
comparative provides a closed scale. This can be tested by the (in)compatibility with
completely, which directly refers to the endpoint of a scale (9).

(9) a. His face was completely red.
b. *His face was completely redder.

If towards is defined as the comparative of to, the scale associated with a towards-
path is not closed, either, and the path is unbounded. The combination of a manner of
motion verb with an unbounded path cannot give rise to telicity but the event is atelic.

In the following, I will clarify the differentation between function and meaning
that was hinted at in the beginning of this section.

4Goals and sources are treated on a par also by Krifka (1998) and more elaborately by Arsenijević
(2006).
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Separating function from meaning

It has been suggested by Boban Arsenijević (p.c.) that away, out or off are goals and
not sources, since their application derives resultativity just like goal PPs headed by
to, into or onto do.5 However, such a step would lead to confusing strictly semantic
considerations about PPs with the functions such PPs can fulfil in a given context.6

The semantic considerations are based on Jackendoff’s (1983) three-way distinc-
tion between goals, sources, and routes, which is also adopted elsewhere in the lit-
erature (including Nam, 2004). This distinction relies on the relation to potential
end-points of the path and the issue of orientation of paths in general. Particular P ele-
ments, then, can be lexically specified for meanings associated with goals, sources or
routes, and these differences could even show reflexes in the PP-internal syntax and/or
semantics. The function of a PP, in turn, has to do with the way a PP is integrated in
the overall context, its attachment site, and thus it is PP-external in nature. This is-
sue, however, is entirely independent of whether the P itself refers to a goal, source or
route. A merely PP-internal distinction between sources, goals, routes and locations
(locative PPs) enables an account of the role particular PPs play in event structure, in
particular whether they are resultative or not, in independent terms.

In order for hypothesis A and an account along the lines of Nam (2004) or (or Filip,
2003, for that matter) to be correct, we have to test whether all and only PPs which
specify goals due to their internal structure can derive accomplishment structures,
associated with telicity (or alternatively are integrated into the event structure as result
states). Ps that lexically specify sources should then never derive accomplishment
structures. If it is not possible to show this, an account along the lines of hypothesis B
should be preferred.

Throughout this thesis, I have been interested in the question under which circum-
stances a spatial PP can refer to a final location and thus express some kind of derived
goal reading. In particular in chapter 4 it was shown that even locative PPs can do
so. The same holds for PPs involving route Ps, for example when these Ps are used in
postposition in Dutch or German. We see, then, that particular spatial PPs that other-
wise do not denote goals (e.g. locative or route PPs), can function as such when they
are interpreted as referring to final locations because they are embedded in a complex
event structure. However, this merely supports the fact that there is a conceptual goal
bias, but not that there are particular semantic and/or syntactic rules distinguishing
goals from sources.

First, the kind of locative data discussed in chapter 4 cannot be taken as evidence
in favour of a semantic and/or syntactic asymmetry between goals and sources be-
cause a goal reading with these prepositions is always derived or explicitly marked by
additional operations or elements that are goal-denoting in and by themselves. In the
same chapter as well as in the chapters thereafter, I discussed different strategies to
derive or mark goals but only one way to bring about a route reading with locative Ps
and no means to derive a source reading. In general, there is an asymmetry between
goal and source meanings in the sense that there are elaborate strategies in languages
across the world to derive or mark a goal reading but apparently there are no or at least

5Similarly, an anonymous abstract reviewer noted that such Ps are not ‘pure sources’ but indicate ‘a
direction pointing outwards, so it is plausibly a goal’.

6Recall from chapter 2 that on similar grounds, I rejected viewing particles as a category separate from
other Ps.
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not such elaborate strategies to derive sources. However, this asymmetry can be taken
as a reflex of the conceptual goal bias rather than indicating a linguistic difference
between goals and sources per se.

First, there are also ways to derive source readings. For example, in English not
just the addition of to to a locative PP is possible, which derives a goal reading, but
also the addition of from to get a source reading (10).

(10) Adding from to derive source reading (examples from Svenonius, 2004b, 5)
a. The boat drifted from behind the hill.
b. The boat drifted from inside the cave.

A possible asymmetry, then, is the fact that in and on can incorporate into the goal P to
(11-a) but not into from (11-b). At the same time, other locative Ps cannot incorporate
into to, either (11-c), and there might be some morphological constraint at work rather
than an asymmetry between goals and sources.

(11) Incorporation asymmetries not limited to sources
a. into, onto
b. 4infrom, 4onfrom
c. 4underto, 4behindto

Another property that shows a bias for goals over sources (or routes) is the fact that
when locative PPs are integrated in a complex event structure as secondary resulta-
tive predicates they specify the final location of the complex event, and this kind of
meaning could be considered a goal meaning (in the broader sense). This is the case
with accusative case marking in German (and other languages), which is almost ex-
clusively used to derive goal meanings.7 This was also argued to be the case in Dutch,
where in and on in postposition derive some kind of directional-goal reading. Here,
the goal reading is brought about by an additional movement operation, and it was
argued that this movement takes place to incorporate the P into the verbal complex to
form a complex predicate. This movement never creates a source reading, and this is
another asymmetry between goals and sources. However, there are also postpositions
which do not refer to goals (12).

(12) a. de
the

kamer
room

uit
out

‘out of the room’ source
b. het

the
bos
forest

door
through

‘through the forest’ route

Both the source P in (12-a) and the route P in (12-b) can appear in either pre- or
postposition. In both positions, they have a directional reading.

In sum, the data briefly discussed here cannot be used as arguments in favour
of a general aspectual asymmetry between goals and sources in the sense that this
difference should manifest itself in the different semantic or syntactic structures for
goals and sources. Rather, the fact that there are more elaborate strategies to derive

7The only exception in German is über, which refers to a route when it combines with accusative case
(see also chapter 4).
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goal meanings supports the conceptual non-linguistic nature of the goal bias addressed
in section 7.2.

In sum, if bounded paths make reference to transitions which are associated with
BECOME events and if these have to be integrated into the VP as complements to the
verb as expressed by the Bounded PP Hypothesis, the PP is not an event modifier but
rather attaches quite low in the VP-structure. If both goals and sources are associated
with transitions, they should both occupy the same position and fulfil the same func-
tion in event structure. Hence, syntactically there should not be a general asymmetry
between goals and sources either. My account, then, relies on hypothesis B to be the
correct one, since it assumes that there are no strict syntactic and/or semantic rules
distinguishing between goals and sources. Instead, they can play the same role in
event structure. This account will be refined in a later section after having discussed
data from various languages.

Let me now turn to the arguments that Filip (2003) and Nam (2004) bring forward
for hardwiring the conceptual goal bias into grammar.

7.3 Against a goal-source asymmetry in Czech

Filip (2003) discusses an asymmetry between Czech goal and source prefixes, where
only the latter but not the former are compatible with measurement expressions. On
grounds of this asymmetry, she claims that goal prefixes are telic whereas source pre-
fixes are atelic predicates. I will show that there is, in fact, no aspectual difference:
both types are internal according to the diagnostics for internal prefixhood provided
in chapter 5 and therefore both types are telic. In section 7.3.4, I will propose an al-
ternative account, according to which the asymmetry follows from the semantics of
spatial expressions rather than from an aspectual opposition between these two types
of prefixes.

7.3.1 The data and Filip’s (2003) account

Filip (2003) shows that Czech source prefixes can combine with measurement expres-
sions such as metr ‘a metre’ or the prefix po- with the meaning ‘a bit’, which are both
ungrammatical on verbs with goal prefixes (13), (14).8

(13) a. Od-skočilp

FROM-jumped
metr
metre.ACC

od
from

okna.
window.GEN

‘He jumped a metre away from the window.’
b. ??Při-skočilp

TO-jumped
metr
metre.ACC

k
to

oknu.
window.DAT

(intended meaning: ‘He jumped a metre to the window.’)
((24) in Filip, 2003, 77)

8Under the distinction between internal and external verbal prefixes, drawn in chapter 5, Czech po-
behaves like an external prefix in all respects.
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(14) a. Po-vy-táhlp

PO-OUT-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

z
out

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((49-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

‘He dragged the cart out of the ditch a bit.’
b. *Po-do-táhlp

PO-INTO-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

do
into

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((50-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

(intended meaning: ‘He dragged the cart into the ditch a bit.’)9

If either the prefix (15) or the measure phrase (16) is omitted, the particular cases are
grammatical with either goal or source PP.

(15) a. Skočilp

jumped
metr
metre.ACC

od
from

okna.
window.GEN

‘He jumped a metre away from the window.’
b. Skočilp

jumped
metr
metre.ACC

k
to

oknu.
window.DAT

‘He jumped a metre to the window.’
(see (25) in Filip, 2003, 78)

(16) a. Od-skočilp

FROM-jumped
od
from

okna.
window.GEN

‘He jumped away from the window.’
b. Při-skočilp

TO-jumped
k
to

oknu.
window.DAT

‘He jumped to the window.’
((26) in Filip, 2003, 78)

Following Tenny (1994), who observes that an event described by a verb may only
have one ‘measuring-out’, i.e. can be delimited only once, Filip states the Telicity
Constraint (17).

(17) Telicity Constraint (Filip, 2003, 63)
Telicity modifiers10 express functions that map atelic (homogeneous) predi-

cates onto telic predicates:
)P)e [P(e) * HOM(P)(e)]( )P)e [P(e) * TEL(P)(e)].

She concludes from this constraint and the empirical facts in (13) and (14) that there
is a semantic asymmetry between sources and goals with respect to telicity (18).

(18) Goal-Source Telicity Asymmetry (Filip, 2003, 79)
The spatial orientation of directional modifiers determines the telicity status
of a derived predicate. Source-modifiers form atelic (homogeneous) predi-
cates. Goal-modifiers form telic predicates.

9Recall from chapter 5 that the Czech preposition/prefix do(-) can mean both ‘to’ and ‘into’. Since
‘into’ is the most natural meaning in these examples, I will ignore ‘to’ in the glosses and translations of the
particular examples in the rest of this chapter.

10Filip provides the following English examples for ‘telicity modifiers’: directional PPs with motion
verbs (e.g. to the store), temporally delimiting adverbials (e.g. for an hour), resultatives (e.g. to hammer
the metal flat). Under my account, only resultatives and (some) directional PPs are considered to derive ac-
complishments and thus to induce telicity, whereas temporally delimiting adverbials are assumed to merely
temporally bound an event VP-externally.
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Building on Rothstein’s (2004) definition of telicity, which was discussed in chapter
3, Filip provides the definition in (19).

(19) Definition of telicity (Filip, 2003, 61)
a. A verbal predicate is telic if it denotes either

(i) a set PC, i.e., a set of single atomic events contextually restricted
by t (a time index) and M (a measure statement for P), or

(ii) a plural set of atomic events of a definite cardinality.
b. Otherwise the predicate is atelic.
(M: 'e [P(e) * Q(e)( |e| = 1], where Q is a context-dependent variable.)

Hence, telicity involves the identification of atomic events relative to a given context.

In chapter 5, I argued that Russian and Czech verbal prefixes can be divided into in-
ternal and external prefixes. Internal prefixes were argued to mark the upper bound of
an incremental path, which is linked to a BECOME event. Hence, events described by
internally prefixed verbs should be resultative and license accomplishment or achieve-
ment structures. Since accomplishments and achievements are generally linked to
atomic events in Rothstein’s (2004) model (unless something overrides the conditions
to identify atomic events), these events should be telic. External prefixes, on the other
hand, can delimit or in some other way modify the event VP-externally. Their mea-
ning contribution is therefore orthogonal to the distinction between telic and atelic
events which was argued to hold at the VP level only.

There are two ways, then, to make Filip’s claims coherent with the account pro-
posed in chapter 5. First, goal prefixes could be internal and source prefixes external,
since, according to Filip, only goal prefixes yield telic predicates. This option will be
addressed in section 7.3.2. A second solution would lead to a revision of my claim
about internal prefixes as resultatives and to a subdivision among the internal prefixes:
both goal and source prefixes are internal but not all internal prefixes are resultative,
in particular source prefixes are not. This hypothesis will be tested in section 7.3.3. It
will be shown that either solution faces empirical problems, since both types of pre-
fixes behave like internal, resultative ones. An alternative account of the data will be
provided in section 7.3.4, where it will be argued that the asymmetries observed in
(13) and (14) can be derived from the monotonicity properties of the particular places
associated with the final location of the otherwise telic event.

7.3.2 Source prefixes: internal or external?

According to Filip (2003), only goal but not source prefixes induce telicity. To make
her account compatible with my claim from chapter 5, according to which all internal
prefixes induce telicity because they derive accomplishment or achievement struc-
tures, I have to consider the possibility of source prefixes being VP-external. To test
this, the following table repeats the list of properties distinguishing internal from ex-
ternal prefixes, which were summarised in table 5.1.
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internal prefixes external prefixes
Argument structure effects possible

1
*

SIs
1

*
Event nominals and participles

1
*

Infinitival subjects
1

*
Stacking *

1

Table 7.1: Russian and Czech internal vs. external prefixes

Judging from these properties, the option of treating source prefixes as external
ones faces serious problems. First, both source and goal prefixes affect the argument
structure of the Czech base verb (20).

(20) Argument structure effects
a. Root skočitp ‘jump’

při-skočit k čemu / komu ‘TO-jump to s.th. / s.o.’
od-skočit od čeho / koho ‘FROM-jump from s.th. / s.o.’

b. Root táhnout něco ‘draw, pull, drag s.th.’
do-táhnout něco do čeho ‘INTO-drag s.th. into s.th.’
vy-táhnout něco z čeho ‘OUT-drag s.th. out of s.th.’

The first lines in (20-a,b) show that the argument structure of the non-prefixed verbs
(pf.) skočit ‘jump’ or (ipf.) táhnout ‘drag’ (with obligatory internal argument) does
not contain directional PPs. Such PPs can be added optionally, though. With the
prefixed verbs, on the other hand, directional PPs are obligatory and behave like proper
arguments in these cases.11

Second, Czech verbs with source prefixes regularly undergo secondary imperfec-
tivisation, and therefore behave just like verbs with goal prefixes (21).

(21) Secondary imperfectives
a. při-skočitp > při-skákati ‘TO-jump’

od-skočitp > od-skákati ‘FROM-jump’
b. do-táhnoutp > do-tahovati ‘INTO-drag’

vy-táhnoutp > při-tahovati ‘OUT-drag’

Third, Czech verbs with both types of prefixes derive event nominals and participles.
I will show this for the particular past passive participles, which regularly serve as a
basis for deriving event nominals in Czech (22).

(22) Participles and event nominals
a. past passive participle do-táhnutý > do-táhnutı́ ‘INTO-dragging’

past passive participle vy-táhnutý > vy-táhnutı́ ‘OUT-dragging’
b. past passive participle při-skočený > při-skočenı́ ‘TO-jumping’

past passive participle od-skočený > od-skočenı́ ‘FROM-jumping’

Fourth, such prefixed verbs can occur as infinitval subjects in Czech (23).
11Note that this is reminiscent of optional arguments with incremental verbs, which become obligatory

with ‘emtpy’ prefixes, as discussed in chapter 5. Unlike incremental verbs, however, the prefixed motion
verbs regularly derive SIs, as shown in (21).
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(23) Infinitival subjects
a. Při-skočit

TO-jump
k
to

oknu
window.DAT

nemá
not-has

smysl.
sense

‘It does not make sense to jump to the window.’
b. Od-skočit

FROM-jump
od
from

okna
window.GEN

nemá
not-has

smysl.
sense

‘It does not make sense to jump away from the window.’
c. Do-táhnout

INTO-drag
káru
cart

do
into

přı́kopu
ditch.GEN

nemá
not-has

smysl.
sense

‘It does not make sense to drag the cart into the ditch.’
d. Vy-táhnout

OUT-drag
káru
cart

z
out

přı́kopu
ditch.GEN

nemá
not-has

smysl.
sense

‘It does not make sense to drag the cart out of the ditch.’

Hence, according to the first four diagnostics, source and goal prefixes behave alike,
namely like internal prefixes.12

This leaves us with the last property, i.e. stacking, which is related to another em-
pirical claim brought forward by Filip (2003). We saw in (14) that the measure prefix
po- can stack on a source but not on a goal prefix. Filip claims that the asymmetry
between goals and sources is further supported by the fact that with source prefixes
this stacking can go either way (at least for the speakers she consulted, Filip, p.c.).
With goal prefixes, on the other hand, stacking in either direction is impossible (24).

(24) Root skočitp ‘to jump’ (see (43) and (45) in Filip, 2003, 89 & 92)
a. po-od-skočitp, od-po-skočitp (FROM-jump + po-)
b. 4po-při-skočitp, 4při-po-skočitp (TO-jump + po-)

(25) Root sednoutp si ‘to sit down’ (see (46) and (47) in Filip, 2003, 93)
a. po-od-sednoutp si, od-po-sednoutp si (FROM-sit-down + po-)
b. 4po-při-sednoutp si, 4při-po-sednoutp si (TO-sit-down + po-)

If this is correct, source prefixes display external behaviour by being able to appear
outside an external prefix like po-. According to the other diagnostics, however, source
prefixes behave like internal ones. This would suggest that the diagnostics proposed
in chapter 5 to distinguish between internal and external prefixhood are not sensitive
to the same phenomenon, since source prefixes behave like internal ones with respect
to one group of tests but like external ones according to Filip’s data in (24) and (25).

Other native speakers, however, disagree with this particular set of Filip’s data in
the following way. All seven Czech speakers I consulted found the order where the
source prefix applied after po- ungrammatical (26).

(26) Czech consultants
a. 4od-po-skočit
b. 4od-po-sednout si

Where po- applied after the source or the goal prefix, all speakers share Filip’s judge-
ments in ruling po- with source prefix in and po- with goal prefix out (27).

12The same holds for the Russian cognates.
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(27) Czech consultants
a. po-od-sednout si
b. 4po-při-sednout si

In sum, according to the diagnostics, both source and goal prefixes unanimously be-
have like internal prefixes. However, the empirical claim in Filip’s paper that is robust
is that the (external) measure prefix po- can apply only to verbs with source prefixes
but not to those with goal-oriented ones. We therefore have to ask the question why
this is so and whether this really has to do with some sort of aspectual goal-source
asymmetry. I will come back to this problem in section 7.3.4. First, though, I will test
a second hypothesis, which still maintains the claim of a general aspectual asymmetry
between source- and goal-denoting expressions.

7.3.3 Do not all internal prefixes mark telicity?

If both source and goal prefixes are VP-internal, as just shown, and if furthermore only
goal PPs induce telicity but source-oriented ones do not, as claimed by Filip (2003),
the system proposed for Slavic prefixes in chapter 5 has to be modified, in the sense
that only a subset of the internal prefixes derives telic predicates.

This hypothesis has to be discarded as well, since events containing Czech verbs
with either source or goal prefixes behave like telic ones with respect to the diagnostics
for telicity discussed in chapter 5 (28), (29).13

(28) a. Vy-táhlp

OUT-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

z
out

přı́kopu
ditch.GEN

4(za)
4(in)

hodinu.
hour.ACC

‘He dragged the cart out of the ditch (in / 4for) an hour.’
b. Do-táhlp

INTO-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

do
into

přı́kopu
ditch.GEN

4(za)
4(in)

hodinu.
hour.ACC

‘He dragged the cart into the ditch in / 4for an hour.’

(29) a. Vy-táhlp káru z přı́kopu. ( Už
already

ne-vy-tahujei

not-OUT-drags
káru
cart

z
out

přı́kopu.
ditch

‘He dragged the cart out of the ditch.’ ( ‘He no longer drags the cart
out of the ditch.’

b. Do-táhlp káru do přı́kopu. ( Už
already

ne-do-tahujei

not-INTO-drags
káru
cart

do
into

přı́k.
ditch

.

‘He dragged the cart into the ditch.’ ( ‘He no longer drags the cart into
the ditch.’

Therefore, I conclude that Czech predicates containing either source or goal prefixes
are telic.14 This in turn means that the asymmetry in Filip’s examples (13) and (14),
i.e. the fact that only source but not goal prefixes are compatible with the external
prefix po- that functions as a measurement modifier, cannot be related to a general
aspectual asymmetry anymore. However, this asymmetry still needs to be addressed,
which will be done in the next section.

13I will show this for the prefixed versions of táhnout ‘pull’ but the same holds for other verbs discussed
here.

14Again, the same holds for Russian, see also chapter 5.
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7.3.4 An alternative account
In chapter 5, I argued that internal prefixes on motion verbs can be treated as state
morphemes referring to the final location of a complex telic event. To account for the
asymmetry in Filip’s (2003) Czech data, I propose that Czech po-, which expresses
some measurement function, modifies the final location of a motion event, which can
be treated as a locative PP, e.g. inside the ditch, outside the ditch. It is thereful useful to
explore general semantic restrictions on measure phrase modification of locative PPs.
Such restrictions are addressed in Zwarts and Winter (2000), who propose a general
account of how to compositionally deal with modified PPs.

The Modification Condition (Zwarts and Winter, 2000)

Recall from chapter 2 that under a vector space semantic approach a locative PP like
behind the house is associated with the set of vectors that go from the house to points
behind it. The denotation of the modified PP 5 metres behind the house, then, is the
intersection of two sets of vectors, those that are five metres long and those that are
behind the house. Zwarts and Winter (2000) note that not all locative PPs can be modi-
fied by measure phrases. In the following, I will repeat the main line of argumentation
from chapter 2 in a more formal way.

Locative PPs headed by behind or outside are modifiable by measure phrases,
locative PPs headed by between or in(side) are not (30).

(30) a. two metres behind the car
two kilometres outside the village

b. 4two metres between the houses
4two metres in / inside the house

To generalise over this kind of data, Zwarts and Winter (2000) argue that for a locative
PP to be modifiable by a measure phrase it has to be both upward and downward
monotone (31).

(31) Modification Condition (Zwarts and Winter, 2000)
A set of located vectors W # V 5 V satisfies the Modification Condition iff
W is VMON$, VMON6 and non-empty.

This condition incorporates the fact that modification using measure phrases is possi-
ble only if the intersection of the two sets does not lead to an empty set.

The relevant notion of vector monotonicity is defined in (32) (with u and v as
variables over located vectors).

(32) Vector monotonicity: Let P be a prepositional function and X # Dpt.
a. P is upward vector-monotone over x (VMON$) iff

'A # X 'u, v # Dv [u 7 v( (P(A)(u)( P(A)(v))].
b. P is downward vector-monotone over x (VMON6) iff
'A # X 'u, v # Dv [u 7 v( (P(A)(v)( P(A)(u))].

The intuition behind this definition is that of truth preservation when the located object
gets further from / closer to the reference object.
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Zwarts and Winter furthermore show that there is a universal at play in the domain
of locative prepositions (33).

(33) Universal: All simple locative Ps in natural language are downward mono-
tone.

Thus, to determine whether a locative PP can be modified by a measure phrase or not,
it is sufficient to concentrate on upward monotonicity. English examples for upward
monotone locative prepositions and those that are not upward monotone are given in
(34).

(34) VMON$: in front of, behind; above, over, below, under; beside; outside
not VMON$: near, on, at; inside, in; between

For example, outside is upward monotone: when a vector that points to x is in the
denotation of outside A, then also any lengthening of this vector is in the denotation
of outside A. This does not hold for inside, though, because lengthening of vectors that
go inside could eventually end up going outside again. Hence, inside is not upward
monotone and does not meet the Modification Condition.

In the following, I will extend this account to the Slavic data with prefixes and di-
rectional PPs, directly treating final locations semantically equivalent to locative PPs.
In particular, I will argue that the asymmetry in Filip’s Czech examples (13) and (14)
can be explained by the monotonicity properties of the final location of the particular
events described. The (external) prefix po-, then, is a measurement expression that
modifies the complex event (since it is an external prefix) but does not participate in
structuring the event (in contrast to internal prefixes).

Czech po- as a modifier of the final location of a telic event

I proposed in chapter 5 that Slavic internal prefixes specify an event’s culmination,
which is the upper bound of a BECOME event. In the case of motion verbs with di-
rectional PPs involving either goals or sources, the event structure involves something
like (35).

(35) a. drag the cart into the ditch
)x&e&e1&e2[ e=S (e1-e2) * drag(x, cart, e1) * inside(cart, ditch, e2)]
(the cart came to be in(side) the ditch by x’s dragging it)

b. drag the cart out of the ditch
)x&e&e1&e2[ e=S (e1-e2) * drag(x, cart, e1) * outside(cart, ditch, e2)]
(the cart came to be outside the ditch by x’s dragging it)

When these predicates combine with measurement expressions, such phrases apply
to the final location of the cart being inside or outside the ditch and thus modify a
locative PP.

Thus, the asymmetry in Filip’s example (14), in which only source but not goal
prefixes can be modified by the measuring prefix po- ‘a bit’, receives a natural expla-
nation that does not rely on proposing an aspectual difference. Rather, both events
are telic since they both make reference to a transition from ¬' to ', namely from
being NOT INSIDE (= OUTSIDE) the ditch to being INSIDE the ditch or vice versa.
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Both types of events have therefore a final location, which is lexically specified by the
internal goal and source prefixes, and this final location is modified by the external
prefix po-. Since only the final location of the source-oriented event, namely outside
the ditch, is upward monotone under the definition of Zwarts and Winter (2000) in
(32), only this one can be modified by po-. The goal-oriented event, on the other
hand, cannot combine with po- since its final location inside the ditch is not upward
monotone and does not meet the Modification Condition in (31).

Finally, if this asymmetry were aspectual in the sense of Filip (2003), po- should be
compatible also with secondary imperfectives (SIs) containing source prefixes, since
also these should be atelic with respect to her goal-source telicity asymmetry.15 How-
ever, the opposite holds. Just like imperfective goal-prefixed verbs, all imperfective
source-prefixed verbs are ungrammatical with po- (36).

(36) 4po-vy-tahovatp, 4po-do-tahovatp (po- + OUT / IN + drag + SI)
4po-od-skákatp, 4po-při-skákatp (po- + FROM / TO + jump + SI)
4po-od-sedětp, 4po-při-sedětp (po- + FROM / TO + sit down + SI)

Under the account proposed here, telicity with SIs of the type in (36) without the
additional prefix po- is still marked on the verb by an internal prefix whereas imper-
fectivity is located at the higher level of outer aspect. Under the assumption that the
imperfective operator brings about that a final location associated with BECOME can-
not be accessed anymore,16 it can also not be modified by a measurement expression
like po-. Thus, we have independent support for the claim that po- modifies the final
location with telic predicates.17

Note that in English, there is a restriction on measure phrase modification similar
to the one in Czech (37).

(37) a. ?two metres in(side) / into the ditch
b. two metres outside / out of the ditch

At this point, it is not entirely clear to me why the English and Czech examples with
measure phrases like a metre are only degraded (recall (13-b)), whereas Czech po- is
fully ungrammatical. Filip (2003) herself suggests that the measure phrase and the
directional PP can form one complex ‘telicity modifier’, which would then not be in-
compatible with the Telicity Constraint in (17). Since I have not investigated measure
phrase modification with directional PPs in English (or other Germanic languages), I
will leave it at this.

15Under Filip’s account we might even expect all imperfective verbs to be compatible with po-, given
statements about ‘homogeneous predicates expressed by an ipf verb’ (Filip, 2003, 67). However, she does
not directly address imperfectivity in this particular paper and it is not clear what her predictions concerning
po- with imperfectives would actually look like.

16See, for example, a treatment of imperfectivity along such lines in Arsenijević (2004, 2006).
17See also Součková (2004) for extensive discussion of Czech po-. She independently proposes a si-

milar account of Filip’s data relying on the definition of monotonicity proposed by Schwarzschild (2002).
However, her account does not rely on po- specifically modifying the final location of a motion event and
therefore cannot directly account for the data in (36).
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7.3.5 Interim summary
The current section discussed Czech data displaying an asymmetry between source
and goal prefixes where only the former but not the latter are compatible with mea-
surement expressions. On ground of these data, Filip (2003) argues that goal prefixes
derive telic predicates, whereas source-oriented ones form atelic predicates. It was
shown, however, that both types of prefixes display diagnostics for internal prefixhood
and that VPs containing either prefix behave like telic predicates with respect to the
diagnostics for telicity. This led to the conclusion that the asymmetry in Filip’s data
cannot be related to an aspectual asymmetry between goal and source expressions.

An alternative account was proposed that maintained that both goal and source
prefixes are of the internal, telic type. It was argued that the asymmetry in Filip’s data
rather results from the different topology denoted by the final locations of the event
described. In particular, a location with an open topology is compatible with further
modification by measurement expressions, whereas a location with a closed topology
is not. Finally, this account confirmed the claim put forward in chapter 5 that Slavic
internal prefixes are always resultative.

In the following section, I will turn to Nam’s (2004) arguments from some Ger-
manic languages in favour of a goal-source asymmetry in event structure.

7.4 Against a goal-source asymmetry in Germanic
In this section, I take a closer look at the arguments provided by Nam (2004, 2005) in
favour of a syntactic and semantic asymmetry between sources and goals. The general
discussion will reveal that the structural distinctions Nam makes cannot be maintained
and that different and more fine-grained distinctions are called for in order to provide
a full picture of the data. Nam discusses data from English, Dutch and some Bantu
languages. Here, I will only concentrate on his arguments concerning Germanic data.

7.4.1 Is there a semantic goal-source asymmetry?
Recall from chapter 3 that a standard test for telicity is the compatibility of a predi-
cate with temporal adverbials. Telic predicates are only compatible with in-adverbials,
atelic predicates only with for-adverbials. According to Nam (2004), source PPs cor-
relate with for-adverbials, whereas goal PPs are only compatible with in-adverbials
(38).

(38) a. Mary ran to the store in / 4for ten minutes.
b. Mary ran from the library 4in / for ten minutes.

From data like these Nam concludes that predicates with source PPs are atelic, whereas
predicates with goal PPs are telic. He takes this as support for the claim that source
PPs scope over the whole situation aspect and do not shift the aspectual character (si-
tuation aspect) of the inner event denoted by the lower VP (VP2). They are argued not
to be able to add a result state or endpoint if there is not already one to begin with.
Goal PPs, on the other hand, are claimed to behave like internal arguments that parti-
cipate in the aspectual composition. This means that the role of a goal PP in the event
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structure is comparable to that of an (incremental) theme in determining the aspectual
character of the VP along the lines of Krifka (1998) and others (see chapter 3).

Chapters 1 and 6 addressed the fact that adverbs like again can display ambiguity,
which has been accounted for in terms of event structure (e.g. Pustejovsky, 1991;
von Stechow, 1996; Rapp and von Stechow, 1999; Beck, 2005), and I will repeat the
relevant points here. Again can be ambiguous between a restitutive reading (where the
result state is repeated) and a repetitive reading (where the whole event is repeated)
(39).

(39) Ambiguity of again (examples from von Stechow, 1996)
Clyde cleans his boots again ...
a. ... and Clyde has cleaned his boots before. repetitive
b. ... and his boots were clean before. restitutive

To account for the ambiguity as structural rather than lexical, it has been suggested that
such adverbs can occupy distinct positions in a decomposed event structure. Puste-
jovsky (1991), for example, assumes that repetitive again modifies simple states and
processes, or the process part of a complex event. A restitutive reading of again,
in turn, is only possible with complex events involving accomplishments and achieve-
ments (his transitions), where again, then, modifies the result state (or the upper bound
of a BECOME event). In other words, again can only get a restitutive reading in case
there is a BECOME subevent, i.e. only with transitions, which are complex events.
With simple processes (activities) or states, on the other hand, it can only have a
repetitive reading.

Nam (2004) claims that again can get a restitutive reading only with goal PPs but
not with source PPs (40).

(40) Nam’s claim for English
a. John drove to New York again. ambiguous
b. John drove from New York again. repetitive

He takes this as support for the assumption that sentences containing source PPs lack
an expression that may denote a result state, but that they instead always modify the
intial state. Since the event structure is thus a simple process, again can only get a
repetitive reading. This leads to Nam’s main claim that goal PPs constitute a core
event (i.e. a result state subevent), whereas source PPs do not.

In the following, I will show that a more careful look at the data and the inclusion
of more examples suggest that there is not such a general asymmetry between goals
and sources.

The data do not support a semantic goal-source asymmetry

Let us include other goal and source expressions in the data discussion to examine
how they fare with respect to telicity tests (41) and the potential ambiguity of again
(42).
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(41) British English consultants
a. Mary ran towards the store 4in / for ten minutes.

John ran (away) from the car ?in / for ten minutes.
b. Mary ran to the store in / 4for ten minutes.

Mary ran away in / 4for ten minutes.
c.???John ran from the car.

(42) British English consultants
a. John drove towards New York again. repetitive

John drove away from New York again. ambiguous / repetitive
b. John drove to New York again. ambiguous

John drove away again. ambiguous
c.???John drove from New York.

The data suggest, contra Nam (2004), that there is no general aspectual asymmetry
between goals and sources. Rather the differences are more fine-grained. With respect
to the diagnostics, events containing a towards-PP are atelic and generally lack result
states even though this PP is goal-oriented. There is speaker variation concerning
the source-oriented complex PP away from New York.18 For some speakers the event
structure with such PPs seems to contain a result state, since the in-adverbial and
a restitutive reading of again are possible. For other speakers, however, only the
for-adverbial is acceptable and again can only have the repetitive reading. An event
containing the source expression away, on the other hand, is telic, since it correlates
with both in-adverbial and ambiguity of again. It thus behaves like a goal PP headed
by to.19 Finally, a bare from-phrase is generally dispreferred. I will return to this latter
issue in section 7.4.4.

In sum, the data from modification with temporal adverbials and again do not
support a general aspectual or event structural difference between sources and goals.
Rather, there is an aspectual asymmetry within goals (atelic towards vs. telic to) as
well as (for some speakers) within sources ((a)telic away from vs. telic away). In the
next section, I will discuss Nam’s syntactic arguments in favour of an event structural
difference between goals and sources, which rely on data from English and Dutch.

7.4.2 Is there a syntactic goal-source asymmetry in Dutch?
Recall from chapters 2 and 4 that Dutch distinguishes between prepositions and post-
positions. In addition, Dutch has particles and circumpositions, made up of a pre-
position and a postpostion. In chapter 2, it was argued that all of these elements are
instances of the category P, and this is also the general line taken in the syntactic liter-
ature on Dutch Ps such as van Riemsdijk (1978); Koopman (1997); Broekhuis (2002);
Helmantel (2002); den Dikken (2003).

Koopman (1997) shows that prepositional and postpositional phrases behave dif-
ferently with respect to certain movement operations (pied-piping, PP-over-V move-

18In section 7.5.2, we will see that a similar speaker variation is found with Italian away from-phrases.
19Recall from section 7.2.2 that Zwarts (2005b) defines towards as the comparative of to and that this

can account for the unboundedness of the partuclar PPs. It could be, then, that for the speakers for whom
away from does not give rise to telicity, away from is like the comparative counterpart to away. It is then
expected to behave like towards.
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ment) and the ability to incorporate into the verb (see also den Dikken, 2003). In
general, Dutch postpositional phrases are more integrated with the verbal predicate
than prepositional phrases, which will be shown in more detail in the course of this
section. My proposal for the integration of Dutch postpositions in event structure,
outlined in chapter 4, accounts for these facts, since postpositions are assumed to be
formed on the basis of incorporation into the main (verbal) predicate.20

Nam (2004) relies on data discussed in Koopman (1997) to support his claim of a
general aspectual asymmety between goals and sources. It is important to note, how-
ever, that it is only Nam who argues for an asymmetry between goals and sources,
thereby using Dutch data from Koopman in a different context.21 Koopman argues for
a structural difference between prepositional phrases, on the one hand, and postposi-
tional and circumpositional phrases, on the other, but not for one between goals and
sources.

Nam’s (2004) arguments

Koopman (1997) shows that Dutch particles and postpositions, including the post-
positional elements of circumpositions, can incorporate into V whereas prepositions
cannot (see also den Dikken, 2003, for discussion). Citing examples from Koopman,
which contain the goal element heen ‘hither’ vs. the source element vandaan ‘from-
there’, Nam claims that Dutch source elements do not allow incorporation, whereas
goal elements do (43).

(43) Dutch P incorporation (Nam 2004 / Koopman 1997)
a. ... dat

that
zij
they

de
the

jas
jacket

over
over

de
the

stoel
chair

hebben
have

heen
GOAL

gelegd.
put

‘... that they put the jacket over the chair.’
b. ... dat

that
dit
this

boek
book

(van)
(from)

onder
under

het
the

bed
bed

is
is

(?4vandaan)
(?4SOURCE)

gekomen.
come

‘... that this book disappeared from under the bed.’

Recall that overt incorporation becomes visible in Dutch subordinate clauses, which
are verb-final, if the main verb and the P element appear together to the right of the
auxiliary separated from the rest of the PP.

Another syntactic difference between prepositional and post-/circumpositional PPs
in Dutch that is discussed in Koopman (1997), is the fact that only the former but not
the latter can be dislocated by pied-piping. Nam describes an asymmetry between
source PPs containing van ‘from’ which allow this kind of dislocation (44), and ‘goal
PPs’ which do not (45).

20Since the syntactic structures assumed by Koopman (1997) (or den Dikken, 2003, for that matter) are
much more complex than the structures assumed in this thesis, her account of postpositions also differs. In
particular, postpositional orders are assumed to be derived PP-internally, and the role of such Ps in event
structure is not addressed at all.

21Some of the Dutch data that Nam mentions are not taken from Koopman’s written work but result from
personal communication with her.
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(44) Dutch pied-piping (Nam 2004 / Koopman p.c.)

Van
from

welke
which

brug
bridge

ben
are

jij
you

gelopen?
walked

‘From which bridge did you walk?’

(45) Dutch pied-piping (Nam 2004 / Koopman 1997)
a. *Onder

under
welke
which

brug
bridge

door
through

is
is

het
the

vliegtuig
plane

gevlogen?
flown

‘Which bridge did the plane fly under?’
b. *Welk

which
bos
forest

in
in

ben
are

jij
you

gelopen?
walked

‘Which forest did you walk into?’

A third syntactic difference between Dutch prepositions and post-/circumpositions
discussed by Koopman (1997) is that only the former but not the latter allow PP-over-
V movement,22 or in more theory-neutral terms, can appear in postverbal position with
otherwise sentence-final non-finite main verbs (this kind of data was already discussed
in chapters 2 and 3). Nam (2004) claims that only source but not goal PPs allow this
kind of movement (46).

(46) Dutch PP-over-V (Nam 2004 / Koopman 1997 (a) & p.c. (b))
a. *Zij

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

het
the

bos
forest

door.
through

‘They walked through the forest.’
b. (?)Zij

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

van
from

Amsterdam.
Amsterdam

‘They walked from Amsterdam.’

In sum, if the generalisations on the data turn out to be correct, they will support hypo-
thesis B outlined above, according to which there are syntactic rules that distinguish
goals from sources. However, in the following I will be argue that the generalisations
as such are flawed.

The Dutch data do not support a syntactic goal-source asymmetry

The main problem with Nam’s data is that he fails to contrast minimal pairs. The
asymmetries in the examples do not derive from a general asymmetry between goals
and sources, but from other asymmetries to be discussed in the following.

First, the particle heen in (43-a) is a morphologically simple P, roughly meaning
‘hither’. Vandaan in (43-b), on the other hand, is morphologically complex consisting
of the source P van ‘from’ in connection with daan, which does not occur separately
but could roughly be translated as ‘there’. Koopman (1997, p. 46, fn. 35) herself notes
that vandaan is a ‘compound postposition’ that does not incorporate and that this is a
property that holds for many compounds.23

22This is Koopman’s (1997) terminology and account. There are also alternative accounts in terms of
PP extraposition or base-generation of the PPs in the position they surface in. Since nothing in this section
relies on the precise syntactic account of the facts, I will continue using Koopman’s terminology.

23In a similar vein, den Dikken (2003) argues that complex material in general cannot incorporate due
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Hence, what these data show is that complex Ps resist overt incorporation. How-
ever, this particular complex P could still occupy the same position in the tree with
respect to the verb (in some extended VP structure) as the simple goal P and therefore
this particular set of data cannot be taken as evidence for Nam’s claim. The asym-
metry in (43), then, would be one between simple and complex Ps rather than one
between sources and goals. Evidence in support for this analysis comes from the fact
that simple source Ps such as uit ‘out’, weg ‘away’ and af ‘off’ incorporate as freely
as the simple goal P heen (47).

(47) P incorporation (Dutch consultants)
a. ... dat

that
ze
they

de
the

mensen
people

de
the

kamer
room

hebben
have

uit
out

gegooid.
thrown

‘... that they threw the people out of the room.’
b. ... dat

that
Jan
Jan

de
the

tas
bag

van
from

mij
me

heeft
has

weg
away

genomen
taken

/
/

af
off

gepakt.
grabbed

‘... that Jan took the bag away from me.’

Another indication - although one should be careful in drawing linguistic conclusions
from this alone - is the spelling. I got mixed judgements with respect to whether the
incorporated particle and the verb are spelled in one or two words in either heenleggen
(heen leggen) or uitgooien and wegnemen (uit gooien, weg nemen). Also on Dutch
google there are numerous examples with either option. Vandaan komen, however, is
regularly spelled as two words.

Nam’s examples in (44) and (45), in turn, merely confirm Koopman’s genera-
lisation that PPs containing prepositions can undergo pied-piping, whereas post- and
circumpositional phrases cannot. The particular prepositional phrase in (44) happens
to be source-referring whereas the postpositional phrase in (45-b) happens to be goal-
referring. (45-a) additionally shows that Dutch circumpositional phrases cannot be
pied-piped, either, and pattern with postpositional phrases.

A prepositional goal phrase headed by naar ‘to’, then, can be pied-piped (48-a),
whereas a postpositional source phrase with uit ‘out’ cannot (48-b), which thus be-
haves exactly like its goal-referring counterpart in (45-b).

(48) Pied-piping (Dutch consultants)
a. Naar

to
welke
which

brug
bridge

ben
are

je
you

gelopen?
walked

‘Which bridge did you walk to?’
b. *Welk

which
bos
forest

uit
out

ben
are

je
you

gelopen?
walked

(intended meaning: ‘Which forest did you walk out of?’)

Here, the alleged asymmetrical behaviour of goals and sources with respect to the
ability to pied-pipe is seemingly reversed. This in turn confirms that the asymmetry
is not one between goals and sources but one between prepositions and postpositions,
which can both be goal- or source-referring.

to a morphological Well-formedness Condition that he formulates, which I will not go into here. Koopman
suggests to treat vandaan not as a single complex head, but rather as a sequence of two heads in different
head positions with van being in the syntactically higher position.
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Finally, the examples in (46), if correct, would again merely confirm Koopman’s
(1997) observations that there is a syntactic difference between pre- and postpositio-
nal phrases. However, the judgements my consultants provided for the relevant data
indicate that neither sources nor goals in either pre- or postposition can undergo PP-
over-V movement (49), (50).

(49) PostPP-over-V (Dutch consultants)
a. *Ze

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

het
the

bos
forest

in.
in

(intended meaning: ‘They walked into the forest.’)
b. *Ze

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

het
the

bos
forest

uit.
out

(intended meaning: ‘They walked out of the forest.’)

(50) PrePP-over-V (Dutch consultants)
a. *Ze

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

naar
to

het
the

bos.
forest

(intended meaning: ‘They walked to the forest.’)
b. *Ze

they
zijn
are

gelopen
walked

van
from

Amsterdam.
Amsterdam

(intended meaning: ‘They walked from Amsterdam.’)

Given the generalisations in chapter 4, this is a bit of a sloppy wording. Recall that a
P like in is lexically locative and that a directional-goal reading only arises when the
P is in postposition as in (49-a), or with a put-verb, which licenses a complex event
structure as in (51).

(51) PP-over-V (Dutch consultants)
a. Ze

they
4zijn
4are

/
/

?hebben
?have

gesprongen
jumped

in
in

het
the

bos.
forest

(intended meanings: ‘They jumped into [4] / inside [?] the forest.’)
b. Ze

they
*?zijn
are

/
jumped

*hebben
out

gesprongen
the

uit
forest

het bos.

(intended meaning: ‘They jumped out of the forest.’)

Since a swim-verb would have been ungrammatical with a directional reading of a
prepositional in-phrase (indicative is the general incompatibility with the BE-auxiliary,
see also chapter 4), I used a put-verb with both in and uit in preposition to show that
the particular prepositional phrases cannot be extraposed under the directional reading.
Nevertheless, the point argued for here is still valid, and there is no general asymmetry
between goals and sources derivable from the data. In addition, the data show that even
with locative PPs (indicated by the HAVE-auxiliary in (51-a)) the postverbal position
of the PP is degraded. This shows, that not just goals are special in this respect.24

24The fact that with ‘PP-over-V movement’ there is not the same asymmetry between pre- and post-
/circumpositional phrases as with pied-piping might indicate that a theoretical account in terms of PP-over-
V movement or even movement in general is not the correct one. Since the precise theoretical account is
not relevant for the point made here I will not discuss this further.
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The more correct generalisation, then, is that PP-over-V movement is only possible
if the PP is ‘heavy’ enough. Apparently it becomes heavy enough if a sequence of PPs
of the type in (52) is used.

(52) PP-over-V (Dutch consultants)

Ze
they

zijn
are

gelopen
walked

van
from

Amsterdam
Amsterdam

naar
to

Utrecht.
Utrecht

‘They walked from Amsterdam to Utrecht.’

Here, both a source PP and a goal PP describe one and the same path, and this complex
PP specifies both the source and the goal of the path. The fact that the complex PP in
(52) also has a goal-orientation and can nevertheless be moved over the verb, is further
evidence against Nam’s claim that goal PPs cannot undergo PP-over-V movement.
Hence, the question whether a PP can appear in postverbal position has not so much
to do with the lexical semantics of the particular P, i.e. whether it refers to a source or
a goal, but rather with the ‘weight’ of the PP: heavier complex PPs like the one in (52)
can be moved over the verb (or extraposed) whereas lighter and simple PPs cannot.

There are some further objections to Nam’s data. First, the circumpositional phrase
in (45-a) as well as the postpositional phrase in (46-a) contain route rather than goal
Ps and should therefore not be taken as an argument in favour of a general goal-source
asymmetry.25 Second, the data in (44) and (46-b) are questionable for the same rea-
sons why similar examples from English in the previous section were questionable.
This is so, because also in Dutch, a bare from-phrase in and by itself is highly dispre-
ferred.

(53) Bare from–phrase (Dutch consultants)
a.???Ik

I
liep
walked

van
from

een
a

brug.
bridge

b.???Ik
I

ben
am

van
from

Amsterdam
Amsterdam

gelopen.
walked

Again, I will come back to this issue in section 7.4.4.

In sum, there is no syntactic asymmetry between goal and source PPs deducible
from the Dutch data under discussion. The asymmetries that Nam addressed can be
derived from other asymmetries, foremost the one between easily displacable prepo-
sitional phrases, on the one hand, and postpositional and circumpositional phrase that
display more rigid word orders with respect to the verb, on the other. This asymmetry
has already been discussed in Koopman (1997) (see also den Dikken, 2003) and can
be accounted for under my approach to Dutch postpositions in chapter 4. My pro-
posal derives postpositions from incorporation of a preposition into Pred to form a
complex predicate. Under my account, the movement of a postpositional or circum-
positional phrase would actually not involve the displacement of a PP but instead of
Pred’ (together with the PP that contains a trace of P), and this is an illicit movement
operation.

25The grammatical and directional version of (46-a) would be ze zijn het bos door gelopen, where the PP
remains VP-internally.
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More generally, complex predicate formation is independent of the lexical seman-
tics of a given P: there are postpositional phrases with both source and goal reference
(54-a), where one of the Ps is lexically even a locative one, as well as there are both
source and goal Ps that cannot be used postpositionally (54-b).

(54) Pre-/postposition asymmetry is independent of goal-source issue
a. Ze

they
zijn
are

het
the

bos
forest

in
in

/
/

uit
out

gelopen.
walked

‘They walked into / out of the forest.’
b. *Ze zijn de winkel van / naar gelopen.

they are the shop from / to walked
‘They walked from / to the shop.’

Furthermore, there is an asymmetry between simple and complex Ps. Finally, a bare
from-phrase is generally dispreferred.

I will now turn to Nam’s syntactic arguments from English.

7.4.3 Is there a syntactic goal-source asymmetry in English?

This section addresses syntactic data from English that Nam (2004) presents in favour
of an event structural goal-source asymmetry.

Nam’s (2004) arguments

English has active-passive pairs, in which the passive sentences have a stranded prepo-
sition whose complement DP is promoted to subject position. These passive sentences
are referred to as prepositional passives or pseudo-passives. Quoting some data from
Couper-Kuhlen (1979) (the grammatical versions in (55)), and adding ungrammatical
counterparts, Nam claims that prepositional passives are possible with benefactive,
goal, or comitative PPs, whereas such constructions are ‘hardly found’ with circum-
stantial location or source Ps (55).

(55) P stranding data from Couper-Kuhlen (1979) / Nam (2004)
a. The store can be run to / 4from in a matter of minutes.
b. The boat is jumped into / 4from.
c. The house is moved into / 4from.

Another set of data that Nam brings forward in support of an event structural difference
between goals and sources comes from movement and relative ordering of PPs in
English. Nam states that goal PPs always specify the location or the movement of the
theme argument (the direct object with active transitive verbs) (56), whereas source
PPs may denote the location of either the subject or the object (57).

(56) Nam’s claim for English
a. John saw Mary in the garden. (Mary was in the garden.
b. John loaded the hay onto the truck. ( The hay moved onto the truck.
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(57) Nam’s claim for English
a. John saw Mary in the garden from the rooftop.
b. John loaded the hay onto the truck from the ground.

The more general conclusion he draws on ground of this and data discussed in the
previous sections is that a goal PP behaves ‘more like a true complement’ of the verb,
whereas a source PP does not. In the following, I will show that also this point of view
cannot be maintained in general.

The English data do not support a syntactic goal-source asymmetry

First, there is a general problem with Nam’s claim that prepositional passives are
limited to goals, since it overgeneralises and furthermore makes the wrong predictions.
In her book on prepositional passives in English, Couper-Kuhlen (1979) mentions
numerous examples with stranded source Ps. (58) lists just a few.

(58) Prepositional passives with source PPs Couper-Kuhlen (1979)
a. This jail has never been escaped from.

Martha hasn’t been heard from recently.
John didn’t believe that people should be begged from.
The horse was sprung from with alacrity.
As the branch was swung from, it broke.

b. It is dangerous to ride unsaddled horses - they can be so easily tumbled
off.
If the platform is not stepped off carefully, it may tip over.
The balcony has a railing around it to keep it from being fallen off.

A possible generalisation from these data, then, is that they all involve put-verbs, i.e.
verbs which license a complex event structure, and/or verbs which select for source
arguments.26

There are also plenty of examples where goal prepositions cannot be stranded (59).

(59) Ungrammatical prepositional passives with goal PPs Couper-Kuhlen (1979)
a. 4His feet were sprung to.
4Death was slowly being bled to.
4The distance was being stared into.

b. 4The floor was crashed to by the dishes.
4The ground was fallen to by the injured bird.
4London is gone to by this road.
4The lock won’t be gone into by the key.
4The well was fallen into by a large tree.
4The house had been blown into by dust.

Speculating a bit, the possible generalisation could be that prepositional passives are
not possible with idioms and/or goal phrases that do not refer to an actual path in space

26Recall from the introduction that one of the arguments against treating the goal bias as hardwired into
the grammar, brought forwards by Stefanowitsch and Rohde (2004), is that there are also a number of verbs
which select sources as arguments and that goal PPs do not play a role in events described by such verbs.
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(59-a) (but see (60), where prepositional passive is possible with a non-spatial goal),
or if there is a by-phrase or even a by-phrase with a non-agentive external argument
(59-b).27

Prepositional passives are also not limited to bounded PPs (in the sense of Zwarts,
2005b, as outlined in chapter 2), because there are also examples with ‘atelic’ towards
stranded (60).

(60) Data from Couper-Kuhlen (1979)
Act towards others as you would be acted towards.

So the underlying asymmetry cannot be aspectual in nature. Rather, the PP that can
participate in the pseudopassive construction in (60) seems to be an argument of the
verb again.

Finally, some of Nam’s own examples in (55) are questionable. The native spea-
kers I consulted found the sentences in (61) perfectly grammatical.

(61) British English consultants
a. The prison was run from.
b. The store can be run out of.

This boat may not be jumped out of.
The house was moved out of.

Similar examples are also attested on google (62).

(62) a. Let’s put a version of Sloan’s formula to work to find stocks you might
want to run from.
www.fool.com/investing/dividends-income/2007/07/11/3-stocks-to-run-from.aspx

b. A Fire We Can’t Run From
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/29/AR2007062902166.html

What exactly governs the possibility of deriving prepositional passives is not the topic
of this thesis. Crucially, though, this possibility is neither restricted to goal Ps nor
to telic or resultative Ps.28 Thus the data from prepositional passives do not support
Nam’s claim of an aspectual or event structural asymmetry between goals and sources.

Let me then turn to Nam’s arguments from movement and relative ordering of PPs.
These data are more interesting, since they could not just be indications for the relative
ordering of PPs within the VP, but additionally show a general asymmetry between
VP-internal and VP-external PPs (see also Maienborn, 2003, for discussion). Hence,
we have to investigate the additional question whether there is a distinction between
goals and sources in this respect, in the sense that goals are necessarily VP-internal but
sources are or at least can be VP-external. Furthermore, it is possible that the relative
order reflects a PP-internal difference, which has to do with the concatenation of PPs
into one complex PP modifying one and the same path, rather than a PP-external
difference with respect to the relative position within the VP (i.e. goal PPs attaching
lower in the extended VP structure than source PPs, according to Nam).

27It is often noted that there are also restrictions on the availability of passivisation with regular transitives
that combine with non-agentive external arguments: ?The window was broken by the wind.

28It is not even clear whether only Ps in argument position can strand (see, for instance, Abels, 2003, for
discussion).
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First, let us compare (56-b) and (57-b). Unless from the ground is some af-
terthought, John in (57-b) cannot be on the truck but has to be on the ground. Hence,
Nam’s claim seems to be correct and from the ground cannot be a VP-internal modi-
fier in this particular constellation. This, however, is only the case if the from-phrase
follows a goal PP. This is different when the source and goal PPs are reversed (63).

(63) British English consultants
John loaded the hay from the ground onto the truck.

In (63), from the ground refers to the position of the hay, and it does not matter where
John is: he could be on the truck or on the ground or even in a totally different room
manipulating some machine that loads the hay from the ground onto the truck. So in
(63), from the ground (forming a complex PP with onto the truck) is VP-internal and
can only modify the internal argument, contrary to Nam’s claim.

What the data show, then, is that a source PP and a goal PP together can form a
complex PP, denoting one and the same path modifying the same domain. In this case,
the source PP has to precede the goal PP, though, and this is possibly a real asymmetry
between sources and goals. However, this can be argued to be a PP-internal rather than
a PP-external asymmetry. There would still only be one attachment site of the complex
PP with respect to the verb and its arguments. Recall from chapter 2 that Zwarts
(2005b) assumes that two paths can be concatenated and form one complex path only
in case the second path starts where the first path ends. This is possible with a source
PP naming the first and a goal PP naming the second path but not vice versa. This
does not necessarily mean, though, that the set of paths the particular source PP refers
to has cumulative reference making the paths unbounded. Under Zwarts’ definition,
a set of paths is cumulative if two elements from this set can be concatenated and the
sum is still in this same set. In (63), however, a path from one set (the set of paths
denoted by from the truck) is concatenated with a path from a different set (the set
of paths denoted by onto the truck). What is crucial and what goes directly against
Nam’s claim is that both these sub-paths modify one and the same domain.

Nevertheless, (57-b) shows that a from-phrase does not have to modify a result
state, and this fact is quite crucial. A similar point is made in (56-a) and (57-a), which
I will turn to now. In chapter 3 I proposed that (bounded) directional PPs referring to
spatial paths combine with motion verbs VP-internally. This is so because they mea-
sure some spatial extent of the event denoted by the verb. This is only possible with
non-stative verbs, though, which is why directional PPs with state verbs are generally
ungrammatical. Given that the verb see in (57-a) is a state verb, it should not be able
to combine with a directional PP measuring the extent of the event. Therefore, the
PP from the rooftop cannot refer to a directional path, because this meaning should be
incompatible with a state verb.29 Rather, it refers to a position or a perspective of the
external argument, and with this meaning it applies VP-externally and modifies the
whole event of John seeing Mary. Hence, it is a source PP referring to something else
than a path.

29Note in addition that, contra Nam’s generalisation, the PP in the garden in (56-a) is not a goal PP but a
locative PP, which can refer to either John being in the garden or Mary being in the garden. This, in turn,
shows that not just goal PPs but also locative PPs can modify internal arguments, contra Nam’s general
treatment of locative PPs as VP-external modifiers.
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We can say, then, that from is special because it can have this additional use,
whereas to and other goals (and sources as we will see in the next section) generally
only refer to (bounded) paths and therefore have to be VP-internal. Thus, Nam’s
statement that goal PPs are always oriented to the object / theme argument but source
PPs may be oriented to subject arguments has to be relativised. It is true that goal
PPs are always VP-internal whereas source PPs headed by from can be VP-internal
and VP-external. Other source PPs, however, are always VP-internal and behave just
like goal PPs. The attachment site of these VP-internal PPs is the same for goals and
sources so there is no asymmetry.

In sum, the English data brought forward by Nam to argue for a general aspectual
asymmetry between goals and sources does not support this claim. Rather, we found
asymmetries betweenVP-internal and VP-external modifiers, as well as in the relative
order of source PPs with respect to goal PPs. The latter difference, however, can be
argued to be a PP-internal difference, given that both PPs refer to only one path, which
is related to the event in a particular way.

In the following section, I will address from in more detail and return to the fact
that a bare from-phrase is dispreferred in both English and Dutch.

7.4.4 From vs. the rest

This section addresses the fact that a bare from-phrase is generally dispreferred (64-a),
unless directionality is (explicitly or implicitly) expressed by other elements. In Eng-
lish, these other elements can be a goal phrase headed by to (64-b), a verb that licenses
an accomplishment event structure, which has been descriptively labelled put-verbs in
chapter 4 (64-c), or an additional P element (64-d).

(64) English from
a.???John drove from New York.
b. John drove from New York to Boston.
c. John escaped from New York.
d. John drove away from New York.

In this way, from-phrases are different from all other source PPs, which can gener-
ally occur on their own (see below) and thus behave like goal PPs. That there are
such asymmetries between different source Ps has independently been noted by Fong
(2006) (65), but to my knowledge this has not prompted discussion elsewhere in the
literature.

(65) Differences between particular sources (Fong, 2006)
a. ??I climbed from my room.
b. I climbed out of the chimney.
c. The tailback sauntered off the field.

As a first generalisation we can see that the conditions under which from in (64) are
licensed are similar conditions under which locative PPs headed by in, on, under,
behind can get a directional reading, which was discussed in detail in chapter 4. Note
further that the additional P element away in (65-d), which licenses from, is a source
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and not a goal. Similar observations hold for German (66) and Dutch (67).30

(66) German von ‘from’
a.???Hans

John
fuhr
drove

von
from

New
New

York.
York

b. Hans fuhr von New York nach Boston.
John drove from New York to Boston
‘John drove from New York to Boston.’

c. Hans sprang von der Brücke.
John jumped from the.DAT bridge
‘John jumped from the bridge.’

d. Hans ging von der Brücke herunter.
John went from the.DAT bridge there-down
‘John went down from the bridge.’

(67) Dutch van ‘from’
a. ??Ik

I
liep
walked

van
from

een
a

brug.
bridge

‘I walked from a bridge.’
b. Ik

I
liep
walked

van
from

een
a

brug
bridge

naar
to

een
a

boom.
tree

‘I walked from a bridge to a tree.’
c. Ik

I
sprong
jumped

van
from

een
a

brug.
bridge

‘I jumped from a bridge.’
d. Ik

I
liep
walked

van
from

een
a

brug
bridge

af.
off

‘I walked off a bridge.’
e. Ik

I
kwam
came

van
from

een
a

brug
bridge

gelopen.
walked

‘I came walking from a bridge.’

These examples contain further elements that can license a from-phrase such as post-
positions (66-d), (67-d) or light verbs of the put-type (67-e) (‘light verb’ in the sense
of Butt and Geuder, 2001). Again both the postposition and the light verb are source-
oriented.

Thus, the data show that there is something defective about a bare from-phrase.
However, this does not necessarily mean that sources in general are defective. That
they are not can be seen from the fact that other source Ps do not rely on directional
components in the clause to be licensed. This is shown in the following examples
from English (68), German (69) and Dutch (70).

30Thanks to an anonymous reviewer of Gehrke (2007a) for pointing out that Dutch van is more compli-
cated than English from, because it is the source counterpart not only of naar ‘to’ (then corresponding to
English from) but also of postpositional op ‘onto’ (then corresponding to English off ). The PP naar een
boom in (67-b) licenses the ‘from’ reading, whereas the other three factors mentioned in (67) (complex
event structure, postposition, light verb) license the ‘off, down’ meaning. Nevertheless, the point made here
is still valid: also Dutch van is defective and has to rely on some additional element to be licensed.
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(68) English sources
a. John walked off the bridge.
b. John danced out of the room.
c. John swam away.

(69) German sources
a. Hans

John
tanzte
danced

aus
out

dem
the.DAT

Zimmer.
room

‘John danced out of the room.’
b. Hans

John
schwamm
swam

weg.
away

‘John swam away.’

(70) Dutch sources
a. Hans

John
sloop
walked-secretly

uit
out

de
the

kamer.
room

‘John sneaked out of the room (walking).’
b. Hans

John
liep
walked

weg.
away

‘John walked away.’

The data additionally show that the English source particle away as well as Dutch
and German source-oriented postpositions and light verbs can license a from-phrase
just like other goal-oriented elements. Hence, there is no general asymmetry between
goals and sources. Rather, from is different from other directional Ps.

In sum, the source P from is different from other source Ps in that it is deficient
and needs an additional directional component to be licensed. Furthermore, the condi-
tions, under which from is licensed, are similar to the conditions, under which locative
Ps like in, on, under, behind can obtain a directional reading. The fact that the accept-
ability of a bare from-phrase patterns with the acceptibilty of directional readings with
locative Ps is a crucial fact. If Nam’s (2004) account were only meant to be about an
asymmetry between from and other directional Ps, maybe it might still be maintainable
(with modifications). However, since he includes other source Ps in his data discus-
sion (and even locative and route Ps), also in the discussion of Bantu applicatives not
addressed here, his overall account cannot be upheld.

7.4.5 Interim summary

In sum, it was shown that the Germanic data discussed by Nam (2004) and similar data
brought forward in addition do not support a universal asymmetry between goals and
sources. Rather, apparent differences between sources and goals that Nam relies on
are deducible from other asymmetries that are orthogonal to the distinction between
sources and goals. These include directional vs. locative P elements, prepositions vs.
postpositions, and possibly even arguments vs. adjuncts. Furthermore, with respect to
telicity tests, there are both goals (towards) and sources (away from for some speakers)
that fail these tests. Finally, from is special because it is generally defective and needs
additional licensing.
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In the next section, I will discuss data from other languages to show that the goal
bias is not hardwired into the grammar in these languages, either.

7.5 Goals and sources in other languages
In this final section, I will briefly address data from Russian to compare it directly
to the Czech data discussed by Filip (2003), as well as Italian to see how goals and
sources behave in a verb-framed language.

7.5.1 Russian
Data from other Slavic languages further support the overall account of the concep-
tual goal bias as extra-linguistic in nature. Recall from chapter 5 that Slavic languages
can differ with respect to the meaning contributions of external prefixes (see Gehrke,
2002, for empirical foundation). In particular, Czech po- is a measurement expression
foremost in the spatial domain, whereas Russian po- is exclusively temporally inter-
preted and supplies external temporal boundaries to an otherwise unbounded event,
commonly described by an atelic VP. Russian po- is thus similar in interpretation to
the adverbial for a while. It should therefore not be able to modify spatial expressions
like final locations of motion events, since it only combines a temporally unbounded
predicate. My approach thus predicts that Russian po- should not be compatible with
either goal or source prefixes. (71) shows that this prediction is borne out.

(71) Russian po- with goal and source prefixes
a. *On

he
povytaščilp

PO-OUT-dragged
teležku
cart.ACC

iz
out

jamy.
ditch.GEN

‘He dragged the cart out of the ditch (for a while).’
b. *On

he
pozataščilp

PO-IN-dragged
teležku
cart.ACC

v
in

jamu.
ditch.ACC

‘He dragged the cart into the ditch (for a while).’

Acoording to Di Sciullo and Slabakova (2005) Bulgarian po- is compatible with both
types of prefixes, whereas Serbian po- never combines with prefixed verbs (Boban
Arsenijević p.c.). For a full account of these facts I would have to take a closer look
at the precise meaning of po- and (internal and external) prefixes in general in these
languages, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. What is crucial for this chap-
ter, though, is that these languages do not display an asymmetry between goals and
sources.

Concerning the claims Filip (2003) made about Czech, some of which turned out
to be too strong, the Russian data also do not indicate an asymmetry. Stacking of po-
in either direction is ungrammatical with both goal and source prefixes (72).

(72) a. Russian po- applied after goal/source prefix to ...
ipf: ??po-pri-prygat’, ??po-ot-prygat’ (po- + TO / FROM + jump + SI)
pf: ??po-pri-prygnut’, ??po-ot-prygnut’ (po- + TO / FROM + jump)

b. Russian po- applied before goal/source prefix to ...
ipf: 4pri-po-prygivat’, 4ot-po-prygivat’ (TO / FROM + po- + jump + SI)
pf: 4pri-po-prygnut’, 4ot-po-prygnut’ (TO / FROM + po- + jump)
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The examples in (72-a) are marginally acceptable if po- denotes distributivity instead
of temporal boundedness.31 Even so, they are equally (un)acceptable with source and
goal prefixes so that, again, there is no asymmetry here. In any case, po- can never be
internal to either source- or goal-oriented prefix as shown in (72-b).

Furthermore, in Russian neither goal nor source prefixes are compatible with the
bare spatial measure phrase metr ‘a metre’ (73).

(73) Russian goal and source prefixes with bare spatial measure phrases
a. *On

he
pri-prygnul
to-jumped.PF

metr
metre.ACC

k
to

oknu.
window.DAT

‘He jumped a metre to the window.’
b. *On

he
ot-prygnul
from-jumped.PF

metr
metre.ACC

ot
from

okna.
window.GEN

‘He jumped a metre away from the window.’

However, both are equally compatible with prefixed spatial expressions like na metr
(lit. ‘on metre’), za metr (lit. ‘within metre’) or v metr (lit. ‘in metre’), which all
roughly mean something like ‘by a metre’.32

In sum, Russian does not display the asymmetry between goal and source prefixes
in co-occurrence with po- that was observed in Czech. In the following, I will turn to
goals and sources in a verb-framed languages, namely Italian.

7.5.2 A verb-framed language: Italian
In chapter 6, I discussed the difference between verb-framed languages like French or
Italian and satellite-framed languages like English or Dutch. It was shown, following
Aske (1989); Stringer (2002) and others, that manner of motion verbs in verb-framed
languages cannot combine with bounded paths (74-a), whereas unbounded paths are
acceptable (74-b).

(74) French, Stringer (2002)
a. La

the
fille
girl

a
has

dansé
danced

vers
towards

la
the

chambre.
room

‘The girl danced towards the room.’
b. *La

the
fille
girl

a
has

dansé
danced

à
to

la
the

gare.
station

In chapter 3, I proposed that bounded paths have to be integrated as complements that
form a complex predicate with the verbal predicate. In chapter 6, in turn, it was shown
that verb-framed languages cannot form complex predicates when an activity verb
combines with a non-verbal secondary predicate into an accomplishment. Unbounded

31Since distributive po-, which was briefly mentioned in chapter 5, is traditionally treated separately from
delimitative po- (Isačenko, 1962; Mehlig, 1981, 1996; Petruxina, 2000, among others) it is not part of the
discussion here (but see Součková, 2004, for an account unifying delimitative and distributive po-).

32This is reminiscent of their (in)compatibility with temporal measure phrases, discussed in chapter 5:
both types of prefixed verbs are ungrammatical with bare temporal expressions like čas (lit. ‘hour’, which
is the durational adverbial ‘for an hour’), whereas both are grammatical with the prefixed counterpart za čas
‘in an hour’ (also v čas). Thus, the prefixed versions can be generally taken to indicate the space or time
within which a (spatial or temporal) transition takes place.
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PPs, on the other hand, do not have to be integrated VP-internally but can adjoin to the
VP as mere event modifiers. Hence, we can use these facts to test whether a directional
PP refers to a bounded or unbounded path. If source PPs refer to unbounded paths,
they should be compatible with manner of motion verbs, but if they refer to bounded
paths, they should be incompatible with such verbs.

Under my account, source PPs involving a transition can be integrated into event
structure in the same fashion as goals in satellite-framed languages, namely as se-
condary non-verbal predicates forming a complex predicate with the verbal predicate.
The prediction of this account, then, is that in verb-framed languages, the composition
of a manner of motion verb (an activity) with source PPs is as impossible as with goal
PPs. If, on the other hand, source PPs are generally banned from functioning as re-
sultatives, their combination with manner of motion verbs should not be problematic.
Data from Italian suggest that the first is true and that sources behave just like goals.

The direct translation of an English manner of motion verb like float, swim or
dance in combination with the source P away is ungrammatical in the verb-framed
language Italian (shown here for ballare ‘dance’) (75-a).

(75) Italian away cannot directly combine with manner of motion verbs
a. *Balló

danced
via.
away

(intended meaning: ‘(S)he danced away.’)
b. Andó

went
via
away

danzando
dancing

/
/

ballando.
dancing

‘(S)he went away, dancing.’

To express this meaning, the paraphrase with a directed motion verb and the manner
of motion verb as a participle is used (75-b).

With away from in combination with manner of motion verbs, we get a similar
split among speakers that was observed with English away from, which passes telicity
tests for some but not for other speakers (recall data in (41) and (42)). Whereas the
Southern Italian speaker ruled it out (76-a) and provided the alternative in (76-b), the
Northern Italian speaker gave a direct translation (77).

(76) (South) Italian away from cannot directly combine with swim-verbs
a. *Balló

danced
via
away

dal
of-the

muro.
wall

(intended meaning: ‘(S)he danced away from the wall.’)
b. Si

REFL
allontanó
away-moved

dal
of-the

muro
wall

ballando.
dancing

‘(S)he moved away from the wall, dancing.’

(77) (North) Italian away from can directly combine with swim-verbs

Danzó
danced

via
away

dal
of-the

muro.
wall

‘(S)he danced away from the wall.’

Furthermore, there is no directional P with the meaning out in Italian. The P fuori
only conveys the locative reading of outside (78).
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(78) Italian out cannot have a directional meaning with manner of motion verbs
a. Balló

danced
fuori
out

dalla
of-the

stanza.
room

‘She danced outside the room.’ (locative only)
b. Uscı́

exited
dalla
of-the

stanza
room

ballando.
dancing

‘She went out of the room, dancing.’

Again, the directional reading was paraphrased with a directed motion verb in combi-
nation with the manner of motion verb as a participle (78-b).

In contrast, source PPs can freely combine with verbs that identify or license an
accomplishment structure, which were descriptively labelled put-verbs in chapter 4
(see also chapter 6), such as jump or rotolare ‘roll’ (79).

(79) Italian source Ps can directly combine with put-verbs
a. La

the
palla
ball

rotoló
rolled

via.
away

‘The ball rolled away.’
b. La

the
palla
ball

rotoló
rolled

via
away

dalla
of-the

machina.
car

‘The ball rolled away from the car.’
c. La

the
palla
ball

rotoló
rolled

fuori
out

dalla
of-the

stanza.
room

‘The ball rolled out of the room.’
d. La

the
palla
ball

rotoló
rolled

via
away

dal
of-the

ponte.
bridge

‘The ball rolled off the bridge.’
e. La

the
palla
ball

rotoló
rolled

via
away

dal
of-the

tavolo.
table

‘The ball rolled from the table.’

I therefore conclude that source PPs are integrated into the event structure in the same
fashion as goal PPs, and that this composition is more restricted in verb-framed lan-
guages than it is in satellite-framed languages. Thus the Italian data provide evidence
against a grammatical asymmetry between goals and sources.

It could be objected that this just shows that in Italian all source elements (not
just from) are defective and need some additional directional element to be licensed,
whereas this only holds for from but not for other source elements in English and
Dutch (recall discussion above), and that that is the reason they cannot combine with
manner of motion verbs. However, it would not be clear, then, why goal PPs cannot
combine with manner of motion verbs either. Under the assumption that there is a
restriction in verb-framed languages in the sense that manner of motion verbs cannot
combine with bounded paths, this can be taken as evidence in favour of source PPs
denoting bounded paths. They behave just like bounded goal PPs, then, which can
also not combine with manner of motion verbs in these languages.

In sum, data from other languages like Russian or Italian also do not support an
account that hardwires the goal bias into grammar.
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7.6 Conclusion
This chapter contested the claim that goals and sources are asymmetric in the aspec-
tual readings they bring about in the sense that only goals but not sources derive event
structures that involve BECOME, which is intrinsically related to telic events. I first dis-
cussed Czech data from Filip (2003) that show an asymmetry between source and goal
prefixes when modified by measurement expressions. On ground of data like these,
Filip argues that only the application of the latter derive a telic predicate, whereas
source modifiers form atelic predicates. Under my account, however, both source-
and goal-oriented prefixes are internal and should thus both induce a telic reading. I
showed that the asymmetry in Filip’s data cannot straightforwardly be related to an as-
pectual asymmetry between source-oriented and goal-oriented expressions. Instead, it
was argued that in cases where we find an asymmetry, it is not of an aspectual nature.
It rather results from the different topology denoted by the respective final locations,
and in particular whether this topology is open or closed and thus compatible or in-
compatible with further modification by measurement expressions.

In the second part of the chapter, I discussed Germanic data provided by Nam
(2004) in favour of a universal asymmetry between goals and sources in both syntax
and semantics. I showed that the apparent differences between sources and goals that
Nam relies on are deducible from other asymmetries that are unrelated to the diffe-
rence between sources and goals. These include directional vs. locative P elements,
prepositions vs. postpositions and possibly arguments vs. adjuncts. Furthermore,
there are both goal-oriented Ps (towards) as well as source-oriented ones (for some
speakers away from) that do not pass telicity tests. Finally, from in English, Dutch
and German (and possibly also in other languages) was shown to be special in that it
always is a modifier and only gets a directional reading when it is licensed by other
directional components in the sentence.

Finally, data from other languages also supported an approach which does not
hardwire the goal bias into grammar. The general picture that emerged was that all
kinds of Ps with a different lexical semantics (locative, source, route, goal) can func-
tion as resultatives under particular circumstances. The data supported the overall
approach of this thesis to the integration of PPs in motion events which differentiates
between the lexical meaning of Ps and the function particular PPs play in context,
which can be conditioned by additional elements or operations.
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CHAPTER 8

Concluding summary

Building on data from English, Dutch, German, Russian and Czech, and to a lesser ex-
tent from other languages such as Italian, French and Spanish, this dissertation showed
that there is a division of labour between spatial PPs and verbal predicates in structur-
ing a motion event and contributing to its overall aspectual makeup. A main guideline
in the analysis was to isolate the lexical semantics of the main building blocks of a
motion event, namely P elements with a spatial meaning and verbs of motion and
(change of) location, from the role they play in the broader context when they interact
with each other and with other elements in the clause. Therefore, the first step in the
analysis was to identify the semantic and syntactic structures Ps and Vs can license
independently due to their lexical semantics.

In chapter 2, I established background assumptions about the internal make-up
of PPs that mainly built on the vector space semantic approach of Zwarts (1997, and
subsequent work) and some basic insights from the syntactic literature on PPs. In
particular, I was concerned with whether a P element can license Path and/or Place
structures, associated with directional and locative readings, respectively. This issue
was further elaborated in chapter 4.

In the same chapter, I furthermore distinguished between different kinds of di-
rectional readings, namely goals, sources, and routes, following Jackendoff (1983),
which has to do with the orientation of the path and its relation to particular locations.
The distinction between certain directional readings was brought up again in the dis-
cussion of directional readings with locative Ps in chapter 4 and more extensively
when I addressed a conceptual bias in the description of motion events for goals over
sources and other spatial meanings in chapter 7.

To capture the lexical semantics of verbs, I followed Rothstein’s (2004) event
structure approach outlined in chapter 3, which assumes that a given verb denotes a
set of events of a particular event type. The relevant types in this system are states, ac-
tivities, accomplishments and achievements, using the terminology of Vendler (1957),
and the tools to capture their structural makeup build on insights from Dowty’s (1979)
predicate decomposition by relying on CAUSE and BECOME predicates reformulated
in event semantic terms. For example, (1) provides the template for accomplishments.

265
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(1) Accomplishment template (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
)y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2)
* ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=Th(e1)
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

In words, there is an activity event e1 with an agent and a theme and there is an addi-
tional BECOME event e2, whose argument is identical to the theme of e1. Furthermore,
e1 and e2 are connected by an incremental relation via an incremental chain C(e2)
imposed on the subparts (subevents) of the BECOME event defined as in (2).

(2) Incremental chain (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Let e be a BECOME event.
An incremental chain C(e) is a set of parts of e such that:
1. the smallest event in C(e) is the initial bound of e
2. for every e1,e2 in C(e) e1.e2 or e2.e1
3. e ! C(e)

A fifth type, semelfactives, was added in chapter 4, following Rothstein and Smith
(1991/97).

With Dowty, Rothstein and others it was furthermore argued that particular op-
erations can turn event types, lexically specified by a particular verb, into different
(mostly more complex) event types. I was particularly concerned with ways to create
an accomplishment structure if the verb alone only identifies an activity structure. It
was shown that under certain conditions an activity can combine with an AP or PP to
derive an accomplishment structure in syntax. In this case, the AP or PP is integrated
VP-internally and is interpreted as a secondary resultative predicate over a shared
argument. The general template of the syntactic configuration I postulated for secon-
dary resultative predications with PPs, which extends to other non-verbal resultative
predicates like APs, is the one in (3).

(3) PPs as secondary resultative predicates (V complements)

VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DP1 Pred+

Pred PP

Spec P+

P DP2

I proposed that the additional projection PredP between the VP and the PP is needed
to turn a secondary non-verbal predicate like the PP into part of the verbal predicate
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so that both predicates together can form a complex predicate. DP1 in the specifier
of PredP is the Figure (the external argument) of the PP, i.e. the entity that is located
with respect to the Ground or the reference object (DP2), but at the same time it also
behaves like an internal argument of the verb (the main predicate). With intransitive
verbs in active sentences, DP1 eventually becomes the subject of the sentence (as in
John walked to the store) and with (active) transitive verbs, this DP is the object (as
in John pushed the cart to the store). Given that PredP mediates between the main
verbal predicate and the secondary (non-verbal) resultative predicate to glue them
together into one complex predicate, this configuration was argued to be semantically
associated with an accomplishment structure.

To account for the semantic effects of the combination of a PP with a verb of
motion or (change of) location, I argued for the necessity to combine insights from
both event structure accounts and accounts that assume that the internal structure of
an event can be treated as a generalised path. I explored the idea that an incremental
structure, which is generally associated with paths, is a necessary condition for an
accomplishment structure to be built. This led me to propose that PredP needs to be
licensed semantically because a BECOME event can be built just in case an incremental
structure is provided by either the verbal or the non-verbal predicate (or both). The
general idea was expressed by the hypothesis in (4).

(4) The Incrementality Hypothesis: Accomplishment structures rely on incre-
mental structures.

Throughout the thesis, and especially in chapters 4 and 6, I tried to show that the
availability of an incremental structure is an important requirement for building ac-
complishment structures and that an accomplishment cannot simply be derived with-
out it. The incrementality constraint is the new part of the approach which adds an
additional restriction that is usually not incorporated into event structure accounts.
Under an approach that merely relies on the decomposition of events, for example, it
is not clear why particular verb-PP combinations cannot derive accomplishments but
the PP can only modify the entire event by adjoining to the VP.

In chapter 4 it was argued that incrementality can either be part of the verbal
meaning when the verb itself identifies an accomplishment structure, or that it can
be supplied by another element which is associated with a scale, since scales have
an incremental structure. In case the verb itself identifies an accomplishment type,
it was shown that locative PPs can have a structurally derived directional meaning,
more precisely a goal reading, because they can be integrated as secondary resultative
predicates to refer to the final location of an event. This was captured by the hypothesis
in (5).

(5) The Derived Goal Hypothesis: Goal readings with locative PPs can be de-
rived if the PPs specify the final location of an accomplishment by (semanti-
cally) modifying a BECOME event.

Nevertheless, it was maintained that by their lexical specification these PPs are loca-
tive only and that their potential ambiguity between a locative reading (specifying the
location of the event) and a directional reading (specifying the final location of the
event) is derived structurally. This was expressed by the hypothesis in (6).
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(6) The Structural Ambiguity Hypothesis: The spatial Ps in, on, under, and
behind are locative only. Any ambiguity between a directional and a locative
reading is structural and not lexical.

This hypothesis was supported by the empirical facts from English, Dutch and Ger-
man, as well as by the syntactic behaviour of these PPs, in particular in Dutch.

Thus, I established different ways to create an accomplishment structure and to
license the syntactic configuration in (3). An incremental structure can be associated
with particular verbs, for example lexical accomplishment verbs, or with the secon-
dary predicate itself. The relevant cases discussed involved PPs associated with paths
because they are headed by directional Ps like to, through and others. Following
Zwarts (2005b), paths were defined in such a way that they are always associated with
an incremental (scalar) structure because a path is linearly ordered. Also the semantics
of particular adjectives has been captured by relying on scale structures (e.g. Kennedy,
1999, among others). Thus, directional PPs and scalar adjectives were argued to gen-
erally be able to function as secondary resultative predicates.

If incrementality is neither part of the verb, e.g. with states and activities, nor of
the secondary predicate, which is the case with locative PPs in isolation, I showed
that an accomplishment relying on the structure in (3) can usually not be built. It was
argued that in this case the PP can only be integrated as an event modifier, modifying
the location of the entire event, but not as a resultative predicate to specify the final
location of the internal argument. The structural configuration that was proposed for
this scenario is given in (7).

(7) PPs as predicate modifiers (VP adjuncts)

VP

PP VP

Spec V+

V (XP)

If incrementality is neither part of the verb nor of the secondary predicate but the verb
and the secondary predicate nevertheless combine into a complex predicate, additional
mechanisms were argued to be at work to glue these two predicates into one. Some of
these mechanisms discussed in this thesis included accusative case marking in German
PPs, Ps in postposition in Dutch, and verbal particles or prefixes in Germanic and
Slavic languages. With respect to accusative case marking in German PPs, in which
the P itself is lexically associated with a locative meaning, chapter 4 spelled out the
hypothesis in (8).

(8) The Accusative Case Hypothesis: Accusative case inside German PPs is a
structural case, licensed under the same conditions as accusative case on direct
objects.

I generalised an idea proposed by Zwart (to appear), according to which structural
accusative case on objects is the morphological reflex of a higher order dependency
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between the subject and its sister, to accusative case marking inside German PPs with
a derived directional meaning. I proposed that this case marking emerges under the
syntactic configuration in (9), in which a bare PlaceP is turned into part of the verbal
predicate by being embedded under Pred.

(9) ... dass
that

Jan
John

den
the.ACC

Wagen
cart

in
in

den
the.ACC

Graben
ditch

(hinein)
(there-in)

schob.
pushed

‘... that John pushed the cart into the ditch.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

den Wagen

Pred+

PlaceP

in DP

den Graben

(hinein)

schob

In this structure, both predicates are integrated into one complex predicate and PredP
expresses a hierarchical subject-predicate relation between the DP the cart and the
predicate expressed by the PlaceP in the ditch. This results in the secondary predicate
to be marked by accusative case, which appears on the complement of P, the only
element in the predicate that can bear morphological case.

The analysis of accusative case marking with German locative Ps allowed me to
propose a novel account for Dutch postpositions. The postpositional order was argued
to result from complex predicate formation between the verb and a locative P element,
which takes place under the same conditions under which accusative case in German
PPs emerges. To form a complex predicate with the verb, it was argued that the P
incorporates into Pred (10).
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(10) ... dat
that

Jan
John

de
the

kar
cart

de
the

sloot
ditch

in
in

duwde.
pushed

‘... that John pushed the cart into the ditch.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

de kar

Pred+

PlaceP

ti DP

de sloot

"3ini

duwde

The incorporation of a P acting as a secondary resultative predicate into Pred was
assumed to be obligatory in case the verb itself is an activity verb and does not license
PredP by itself, since it is not associated with an incremental structure. The general
proposal was carried over to postpositional elements in circumpositional phrases in
Dutch and German.

An advantage of this account is that it dispenses with empty Path structure, which
is commonly postulated in the syntactic literature for these cases, because the directio-
nal reading is solely due to complex predicate formation. Furthermore, it captures the
fact that postpositions in Dutch behave similary in many respects to particles, which
are generally assumed to be base-generated in or moved to a projection closer to the
verb. In particular, it allowed me to capture the relative word order of P complement,
postposition and verb in case of intervening adverbs, as well as the severe restric-
tions on movement of postpositional (and circumpositional) phrases, which have been
addressed in the syntactic literature (e.g Koopman, 1997; den Dikken, 2003).

In chapter 5, I turned to the discussion of Russian and Czech verbal prefixes and
divided them into two different types. Internal prefixes were argued to specify the
upper bound of a BECOME event and thus to license or identify an accomplishment
or achievement structure. External prefixes, on the other hand, were shown to behave
like perfectivity markers in Russian or adverbial modifiers in Czech and were argued
to be generated outside the VP. The distinction between internal and external prefixes
was supported by semantic, syntactic and morphological differences between these
two types of prefixes and played a major role again in chapter 7. I also addressed
cases in which prefixes and prepositions co-occur and integrated them in the overall
structure of a motion event.

A point of departure for this chapter was a claim argued for already in chapter
4, according to which the category P extends beyond adpositions to include verbal
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particles and prefixes in various languages. More generally, then, particles and pre-
fixes can be seen as belonging to category P precisely because they specify parts of
an incremental path; they lexicalise the upper bound of a BECOME event, which is
associated with a generalised (incremental) path.

The overall picture that thus emerged from chapters 4 and 5 was the following.
Pred mediates between two predications and glues them into a complex predicate,
which is generally possible when either the verbal or the secondary predicate are asso-
ciated with incrementality. If neither is, additional means can license a structure con-
taining Pred to signal that incrementality can be derived from the combination of the
activity verb with a PP referring to a location. In languages like German, accusative
case assignment to the secondary predicate signals this particular constellation. In
Dutch, incorporation of the locative P into Pred does the job, and this incorporation
has the semantic effect that incrementality is ‘activated’. In Russian and Czech, inter-
nal prefixes on the verb function as the glue between the two predicates.

In chapter 6, I addressed the typological distinction between verb-framed and
satellite-framed languages, first discussed by Talmy (1985, and subsequent work). I
showed that unlike satellite-framed languages such as the Germanic ones discussed
in previous chapters, verb-framed languages like most Romance ones cannot combine
adjectives or PPs that make reference to a bounded path with activity verbs to derive
an accomplishment in syntax. Thus, building accomplishment structures by solely
relying on the incremental structure of a secondary (nonverbal) predicate (i.e. the AP
or the PP) is not possible in all languages.

Already in chapter 3, I postulated that all PPs that make reference to a transition,
i.e. all bounded PPs, have to be integrated as a complement to the verb in order
for their properties as bounded, or the structure of a transition, to be mapped onto
the structure of the event. In this constellation, the PP was argued to function as
a secondary resultative predicate over an argument shared with the verb. This was
expressed by the hypothesis in (11).

(11) The Bounded PP Hypothesis: PPs that make reference to an upper bound
of a BECOME event have to be integrated as complements to the verb.

I proposed that this is a general property of PPs that put a bound on an event and
are part of an accomplishment structure, and that this property holds in all languages
discussed. This hypothesis together with Snyder’s (1995, and subsequent work) Com-
pounding Parameter in (12), allowed me to explain the fact that verb-framed languages
cannot have secondary non-verbal predicates if the verb itself only identifies an acti-
vity structure.

(12) The Compounding Parameter (Snyder, 2005)
Languages differ parametrically in the availability of a semantic composition
rule (‘Rule C’) that is required both to interpret novel compounds and to
‘build’ complex-event descriptions (e.g. accomplishments) out of simple-
event predicates.

According to the Bounded PP Hypothesis, PPs that make reference to a bounded path
have to be integrated VP-internally as secondary resultative predicates in complement
to the verb. This, however, is not possible in languages with a negative setting for
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the Compounding Parameter, which are the verb-framed languages in Talmy’s typo-
logy. Previous accounts of this typological difference were shown to overgenerate
in this respect because they predict all kinds of verb-PP combinations in Germanic
(satellite-framed) languages to be able to derive accomplishments even where this is
not possible. Instead it was argued that the incrementality constraint has to be taken
into account, which is directly related to the Incrementality Hypothesis in (4).

The fact that verb-framed languages cannot combine manner of motion verbs (as-
sociated with mere activity structures) with bounded PPs to derive an accomplishment
(explained by the combination of (11) and (12)) was picked up again at the end of
chapter 7, which addressed a conceptual bias for the expression of goals over sources
and other spatial meanings. It was shown that neither goal nor source phrases can
combine with manner of motion verbs in the verb-framed language Italian. This was
taken as indirect evidence for the claim that both types of PPs make reference to a
bounded path and have to be integrated as secondary resultative predicates to derive
an accomplishment structure. In this chapter, I defended the hypothesis in (13).

(13) The Goal/Source Hypothesis: The conceptual goal bias is extra-linguistic in
nature (i.e. it does not result in strict syntactic and/or semantic rules distin-
guishing between goals and sources).

I directly argued against Filip (2003) and Nam (2004) who defend an opposite view,
according to which the bias results in an aspectual or event structural difference be-
tween goals and sources in the sense that only goals but not sources derive telic predi-
cates or accomplishment structures. Instead it was shown that all sorts of Ps (not just
goals) can function as resultatives, and furthermore that there are also cases where
particular Ps cannot derive telic predicates or accomplishments.

For example, the data that leads Filip to argue for an aspectual difference between
goals and sources involve measure phrase modification in Czech which is shown to be
possible with source but not with goal prefixes (14).

(14) a. Po-vy-táhlp

PO-OUT-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

z
out

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((49-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

‘He dragged the cart out of the ditch a bit.’
b. *Po-do-táhlp

PO-INTO-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

do
into

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((50-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

(intended meaning: ‘He dragged the cart into the ditch a bit.’)

Given that measurement expressions are generally taken to be delimiters of some sort
and on ground of the assumption that an event can only be delimited once, Filip argues
that a telic event, which is already delimited due to the fact that it is telic, cannot be
delimited again. She proposes that this accounts for the incompatiblity of goal prefi-
xes, which derive telic predicates, with measurement expressions. Source prefixes, on
the other hand, allow measurement expressions and Filip concludes from this that a
source-oriented motion event cannot be telic.

Building on the proposal from chapter 5, according to which Slavic spatial prefixes
on motion verbs can be treated as state morphemes denoting the result state (the final
location) of a complex telic event, I argued instead that a measurement expression can
modify this final location (being IN(SIDE) or NOT IN(SIDE) (= OUTSIDE) the ditch
in (14)) and can be treated on a par with measure phrase modification in the domain
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of locative PPs. I showed that the same semantic restrictions that hold for measure
phrase modification of locative PPs that were already discussed in chapter 2, also hold
for modification of prefixed verbs. I thus provided an account for the facts in (14)
without giving up the idea that the event structure is still complex and associated with
accomplishments no matter whether goal or source prefixes are involved.

Future research

The present study raises a number of interesting issues to be addressed in future re-
search, some of which I want to briefly mention here.

Throughout the dissertation I argued for a single category P that includes not just
adpositions but also verbal particles and prefixes as well as spatial cases. Chapter 5
outlined a proposal for the role Russian and Czech prefixes can play in structuring an
event. However, I did not extensively discuss particles or prefixes in the other lan-
guages that I dealt with in more detail, such as English, Dutch and German, let alone
spatial cases and verbal Ps in other languages. I assume that at least the analysis I pro-
posed for Russian and Czech internal prefixes can be carried over to (most) particles
and prefixes in these Germanic languages. These were argued to be base-generated
in Pred to mark the upper bound of a generalised path and thus to derive an event
containing BECOME. But it is also often pointed out in the literature that not all verbal
particles / prefixes behave like resultatives. This begs the further question whether a
distinction between internal and external verbal Ps is also found in other languages
in the sense that some are resultative Pred heads whereas others behave more like VP
adjuncts.

In chapter 5, I only briefly sketched multiple Ps in motion. The literature on
the syntax of PPs extensively addresses far more complex PPs than discussed in this
study; in particular in languages like Dutch and German, multiple adpositions can
be combined into complex prepositional, postpositional and circumpositional phrases,
which also interact with verbal particles and prefixes as well as deictic particles such as
Dutch heen / German hin and other elements in the PP (e.g. Koopman, 1997; Helman-
tel, 2002; Broekhuis, 2002; den Dikken, 2003, 2006; Noonan, 2005, among others).
Issues concerning these more complex cases are hardly ever addressed in detail in the
semantic literature and it would be interesting to see how my approach can be ex-
tended to include them as well. This also means that it has to be investigated how to
relate the structures proposed for German and Dutch in (9) and (10) to such cases. In
particular, this would involve dissociating PP-internal from PP-external elements and
effects and investigating how such PPs relate to events in general. As far as I know,
this latter point has not been addressed in either the syntactic or the semantic literature
on PPs and motion events.

Furthermore, I was interested in issues concerning the internal structure of mo-
tion events and in particular under which conditions such events can be resultative (an
accomplishment or achievement), which I assumed to be telic by default, following
Rothstein (2004) and others. It is a well-etablished fact that quantificational proper-
ties of DP arguments can additionally influence the interpretation of events and, for
instance, affect the outcome of telicity tests. To avoid such additional effects I em-
ployed singular count nouns in most of my examples but it should be clear that a full
account has to integrate a proposal for these effects as well. A more recent proposal is
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found in, for instance, Arsenijević (2006), who argues for the need to take both event
structure and quantificational aspects of argument DPs into account to calculate the
inner aspect of a predicate, i.e. whether it is telic or not.

Motion events also play a role at higher levels of the sentence, but in detail I
just dealt with issues concerning the inner aspectual properties of motion events at
the VP level. Higher levels in the clause were only briefly discussed, such as outer
aspect at the level of AspP when I addressed Slavic external prefixes in chapter 5, or
not mentioned at all. For example, it should be interesting to see how these motion
events behave in discourse (see, for instance, Asher and Sablayrolles, 1995), and what
kind of discourse relations, such as temporal overlap or succession, can be established
between them.

Finally, it should be explored how the present account can be extended to non-
spatial Ps. In how far are these just metaphorical extensions of some spatial meanings
or are they entirely unrelated to any spatial senses found on the prepositional domain.
Ps with not straightforwardly spatial meanings only played a minor role in the dis-
cussion of Slavic verbal prefixes in chapter 5. Under my analysis, these turn out to
be spatial in some sense, because they relate to the generalised incremental path of
an event, but I did not really spell this out in detail and also did not look at clearly
non-spatial Ps.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Gebaseerd op Engelse, Nederlandse, Duitse, Russische en Tsjechische data (en in
mindere mate op data van andere talen zoals het Italiaans, het Frans en het Spaans)
toont dit proefschrift aan dat er bij het structureren van een gebeurtenis (event) van
beweging alsmede bij het bijdragen aan de algemene aspectuele samenstelling van
zo’n event een werkverdeling bestaat tussen ruimtelijke PPs en werkwoordelijke pre-
dicaten. Een belangrijke richtlijn in de analyse is het isoleren van de lexicale se-
mantiek van de bouwstenen van een bewegings-event, dat wil zeggen P elementen
met een ruimtelijke betekenis en werkwoorden die beweging of locatie(-verandering)
uitdrukken, van de rol die ze in de bredere context spelen wanneer ze interacteren met
elkaar en andere elementen in de zin. De eerste stap in de analyse is daarom het iden-
tificeren van de semantische en syntactische structuren die Ps en Vs op basis van hun
lexicale semantiek onafhankelijk kunnen licenseren.
In hoofdstuk 2 stel ik de aannames vast aangaande de interne samenstelling van PPs.
Deze bouwen grotendeels op de vector space-semantische aanpak van Zwarts (1997,
en daaropvolgende werken) en op enkele basisinzichten uit de syntactische literatuur
over PPs. Ik richt mij met name op de vraag of een P element Path- (pad-) en/of Place-
(locatie-) structuren kan licenseren, die respectievelijk met directionele en locatieve
lezing worden geassocieerd. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt verder op deze kwestie ingegaan.
In datzelfde hoofdstuk maak ik verder, in navolging van Jackendoff (1983), onder-
scheid tussen verschillende types van directionele lezingen, namelijk goals (doelen),
sources (bronnen), en routes. Dit onderscheid heeft betrekking op de oriëntatie van
het pad en zijn relatie met bepaalde locaties. In de discussie van directionele lezingen
in hoofdstuk 4, komt het onderscheid tussen bepaalde types van dergelijk lezingen
met locatieve Ps terug. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt dit uitgebreider bediscussieerd, wanneer
ik een conceptuele voorkeur in de beschrijving van bewegings-events voor goals over
sources en andere ruimtelijke betekenissen bespreek.
Voor de lexicale betekenis van werkwoorden volg ik Rothstein’s (2004) event-structuur
aanpak (zoals ik die uiteenzet in hoofdstuk 3). Deze analyse bevat de aanname dat
een werkwoord een verzameling events van een specifiek event-type denoteert. De
terzake doende types in dit systeem zijn states (toestanden), activities (activiteiten),
accomplishments en achievements (twee types volbrengingen). Deze zijn gebaseerd
op de terminologie van Vendler (1957). Om de structurele samenstelling van deze
types te vatten bouw ik op inzichten die stammen uit Dowty’s (1979) predikaat-
decompositie door gebruik te maken van de predikaten CAUSE (veroorzaken) en BE-
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COME ((ver)worden), zei het geherformuleerd in event-semantische termen. Het sche-
ma voor accomplishment ziet er bijvoorbeeld als in (15) uit.

(15) Accomplishment template (Rothstein, 2004, 108)
)y)e.&e1,e2[e=S (e1-e2)
* ACTIVITY<x>(e1) * Ag(e1)=x * Th(e1)=y
* BECOME<y>(e2) * Arg(e2)=Th(e1)
* INCR(e1,e2,C(e2))]

Dit zegt dat er een activiteit-event e1 met een agent en een thema is en dat er bovendien
een BECOME event e2 is waarvan het argument identiek is aan het thema van e1. Verder
zijn e1 en e2 verbonden door een incrementele relatie via een incrementele keten C(e2)
die gebruik maakt van delen (subevent) van het BECOME event, zoals gedefinieerd in
(16).

(16) Incrementele keten (Rothstein, 2004, 107)
Zij e een BECOME event
Een incrementele keten C(e) is een verzameling delen van e zodanig dat:
1. het kleinste event in C(e) is de initiële begrenzing van e
2. voor elke e1, e2 in C(e) : e1.e2 of e2.e1
3. e ! C(e)

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt in navolging van Rothstein and Smith (1991/97) hieraan een
vijfde type toegevoegd, namelijk semelfactives.
Met Dowty, Rothstein en anderen beargumenteer ik verder het bestaan van operaties
die event types die lexicaal door een werkwoord aangegeven wordt veranderd kan wor-
den in andere (veelal complexere) types. Ik richt me vooral op manieren waarop een
accomplishment-structuur gecreëerd wordt wanneer het werkwoord op zich slechts
een activiteits-structuur identificeert. Ik toon aan dat onder bepaalde omstandigheden
een activiteit kan combineren met een AP of PP om een accomplishment-structuur in
de syntax af te leiden. In een dergelijk geval is de AP of PP geı̈ntegreerd in de VP
en wordt het geı̈nterpreteerd als een secundair resultatief predikaat over een gedeeld
argument. In (17) geef ik het algemene schema voor de syntactische configuratie die
ik postuleer voor secundaire resultatieve predikaties met PPs, dat tevens toepasbaar is
op andere niet-verbale resultatieve predikaten zoals APs.
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(17) PPs als secundaire resultatieve predikaten (V complementen)

VP

Spec V+

V PredP

DP1 Pred+

Pred PP

Spec P+

P DP2

Ik stel voor dat de additionele projectie PredP tussen de VP en de PP nodig is om
een secundair niet-verbaal predikaat (zoals de PP) een deel van het verbale predikaat
te maken, zodat beide predikaten samen een complex predikaat vormen. DP1 in de
SpecPredP is het zg. figure (i.e. het externe argument) van de PP. Dat wil zeggen dit
is de entiteit die gelokaliseerd wordt ten opzichte van de zg. ground of het referentie-
object (DP2). Tegelijkertijd gedraagt het zich echter tevens als een intern argument van
het werkwoord. Bij intransitieve werkwoorden in actieve zinnen wordt DP1 uitein-
delijk het onderwerp van de zin (als in Jan liep nar de winkel) en met (actieve) tran-
sitieve werkwoorden, is deze DP het object (als in Jan duwde de kar naar de winkel).
Gegeven dat PredP verantwoordelijk is voor het samensmeden van het voornaamste
verbale predikaat en het secundaire (niet-verbale) resultatieve predikaat tot één com-
plex predikaat, beargumenteer ik dat deze configuratie semantisch verbonden is met
een accomplishment-structuur.
Met betrekking tot de semantische effecten van de combinatie van een PP met een
bewegings- of locatieveranderings-werkwoord, beargumenteer ik dat het noodzakelijk
is om inzichten te gebruiken vanuit zowel event-structuur analyses alsmede vanuit
analyses die aannemen dat de interne structuur van een event als een gegeneraliseerd
pad gezien kunnen worden. Ik verken het idee dat een incrementele structuur, die
over het algemeen aan paden gerelateerd wordt, een noodzakelijke voorwaarde is van
het bouwen van een accomplishment-structuur. Dit leidt me ertoe voor dat PredP
semantisch gelicenseerd dient te worden, daar een BECOME event slecht gebouwd kan
worden indien er een incrementele structuur aangeleverd wordt door het verbale of
niet-verbale predikaat (dan wel door beide). Het algemene idee wordt uitgedrukt in de
volgende hypothese:

(18) De incrementaliteits-hypothese: Accomplishment-structuren zijn afhanke-
lijk van incrementele structuren

Ik verzoek door dit hele proefschrift, maar vooral in de hoofdstukken 4 and 6 aan te to-
nen dat de beschikbaarheid van een incrementele structuur een belangrijke voorwaarde
is voor het bouwen van accomplishment-structuren en dat een accomplishment niet
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eenvoudig zonder afgeleid kan worden. De incrementaliteits-beperking is het nieuwe
aspect van de aanpak en voegt een extra restrictie toe die normaal gesproken niet in
event-structuur-analyses verwerkt wordt. In een analyse die slechts gebruik maakt van
de decompositie van events, is het bijvoorbeeld niet duidelijk waarom bepaalde com-
binaties van werkwoord en PP geen accomplishments kunnen creëren, maar dat de PP
slecht het gehele event kan modificeren als bijvoeging aan de VP.
Ik beargumenteer in hoofdstuk 4 dat incrementaliteit ofwel onderdeel is van de werk-
woord-betekenis, wanneer het werkwoord zelf een accomplishment-structuur identi-
ficeert, ofwel gegeven wordt door een ander element dat geassocieerd kan worden
met een schaal, dit omdat schalen een incrementele structuur hebben. Voor het eerste
geval, toon ik aan dat locatieve PPs een structureel afgeleide directionele betekenis,
om precies te zijn een goal-lezing, kunnen hebben, daar zij geı̈ntegreerd kunnen wor-
den als secundaire resultatieve predikaten en verwijzen naar de uiteindelijke locatie
van een event. De volgende hypothese drukt dit uit.

(19) De afgeleide goal-hypothese: Goal-lezingen met locatieve PPs kunnen afge-
leid worden wanneer de PPs de uiteindelijke locatie van een accomplishment
uitdrukken door (semantisch) een BECOME event the modificeren.

Toch blijven de gegeven PPs op basis van hun lexicale specificatie uitsluitend locatief.
De potentiële ambiguı̈teit tussen een locatieve lezing (die de locatie van het event
aangeeft) en een directionele lezing (die de uiteindelijke locatie van het event aangeeft)
wordt op structurele wijze afgeleid. Dit komt tot uitdrukking in de hypothese in (20).

(20) De structurele ambiguı̈teits-hypothese: De ruimtelijke Ps in, op, onder, en
achter zijn uitsluitend locatief. Elke ambiguı̈teit tussen een directionele en
locatieve lezing is puur structureel en niet lexicaal.

Steun voor deze hypothese komt van empirische feiten uit het Engels, Nederlands en
Duits, alsmede van syntactisch eigenschappen van deze PPs, met name in het Neder-
lands.
Ik stel zo verschillende manieren vast om een accomplishment-structuur te creeren en
om de syntactische configuratie in (17) te licenseren. Een incrementele structuur kan
met bepaalde werkwoorden geassocieerd worden, bijvoorbeeld lexicale accomplish-
ment-werkwoorden, of met het secundaire predikaat zelf. De besproken gevallen
hebben betrekking op PPs die met paden geassocieerd worden omdat ze een direc-
tionele P (naar, door, enzovoorts) als hoofd hebben. In navolging van ?, definieer
ik paden op zo’n manier dat ze altijd geassocieerd worden met een incrementele
(scalaire) structuur, gezien het feit dat een pad lineair geordend is. De semantiek van
sommige adjectieven is op een soortgelijke manier gevat in termen van schaalstruc-
turen (e.g. Kennedy, 1999, among other). Het kan zodoende beargumenteerd worden
dat directionele PPs en scalaire adjectieven over het algemeen de mogelijkheid hebben
om als secundaire resultatieve predicaten op te treden.
Wanneer het zo is dat incrementaliteit noch onderdeel is van het werkwoord (bijv. in
het geval van states en activiteit), noch onderdeel van het secundaire predikaat (als in
het geval van op zichzelf staande locatieve PPs), laat ik zien dat een accomplishment
dat steunt op de structuur in (17) normaalgesproken niet gebouwd kan worden. Ik
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beargumenteer dat in dit geval de PP slecht als een event-modificator geintegreerd kan
worden, waarbij het de locatie van het hele event modificeert. In dit geval kan de PP
dus niet als een resultatief predicaat gezien worden dat de uiteindelijke locatie van
het interne argument specificeert. De structurele configuratie die ik voor een dergelijk
scenario voorstel geef ik in (21).

(21) PPs als predikaat-modificatoren (VP-adjuncten)

VP

PP VP

Spec V+

V (XP)

Voor het geval waarin incrementaliteit noch onderdeel van het werkwoord noch on-
derdeel van het secundaire predikaat is, maar het werkwoord en het secundaire predi-
kaat toch tot een complex predikaat samensmelten, beargumenteer ik het bestaan
van additionele mechanismen die de twee predikaten samen kunnen voegen. Enkele
van deze mechanismen die ik in dit proefschrift bespreek zijn accusatieve naamval-
markering in Duitse PPs, achtergeplaatste Ps in het Nederlands, en verbale partikels
en prefixen in Germaanse en Slavische talen. In hoofdstuk 4 geef ik de hypothese in
(22), die betrekking heeft op accusatieve naamval-markering in Duitse PPs, waarin de
P zelf lexicaal een locatieve betekenis met zich draagt.

(22) De accusatieve naamvals-hypothese: Accusatieve naamval in Duitse PPs is
een structurele naamval, die gelicenseerd wordt in dezelfde condities waarin
ook accusatieve naamval op directe objecten wordt gelicenseerd.

Door het toe te passen op accusatieve naamval-markering in Duitse PPs met een
afgeleide directionele betekenis, veralgemeniseer ik een idee dat oorspronkelijk door
Zwart (to appear) voorgesteld is, en dat zegt dat accusatieve naamval op objecten de
morfologische reflex is van een hogere orde afhankelijkheid tussen het subject en zijn
zuster-knoop. Ik stel voor dat deze naamval-markering ontstaat onder de syntactische
configuratie in (23), waarin een kale PlaceP door inbedding onder Pred tot onderdeel
van het verbale predikaat verwordt.
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(23) ... dass
dat

Jan
Jan

den
de.ACC

Wagen
wagen

in
in

den
de.ACC

Graben
greppel

(hinein)
(er-in)

schob.
duwde

‘... dat Jan de wagen de greppel in duwde.’

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

den Wagen

Pred+

PlaceP

in DP

den Graben

(hinein)

schob

In deze structuur worden beide predikaten geintegreerd tot een enkel complex pre-
dicaat. PredP drukt hier een hierarchisch subject-predikaat relatie uit tussen de DP
de wagen en het predikaat gegeven door de PlaceP in de greppel. Hierdoor wordt het
secundaire predikaat als accusatief gemarkeerd, hetgeen zich manifesteert op het com-
plement van P, het enige element in het predikaat dat vatbaar is voor morfologische
naamvalsmarkering.
De analyse van accusatieve naamvalsmarkering met Duitse locatieve Ps staat me toe
een nieuwe analyse van Nederlandse achterplaatsing voor te stellen. De achterplaa-
tsings-volgorde, zo stel ik, is het resultaat van de formatie van een complex predikaat
tussen het werkwoord en een locatief P-element. Deze formatie vindt plaats onder
dezelfde condities waarin ook accusatieve naamval in Duitse PPs ontstaat. Ik beargu-
menteer dat voor de vorming van een complex predikaat met het werkwoord, de P in
Pred geı̈ncorporeerd wordt (24).
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(24) ... dat Jan de kar de sloot in duwde.

vP

DP

Jan

VP

PredP

DP

de kar

Pred+

PlaceP

ti DP

de sloot

"3ini

duwde

Het wordt aangenomen dat de incorporatie in Pred van een P dat zich voordoet als
een secundair resultatief predicaat noodzakelijk is wanneer het werkwoord zelf een
activity-werkwoord is en PredP niet zelf licenseert gezien het niet met een incementele
structuur geassocieerd is. Het algemene voorstel wordt doorgetrokken naar achterge-
plaatse elementen in zg. circum-positionele frases in het Nederlands en Duits.
Een voordeel van deze analyse is dat het wegdoet met lege pad-structuur, welke nor-
maalgesproken in de syntactische literatuur voor deze gevallen gepostuleerd wordt.
Daarnaast vat de analyse het feit dat achterplaatsingen in het Nederlands zich op veel
manier gelijkenis vertonen met partikelen, waarvan normaal wordt aangenomen dat
ze zich in een project dichter bij het werkwoord bevinden (al of niet door syntactische
beweging). De analyse is met name succesvol met betrekking tot de woordvolgorde
van P-complement, achterstelling en werkwoord in het geval van interveniënerende
adverbia, alsmede tot de sterke bewegingsrestricties voor achtergeplaatste (en circum-
positionele) frases. (Zie (e.g Koopman, 1997; den Dikken, 2003) voor syntactische
literatuur hierover).
In hoofdstuk 5 richt ik mij op de discussie van Russische en Tsjechische verbale
prefixen en maak ik onderscheid tussen twee typen. Ik beargumenteer dat interne pre-
fixen de bovengrens van een BECOME-event specificeren en zo een accomplishment-
of achievement-structuur licenseren/identificeren. Daar tegenover gesteld, toon ik aan
dat externe prefixen zich als perfectiviteits-markeerder in het Russisch of adverbiale
modificatoren in het Tsjechisch gedragen. Ik stel dat deze prefixen buiten de VP
gegenereerd worden. Het onderscheid tussen interne en externe prefixen wordt onder-
steund door semantische, syntactische en morfologische verschillen tussen de twee
types en het onderscheid speelt opnieuw een belangrijke rol in hoofdstuk 7. Ik be-
spreek ook gevallen waarin prefixen en voorzetsels samen voorkomen en ik integreer
ze in de algehele structuur van een bewegings-event.
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Een uitgangspunt voor dit hoofdstuk is een stelling waarvoor reeds in hoofdstuk 4
geargumenteerd is en die zegt dat de categorie P meer dan alleen adposities bevat,
maar ook verbale partikelen en prefixen in verschillende talen. In het algemeen kunnen
zo partikelen en prefixen als onderdeel van de categorie P gezien worden precies om-
dat ze delen van een incrementeel pad specificeren; ze lexicaliseren de bovengrens van
een BECOME-event, die geassocieerd wordt met een gegeneraliseerd (incrementeel)
pad.
De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 schetsen zo het volgende algemene idee. Pred medieert tussen
twee predikaties en voegt ze samen tot een complex predikaat. Dit is over het alge-
meen mogelijk wanneer ofwel het verbale ofwel het secundaire predikaat met incre-
mentaliteit geassocieerd wordt. Indien geen van beide een dergelijk associatie heeft,
dan kunnen extra mechanismen een structuur die Pred bevat licenseren om het sig-
naal te leveren dat incrementaliteit afgeleid kan worden van de combinatie van het
activiteits-werkwoord met een PP die refereert aan een locatie. In talen zoals het
Duits, is het accusatieve naamvalstoekenning aan het secundaire predikaat die deze
specifieke constellatie signaleert. In het Nederlands, wordt dit door incorporatie van
de locatieve P in Pred gedaan en deze incorporatie heeft het semantische effect dat in-
crementaliteit ‘geactiveerd’ wordt. In het Russische en het Tsjechisch hebben interne
prefixen op het werkwoord de functie van het samenvoegen van de twee predikaten.
In hoofdstuk 6 bespreek ik het typologische onderscheid tussen zg. verb-framed en
satellite-framed talen, zoals voor het eerst werd besproken door Talmy (1985, en
daaropvolgend werk). Er wordt aangetoond dat in tegenstelling tot satellite-framed
talen zoals de Germaanse talen die in eerdere hoofdstukken zijn besproken, verb-
framed talen zoals de meeste Romaanse talen niet de mogelijkheid hebben adjectieven
of PPs die refereren aan een begrensd pad te combineren met een activity-werkwoord
om zo syntactisch een accomplishment af te leiden. Zodoende is het niet in alle talen
mogelijk om accomplishment-structuren te bouwen door uitsluitend gebruik te maken
van de incrementele structuur van een secundair (niet-verbaal) predikaat (i.e. de AP
of de PP).
Ik postuleer als in hoofdstuk 3 dat alle PPs die een transitie uitdrukken, dat is alle
begrensde PPs, geintegreerd moeten worden als een complement aan het werkwoord
om te functioneren als een secundair resultatief predikaat over een argument dat met
het werkwoord gedeeld wordt, zodat de begrenzingseigenschappen van de PP, of de
structuur van de transitie op de structuur van het event afgebeeld kan worden. Dit
wordt uitgedrukt in de hypothese in (25).

(25) De begrensde PP-hypothese: PPs die aan een bovengrens van een BECOME
event refereren moeten geintegreerd worden als complementen aan het werk-
woord.

Ik stel voor dat dit een algemene eigenschap van PPs is die een grens op een event
stellen en onderdeel zijn van een accomplishment-structuur. Bovendien stel ik dat
deze eigenschap geld voor alle besproken talen. Samen met Snyder’s (1995, en vol-
gend werk) zg. samenstelling-parameter, verklaart de hypothese het feit dat verb-
framed talen geen secundaire predicaten kunnen hebben als het werkwoord zelf slechts
een activiteits-structuur identificeert.
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(26) De samenstelling-parameter (Snyder, 2005)
Talen verschillen parametrisch m.b.t. de beschikbaarheid van een semantische
compositie-regel (‘Regel C’) die nodig is voor zowel het interpreteren van
nieuwe samenstellingen als voor het bouwen van complexe event-beschrij-
vingen (bijv. accomplishments) uit simplexe event-beschrijvingen.

Volgende de begrensde PP-hypothese moeten PPs die refereren aan een begrensd pad
VP-intern geı̈ntergreerd worden als complementen aan het werkwoord zodat ze se-
cundaire resultatieve predikaten worden. Dit is echter onmogelijk in talen waarin de
samenstelling-parameter negatief is. Dit zijn de verb-framed talen uit Talmy’s ty-
pologie. Ik laat zien dat eerdere analyses van dit typologische verschil in dit opzicht
overgenereren omdat ze voorspellen dat allerlei werkwoord-PP combinaties in Ger-
maanse (satellite-framed) talen de mogelijkheid hebben accomplishments af te lei-
den ook wanneer dit onmogelijk is. Ik beargumenteer echter dat de incrementa-
liteitsconstraint in ogenschouw genomen moet worden. Deze is direct gerelateerd
aan de Incrementaliteits-Hypothese in (18).
Aan het einde van hoofdstuk 7 kom ik terug op het feit dat verb-framed talen werkwo-
orden die bewegingswijze uitdrukken niet kunnen combineren met begrensde PPs om
zo een accomplishment af te leiden. Hier bespreek ik een conceptuele voorkeur voor
de expressie van goals over sources en andere ruimtelijke betekenissen. Ik laat zien
dat noch goal-, noch source-frasen met bewegingswijze-werkwoorden kunnen com-
bineren in de verb-framed taal Italiaan. Dit zie ik als indirect bewijs dat beide types
PPs refereren aan een begrensd pad en geintegreerd moeten worden als secundaire re-
sultatieve predikaten om een accomplishment-structuur af te leiden. In dit hoofdstuk
verdedig ik de volgende hypothese:

(27) De Goal/Source-Hypothese: De conceptuele voorkeur voor goals is extra-
linguı̈stisch van aard (d.w.z. het resulteert niet in strikt syntactische en/of se-
mantische regels die tussen goals en sources onderscheid maken)

Ik argumenteer tegen Filip (2003) en Nam (2004) die aannemen dat de bias het re-
sultaat is van een aspectueel of event-structureel verschil tussen goals en sources in
de zin dat alleen goals telische predikaten of accomplishment-structuren kunnen aflei-
den. In plaats hiervan laat ik zien dat allerlei soorten Ps (en niet alleen goals) als
resultatieven kunnen functioneren en dat daarnaast er ook gevallen zijn waar bepaalde
Ps geen telische predikaten of accomplishments kunnen creeren.
De data op basis waarvan Filip voor een aspectueel verschil tussen goals en sources
argumenteert hebben bijvoorbeeld betrekking op maat-frasen modificatie in het Tsje-
chisch. De voorbeelden in (28) laten zien dat een dergelijke modificatie mogelijk is
met source-, maar niet met goal-prefixen.

(28) a. Po-vy-táhlp

PO-OUT-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

z
out

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((49-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

‘Hij sleepte de wagen een eindje uit de greppel.’
b. *Po-do-táhlp

PO-INTO-dragged
káru
cart.ACC

do
into

přı́kopu.
ditch.GEN

((50-b) in Filip, 2003, 94)

(‘Hij sleepte de wagen een eindje de greppel in.’)
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Op basis van het feit dat maat-expressies over het algemeen als een soort van be-
grenzers gezien worden en op grond van de veronderstelling dat de event slechts
een enkele keer begrensd kan worden, beargumenteert Filip dat een telisch event,
dat reeds op grond van teliciteit begrensd is, niet normaal een grens toegewezen kan
worden en dat dit de niet-compatibiliteit van maat-expressies met goal-prefixen, die
telische predikaten geven, verklaart. Aan de andere kant staan source-prefixen het
toe gecombineerd te worden met maat-expressies. Hieruit concludeert Filip dat een
source-georiënteerd bewegings-event niet telisch kan zijn.
Bouwend op mijn voorstel in hoofdstuk 5, dat stelt dat Slavische ruimtelijke prefixen
op bewegingswerkwoorden als morfemen die de resulterende toestaand (uiteindelijke
locatie) van een complex telisch event uitdrukken gezien moeten worden, beargu-
menteer ik dat een maat-expressie deze uiteindelijke locatie (zijnde IN / BINNEN of
NIET IN / BINNEN (=UIT / BUITEN) de greppel in (28)) kan modificeren en gelijk
behandeld kan worden met de modificatie van maat-frases in het domein van locatieve
PPs. Ik laat zien dat dezelfde semantische restricties die geldig zijn voor deze laatste
vorm van modificatie (zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 2) ook gelden voor de modificatie
van geprefixeerde werkwoorden. Zo lever ik een analyse voor de feiten in (28) zonder
dat ik daarmee het idee opgeef dat de event-structuur complex is en met accomplish-
ments geassocieerd wordt ongeacht of er een goal- of source-prefix in betrokken is.
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